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Saturday, January 28, 2012
Open Forum

A few people have reported problems accessing the second page of comments, so here's a new thread
for new comments. This link should get you to the 2nd page of the last thread:
fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/01/yonder-thur-be-dragons.html?commentPage=2
Some of you only read comments in the popup window, but you can also read them right under the
post. If you click on the name of the post at the top, here's where that page 2 link appears at the bottom
once the number of comments reaches 201:

Sincerely,
FOFOA
PS. Here is the link to the second page of comments on this thread:
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/01/open-forum.html?commentPage=2
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I see we're on page 3 now. To get there, just change the two to a three in your browser bar if you still
can't see the links at the bottom. Or try a different browser.
http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/01/open-forum.html?commentPage=3
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Monday, January 23, 2012
Yonder ...thur be DRAGONS!!

块大金条出现在江苏南京新街口一家商场内，配备了两个保安持枪现场保护。据现场工作人员介绍，这块“金条王”总重为 99.999 公斤，目前全国仅有一
块，且纯度、重量都创下历史纪录。

Below is a fun little Chinese New Year guest post by Sir Topaz, aka One Bad Adder (although he seems
to be pretty good at math to me). Just a little "food for thought" as he says...

9 月 8 evening Yan’an Road, Shanxi Road intersection, north-south and east-west traffic to each other and lack of traffic
police to ease, crossing continued congestion. Post intern reporter Wang Ju Liang Yang deep to figure

The Shanghai Transportation System – an analogy
by OBA
In China there generally exists a feeling of the presence of “authority”. In almost all cases this is
reassuring for the visitor …not so however on the streets of the cities.
There, chaos seems to rule …and it would be a brave, nay foolish “westerner” who would even
contemplate getting behind the wheel without spending a lot of time to first study and absorb the
“local” way.
After the initial shock, the traffic chaos begins to take on a semblance of order as one realises there are
very few accidents evident and largely the only obstruction to the (albeit slow) traffic flow, is the
occasional breakdown.
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Seemingly, the “secret” to navigating your way in Shanghai traffic is to quickly develop an
understanding of (a) the user, (b) the signalling …and lastly (c) the law.
The Chinese motorist, bike-rider and pedestrian all appear to have what I regard as a highly developed
“respect” for one-another. This, above all else is the key to maintaining a smooth flow of traffic and
getting to where you need to be.
Wherever they’re installed, the ubiquitous Traffic Lights are essentially used to complement this level
of individual respect where: - GREEN means GO (cautiously) …and RED means STOP …and GO
(slightly more cautiously)
There are few (if ANY) Walk – Don’t Walks …and I’m yet to figure out what AMBER means ;-)
The ever-present “authority”, when applied to traffic management, appears to be treated with a certain
level of disrespect …not necessarily contempt, apparently something more akin to “I’m alright Jack! –
we’ll manage it amongst ourselves”.
“Management” approach to the Shanghai Traffic System du-jour and I might add to life in general in
China …to all intents, appears to be a case of “let-it-be”.
My apprehension in Chinese traffic is also compounded by the fact that I’m used to driving on the
Right-(correct ;-) hand side of a vehicle!
It is worth also mentioning here that trying to grasp the exponential increase of motor vehicle uptake in
Shanghai …and China in general, now and into the future, completely boggles this layman’s mind.
So …on arrival at Shanghai airport you get a Cab and experience all this with trepidation from the
passenger seat as you meander into town 1 or 2 hours away (on a good day)

Shanghai taxi driver ID includes a registration number 111,892 where the lower the number the more earlier the driver was
registered. One colleagues opined that he would get out of taxi where the registration was recent – currently around
3xx,xxx, simply because the driver would need help understanding directions. The higher number of stars denote better
quality of service, and to some extent whether or not the driver is likely to understand some English.

At the other end of the Shanghai Transportation spectrum …albeit separate to it, is the Mag-Lev Train.
Going from the outskirts of the City to the Airport, this state-of-the-art service delivers you in comfort
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and on-time at speeds never before attained for mass-transit travel “on” Earth.
A truly unique experience - as you hurtle at 431kph to or from the Airport. The thing actually backs off
to 380k’s to pass the one coming the other way …wwwoosh …they pass each other in 0.7secs …
exhilarating stuff!

It was so enthralling at the time we experienced it, we ended up having several “goes”.
What a contrast …City – Airport …2 odd hours in traffic …or several minutes via Mag-Lev.
They built it …and the people came – well not quite in numbers to guarantee the sustainability of the
thing economically, but come they did.
It goes nowhere, it’s too costly to build, tickets are too expensive, were common complaints but,
believe you me, it serves its purpose admirably. Accordingly, they plan to extend this service to the
city-centre …and I understand they’re installing a similar longer one from Shanghai to a neighbouring
City as I type. (Probably be finished and have it operational by the time I get this posted ;-)

We can look at the STS as described above as an analogy for what might end up developing as a Global
Financial System courtesy of our Oriental cousins-in-trade.
In Shanghai / China, if they were to adopt and enforce similar draconian rules and regulations that
govern western traffic flow, the System would grind to a halt in a heartbeat, so to maintain the integrity
of our analogy, we can assume China en-masse follows “let-it-be” principles in all facets of their
activities …and essentially I believe they DO.
In this Laissez-faire Society / System, “respect” both for the individual …and transactions between
parties, is sacrosanct.
Management essentially is kept to a minimum …a-la the STS.
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We can also consider the Mag-Lev as representative of a functioning Free-gold option - included in the
System but not necessarily part of it - where participants can opt out of the System if they so desire …
be none the worst for it …and in fact gain by the experience.
Free-Gold then acts as an arbiter of the System whereby IF participants begin to stray too far from
courteous interaction and behaviour, those potentially disenfranchised simply move to Gold.
Of course the Cab drivers are represented in this analogy by the various Financial Advisers,
Accountants etc. who would not necessarily benefit financially by pointing you to the Mag-Lev …and
ultimately perhaps would do so quite reluctantly.
Opting out (of the traffic) and onto the Mag-Lev does also have its limitations and suitable only for the
few – as per Free-Gold ….but there is (and will be) absolutely NO RISK in doing so as the Human
condition ultimately guarantees an upward new-currency evaluation of REAL Gold.
Can a similar “Laissez-faire” Financial System exist WITHOUT an escape option a-la Free-Gold? I
really don’t think so.
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Tuesday, January 17, 2012
The Gold Must Flow

In the last thread of comments, Jaqship asked about the possibility of a future Freegold tax, a punitive
tax on gold meant to intimidate regular folks and steer them away from gold, and also to capture for the
collective any windfall profit coming from a gold revaluation. Jaqship, who gave me permission to use
his real name, is a long-time reader and supporter named Jeffrey Schramek. Jeff has an interest in these
questions because he deals in rare and valuable historic treasures including a 1935 Nobel Prize made
from 23K gold. Here is his website.
Jeff is certainly not a paper bug because his savings are tied up in these rare artifacts, not in a 401(k).
And it turns out that moving from hard assets into bullion is a tougher calculation than moving from
paper into gold. Really big money loves hard assets with numismatic and rare value because you can
transport a lot of value through time and space in a much smaller package than you can with plain
bullion. Also, billionaires aren’t as concerned with profiting from revaluation as they are with simply
preserving what they already have.
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The coin above is a Brasher Doubloon which was recently sold by a dealer in Irvine, California for $7.4
million, the most expensive private coin sale on record. The gold content of the coin is worth around
$1,300 today, so that's a numismatic premium of about 570,000%. And while premiums won't enjoy the
windfall revaluation of the metal, they will likely hold their present value quite well, preserving and
shuttling purchasing power in a very small package. Imagine, you could fly anywhere with that coin
mixed in with the spare change in your pocket.
The point is that the questions of taxes and confiscation on plain bullion are important to someone who
is already holding hard assets and considering his options. And part of Jeff's reasoning was that gold
bullion would be the most likely metal to be taxed "precisely because gold is useless" to the economy.
So I thought this was an important enough topic that I'd take a stab at answering his questions in a post,
so that everyone can benefit and discuss these issues. Here are a few excerpts from his questions in the
previous thread:
Jaqship said…
My fear is that they will at some point mess with what is left of the middle class, e.g. by imposing a
punitive tax on gold sales -- to intimidate regular folk from using gold to protect themselves from HI.
Maybe likewise on sales of silver and platinum, although to attack those largely- industrial metals may
bring unacceptable immediate harm to real production in the economy.
----Given that "the Right People" control policy, what's to stop them from the proxy confiscation
of draconian tax rates in the US (enforced upon all but themselves and their friends)?
Precisely because gold is "useless", such taxation of it wouldn't put what's left of the economy at the
sort of risk that such taxation of industrial metals like silver (and maybe platinum) could cause.
If so, moving much capital immediately post-Freegold into silver might be the wise course for
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Americans.
Am I missing something?
----"Once the USA sees capital escape..." assumes that such escape will not be blocked for all but "the
Right People" (who would be allowed to duck the harsh taxes anyway).
Italy has already introduced draconian capital controls.
The IRS and DHS may enjoy working together to crush any gold etc. Black Market that tries to emerge.
My guess is that much of US policy in recent years is driven by the aim of the Elites to stealthily reduce
the masses to peonage, preferably without crashing the whole economy.
If this is right, silver (because it is so used in industry) may be the only safe haven which the Elites may
hesitate to harshly tax.
----"the large gold holders will run the country. They won't make rules that hinder themselves."
I fear they will indeed make such rules, but they'll arrange that the rules are only enforced against
shrimps; just as they have been doing for the last 10+ years, e.g. against small brokerage houses (most
of whom have had to fold).
(This collapse of the US system's rep for fair treatment has much to do with gold's recent rise,
according to folks like Janszen.)
"... they'll be more than happy to tax silver into oblivion -- exactly *because* it is necessary for
industry."
Only if they'll be OK risking the utter collapse of an already dying economy. I must admit that they may
be just fine with that, but they may flinch at that extreme; they may be OK with what their handiwork
will already have done to enserf the middle class.
---Hi Jaqship,
This is a common concern, that the higher the nominal gain, the higher the tax that will be levied on
that particular asset. It is sometimes called a Windfall Profit's Tax. The last time we had such a tax
levied in the US was in 1980 on the oil companies. That tax was repealed in 1988 and we haven't had
one since. The tax was on producers of oil since the second oil crisis of the 1970s, the Iranian
Revolution, reset the price of oil from $15 in early 1979 to $37 in 1980. President Carter decided to
deregulate domestic oil prices allowing the oil companies to increase production and ease the shortage.
But in return for the deregulation, the government decided that the majority of the difference between
production cost and price should be captured by the hungry collective.
But there are a couple of things to note here. First of all it was actually an excise tax on domestic oil
and not really a profits tax. And most importantly, it was a tax on producers. I fully expect such a tax on
gold producers once we see the way the Superorganism resets the price of gold far above the cost of
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production. But to see why this will NOT be the case for private gold—gold which has already been
mined and is now held in private ownership—you must try to understand why and for what purpose
the human Superorganism is revaluing physical gold.
There is a purpose for highly valued gold in Freegold. It has everything to do with the savers (netproducers) in the economy, and little to do with mining companies. Miners will become tools for the
state, much like the printing press is a tool today. Only the gold already in the hands of savers will be
revalued to the benefit of private parties. Gold in the ground will be viewed much like oil in the ground
in 1980. As it comes out of the ground most of the substantial difference between production cost and
price will be captured by the hungry collective. But before we talk about windfall taxes on gold
savings, there's something you really need to understand.
The Gold Must Flow
The bottom line is that private gold needs to flow as a fertile member of the balance of trade. There will
be no advantage for the USG to confiscate or tax above-ground gold this time. Gold may be utterly
"useless" to the present debt-based economy, but it will be absolutely vital in the Freegold economy.
(Here's a comment I wrote last April about the importance of privately held gold.) This seems
incomprehensible when viewed from within the current paradigm which is why you must try to put
yourself in the next one to see what I'm talking about. I can try to help you see what I see. It's not easy
to explain, but I'll certainly give it a valiant effort once again.
Here's the way to look at it. Today the US is running a trade deficit of 21%. We import $2.34T worth of
goods and services but we only export $1.84T for a deficit of $500B or 21%. What this means is that
we pay for only 79% of our imports with goods and services in return. The other 21% we borrow and
then consume. Every day, every month, every year, we are borrowing and then consuming 21% of our
imports. And even though the private sector has cut back on its consumption since 2008, government
sponsored consumption has increased so the total hasn't changed much. And 21% is about the average
for the last 30 years.
All those goods and services that we borrowed and consumed for decades on end can never be paid
back. And they never will be paid back. This is a certainty. But that doesn't mean it will continue. And
that's what this paradigm shift is all about. That's why the Superorganism is revaluing physical gold. So
that the gold can flow along with all the other goods and services in payment for imports.
We do export gold even today. US gold exports flow primarily to London, Switzerland and India for
reasons that should be apparent. But the way gold is traded on the markets today sterilizes it in terms of
globally moderating and regulating the delicate balance of trade. Gold is still traded in terms of debt, or
paper promises of future gold. Gold debt. This is what goes out most of the time, and any kind of
international debt only increases imbalances while actually reversing the spur and brake forces a
physical-only gold market would otherwise exert.
It's kind of like if you built a car where the accelerator and brake pedal functions were reversed. It
would be really hard to drive that car without eventually wrecking it if every time you needed to brake
you accelerated, and when you needed to accelerate you came to a stop.
Imagine that Germany is shipping more goods to London than it is getting in return. So Germany is
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supporting London's trade deficit in the same way that China is supporting ours. Germany is letting
London "borrow" extra goods and then consume them. In exchange, let's imagine that London pays for
its trade deficit with paper gold, just like the US pays China with US Treasury debt. Germany will start
stacking the paper gold in the same way that China stacks Treasuries. The debt will grow. The
imbalance will grow. Nothing has actually flowed opposite Germany's goods and services except debt.
If, on the other hand, physical gold flowed from London into Germany and the price was high enough
that it offset the trade deficit, then there would be no trade imbalance. There would be no accumulation
of debt. Everything would essentially be settled on a cash basis with no international debt. But in order
for this to work in reality, the price of gold will have to be much higher than it is today because there's
simply not enough gold to flow at today's prices in order to fill the trade gaps that already exist.
And here's another interesting note. It won't matter if London is still using the pound or if they switch
to the euro. The gold still balances trade as it flows. So no, it's not a flaw of sharing the same currency
that the PIIGS can't balance trade with others in the euro's core. It's a flaw of the current system which
existed long before the euro was even born. Within the current system, the euro does remove the
possibility of local currency collapse as an alternative adjustment mechanism, but honestly, that's part
of what they wanted with the euro. The current system is one of irreversible debt-buildup and gold-debt
which sterilizes the flow and price of gold.
Spur and Brake
Once gold is flowing at a high enough price to balance international trade, it will start accumulating in
countries that run a trade surplus excluding gold (including gold, trade will balance). Likewise, it will
start disappearing from those countries running a trade deficit ex-gold (excluding gold). This is how the
spur and brake forces work on an economy in Freegold.
As the gold supply within a "deficit ex-gold" nation dwindles (think: USA), each piece remaining will
become more and more dear in terms of other goods and services within that zone. In other words, the
purchasing power of gold will rise in the "deficit ex-gold" zone vis-à-vis goods and services in that
zone. Likewise, the purchasing power of gold will begin to fall in the "surplus ex-gold" zone (think
Germany or China) versus goods and services in that zone because of the large and growing
accumulation of gold.
At this point the large quantity of gold in the "surplus zone" will have a lower purchasing power
against goods in its own zone, but a higher purchasing power abroad in the "deficit zone" and demand
for imported goods will grow while exports will start to fall. This growing demand from abroad will be
felt in the "deficit zone" and will be met with new supply. Likewise, the falling demand for imports
from the zone with a declining volume of gold will be felt in the "surplus zone" and be met with
decreasing supply. Incrementally, the "surplus zone" will slow production and increase consumption
while the "deficit zone" experiences the opposite effect. Excluding gold, the balance of trade will shift
back and gold will start to flow in the other direction.
Notice, please, that I'm not even talking about the flow of currency or price inflation/deflation in
currency terms. Inflation or deflation in currency terms can be happening in either zone depending on
how the monetary authority is managing the currency. But what matters in terms of the real trade flow
will be the purchasing power of Freegold (not in currency terms, but) vis-à-vis the rest of the trade flow
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of goods and services.
If you have high currency inflation in the "deficit zone" because the government is printing like crazy,
the price of gold will be rising even faster than the price of goods and services. On the contrary, if you
have high inflation in the "surplus zone", the price of gold will be rising more slowly than the CPI,
exerting its brake force on the economy because gold will still be found to have increasing purchasing
power abroad and decreasing purchasing power on goods from its own zone. In other words, gold will
be exported to other zones where its purchasing power is higher, spurring those other zones to produce
more and putting the brakes on the overheated economy in the "surplus zone".
This flow will continue reversing back and forth forever, as it should be, because there is no such thing
as a perfect equilibrium. And again, I want to draw your attention to the fact that I'm dealing only in the
physical plane, ignoring the monetary plane. This is what Freegold does. And it doesn't matter if the
"surplus ex-gold" and "deficit ex-gold" zones each have their own currencies or if they share a single
currency. It still works the same way. Savers run the economy. Savers are the marginal surplusproducers and consumers. When the savers start saving more, it means the economy is producing more.
When the savers start dishoarding and consuming, the economy is producing less vis-à-vis its balance
of trade. This is the spur and brake force of Freegold, the international demand driven by the
fluctuating purchasing power of gold as felt by the savers, regardless of any transactional currency
effects with which the debtors may be tinkering.
Now that I've given you a brief description of how Freegold will work in the physical plane (it will also
exert forces on the monetary plane, but that's a big subject for another post), let's take a quick look at
how the present debt-based system, the $IMFS, differs in that it exerts the exact opposite spur and
brake forces. In the present system it is debt that flows to fill in the same trade gap that will be filled by
physical gold in Freegold.
As I said above, the US pays for 79% of its imports with goods and services exports. But the remaining
21% it pays for with debt that accumulates year after year. The US is the "deficit zone" and its trading
partners who are accumulating US debt are the "surplus zone". Our trading partners send us 100%
goods and services and we send them back 79% goods and services plus 21% US dollars. They then
have to do something with those dollars. But they already have more than $4 Trillion in accumulated
US debt. So what to do with those new dollars that keep coming?
If they were to insist on spending those extra dollars on more goods and services in order to balance
trade, they'd simply drive up the dollar prices of goods and services relative to their own domestic
goods and services. In the physical plane final analysis, they'd still receive less back from us than they
sent us, and they'd simultaneously collapse the value of their $4 Trillion accumulated debt. So instead,
they loan those extra dollars back to us at a nominal (not real) rate of interest and then we use them
(again) to buy more of their goods.
So the more debt that flows as payment into the "surplus zone" economy, the more it is spurred to
produce even more goods for the "deficit zone" to borrow. And the more "deficit goods" that flow into
the deficit zone, the more dollars that must be recycled and the more the "deficit zone" must consume,
which is, in effect, a brake force on the consumption-based economy. The brake force is being applied
to the "deficit zone" and the spur force to the "surplus zone". The opposite of Freegold.
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When debt flows, deficits accumulate and grow requiring more accumulation and more debt. The netconsumers are incentivized to net-consume more and more and the net-producers to produce ever more.
There is no adjustment mechanism, no natural governor. This simply continues until the whole thing
collapses. That's the only adjustment mechanism: periodic collapse. That's the $IMFS.
(For more on the Freegold adjustment mechanism, search for the word "Greece" in these two posts and
start there.)
Strong Hands
So that's where the Superorganism is taking us. But before I get into the issues of a windfall profits tax
and confiscation under Freegold, I want to discuss one more concept, the concept of strong hands going
into Freegold.
When anyone talks about "gold" today, that word identifies a whole panoply of gold-related investment
options. They include unallocated gold credits, forward contracts for future gold, futures contracts for
trading, ETF shares, gram-denominated savings accounts and e-money platforms, mining company
shares, exploration company shares, certificates, options, derivatives and more. There are many ways to
invest in this thing called "gold" through various counterparties today. And it is the market interplay of
all these various options, much more so than transactions in and movement of physical, that determines
"the price of gold" as it is widely referenced today.
This is what we mean when we say that today's "price of gold" is not the price of physical. Yes, you can
still buy physical at that price, but it is the price of a wide range of products claiming the name "gold"
more so than it is the price of a specific metal element.
This conglomeration of many tradable, counterparty options that purports to be part of something
called "gold" is struggling to stay together as "the price of gold" rises. Market mavens like Jim Sinclair
have long predicted the arrival of violent swings of magnitude as "the price of gold" battles its way
higher. And it seems this breathtaking volatility may be just around the corner today.
In just the last 12 months we've seen "the price of gold" run from $1,350 up to $1,900 and then back
down to $1,530. Not only that, but "gold" shot up $400 in just 7 weeks during July and August, and
then it plunged $300 in three weeks. I wonder what the next run will look like. If it follows the same
percentages as last year, we'll hit a very special number this year.
Each time the price swings up and down like this the "gold" traders trade their way in and out of their
favorite paper gold positions. But the physical side is slowly working its way into stronger and stronger
hands with each swing. Strong hands buy the dips while weak hands are selling in a panic.
I heard a story from a dealer recently about a poor sap who'd bought a bunch of Eagles from a company
that advertises on TV, paid too high of a premium to cover all that expensive advertising, and he had
also taken physical delivery which is why I heard the story. On the last big plunge into the $1,500s he
walked into this dealer with his box of gold coins, head hung low, ready to cut his "losses". That's a
weak hand. Someone who doesn't understand what he's doing when he buys gold coins.
As I've noted before, when I started this blog back in 2008, the highest "gold price" predictions I had
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ever encountered (other than A/FOA) were in the range of $1,650 to $2,000 per ounce. That has
obviously changed. Today we read a variety of future price predictions ranging from $5,000 on up to
$50,000 per ounce. But the problem I see with my fellow high price prognosticators is that they don't
support those prices with an explanation as fundamental as Freegold. This is a problem.
That special number I said we could hit this year, if the trend doesn't accelerate and simply repeats, is
$2,333. The low to high in the last 12 months matches a rise from today's price to about $2,333 in the
next 7 or 8 months, if we were to have an exact replay. And the problem is that $2,333 is the inflationadjusted (based on official inflation) peak from 1980.
Fair warning to all gold bugs who don't understand Freegold
I'll make a prediction right now. As we approach and surpass $2,333, other high price predictions
notwithstanding, you'll read articles from all of your favorite gold bug writers making the comparison
with the 1980 peak. And if the ascent is anywhere as vertical as it was back in July and August, that
comparison won't be lost on a single gold bug. No one wants to miss the top like so many did back
then.
So when it starts to fall after a vertical rise, and it will fall, no one will be thinking about those other
high price predictions. Instead, they'll be thinking "get out now, just in case. I can buy back in later and
make a profit." This group will include all paper gold traders as well as a good portion of the "physical"
gold bug community. And because of the "specialness" of that number, $2,333, there won't be any
paper gold buyers trying to catch the knife, so it will fall hard. Possibly too hard. No one wants to be
that guy who bought on the way down in 1980.
This could potentially be the final shakeout of weak physical hands, because there will be plenty of
strong hands catching that physical even though physical buying won't stop the price from falling.
Unfortunately for a few long-time gold bugs, the lack of a fundamental and foundational understanding
of a much higher value could see them liquidating at the worst possible time in all of history. And that
would truly be a shame. At least I have given fair warning. I'm not predicting that this is the way it will
play out. Only that it could. And being aware of this possibility has value if it gives you strong hands at
a key point in time.
Tax That Gold!
Now we can talk about windfall taxes and confiscation (related topics). Hopefully you were able to
absorb the above concepts. The human Superorganism is revaluing gold vis-à-vis not currency, but
everything else, for a purpose: the gold must flow. Again, the Superorganism is revaluing gold in real,
not nominal, terms. (It is also devaluing the US dollar in real terms, but that's a separate subject for a
vastly different post.) And going into Freegold, physical will start out in the strongest of hands,
meaning people like you and me who know what it's worth in international terms and Giants who don't
need to sell during suboptimal conditions.
But before I get into taxation, I'd like to discharge the confiscation meme once and for all. Physical
confiscation only makes sense if you are going to confiscate the gold and then, and only then,
nominally revalue it yourself hoping that your currency is strong enough that a nominal revaluation
actually delivers you a real windfall (see: 1934). But as I said earlier, the human Superorganism is
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revaluing gold this time, not FDR or the USG. So taxation is the only option. That said, I would not
leave my gold where it, or my capital gain, could easily be automatically absorbed during a short-lived
government misstep, which is why I recommend personal possession or at least the closest thing to it.
The first thing you need to understand is that the IRS taxes nominal gains only. It does not tax real
gains. It is as blind to real gains as it is to real losses. The tax law would have to be completely
abandoned and rewritten from scratch in order to tax real gains. This is not going to happen.
So let's make an assumption and see where it leads. Let's assume that the Freegold revaluation has
occurred and the USG has decided to impose a 90% windfall profits tax on its citizens who hoarded
physical gold through the transition. What will be the consequences of this action and who will be hurt?
Now, because the US is blind to real gains, you'd have to sell your gold at the new Freegold price in
order to make a taxable nominal gain. Until you sell, you still have the same thing you had before the
revaluation, a single gold coin. For all they know you'll hang onto that gold and the price will once
again fall and you'll still just have one gold coin worth much less. Or maybe you'll lose it in a boating
accident, or it will be stolen, and you'll have no gain. The only gain the IRS recognizes is nominal
gains. (Here's a comment I wrote back in 2010 on future gold taxes.)
Part of our premise in this exercise is that Freegold has arrived, along with everything that comes with
it. So even though the USG has misstepped and put on a 90% gold tax, the rest of the world has not and
is now enjoying a technically balanced trade flow along with the reappearance of Jacques Rueff's
"forceful but unobtrusive master, who governs unseen and yet is never disobeyed."
Let's ignore hyperinflation for now and talk in constant dollars. Gold now has the purchasing power of
$55,000 in 2012 constant dollars. Your gain per ounce is roughly $53,500 and the government wants
90% of that money, or $48,150 leaving you with only $6,850 worth of purchasing power for every coin
you choose to sell. Meanwhile, those strong hands in other Freegold countries have $55,000 in
purchasing power for each coin they choose to sell.
Strong hands in the USA have $6,850 in constant dollar purchasing power. Strong hands in the ROW
(rest of the world) have $55,000 in purchasing power. The gold must flow, but will it flow from the
USA as much as from other deficit countries under these conditions? If it does flow, it will still flow
across international borders at the new Freegold value and vital goods and services will flow back into
the US. But only 12.5% of the purchasing power of that gold will go to the person with the choice of
"to flow or not to flow" while 87.5% goes to the USG.
Tax laws always change, and this is a fact that will also be factored into the decision "to sell or not to
sell" that strong hands in the US will face. Another factor is black market arbitrage. A strong hand in
the US won't have to engage in smuggling gold out of the country himself in order to gain more
purchasing power than $6,850. With $48,150 per ounce in potential black market profit (that's $1.5
billion per smuggled tonne), it's not hard to imagine a vibrant black market that would gladly pay you
twice your $6,850 off the books.
So if the gold in private hands in the US doesn't flow in sufficient amounts, given that US debt has
been discredited through the Freegold phase transition, the government will have no choice but to
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continue printing money in its vain attempt to support the US trade deficit and its own status quo as
Uncle Sugar to the people. And in a last-ditch effort to support its own failing currency, it will have to
ship Fort Knox gold overseas. FOA mentioned something about this: "…the US will find itself shipping
ever higher priced gold to defend an ever lower valuation of dollar exchange rates."
In this scenario, the need to continue printing in the face of an ongoing currency collapse will obliterate
any miniscule gain that comes from the few shrimps who actually decide to sell their gold in an
untimely way and pay the tax. The US has precious little gold in private hands as it is. And it will need
that private gold to flow. It needs you to sell your gold to your dealer so your dealer can export it to our
trading partners. That's how trade flows will resume under the new paradigm, with savers choosing to
let their gold flow because of the amazing purchasing power it delivers.
And with international trade flowing again, the government will have much more economic activity to
tax than it did when it tried to tax real capital in its purest form based on the silly notion that the hungry
collective deserves a windfall nine times greater than the gold investors who kept gold inside the zone
through a turbulent transition. The bottom line here is that I do not know if the USG will try to tax the
windfall profit that comes from Freegold. What I do know is that, if they do, it won't last very long.
And once again, being aware of this possibility has value if it gives you strong hands at a key point in
time.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, January 11, 2012
The Studebaker Effect

One of my resolutions for 2012 is to spend some time finding new ways to introduce gold-resistant
paperbugs to the powerful arguments for buying and holding physical gold right now. But I never want
anyone to invest in anything based merely on a recommendation. I want them to understand the reasons
for the purchase themselves. Peace of mind can only come from within, and that's what understanding
can provide.
This is tricky ground for me because I'm not a gold activist. The purpose of this blog is stated at the
top. It is a tribute to Another and FOA. I'm not here to convert the unwilling. I'm not here to project my
thoughts and draw in the masses. But at the same time, I do want to share what I've learned with loved
ones. And from the email I receive, so do a lot of other people. That said, you can't just approach the
unwilling with stories of decade-old anonymous internet personalities.
So this is my first foray into the frustrating world of the gold-resistant paperbug. With your help, I hope
to build a primer on the gold thesis explaining "why gold, and why now," to those who know nothing
about The Gold Trail that brought us here. This post is my first baby step.
As most of you already know, you don't get any of the usual hard money, gold standard or gold bug
arguments from me. I do not predict a return to the gold standard, I'm not opposed to fiat currency or
central banking and I don't think the world is going to end. What you do get is my explanation of the
changes that are unfolding right now in the international monetary and financial system, and how they
could affect your savings.
That last part is important. How changes in the monetary and financial system could affect your
savings. What are your savings? And why do we save the way we do today? Has it always been this
way? Are there universal do's and don'ts when it comes to saving for the future or for a rainy day? Do
systems ever change or implode, erasing people's savings? Is it ever fair to say "this time it's different"?
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These are interesting questions to think about.
And now that I'm thinking about it, does anyone even save anymore? If you've got a hundred grand
sitting in a bank CD or savings account someone will likely tell you that you should invest it or else
you're wasting money. So you invest it in what, mutual funds and bonds? In that case there will be
people that will say you should be actively trading, because you're still leaving potentially rich profits
on the table.
Have you noticed how many people think they are traders and investors these days? And with all the
options to invest in and trade out there, who can blame them? But in reality they are not traders or
investors. They are doctors, lawyers, businessmen… and savers. What we call investing today is more
like speculating. So why do we "save" the way we do today, by speculating on things we know so little
about?
I had an email exchange over the holidays with a reader who was home visiting his parents. He's
frustrated because he's been trying to talk to them about gold for at least a year now. Here's what he
writes:
"I had to bite my tongue last night because my parents told me of the results of their trip to a financial
adviser. My dad has over a million in his retirement account. Thanks to this adviser they went to, 1/2 of
that is going into low-yielding Muni-bonds, the other half is going into some mixed fund that my
parents really have no idea what it is. I asked about gold and apparently the adviser said it was "too
volatile", so zero goes into that. Great!"
I'm guessing this is pretty common, because I received an email from another reader, also during the
holidays, that said almost the same thing about his mother's savings: mostly government bonds and no
gold thanks to a financial advisor's advice. Is your life's savings so trivial that you will put it
somewhere based on a mere recommendation? Do you feel no need to understand, no responsibility to
personally protect the fruits of your own life? I'll tell you one thing, it wasn't always done this way.
A saver is different from an investor or a trader/speculator. A saver is one who earns his capital doing
whatever it is he does, and then aims to preserve that purchasing power until he needs it later. Investors
and traders aim to earn more capital by putting their already-earned capital at risk in one way or
another. This takes a certain amount of specialization and focus. But this difference is a big topic for
another post. And anyway, it doesn't matter so much in terms of the gold thesis for today.
Today the system is in transition, so you can throw your ideas about these differences out the window.
There is no safe medium for simple preservation of purchasing power when the entire system shifts
from the old normal to the new normal. When systems implode, the safest place to be pays off big time!
In hindsight, the stock market (represented by the DJIA) would have been a great investment or
speculation from the 1970s until 2000. Since 2000 it has gone nowhere:
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Likewise, bonds would have been a great trade from about 1981 until now. As I've noted before, you
make capital gains in bonds while interest rates are falling. The real pros know all about this. And from
1981 to present, interest rates fell from 20% to 0%. Flipping the interest rate chart upside down shows
how the bond king Bill Gross of PIMCO traded his way into a personal $2.2 billion fortune over the
last 30 years:

But markets do change. With the stock market now flat and bond yields at zero, the market is about to
change again. Those of you with financial advisors putting your money into bonds should pay
attention. If you don't believe me, how about the bond king himself, Bill Gross? Here's what he wrote
just last week (my emphasis):
How many ways can you say “it’s different this time?” There’s “abnormal,” “subnormal,”
“paranormal” and of course “new normal.”…
Interest rates were lowered and assets securitized to the point where they could go no further and in
the aftermath of Lehman 2008 markets substituted sovereign for private credit until it appears that that
trend can go no further either. Now we are left with zero-bound yields and creditors that trust no one
and very few countries. The financial markets are slowly imploding – delevering – because there’s too
much paper and too little trust. Goodbye “Old Normal,” standby to redefine “New Normal,” and
welcome to 2012’s “paranormal.”
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Bill is a billionaire himself. And he also manages more than a trillion dollars of other people's money,
including millions of retirement savers, public and private pension plans, educational institutions,
central banks, foundations and endowments, among others. So you can be pretty sure he doesn't use
words like "imploding" lightly.
Remember, I'm talking about "how changes in the monetary and financial system could affect your
savings." I don't want you to buy anything on my (or anyone else's) recommendation. I want you "to
understand the reasons for the investment yourself." And I asked, "do systems ever change or implode,"
and "is it ever fair to say this time is different?" Well, you just heard a mainstream billionaire bond fund
manager answer "yes" and "yes."
In fact, history is chock full of stories about financial and monetary crises and change, and there is a
part of these stories that often gets only a one-line mention, buried in between the descriptions of the
chaos and the subsequent resolution. That line usually reads something like this: "Many elderly
investors lost their life savings." That line is from an actual American story. Here's another one:
"[Group 2] got lump sum payments that roughly equated to 15% of the actuarial value of their
[savings]. Group 3… got nothing."
So why buy gold? Why buy only discrete coins and unambiguous bars of physical gold? And why right
now? A historical perspective is necessary for understanding the answers to these questions. Crisis
resolutions always involve the sacrifice of someone. And that someone is usually the savers. But there
are always winners and losers. Devaluations play out like a seesaw. There is a force (the crisis
devaluation), a fulcrum (what is being devalued against), and a load (the beneficiary or the winner).

I think if we are going to try and talk about gold with gold-resistant savers, we first need to think about
why they save in the way that they do today, pretending to be investors and traders, and how it wasn't
always this way.
The Studebaker Effect
Most of you reading this in the U.S. probably have some sort of an individual retirement account.
Maybe you have a Traditional IRA, or a Roth IRA, a SEP IRA, Simple IRA, a 401(k) plan, or even a
Self-Directed IRA. Or maybe you don't have your savings tied up in a tax advantaged account but you
still invest in the same way, relying on the advice of an RIA, a registered investment advisor.
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If this is you, then you probably also have a diversified mix of stocks, bonds and cash or cash
equivalents. Perhaps you even have some non-dollar investments, foreign stocks, commodity positions
or fancy REITs. Maybe you've got a little in the tech sector, a little in the banking sector, some in the
energy sector and the rest in mutual funds. But have you ever stopped to wonder why this is the way
we save today? Was it always this way? No, it wasn't.

The 1970s were a pivotal decade of change in so many ways. The 70s were not only a decade of high
inflation, it was also the first time the U.S. blew the lid off the idea of a "permanent" debt ceiling by
introducing the concept of "temporary" increases (later made permanent) and driving U.S. debt into the
$Trillions by the end of the decade. In 1979, the House of Representatives passed a rule to
automatically raise the debt ceiling when passing a budget, without the need for a separate vote on the
debt ceiling itself. This was just one of many big changes that came out of the 70s.
The 70s decade was also the pivot point at which the U.S. switched from a trade surplus to running a
perpetual trade deficit. And it was when we changed from being the world's greatest goods producer
into a service-driven economy. And in 1974 Congress passed a bill which President Ford signed into
law that forever changed the way we save. A law that eventually exploded into the constellation of
investment options I just enumerated.
That bill was the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, or ERISA. But like all of the
systemic changes that occurred in the 1970s, the roots of ERISA can be found in the 1960s, 1963 to be
exact.
Before 1974, most people's retirement savings were in the form of a "defined benefit" from their
employer. If you worked for a company until a specified age, you were "guaranteed" a defined,
nominal benefit for the rest of your life. This system was similar to the pension funds used mostly for
union workers today, only back then pensions weren't just for unions. The bottom line was that the
burden of saving for retirement was on your employer, not on you.
As a pensioner, the comfort of your future retirement was in the hands of a single counterparty, your
employer. Post-ERISA, most people put their hopes for retirement in the hands of a more diversified
group of counterparties. With a single counterparty, default, mismanagement or fraud was and is a big
risk. Secondary risks were the systemic ones, like a currency collapse, because it was your benefit that
was nominally defined. Post-ERISA most companies (and individuals) switched to plans based on
employee contributions rather than defined benefits.
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This was a dramatic shift of burden. By the simple addition of choice, the burden of retirement savings
was shifted from your employer to you. You now had not only the choice of how much to contribute,
but also where to put your savings. With the old system, the payoff was a fixed, nominal promise.
Through ERISA, your retirement is no longer fixed at a certain number of dollars. It now varies based
on the amount you save, how you choose to invest it, and how the market values those investments
when it comes time for you to retire. This can be a good thing or a bad thing, depending on what
happens between now and your retirement.
In many countries other than the U.S., countries that experienced a currency collapse during the last
century, it was mostly the pensioners that were wiped out. Owing only a fixed, defined number of
currency units to retirees turned out to be a blessing to pension funds in these countries. Pensioners
could easily continue receiving their promised $2,500 per month forever, even well after the price of
toilet paper had risen above $10,000 per roll.
But getting back to the roots of ERISA in 1963, it was mismanagement and default that destroyed the
retirement hopes of many people. The collapse and ultimate liquidation of the Studebaker Automobile
Company was pretty orderly on the surface. Production lines were consolidated, then closed, then sold
off and renamed. But it was the loss of Studebaker's employee retirement fund that started a movement
toward system-wide pension reform.

By the time Studebaker closed its South Bend plant in 1963, its pension fund was so poorly funded that
the effect of its default would reverberate for the next five decades. Of 6,900 Studebaker employees
that had not yet retired or at least reached retirement age, 4,000 received only 15% of what was the
actuarial present value of their savings, and the other 2,900 got nothing. MF Global anyone?
So the Studebaker effect became a systemic transition shifting both the burden of saving and the
responsibility of decision-making onto the people themselves. And out of this transition grew the whole
financial services industry as well as the full menu of investment choices listed above. Incidentally, and
speaking of MF Global, another child of the transitional 70s and the Studebaker effect was the
Securities Investor Protection Corporation, or SIPC.
The SIPC promises up to $500,000 insurance for individual investors against broker-dealers that go
bankrupt. That is, unless a loophole can be found. Unfortunately for MF Global's customers, the vibrant
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commodity futures market came later than the SIPC which was only written to cover financial
securities, not futures. So while the 400 securities accounts at MF Global were covered by insurance,
the other 50,000 or so commodities accounts were left hoping they'll get back more than 72¢ on the
dollar. Oops. Oh, and the CME also decided not to back the accounts. It seems nothing is for sure when
it comes to counterparties.

The Gold Thesis
The above is a brief description of how the 70s were a decade of many changes. And also how changes
in the 70s led to the way we save today. This is important to understand because I think we are in the
midst of another historic transition period right now. I think this present period will be viewed by
history as far more dynamic than the 70s. And I think the lessons learned from the experience of the
1970s will ultimately prove to be a poor guide for financially navigating this transition.
The evidence is already in — physical gold is "the load," set and levered for revaluation, as in the
illustration above. The fulcrum is all other hard assets. And financial securities of all types, the nominal
promises of counterparties, bonds, cash and cash equivalents are all vulnerable to the devaluation force.
It's a three-part dynamic with hard assets—the middle part—acting as the denominator for both a
devaluation of paper promises from counterparties and a revaluation of physical gold (it should be
telling that we need to qualify such an elemental word as gold) and physical gold only. And from my
Euro Gold post, here's the lever in early action:

The way people save today is traceable back to the collapse of the Studebaker pension fund and the
reform movement that followed. In its 50 years of making automobiles, Studebaker exploded into a
large and diversified company that, by 1960, included a missile and space technology division, a home
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and office appliance division, a tractor division, a generator division, a refrigeration division, a
chemical division, and even an airline division. But within a few years it was collapsed, condensed,
consolidated, liquidated and closed. And in the process, the employee savings were erased. The savers
were sacrificed.
Similarly, the investment landscape that followed has exploded in supernova fashion yielding nominal
credits that number like the stars in the heavens. Today's savers have given their savings to every
manner of counterparty who went on a spending spree, leaving only the illusion of a debt that is too big
to even be serviced in real terms. We have spent the last 35 years exploring the Milky Way galaxy of
investment options, pretending to be investors and traders, when all we really are is savers waiting,
once again, to be sacrificed.
It seems to me that we are now in the consolidation phase of change, heading back down to Earth. And
where you choose to land, to consolidate your savings, has never been more important than it is today. I
believe we are in a new transition period that is necessary, natural and inevitable (unstoppable). And
that is why I don't take the quixotic stance of an activist, fighting to change the world. The only action I
advocate is personal action, like purchasing power preservation and the personal action of expanding
your understanding beyond the standard dogma you hear everywhere else.
And for those of you who are also struggling through the frustrating world of the gold-resistant
paperbug, I'm looking for feedback so I can continue this project. What anti-gold arguments are you
running into these days? And also, what worked for you? Has anyone had success introducing a
Western paperbug to gold? I thought Victor's comment here, on the permanent portfolio, was very
good. Those are the kinds of solid arguments I'm looking for. Perhaps, together, we can come up with a
few more!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, January 5, 2012
Party Like It's MTM Time
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The ECB published its "Year of the RPG" year-end quarterly revaluation ConFinStat yesterday, and the
trend continues. Here are the relevant results:
In the week ending 30 December 2011 the increase of EUR 3.6 billion in gold and gold receivables
(asset item 1) reflected quarterly revaluation adjustments, as well as the sale of gold coin by one
Eurosystem central bank.
Quarter-end revaluation of the Eurosystem’s assets and liabilities
In line with the Eurosystem’s harmonised accounting rules, gold, foreign exchange, securities holdings
and financial instruments of the Eurosystem are revalued at market rates and prices as at the end of
each quarter. The net impact of the revaluation on each balance sheet item as at 31 December 2011 is
shown in the additional column “Difference compared with last week due to quarter-end adjustments”.
The gold price and the principal exchange rates used for the revaluation of balances were as follows:
Gold: EUR 1,216.864 per fine oz.
USD: 1.2939 per EUR
JPY: 100.20 per EUR
Special drawing rights: EUR 1.1867 per SDR

_________________________________________________________
Sidebar
As I noted here last Friday, during the dark of Thursday night, euro gold mysteriously levitated itself up
a whopping €32.89 from Thursday's London PM fix of €1,184.16, which would have been a
disappointing decline since the October MTM Party which marked gold at €1,206.39. This, of course,
begs the question (once again) that was implied in this post as to how important "Snapshot Day" really
is to young central bankers. (Evidence from Sept. '10 and April '11 seems to suggest that year-end and
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mid-year might be more important than the other two quarters.)
But this is neither here nor there which is why I put it in a silly little sidebar. It is simply a curious
observation.
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
Sidebar #2
It is funny to see how pathetically little some in the euro-skeptical media really understand about the
Eurosystem. Here's the Wall Street Journal's Marketwatch headline relating to yesterday's MTM Party:

ECB balance sheet grows, gold reserves increase
The flaw in the headline is compounded in the body of the article:
"The value of the Eurosystem's gold and gold receivables holdings increased by EUR3.6 billion to
reflect quarterly revaluations as well as the sale of gold to the ECB by another euro-zone central
bank, the ECB said."
First of all, that's not what the ECB said. This reporter's statement that one of the NCBs (National CBs)
sold gold to the ECB carries obvious implications which are not only wrong, but very misleading.
Someone in Europe emailed me last night asking:
"Did you notice that one European CB sold gold to the ECB? My guess is it was Italy."
Someone else posted this comment on a forum after reading that article:
"Gold of a Eurozone CB sold to ECB ... If I am not mistaken-correct me if I'm wrong-this
does not happen very often?
More gold on ECB balance sheet in exchange for buyout sovereign debt perhaps ...?"
Here are the problems with that article. The ECB is simply the core of the Eurosystem. Actually, there
are two systems. The ESCB or the 'European System of Central Banks' which is comprised of all the
CBs in the EU, even those not using the euro as their currency. And then there's the Eurosystem which
is comprised of all the CBs using the euro, with the ECB at its operational core.
The ConFinStat, put out weekly with quarterly MTM revaluation, is the balance sheet of the whole
Eurosystem which includes all of the NCBs using the euro. It is not the balance sheet of the ECB. If
you'd like to see the ECB's balance sheet, you can find it in the Annual Report for the ESCB and the
Eurosystem which is published every year at the end of the first quarter to be presented to the European
Council, Parliament and Commission. In last year's report, which can be found here, the ECB's balance
sheet appears on page 214.
The actual ECB balance sheet includes 16,122,143 ounces, or 501.5 tonnes of gold which was valued at
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€17B as of December 31, 2010. That gold comes from the "foreign reserve asset" capital subscription
to the Eurosystem by the NCB's of which at least 15% of the subscription fee had to be in gold. And the
amount of each member country's fee is based on a “capital subscription key” which reflects the
respective country’s share in the total population and GDP of the EU. These two determinants
(population and GDP share) have equal weighting. The ECB adjusts the shares every five years and
whenever a new country joins the EU.
The ECB marks its 501.5 tonnes of gold to the market price each year, but the unrealized gain from the
revaluation goes into a special "Revaluation Account" which is credited to the NCB's according to the
subscription key. In other words, the NCB's own the ECB, use it as their system's operational core, and
benefit directly from the revaluation of their share of the ECB's assets including its gold.
So hopefully you can see why it makes no sense whatsoever that, as the Marketwatch article says, a
euro-zone central bank would sell gold to the ECB. And even if gold had been transferred from an
NCB to the ECB, it wouldn't show up as a change on the consolidated balance sheet referred to in that
article!
Furthermore, the amount of gold *coins* that one of the NCBs sold last week was all of €1 million.
What's that, 820 coins? Most likely it was simply a net sale of gold coins to the public.
Finally, try a Google search of the first part of that Marketwatch headline, "ECB balance sheet grows",
and you'll see just how many analysts are incorrectly referring to the Eurosystem's balance sheet as if it
belongs to the ECB. And if you can't quite see how this seemingly-innocuous incorrect view is
detrimental to the usefulness of one's analysis, just ask Texan any question you want to about the ECB.
(j/k Texan ;)
_________________________________________________________
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, February 3, 2012
Glimpsing the Hereafter

Welcome back, Ari!! If you don't know ARISTOTLE, that's probably because he took a brief hiatus of
7 years and 3 days from posting comments about Freegold. And that was after 6 years of posts and
comments prior. So needless to say, I'm THRILLED to have him back!
Ari wrote me an email the other day including this: "In the meanwhile, I'm happy to note that Bill
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Gross has (yet again) stepped up to the challenge of carrying some water for us today. Begins folksy
and ends golden. Now that's what I call having a worthy waterboy(!),,, he being manager of the largest
mutual fund on the planet (i.e., PIMCO's $242 billion Total Return bond fund)."
Here's the quote with which Bill Gross begins his latest and greatest, Life and Death Proposition:
Where do we go when we die?
We go back to where we came from
And where was that?
I don’t know, I can’t remember
Virginia Woolf, “The Hours”
With this lead-in he draws a comparison between death and the hereafter, and the death of our financial
system built upon the lending of real savings to debtors with what comes next. He goes on to explain,
"The transition from a levering, asset-inflating secular economy to a post bubble delevering era may be
as difficult for one to imagine as our departure into the hereafter." But at least he gives it a shot with a
little help from Virginia, ending with, "Where does credit go when it dies? It goes back to where it
came from."
Now, while I can't help you very much with the pearly gates, I can indeed help you imagine the
monetary and financial hereafter. It matters little to me if you believe me or not, because I still think
there is value in sharing this vision either way. Someone (who incidentally named his band Third Eye
Blind) once remarked, "I don't really believe in crystal balls, but I respond to the need for them." And
so now I'll dust off my own very special crystal ball with a wink and a nod to a few of you who
understand this need.
I do recommend reading Bill's entire piece as he lays it out nicely how hitting the zero-level floor in
USD interest rates is inevitably leading to a "liquidity trap" for earned savings. It sounds to me like the
inescapable gravitational pull of a black hole singularity that, perhaps, creates similar difficulty in
trying to see through to the other side.
Bill Gross is in the business of helping savers lend their savings to debtors through the use of bonds.
And he has done very well in this business, which is why he is acutely tuned in to the implications of
zero interest. With zero interest, you can't earn a yield or a capital gain as you can when interest rates
are high and falling. And so there is no reason for savers to lend money to debtors for the longer terms
necessary in order to run an economy. In fact, it is terribly risky for savers to do so in a zero rate
environment.
The New Normal
There is no "fiat management" solution for the problem Bill describes. The savers simply cannot lend
their savings to debtors anymore in a way that is beneficial to both the economy and the savers. Even
the King of the bonds himself is sounding this alarm. But there's another trend in this new normal that
should be even more alarming to savers still holding longer dated debt. Whenever and wherever push
comes to shove, the savers will be and are being forced to take losses while the system protects itself
on a nominal basis. Just look here:
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Obama to Use Pension Funds of Ordinary Americans to Pay for Bank Mortgage "Settlement"
"[P]revious leaks have indicated that the bulk of the supposed settlement would come not in actual
monies paid by the banks (the cash portion has been rumored at under $5 billion) but in credits given
for mortgage modifications for principal modifications. There are numerous reasons why that stinks.
The biggest is that servicers will be able to count modifying first mortgages that were securitized
toward the total. Since one of the cardinal rules of finance is to use other people’s money rather than
your own, this provision virtually guarantees that investor-owned mortgages will be the ones to be
restructured. Why is this a bad idea? The banks are NOT required to write down the second mortgages
that they have on their books. This reverses the contractual hierarchy that junior lienholders take
losses before senior lenders. So this deal amounts to a transfer from pension funds and other fixed
income investors to the banks, at the Administration’s instigation."
Please allow me to translate. If you or your pension fund bought any kind of fixed-income securities
(also known as bonds), you loaned some of your savings to debtors. Private debt is created by banks
expanding their balance sheets. Some of it remains on the bank balance sheet and some of it is sold to
savers like you. Securitized and sovereign/public debt is the $IMFS proxy for gold. But when the debt
defaults, the savers take the loss. The system will be protected at all costs. It may make you angry, but
that's just the way it is and always has been.
So it appears that the system will write down the debt held by savers before that held by the banks in
this case, to protect the system. When debt defaults, SAVINGS are destroyed because debt is the proxy
for a store of value in the $IMFS. Wherever possible, earned savings will be forced to take the losses
first. But if too many losses happen at once, they will be socialized to protect the system. The system
always protects itself, first by sacrificing the low hanging fruit, then by sacrificing the currency itself.
I'm sure that by now you have all learned the two new buzz-terms, "the ISDA" and "the credit event". If
not you can read about them here. Basically, a group consisting of bankers has the job of deciding
whether the banks or the savers will take the loss on Greek debt. The deck is stacked against us
wherever we turn.
I'm not here to cast judgment on this systemic inequity between banks and savers. I have long followed
in FOA's (and ARI's) footsteps in pointing out that this is simply the way it has always been. That's a
pretty good reason to not save within the system, wouldn't you say? When push comes to shove, the
system will protect itself and force losses onto the savers. Ultimately, inevitably, today's dollar will lose
so much real value that it will save the banks nominally while putting all systemic losses onto everyone
holding dollars, regardless of the default of debtors.
Here's a quote from an article that caught my eye the other day:
"It’s tough for risk averse savers but that is what US monetary policy has been about—forcing them to
buy risk, and higher returns. That policy is working but trillions of savings still sit in cash or bonds."
Savers are not investors, traders or speculators
This little concept is something ALL Westerners are going to relearn one way or another. Mark my
words right here and now. In The Studebaker Effect I wrote:
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"A saver is different from an investor or a trader/speculator. A saver is one who earns his capital doing
whatever it is he does, and then aims to preserve that purchasing power until he needs it later.
Investors and traders aim to earn more capital by putting their already-earned capital at risk in one
way or another. This takes a certain amount of specialization and focus. But this difference is a big
topic for another post. And anyway, it doesn't matter so much in terms of the gold thesis for today.
Today the system is in transition, so you can throw your ideas about these differences out the window.
There is no safe medium for simple preservation of purchasing power when the entire system shifts
from the old normal to the new normal. When systems implode, the safest place to be pays off big
time!"
That second paragraph denotes the difference between stasis and punctuation in monetary evolution.
Today we are approaching a period of punctuation, but in the hereafter stasis we will all understand that
savers are not investors, traders or speculators.
I have refined my best advice for buying gold over the last few years. Here it is, quoted from a recent
email response I wrote to someone asking if his parents, serious savers, would do well to take on as
much debt as possible in order to "save" more physical gold:
"Firstly, let me say that I never recommend anyone taking on debt to buy gold. That is what speculators
do and savers are generally not equipped with the necessary tools it takes to be a successful speculator.
There are too many potential pitfalls for savers to do something like that. In general, my advice is to
get out of debt and put at least 5% of your savings into physical gold coins or bars in your possession
(or at least under your immediate control). I believe that 5% is a no-brainer. You don’t really need to
understand much about gold to go in 5%. But I wouldn’t do it in any kind of paper gold or even paper
products claiming full physical backing. Paper gold is for ease in trading, not for saving. I say do it in
physical and 5% will at least keep you whole come hell or high water.
Beyond that, I say buy only as much gold as your understanding allows. For many who have read my
blog for years, understanding has led them to be 90% to 100% in physical gold. I, myself, am very
close to that. And I know a few that have been 100% all in since the late 90s, with $millions in physical
gold. But you don’t do that unless you have complete understanding of what you are doing and why.
Only buy a percentage of gold equal to your understanding. 5% is a no-brainer and anything less than
5% is reckless pigheadedness with what's happening today. That’s my best advice."
You see, a saver is still just a saver, even today, even when we are in the punctuation phase. And that's
not a put-down. The greatest giants in the world are savers. When we look at what it is to be a
Capitalist, it is completely separate from the act of saving. The primary definition of a Capitalist is one
who has capital invested in business.
There is a difference between preserving purchasing power and trying to increase your purchasing
power by navigating your way through risk. As the quote above correctly describes savers, they are
"risk averse". That's the very definition of a saver. Any deviation from full risk-aversion and a saver
becomes something else; an investor, a trader or a speculator.
My point is that the header for this section is a deep concept, a timeless truth, a little bit of wisdom
from the ages. Savers are not investors, traders or speculators. And since this post is about glimpsing
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the hereafter, give me a few minutes while I consult my crystal ball. Here's some music while you
wait…
Leonard Cohen - The Future
After The Transition
One of the things I have found that people have a hard time grasping is that ALL savers will want to be
in gold after the transition, even though it won't deliver ANY real gains like we've had over the past
decade. This is a difficult concept to wrap one's head around. People seem to think that they are in gold
only for the big 30-bagger revaluation and then they'll want to find something else in which to put their
little dollar soldiers to work earning a yield. Either that or they imagine that Freegold will be an
environment of perpetual real gains for gold holders. It will not.
Freegold will be simple purchasing power preservation, and you'll love it! No gain, but also no risk and
no loss. That's what savers need and want. And most of us are savers whether we admit it or not. This is
a really big idea we need to contemplate if we don't want to be run over in the end.
Any financial advisor in today's $IMFS can explain the reasoning behind investing in fixed income
securities also known as bonds. They are for risk-averse investors looking for a constant and secure
nominal return on their investment. In theory, the safest bonds will deliver a nominal return equal to the
purchasing power your principle investment loses to inflation over time. So, in theory, the safest bonds
are supposed to do what gold will in fact do in Freegold, perfectly preserve your purchasing power over
time.
How can gold perfect the preservation of purchasing power you ask? It's quite simple really. It will
come from a global shift in perception as to the very reference point for purchasing power. What is the
benchmark for purchasing power today? The Big Mac? Ha! Think about that one and get back to me. In
the meantime, check out my post Reference Point Revolution!
So in today's system, securitized debt is the way various tranches of debtors bid savings away from the
savers. And over the three or four decades in which this has been the norm, a strange concept has
grown into nearly universal acceptance. That is the idea that savers have a moral obligation to society
to lend their savings to the debtors, and that by hoarding gold instead, you are somehow depriving
society of your vital net-production. An absolutely ridiculous, bass-ackward notion!
Charlie Munger said it this way:
"Oh, I don't have the slightest interest in gold. I like understanding what works and what doesn't in
human systems. To me, that's not optional. That's a moral obligation. If you're capable of
understanding the world, you have a moral obligation to become rational. And I don't see how you
become rational hoarding gold. Even if it works, you're a jerk."
To Charlie I responded with this:
"So Munger and the Dingbat are wrong wrong wrong! You're a jerk if you save in paper, enabling the
destruction of Western Civilization. Rational people everywhere have a moral obligation to buy ONLY
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physical gold with their savings. If you're capable of understanding the REAL world, you have a moral
obligation to become rational. And I don't see how you become rational investing in Charlie Munger's
paper. Even if it works, you're a jerk, just like ol' Chuck."
Imagine I produced 50 million iPhones for the marketplace. And through that net-production I was able
to save $10 billion. If I buy gold with my $10 billion rather than lending it, am I depriving the economy
of my iPhones? Of course not! Have I deprived the economy of my accumulated purchasing power?
Nope. I simply gave it to another saver who was ready to end his consumption deferment. And,
amazingly, the credit money system still allows the debtors to borrow purchasing power to buy my
iPhones. But the best part is that hoarding gold does not deprive the economy of anything. You can
read more about this concept and my response to Charlie M. in my post A Winner Takes the Gold.
Before and After
My long-time readers are aware that, beginning with All Paper is STILL a short position on gold in
March of '09, I have been refining a conceptual model of the $IMFS stasis and punctuation periods
based on the inverted pyramid developed by the deflationist economist John Exter in the 1970s.
Exter put gold at the bottom of the liquidity pyramid, just below the dollar. He said that gold was the
most liquid asset. And in the end, he envisaged a rush down the pyramid to liquidity in which we would
see the dollar and gold rise together for a time. As Gary North wrote in 2009, "So far, his theory has yet
to be tested. We have not seen a rising dollar and a rising price of gold."
But I will note that ANOTHER wrote something in 1997 that seems to back Exter's view:
Date: Wed Nov 05 1997 20:33
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
The price of the metal in currency terms will be made for all to see as it moves quickly upward for a
very short period of time ( 30 days ) . After that only black market traders and third world noones will
understand its price! When is this going to happen? I have no idea. Is there anything to look for that
will tell us when the problems have started? At first the US$ and gold will go up together against all
other assets!
Interesting, huh?
8 months after the "All Paper" post I wrote Gold is Wealth in which I built an upright pyramid under
Exter's, representing the physical plane of goods and services, and forming a kind of hourglass shape:
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10 months later, in Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 3 I used this model to illustrate the flow of
capital during a currency collapse:

And now, what I'd like to do is to take a stab at modeling what this might look like after the transition
to Freegold. All modeling up until now has been before and during transition. But presumably things
will look a little different hereafter, don't you think? Costata and I have been discussing where gold
should go in the "after" model for a while now. Should it be in the monetary plane or the physical
plane? Should it be parallel but off to the side of the currency, or what?
While we have not come to an agreement on the nitty gritty details of the "after model", I'd like to put
my general thoughts out there because I think that you will find them useful (and my crystal ball says
so too). So here's the very basic before and after. I have put gold up where the financial system
collapsed in the old $IMFS. But don't worry, I'm not going to leave it there:
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The placement of gold in the "before" really doesn’t matter for our purposes right now. It could be in
either plane or both. But in the "after" it has filled and replaced the arena formerly occupied by
derivatives, securities and paper trading wealth in general (securitized debt).
So what’s the purpose of this exercise? Here’s what I’m thinking. Everyone uses the bottom pyramid,
both debtors and savers. And everyone uses the currency portion of the monetary pyramid. But only the
savers utilize the top portion of the monetary pyramid. The debtors are no longer the counterparty to
the savers so they have no business up there. The only way to get up there is to produce more than you
consume so that you have some excess capital with which to buy gold. Then you are a saver. So it looks
something like this:

(If you'd like to see these in full size,
right click on the image so you can
open it in a new tab or window)

__________________________________________________________
Side Note:
Yes, I do realize that there will still be investors, traders and speculators willing to risk capital in search
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of a yield, even in the hereafter. But once you come to terms with how much of that investing and
trading world of today is actually filled with savers who think that's the only way to preserve
purchasing power, you'll see just how tiny by comparison it will be after the transition.
__________________________________________________________
We ALL exist in the physical plane. That’s where we produce and consume. Currency facilitates the
flow of value in the physical plane of production and consumption. Some consume amounts equal to
their production, some consume more than they produce, and some consume less than they produce.
Only this last group ventures above the currency line. The rest all exist comfortably below it.
Currency’s main purpose is to lubricate the flow of value. Gold’s main purpose is to store or stockpile
value. Stock and flow. Gold and currency. Currency will also store value for periods of time, but that is
not its main purpose. If currency happens to behave as a temporary store of value, that’s only a
secondary effect created by its suitability to its primary role. Mises said as much (which is in my
Honest Money post):
Mises: Money is a medium of exchange. It is the most marketable good which people acquire because
they want to offer it in later acts of interpersonal exchange. Money is the thing which serves as the
generally accepted and commonly used medium of exchange. This is its only function. All the other
functions which people ascribe to money are merely particular aspects of its primary and sole
function, that of a medium of exchange.
It’s probably best to replace Mises' use of the term "money" with "currency" for the purpose of my new
model. It comes down to the whole semantic issue of whether Freegold is DEmonetizing gold as FOA
said, or REmonetizing it as Moldbug says. Potato po-tah-toe semantics IMO. FOA's demonetizing
really means de-currency-fying, or removing any sort of link between gold and currency that would
cause a direct correlation between their prices. Moldbug's remonetizing means gold moving from a
commoditized role into a wealth reserve or store of value role, which is commonly thought to be one of
the three functions of "money" today (although Mises might disagree as in the above quote).
So that whole gold section of the top pyramid is like an exclusive country club for savers, like the menonly clubs of yesteryear, where we savers all sit around smoking cigars, practicing secret handshakes
and agreeing that we'll only buy gold with the excess left over from our net-production and deferred
consumption. And if there was an actual club, the savings medium could theoretically be anything we
agreed on, like baseball cards. But because there’s not an actual club nor a secret handshake, we rely on
the focal point and network effect principles to identify and optimize that singular item.
All gold transactions are essentially from saver to saver. The debtors need not be involved nor concern
themselves with our exclusive club interactions. When a saver produces some excess and leaves it on
the proverbial table at the economic fair, he buys gold from another saver (either inside or outside of
his zone) who has decided to dishoard some of his gold in favor of consumption. It is the changing
purchasing power of gold that determines how much gold (by weight) changes hands. (Please review
my post The Debtors and the Savers if you are unclear about my novel demarcation.)
Debtors net-consume on a sliding scale ranging from consuming exactly in proportion to their
production on down to consuming as much as they can get away with borrowing. So netting it out, all
net-exports from a zone come from the savers. The debtors consume their own production plus some of
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the savers' production, and if there’s anything left over it is exported. That’s what happens in the
"surplus ex-gold zone". Gold is flowing into that zone. So the debtor's actions do have an influence on
the balance of trade even though they don’t contribute to exports.
But when the debtors are borrowing too much currency and consuming too much in the physical plane,
there is a mechanism in Freegold that ultimately slows them down. That mechanism is the purchasing
power of the currency. When the debtors are consuming too much they'll experience price inflation
which will force them to consume less. So it is the purchasing power of the currency that regulates the
debtors. But changes in the purchasing power of gold within the exclusive savers' club is not linked to
the mechanism which limits the debtors.
The purchasing power of gold can be rising or falling regardless of whether currency prices are
inflating or deflating because gold is like an isolated circuit. Savers choose to hoard or dishoard
(produce more or consume more) based on the changing purchasing power of gold, not currency. So the
savers' savings is circulating in a closed circuit where it can be experiencing the same or opposite
effects as the currency. It is truly an escape option like OBA's Maglev.
So we can cut gold off of the pyramid structure if we want to, and we can put it wherever we want. We
can stick it back in the physical plane since gold is physical, just like baseball cards, or we can set it off
to the side, or we can just ignore it and cut it off, like this:

Where’s gold? Who cares? It is a closed, isolated circuit for the savers only. Now (above) we are
dealing with only the parts that involve everybody. And it is no surprise that the monetary plane is so
relatively small. At least it is no surprise here. A little currency goes a long way. From Gold: The
Ultimate Wealth Reserve (2009):
Imagine an island of 100 men with a money supply of 1,000 sea shells. That's 10 sea shells for each
man. But over the course of a year each man on the island works and earns an annual salary of 100
sea shells. So the total economic power of the island over a year is 10,000 sea shells. We could say that
the GDP of the island is 10,000 ss. We could also say that the demand for sea shells is 10,000 over the
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period of one year and that demand is met by a supply of only 1,000 sea shells.
Now imagine that ownership of a piece of real estate on this island costs about 2 year's salary, and that
there are enough pieces of land for each man to either own or rent one. So each piece of property
might cost about 200 ss. The entire island's worth of residential real estate would be in the ballpark of
20,000 sea shells, twice the GDP. Yet the money supply still remains at 1,000 sea shells and that limited
supply somehow meets demand.
The reason this works is because sea shells are the currency. They circulate and pass from hand to
hand over a short timeframe. This is called velocity and it has the exact same effect on the value of a
single sea shell as does the size of the money supply. On our island 1,000 sea shells change hands 10
times per year creating an island GDP of 10,000 ss. If they changed hands 20 times a year the GDP
would be 20,000 ss. Or if we doubled the money supply to 2,000 sea shells that changed hands 10 times
per year it would also yield a 20,000 ss GDP. So velocity and money supply of the currency have
exactly the same effect.
So we can have a physical plane whose total net value is much greater than the total amount of cash.
That’s because "The pure concept of money is our shared use of some thing as a reference point for
expressing the relative value of all other things." (quote from Moneyness, a must-read post IMHO!)
Same goes for gold. All the gold can be worth many multiples of all the currency. There is no need for
any correlation. Gold (in size) circulates slower than homes. It circulates on a generational time scale.
So the currency denominates the value of everything else without needing to have any quantitative
correlation with all that stuff. Can you imagine if there had to be $500,000 cash sitting in a vault
somewhere earmarked specifically for your house in order for your house to be worth $500,000? No, of
course not! Your house is worth $500,000 because that's its value relative to other things with known
prices.
So now let's talk about the debtors.
What they like to do is indenture themselves for the future in order to obtain purchasing power in the
present. They can only spend that purchasing power once and then it's gone. It has gone from them to
someone who earned it. So the next person who spends that "borrowed into existence currency" is
someone who already contributed to the economy and earned it. The borrower gets to spend it once and
then he has to work it off by contributing to the economy over a period of time.
In the previous section I told you that price inflation will be the automatic governor of any
consumption binges undertaken by the debtors in the hereafter. But while price inflation will limit the
debtors' ability to perpetually consume, it will not affect the purchasing power stored in gold by the
savers. In fact, my crystal ball informs me that it is the savers lending their excess production directly
to the debtors that allows for the perpetual deficits we struggle with today.
I think that if we look closely at how the debtors use the fiat money system with and without the
assistance of the savers, it will become clear that we will all be better off with a bifurcated monetary
system. And it will certainly be clear that the savers have no business taking debtors on as the
counterparty to their savings.
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It would certainly be massively inflationary if we went from no debt to all of a sudden everyone
borrowing at the same time. But in reality, there is someone working off his past debt whenever a new
debtor goes into new debt. Of course old debtors and new ones don’t precisely offset each other, but
that’s okay, because gold savings first float against the currency, and then they also float in their
isolated circuit of choices made by savers based on the changing purchasing power of gold (not its
currency price, but its purchasing power).
So gold has kind of a double float. It floats with the inflation/deflation of everything else. And then it
also floats in a closed circuit consisting only of savers (and their "hoard/dishoard" choices), of whom
the majority (measured by value stored) are intergenerational giants.
Now that I've hopefully established that in the hereafter a) "a little money (currency) goes a long way"
and b) the savers are sufficiently protected against any inflationary mayhem the debtors may cause, let's
zoom in on that small "monetary plane" and think about how it works.

In a future post I plan to delve into the vital and delicate relationship and balance between base money
and bank credit money and how it affects the value of our money in terms of its ability to lubricate
commerce. But for now, I have a couple of questions for you to ponder.
In thinking about the money supply (cash and credit inclusive) that is actually in the economy, would
you count cash that is stacked up inside an ATM as part of that supply? Here's a hint: That cash is not in
the economy until someone withdraws it from the ATM. If you count it while it's still inside the ATM
then you are double counting that money.
Is it a positive sign for the future when there are $Trillions in savings sitting in cash and near cash
equivalents? All that money must mean we are loaded, right? It must mean our cash dollar is strong
which implies the market thinks it will be that way in the future, right? If $Trillions are good, wouldn't
$Quadrillions, $Quintillions or $Sextillions be that much better? And with this thought in mind, does a
rising amount of savings crowding into cash and near-cash equivalents represent a positive or negative
view of the future?
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Those super-low rates at the short end of the yield curve represent really big money, too big for FDIC
protection, that just wants to save itself. It is big money that, like Bill Gross says, is far more concerned
about the return of money (purchasing power preservation) than the return on money (yield). That short
end is an awfully crowded place in the land of ZIRP forever and monetary evolution, especially when
you consider the time factor. (H/T OBA)
Of course, what I have described above is a simple model. The reality will be a bit more complex. For
instance, gold will have some competition although it will be tiny in comparison to today. Some
government debt will likely compete for your savings. But the US government, for example, will have
to compete just like the Greeks do today. And we will still have a much more limited menu of
investments and trading opportunities to lure you into putting your hard-earned savings at risk.
Like I said at the top, I can't help you much with what it will look like after you die. My crystal ball
ain't that kind of crystal ball. But I can tell you that somewhere, some way, some day we will all find
out. Fortunately though, my crystal ball does work for the monetary and financial future. It paints a
nice, clear picture, yet on timing it's still a little hazy. But one thing it does make perfectly clear is that
it's just a question of time.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, February 9, 2012
Superorganism Open Forum

Thanks to Andy K. for sending me this article which reminded him of my Life in the Ant Farm post.
From the article:
"The bug society: Scientists excavate underground ant city that 'rivals the Great Wall of
China' with a labyrinth of highways
[…]
The community of ants – described as a ‘superorganism’ because of the way they
coordinated themselves – carried out a Herculean task building their giant home.
[…]
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The leaf-chewing creatures are understood to form the second most complex societies on
Earth after our own."
The article is all about the amazing 3 min. video below. But as a quick introduction, here's an excerpt
from my post:

Life in the Ant Farm

Did you ever have an ant farm when you were little? An ant farm makes the ants' behavior easily
visible and controllable. They are imprisoned in a two-dimensional world in which their decisions are
limited and their needs are met by you! They can only go side to side and up and down. And up usually
leads them to the leaf you dropped into the ant farm for their lunch! But in the wild...
Ants form highly organized colonies which may occupy large territories and consist of millions of
individuals. These large colonies consist mostly of sterile wingless females forming castes of
"workers", "soldiers", or other specialized groups. Nearly all ant colonies also have some fertile males
called "drones" and one or more fertile females called "queens". The colonies are sometimes described
as superorganisms because the ants appear to operate as a unified entity, collectively working together
to support the colony. (Wikipedia: Ant)
A superorganism is an organism consisting of many organisms. This is usually meant to be a social unit
of eusocial animals, where division of labor is highly specialized and where individuals are not able to
survive by themselves for extended periods of time. Ants are the best-known example. The technical
definition of a superorganism is "a collection of agents which can act in concert to produce phenomena
governed by the collective," phenomena being any activity "the hive wants" such as ants collecting
food or bees choosing a new nest site.
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Superorganisms exhibit a form of "distributed intelligence," a system in which many individual agents
with limited intelligence and information are able to pool resources to accomplish a goal beyond the
capabilities of the individuals.
Nineteenth century thinker Herbert Spencer coined the term super-organic to focus on social
organization... Similarly, economist Carl Menger expanded upon the evolutionary nature of much
social growth, but without ever abandoning methodological individualism. Many social institutions
arose, Menger argued, not as "the result of socially teleological causes, but the unintended result of
innumerable efforts of economic subjects pursuing 'individual' interests." (Wikipedia: Superorganism)
Methodological individualism does not imply political individualism, although methodological
individualists like Friedrich Hayek and Karl Popper were opponents of collectivism. Detaching
methodological individualism from political individualism... if a properly-functioning communist
regime were to arise, it too would have to be sociologically understood on methodological individualist
principles. (Wikipedia: Methodological Individualism)
Hopefully I didn't lose you yet. I know, I'm supposed to be distilling not mixing, but I needed to draw
the connection between ants and economics. Did you get it? Ants are dumb little creatures by
themselves. But even as dumb as they are, some are more skilled at smelling and finding food while
others are better at fighting, and some others are really strong, for carrying food back to the colony for
lunch.

And in a wild colony of ants these individuals end up
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specializing in what they do best which leads to a collective intelligence far greater than the
intelligence of any individual ant...

Video: Giant Ant Hill Excavated
And while we're on this subject, here's another must-read:
“I,

Pencil” Revisited

By Sheldon Richman
Published: 16 January 2009
Leonard Read’s classic essay, “I, Pencil,” which is now 50 years old, is justly celebrated as the best
short introduction to the division of labor and undesigned order ever written. Read saw an
“extraordinary miracle … [in the] the configuration of creative human energies—millions of tiny
know-hows configurating naturally and spontaneously in response to human necessity and desire and in
the absence of any human master-minding!”
His subject and its relation to freedom and prosperity were certainly worth capturing in such a clever,
pleasing, and illuminating essay, which is why it is one of the best-known works in the popular freemarket literature.
But there’s another lesson in “I, Pencil” that has been largely overlooked, perhaps by Read himself. “I,
Pencil” is also an excellent primer in the Austrian approach to capital theory. It’s worth looking at
Read’s essay in that light.
Early on, Read’s pencil describes his family tree, beginning with the cedars grown in northern
California and Oregon that provide the wooden slats. But he doesn’t really start with the trees. He notes
that turning trees into pencils requires “saws and trucks and rope and the countless other gear used in
harvesting and carting the cedar logs to the railroad siding,” and those things have to be produced
before a pencil can be produced. “Think of all the persons and the numberless skills that went into their
fabrication: the mining of ore, the making of steel and its refinement into saws, axes, motors; the
growing of hemp and bringing it through all the stages to heavy and strong rope; the logging camps
with their beds and mess halls, the cookery and the raising of all the foods. Why, untold thousands of
persons had a hand in every cup of coffee the loggers drink!”
What emerges here is what Austrian economists call a structure of production. This structure is
characterized by two closely related elements: multiple stages (distinguished by their “distance” from
the consumer) and time. The pencil that eventually emerges at the end of the process must first proceed,
in various states of incompleteness, through a series of stations at which components are transformed in
ways consistent with making pencils. The stations themselves have to be prepared through earlier
stages of production. Thus before trees can be cut down and turned into wooden slats, saws, trucks,
rope, railroad cars, and other things must be produced first. Before steel can be used to make saws,
trucks, and railroad cars, iron ore must be mined and processed. And so on. The same kind of
description can be provided for each component of the pencil: the paint, the graphite, the compound
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that comprises the eraser, the brass ferrule that holds the eraser.
Tracing the pencil’s genealogy back to iron, zinc, copper, and graphite mines; hemp plants; rubber
trees; castor beans; and much more demonstrates the “roundaboutness” of production, the term of the
early Austrian economist Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk. Much time and effort are spent not on making
pencils but rather things that will–sooner or later–help to make pencils. Without central direction,
entrepreneurs set up production this way because more, better, and cheaper pencils can be made more
profitably than by some more direct process.
Price Communication
Several things are worth pointing out about the structure of production. First, while no central planner
is responsible for pencil production overall, entrepreneurs and workers at each stage do have plans and
expectations, which they strive to coordinate with one another across stages and time periods. The key
to coordination is the price system. If there’s a brass shortage, rising prices will communicate that
information to the ferrule and pencil makers. The downstream entrepreneurs will have to adjust their
plans in response to the new conditions–say, by finding a substitute material. The demand for a
substitute material will in turn set appropriate processes in motion as entrepreneurs react. In the real
world of disequilibrium, change is the rule, so plans are always undergoing revision… Continue
reading
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Monday, February 13, 2012
India's Gold

Last night CBS' 60 Minutes aired a great segment on India's penchant for buying gold. I've written a
few thoughts below, but first watch the segment:

Video
Notes
First, here are a few notes I took from the video:
1.2 billion people in India. 10 million weddings each year in India. Half of
the gold bought in India is jewelry for weddings. In India, a family without
gold is an "incomplete family."
Indian households save about 30% of their income compared to Americans
who save about 5%.
The tradition that a bride's parents will give her gold is a financial burden to
some families.
Gold is so important to the lives of Indians that the poor can now get
financing for it.
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The World Gold Council is funded by a group of mining companies. Its
representative in India created the program to help India's poor buy gold.
Q: How can you be both frugal and conservative yet be willing to spend
thousands of dollars on gold?
A: When Indians buy gold, they don't think they're spending money. In their
minds, that is a savings. That purchase of gold is going to your savings
account. It's not an expense, it's an investment.
Indians believe the price of gold will continue rising. It is impossible to tell
an Indian consumer that the price of gold will fall, because the belief that
gold will continue rising is backed by its past performance.
Observations
To give you an idea of why Indians might view gold's past performance
differently than we do, here are two gold charts covering the same period,
1971-2004. The first is in dollars and the second is in rupees.
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Gold in India is more than just a store of value. Gold is a visible status symbol of such cultural
importance that demand for it apparently exceeds net-production (savings). Some are even willing to
borrow money to look like Mr. T, and the mining industry supports this.
To put this in perspective on an aggregated basis, India is importing around $34B in physical gold
while running a $150B overall trade deficit. And the trade deficit is still growing, projected to reach
maybe $160B this year.
India gold import bill may touch $100 bn
New Delhi, Mon Feb 06 2012
The report said that at these levels, "gold imports are a huge burden on the balance of
payments and accentuates the current account deficit".
[…]
According to RBI, the current account deficit is a cause of concern because of inelastic gold
and oil demand, it said.
With the government increasing import and excise duties on gold and silver, both
commodities are set to cost more.
Terming the current gold import as huge burden on the balance of payments, the chamber
has urged the government to encourage formal financial instruments to make the
investment more productive.
"India's gold imports are unsustainable and the government should encourage channelising
savings in formal financial instruments to increase productive capacity of the economy," it
said.
It said efforts must be made to introduce more financial saving instruments and extensive
education campaigns should be undertaken - particularly in rural areas - to minimise
propensity towards gold.
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The report said that post offices should be used to sell such government guaranteed
instruments to extend their reach throughout the country.
Being the largest importer of gold in the world, India accounts for nearly one-third of the
annual demand with import bill rising from USD 4.1 billion in 2001-02 to USD 33.8 billion
in 2010-11, it said.

Rupee appreciates for 6th consecutive day on rising inflows, more gains seen
Reuters Jan 19, 2012
The main issue for the rupee has been the financing of its external obligations, including the
trade deficit, said Daniel Hui, senior foreign exchange strategist at HSBC in Hong Kong.
[…]
India's trade gap widened to $43.9 billion in the September quarter from $37 billion a year
earlier, while the current account deficit was little changed at $16.9 billion.
[…]
India is the biggest consumer of bullion and the metal, along with crude oil, forms a major
chunk of the country's massive import bill.
Foreign institutional investors bought about $3 billion of Indian debt and moved $854
million into shares since the new year began, data from the market regulator showed on
Wednesday.

India Trade Deficit Widens as Import Growth Outpaces Exports
February 09, 2012, 9:59 AM EST
India’s trade deficit widened to a three-month high in January as import growth outpaced
the climb in exports, the top bureaucrat in the commerce ministry said.
[…]
A trade gap Khullar said may reach $160 billion in the current financial year threatens to
revive pressure on the rupee after it tumbled the most in Asia last year.

India facing serious balance of trade problem
9 Dec, 2011
NEW DELHI: India is facing a serious balance of trade problem, Trade Secretary Rahul
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Khullar said on Friday, as export figures so far in the current fiscal year have been
overestimated by $9 billion.
India's trade deficit for the 2011/12 fiscal year is seen in the range of $155 billion to $160
billion, he said
Is it possible to buy too much gold?
Interesting question, huh? It seems that all the gold buying in India is contributing to a balance of
payments problem, a current account deficit, and a currency overvaluation problem. No wonder they
raised the import duty on gold! What's interesting about this situation is that India had a balance of
payments problem back in 1991 with similar symptoms.
This is just some food for thought and discussion, but it's also quite a gold story! From Wikipedia:

1991 India economic crisis
By 1985, India had started having balance of payments problems. By the end of 1990, it was in a
serious economic crisis. The government was close to default, its central bank had refused new credit
and foreign exchange reserves had reduced to such a point that India could barely finance three weeks’
worth of imports. India had to airlift its gold reserves to pledge it with International Monetary Fund
(IMF) for a loan.
The crisis was caused by currency overvaluation; the current account deficit and investor confidence
played significant role in the sharp exchange rate depreciation.[2] [3] [4] [5]
The economic crisis was primarily due to the large and growing fiscal imbalances over the 1980s.
During mid eighties, India started having balance of payments problems. Precipitated by the Gulf War,
India’s oil import bill swelled, exports slumped, credit dried up and investors took their money out.
In mid-1991, India's exchange rate was subjected to a severe adjustment. This event began with a slide
in the value of the Indian rupee leading up to mid-1991. The authorities at the Reserve Bank of India
took partial action, defending the currency by expending international reserves and slowing the decline
in value.However, in mid-1991, with foreign reserves nearly depleted, the Indian government permitted
a sharp depreciation that took place in two steps within three days (July 1 and July 3, 1991) against
major currencies.[2]
With India’s foreign exchange reserves at $1.2 billion in January 1991[7][8][9] and depleted by half by
June,[9] barely enough to last for roughly 3 weeks of essential imports,[8][10] India was only weeks
way from defaulting on its external balance of payment obligations.[8][9]
The caretaker government in India headed by Prime Minister Chandra Sekhar Singh's immediate
response was to secure an emergency loan of $2.2 billion[11][12] from the International Monetary
Fund by pledging 67 tons of India's gold reserves as collateral.[1][12] The Reserve Bank of India had
to airlift 47 tons of gold to the Bank of England[6][7] and 20 tons of gold to the Union Bank of
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Switzerland to raise $600 million.[6][7][13] National sentiments were outraged and there was public
outcry when it was learned that the government had pledged the country's entire gold reserves against
the loan.[6][10] Interestingly, it was later revealed that the van transporting the gold to the airport broke
down on route and panic followed.[1] A chartered plane ferried the precious cargo to London between
21 May and 31 May 1991, jolting the country out of an economic slumber.[6] The Chandra Shekhar
government had collapsed a few months after having authorized the airlift.[6] The move helped tide
over the balance of payment crisis and kick-started Manmohan Singh’s economic reform process.[7]
Here's the source of that fun van story:
"I have a very deep belief that Cabinet posts should be filled with politicians unless the economy is in
serious meltdown, as it was in 1991, when Manmohan became finance minister," he explained.
"That was a time when nobody was going to give India any money. People forget that we had to pawn
our entire gold stock. Normally when you have gold stock, the International Monetary Fund accepts
that that gold stock is there, and gives you money against it. India had to physically move the gold
stock out of India, abroad. I'm informed, by very, very reliable sources, that the van taking the gold to
the airport broke down, and there was total panic."
Desai used this point to illustrate how far India had come economically in such a short span of time.
Now, he argued, India is better prepared to handle economic downturns, even ones as severe as the
current ongoing global financial crisis.
And then, of course, India bought back its 67 tonnes (and then some) from the IMF in 2009:
IMF Sells Gold to India, First Sale in Nine Years
November 3, 2009
The International Monetary Fund sold 200 metric tons of gold to the Reserve Bank of India
for about $6.7 billion, its first such sale in nine years.
The transaction, equivalent to 8 percent of global annual mine production, involved daily
sales from Oct. 19-30 at market prices and is in the process of being settled, the IMF said in
a statement yesterday. The average price to India, the biggest consumer, was about $1,045
an ounce, an IMF official said on a conference call. Gold for immediate delivery gained 0.2
percent.
“The fall in the U.S. dollar seems to be pushing all the central banks to strengthen their
portfolio with gold,” said N.R. Bhanumurthy, professor at the National Institute of Public
Finance and Policy in New Delhi. “Gold is a safe store of value compared to the U.S.
dollar.”
The IMF sale accounts for almost half the 403.3 tons that the Washington-based lender in
September agreed to sell as part of a plan to shore up its finances and lend at reduced rates
to low-income countries. Asian nations, which have amassed stockpiles of foreign currency
reserves since the 1998 financial crisis, have shown increased interest in diversifying out of
U.S. assets as the dollar loses value against other currencies.
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[…]
Proceeds from the sales and other IMF resources as well as individual contributors would
help pay for discounted interest rates on loans to low-income countries, the IMF said in
July. It plans to grant as much as $17 billion in extra loans to poor nations through 2014.
The 403.3 tons the IMF agreed to sell amount to one-eighth of its stockpile.
“This transaction is an important step toward achieving the objectives of the IMF’s limited
gold sales program, which are to help put the fund’s finances on a sound long-term footing
and enable us to step up much-needed concession lending to the poorest countries,” IMF
Managing Director Dominique Strauss- Kahn said in an e-mailed statement.
Reserve Management
The gold purchase was done as part of Reserve Bank’s foreign exchange reserves
management operations, the central bank said in a statement on its Web site today.
India’s foreign-exchange reserves advanced $684 million to $285.5 billion in the week
ended Oct. 23, the central bank said Oct. 30. That included foreign-currency assets of
$268.3 billion, gold reserves of $10.3 billion and the special drawing rights with the IMF.
“There seems to be consensus among the central banks that it’s better to cut down on
currency holdings and diversify into assets like gold, which has upside potential,” Krishna
Reddy, a precious metal analyst at Way2Wealth Commodities Pvt. said in Mumbai. “The
Reserve Bank of India gold purchase is a clear reflection of this belief.”
Today India has 557.7 tonnes of official gold reserves, valued at more than $30B. Before the 2009 IMF
sale it had 357.7 tonnes. India's total foreign exchange reserves now stand at $296B, ranking it 9th in
the world with China at #1.
A Few Thoughts
It occurs to me that Indian savers are saving at full capacity and then some; call it the savings rate
ceiling. The problem is that Indians like physical gold. You don't see much paper gold at those
weddings, do you?
Gold demand is generally inelastic in currency terms because its primary use is as a wealth reserve.
This is in contrast to industrial metals where demand is relatively inelastic in weight terms. In other
words, gold flow by volume should be observed to decline as the price rises while gold flow by value
might remain steady. Yet India's gold intake has risen from $4.1B in 2002 to $33.8B in 2011. That's an
824% rise in demand in currency terms at the same time as the price of gold in dollars rose only
around 600%. And this while running a trade deficit:
India's Balance of Trade since 2002
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This has to be putting tremendous pressure on anyone working to delay Freegold, assuming such an
effort even exists. I guess it's a good thing there are only 1.2 billion Indians.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, February 19, 2012
Yo Warren B, you are so OG!

Tell me why are we, so blind to see
That the ones we hurt, are you and me
-Artis Leon Ivey Jr. (aka Coolio)
I'd like to sincerely thank Warren Buffet for so clearly making many of the points I've been trying to
make lately in his most-recent submission to Fortune magazine. If anyone hasn't read it yet, it's called
'Why Stocks Beat Gold and Bonds' and you can read it here. Of course, with the King of Bonds himself
ringing the closing bell on the bond market just last month, I'm guessing that Warren was aiming at
gold more than at bonds with this piece. Bless his heart. Yo Warren B, you're so OG (but your aim ain't
quite what it used to be)!
Alrightythen, let's just tear into this juicy carcass and have us a feast!
Warren B: Investing is often described as the process of laying out money now in the
expectation of receiving more money in the future. At Berkshire Hathaway (BRKA) we
take a more demanding approach, defining investing as the transfer to others of purchasing
power now with the reasoned expectation of receiving more purchasing power -- after
taxes have been paid on nominal gains -- in the future. More succinctly, investing is
forgoing consumption now in order to have the ability to consume more at a later date.
Indeed it is! And "saving" (unlike Warren's "investing") is the forgoing of consumption now in order to
PRESERVE that purchasing power for a later date. The difference between a saver and an investor is
that saving is the passive activity of most people while investing requires a tolerance for the risk of loss
and active, specialized knowledge and focus. As I wrote in both Glimpsing the Hereafter and The
Studebaker Effect:
"A saver is different from an investor or a trader/speculator. A saver is one who earns his capital doing
whatever it is he does, and then aims to preserve that purchasing power until he needs it later.
Investors and traders aim to earn more capital by putting their already-earned capital at risk in one
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way or another. This takes a certain amount of specialization and focus."
Warren B: From our definition there flows an important corollary: The riskiness of an
investment is not measured by beta (a Wall Street term encompassing volatility and often
used in measuring risk) but rather by the probability -- the reasoned probability -- of that
investment causing its owner a loss of purchasing power over his contemplated holding
period. Assets can fluctuate greatly in price and not be risky as long as they are reasonably
certain to deliver increased purchasing power over their holding period. And as we will see,
a nonfluctuating asset can be laden with risk.
Very good! Yes! Risk is the reasoned probability that you will lose purchasing power over a period of
time. Listen up if you happen to be a Berkshire Hathaway investor reading this. I have been spending
the last three years working out the reasoned probability that you will lose purchasing power in the
near future with your BRKA investment. And over that same holding period, physical gold in your
possession is "reasonably certain" to deliver a massive increase in purchasing power. Warren is correct,
nonfluctuating assets can be laden with risk while at certain times, the very safest asset will be
revalued. Again, as I wrote in both Glimpsing the Hereafter and The Studebaker Effect:
"Today the system is in transition, so you can throw your ideas about these differences out the window.
There is no safe medium for simple preservation of purchasing power when the entire system shifts
from the old normal to the new normal. When systems implode, the safest place to be pays off big
time!"
Warren B: Investment possibilities are both many and varied. There are three major
categories, however, and it's important to understand the characteristics of each. So let's
survey the field.
Investments that are denominated in a given currency include money-market funds, bonds,
mortgages, bank deposits, and other instruments. Most of these currency-based investments
are thought of as "safe." In truth they are among the most dangerous of assets. Their beta
may be zero, but their risk is huge.
Over the past century these instruments have destroyed the purchasing power of investors
in many countries, even as these holders continued to receive timely payments of interest
and principal. This ugly result, moreover, will forever recur. Governments determine the
ultimate value of money, and systemic forces will sometimes cause them to gravitate to
policies that produce inflation. From time to time such policies spin out of control.
Yay! Warren and I agree again! Investments denominated in currency may be nominally safe—if you
expect to have a million dollars after a given holding period, you WILL have a million dollars at that
future time, but you may only be able to purchase a single roll of toilet paper with that million—but
their risk in real terms (purchasing power terms) is HUGE… especially today! It almost seems like
Warren has been reading some FOFOA. In any case, here are a few applicable posts that he might have
studied:
Moneyness
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Deflation or Hyperinflation?
Big Gap in Understanding Weakens Deflationist Argument
Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 1
Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 2
Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 3
Warren B: Even in the U.S., where the wish for a stable currency is strong, the dollar has
fallen a staggering 86% in value since 1965, when I took over management of Berkshire. It
takes no less than $7 today to buy what $1 did at that time. Consequently, a tax-free
institution would have needed 4.3% interest annually from bond investments over that
period to simply maintain its purchasing power. Its managers would have been kidding
themselves if they thought of any portion of that interest as "income."
Yup! Warren's been around for a long time, alright. And it just goes to show how tough it has been
during our entire lifetime for a saver who simply wants to preserve her purchasing power. She has to
chase a 4.3% yield every year just to stay even! Crazy, isn't it? What if there was a way to perfectly
preserve your purchasing power over any time horizon without chasing a yield? To what percentage of
the population do you think that would appeal? Better yet, to what percentage of Warren B's clients do
you think that would appeal? Just sayin', what if?
Warren B: For taxpaying investors like you and me, the picture has been far worse. During
the same 47-year period, continuous rolling of U.S. Treasury bills produced 5.7% annually.
That sounds satisfactory. But if an individual investor paid personal income taxes at a rate
averaging 25%, this 5.7% return would have yielded nothing in the way of real income.
This investor's visible income tax would have stripped him of 1.4 points of the stated yield,
and the invisible inflation tax would have devoured the remaining 4.3 points. It's
noteworthy that the implicit inflation "tax" was more than triple the explicit income tax that
our investor probably thought of as his main burden. "In God We Trust" may be imprinted
on our currency, but the hand that activates our government's printing press has been all too
human.
Word. The one-time tax on nominal gains is bad enough, but the vanishing of savers' purchasing power
through inflation is the real killer over long time-frames. But why you gotta conflate the issues of real
income from an investment and simply protecting one's purchasing power with the least risk, OG? Is
this part of your game? Why yes, I dare say I think it is!
Warren B: High interest rates, of course, can compensate purchasers for the inflation risk
they face with currency-based investments -- and indeed, rates in the early 1980s did that
job nicely. Current rates, however, do not come close to offsetting the purchasing-power
risk that investors assume. Right now bonds should come with a warning label.
Holla, G! Maybe the warning label should read – Nothing about this bond, packaging or color should
be interpreted to mean safer? How 'bout this one for Berkshire Hathaway – Savers beware, we will try
to do more than preserve your purchasing power at the risk of losing your purchasing power, but either
way, I was in first, I'll be out first and I always get my cut?
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Warren B: Under today's conditions, therefore, I do not like currency-based investments.
Even so, Berkshire holds significant amounts of them, primarily of the short-term variety.
At Berkshire the need for ample liquidity occupies center stage and will never be slighted,
however inadequate rates may be. Accommodating this need, we primarily hold U.S.
Treasury bills, the only investment that can be counted on for liquidity under the most
chaotic of economic conditions. Our working level for liquidity is $20 billion; $10 billion is
our absolute minimum.
I will only note here that, although the link leads to data about bonds, Warren specifically wrote bills
which usually means a duration of one, three or six months. Since there is no FDIC protection for cash
accounts with $20 billion, T-bills are the guaranteed cash equivalent. This, of course, brings to mind
OBA's Time-Currency Theory referencing the subzero-bound $IRX as well as my conveyance of his
theory over the years.
Warren B: Beyond the requirements that liquidity and regulators impose on us, we will
purchase currency-related securities only if they offer the possibility of unusual gain -either because a particular credit is mispriced, as can occur in periodic junk-bond debacles,
or because rates rise to a level that offers the possibility of realizing substantial capital
gains on high-grade bonds when rates fall. Though we've exploited both opportunities in
the past -- and may do so again -- we are now 180 degrees removed from such prospects.
Today, a wry comment that Wall Streeter Shelby Cullom Davis made long ago seems apt:
"Bonds promoted as offering risk-free returns are now priced to deliver return-free risk."
Ah, now here we start getting a glimpse of Warren's actual game! Notice the word "mispriced" in the
above category. This is a key to Warren's strategy, which begins to expose the reasoning behind why he
would choose to share this part of his shareholder newsletter with the general public. I realize he's
talking about bonds here, but this principle applies to stocks as well (although not necessarily to gold).
Warren likes to buy and sell things that are "mispriced". That is, he knows better than the market the
true value of things. And if they are "mispriced" he is, in fact, making money off of the mistakes of
others if he turns out to be correct. Bear in mind that I'm not judging him on this issue per se, but
simply exposing his game in a way that was most definitely concealed in this latest "newsletter".
Warren, like his lieutenant Charlie M, wants you in the same paper he likes to buy and sell so that he
can capitalize on your "mispricing" mistakes. As I wrote in The Value of Gold, price and value are two
different things, and that's Warren B's game:
"Probably the most common misconception is that price and value are the same thing. They are not.
They are related but different. Price can be precisely known, but true value can only be estimated or
guessed. And because price changes, price is always wrong while true value is always right, even
though it is unknown. So price and value are always different. Value is always either higher or lower
than price."
Warren will tell you that it's not just about capital gains. Warren LOVES yields, be they high rates of
interest or dividends from stocks. But the thing about chasing yields is that the more people chasing,
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the lower the yield goes, and that's when Warren strikes. That's when things become mispriced. If he
was only after yields, he would not want to let the world know what he's doing. But since he's
publishing his drive-by on gold in Fortune magazine, I can only assume he's really after the capital
gains that will come from the mispricing that will result from millions of people following his "advice".
Warren B: The second major category of investments involves assets that will never
produce anything, but that are purchased in the buyer's hope that someone else -- who also
knows that the assets will be forever unproductive -- will pay more for them in the future.
Tulips, of all things, briefly became a favorite of such buyers in the 17th century.
This type of investment requires an expanding pool of buyers, who, in turn, are enticed
because they believe the buying pool will expand still further. Owners are not inspired by
what the asset itself can produce -- it will remain lifeless forever -- but rather by the belief
that others will desire it even more avidly in the future.
What Warren is referring to here are sometimes called "hard assets". They are durable, physical items
that generally hold their value well because people always seem to want them. Like well-preserved
classic cars, quality antique furniture or rare baseball cards, hard assets do not generate yields like
stocks and bonds. And so Warren is invoking the greater fool theory with regard to hard assets (before
even revealing to you the specific one he's targeting) to lay the foundation that YOU are the fool if you
think these are a wise way to store your savings.
In fact, if you click on the greater fool link above, you'll find Warren's name right there in the last line.
You might also want to click through and read the Keynesian beauty contest principle of stock
investing. Warren tells us later just what beautiful stocks look like. They look like Coca-Cola and See's
Candy. But if too many people chase those yields, they disappear and even great stocks like that can
become mispriced. And that, my friends, is when OG sells!
For example, Berkshire just sold out of its entire position in ExxonMobil after the price surged 17%.
Berkshire also sold off Johnson & Johnson and Kraft shares. Fine companies with lots of earnings, so
why sell? As for Coca-Cola, that's one of Berkshire's biggest holdings right now! Just sayin'.
Warren B: The major asset in this category is gold, currently a huge favorite of investors
who fear almost all other assets, especially paper money (of whose value, as noted, they are
right to be fearful). Gold, however, has two significant shortcomings, being neither of much
use nor procreative. True, gold has some industrial and decorative utility, but the demand
for these purposes is both limited and incapable of soaking up new production. Meanwhile,
if you own one ounce of gold for an eternity, you will still own one ounce at its end.
AMEN! Thank you brother. "If you own one ounce of gold for an eternity, you will still own one
ounce at its end." Warren's words, not mine. But I'll bet you that I will be milking this quote for a long
time to come!
Remember earlier I asked, "What if there was a way to perfectly preserve your purchasing power over
any time horizon without chasing a yield? To what percentage of the population do you think that
would appeal?" Well, what if physical gold, that singular hard asset that is also held by central banks
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(precisely BECAUSE it has the fewest industrial uses), was on its way to becoming the singular global
reference point for purchasing power, instead of the dollar with everyone chasing a 5.7% annual yield
making it harder and harder to catch?
"If you own one ounce of gold for an eternity, you will still own one ounce at its end." In other
words, perfectly preserved purchasing power. See? Please read my post Reference Point Revolution for
more on this transition that's already underway.
Here is what I am suggesting. That Warren Buffet is the one, regardless of his protestations to the
contrary, who is practicing the greater fool theory and the Keynesian beauty contest principle of
investing while we, my friends, are the ones who are smartly front running the network effect (aka
demand-side economies of scale) and the focal point transformation of the biggest thing in a thousand
years.
Warren B: What motivates most gold purchasers is their belief that the ranks of the fearful
will grow. During the past decade that belief has proved correct. Beyond that, the rising
price has on its own generated additional buying enthusiasm, attracting purchasers who see
the rise as validating an investment thesis. As "bandwagon" investors join any party, they
create their own truth -- for a while.
On the contrary, homey, it's that the dollar is so overvalued because of the sheer weight brought on by
the fact that all dollar "wealth" has a counterparty, and that those counterparties in aggregate can't
POSSIBLY perform to expectations in real terms, that a massive adjustment is not only inevitable, but
long overdue. EVERYTHING is mispriced right now because the dollar is so massively overvalued at
present. And while I can't speak for all gold investors, I'm not buying gold because I think the ranks
will grow. In fact, I think the ranks will ABANDON "gold" at the worst time in all of history.
As I wrote in a recent comment, "My scenario… ALL TRADERS dump ALL gold, paper, physical,
whatever, in my scenario. It has nothing to do with insiders. It has to do with traders and weak hands."
But that's a difficult concept to wrap your head around. If you'd like to try, I wrote about it in my 2010
post, The Shoeshine Boy. The point here is that the true gold thesis is not "the belief that the ranks of
the fearful will grow." That is simply Warren Buffet's unfortunate misunderstanding of the gold thesis.
Warren B: Over the past 15 years, both Internet stocks and houses have demonstrated the
extraordinary excesses that can be created by combining an initially sensible thesis with
well-publicized rising prices. In these bubbles, an army of originally skeptical investors
succumbed to the "proof" delivered by the market, and the pool of buyers -- for a time -expanded sufficiently to keep the bandwagon rolling. But bubbles blown large enough
inevitably pop. And then the old proverb is confirmed once again: "What the wise man does
in the beginning, the fool does in the end."
It is so incredibly striking to me that "the best of the best," the Oracle of Omaha himself, is still reciting
these same tired old arguments. It simply defies logic that Warren Buffet is comparing gold to the
housing and dot-com bubbles to save you out of the goodness of his heart. If he doesn't want you
engaging in a "bubble", it's only because he wasn't there first. In fact, there are plenty of gold bugs who
actually THINK gold will eventually be a bubble, and that's precisely why they're in it. But not me.
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More than two years ago I debunked the ridiculous and shallow comparison of gold to past bubbles in
Gold: The Ultimate Un-Bubble:
"And since gold production cannot be ramped up to meet demand like it can in bubblicious items, there
is no reason for gold to fall back. Gold mining does not debase gold in the same way that dollars,
tulips, homes, Dot Com IPO's or government bonds are debased through production. Mine production
is taken from known reserves that are already valued, owned and traded, and all gold on the planet
Earth is a fixed amount, the same fixed amount it was a million years ago. All we do is move it around,
like poker chips on a table, to those savers that value it the most.
Furthermore, the price of gold is completely arbitrary. This means that gold can go as high as the
people of Earth want to take it without EVER exceeding objective valuations by common metrics like
earnings, interest or the sum value of its component elements. Gold IS the element. It cannot be broken
down further, except perhaps by the LHC.
One of the most common criticisms of gold's use as an investment is that it cannot be valued the way
stocks, bonds and real estate can. They are all commonly valued by their yields, and gold has no yield,
therefore it cannot be fairly valued, or so the argument goes. But if we invert this argument then gold
can never be OVERvalued either, whilst those other things can, and are... in a bubble!
The price of gold is arbitrary, ergo, there is no such thing as a gold bubble."
Of course that is not the whole story, it's only a teaser from the post. But the point is that if Warren
Buffet is truly avoiding gold because he thinks it's a bubble like Pets.com or Miami condos, you should
really question EVERYTHING that comes out of his mouth. Now I will admit that PAPER gold is a
bubble, but physical gold? Never!
Warren B: Today the world's gold stock is about 170,000 metric tons. If all of this gold
were melded together, it would form a cube of about 68 feet per side. (Picture it fitting
comfortably within a baseball infield.) At $1,750 per ounce -- gold's price as I write this -its value would be about $9.6 trillion. Call this cube pile A.
Let's now create a pile B costing an equal amount. For that, we could buy all U.S. cropland
(400 million acres with output of about $200 billion annually), plus 16 Exxon Mobils (the
world's most profitable company, one earning more than $40 billion annually). After these
purchases, we would have about $1 trillion left over for walking-around money (no sense
feeling strapped after this buying binge). Can you imagine an investor with $9.6 trillion
selecting pile A over pile B?
No, and neither can I imagine a saver with a regular job, a life to live, an aversion to risk and a desire to
merely preserve his purchasing power wanting to own a bunch of oil and farming companies. Besides,
if Exxon Mobil is so profitable, why did Warren just sell his entire stake in it? Could it be that even
profitable companies become mispriced (overvalued) when everyone is chasing a yield?
Okay Warren, can I imagine an investor with $9.6 trillion buying all the gold in the world? Of course
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not. No choice could be more stupid if such a person could exist. As I have written many times, gold
would be completely worthless if one person (or even just a few people) owned it all. Gold's greatest
value comes from its widest distribution amongst savers, and the greater the value, the more efficiently
gold performs its primary function. It is a virtuous and self-sustaining feedback loop. From Relativity:
What is Physical Gold REALLY Worth?:
"One of the unique characteristics of gold that sets it apart from commodities is that its primary use store of value - has no weight or mass requirements. In commodities, where industry is the primary
user, weight is critical.
[…]
One ounce [of gold] could do just as good of a job as 100 ounces. In fact, one ounce would do a
BETTER job than 100 ounces! The less gold it takes to store your value, the better it does its job. This
particular “gold dynamic” sets it apart from all commodities.
One ounce would store your value more efficiently and stably than 100 ounces because A) your storage
and security costs would be lower (efficiency), and B) if one ounce is worth $100,000 then that infers
gold is being valued by many more people relative to when it was $1,000 per ounce. This wider
distribution brings with it a more stable base of valuation and less relative volatility in price (stability).
Comparing this “gold dynamic” to any industrial or food commodity we can see a stark difference.
What commodity could perform its job BETTER at a price 100x higher than today? Can you name
one?"
And from a comment in 2009:
"Gold would not be valuable if one person owned all of it. It is most valuable in its widest distribution
possible, the wealth reserve, which requires a much higher valuation than it has right now. A higher
valuation denominated in hard assets, not just fiat currencies!"
And another comment from 2010:
"Just look at the BIS' own gold actions. Their owned gold hoard has shrunk from 194 tonnes to 120
tonnes over the last 6 years, as has the entire Eurosystem's hoard over the last decade (from 12,576
tonnes down to 10,833 tonnes). Most gold movements in Europe have either been lateral reshuffling or
dishoarding and encouraging citizens and other entities to start hoarding physical gold themselves.
I have written this before... if you were King of the World with 35,000 tonnes of gold in a world of
160,000 tonnes, you would gladly - happily - reduce your "stash" to 10,000 tonnes if that reduction
came with a 50x revaluation. Trying to get ALL the gold into your hoard is a fool's strategy."
Like I said, Warren, buying all the gold in the world would be about the dumbest thing such an
investor could possibly do, kinda like a doctor owning an oil company and calling it savings.
Warren B: Beyond the staggering valuation given the existing stock of gold, current prices
make today's annual production of gold command about $160 billion. Buyers -- whether
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jewelry and industrial users, frightened individuals, or speculators -- must continually
absorb this additional supply to merely maintain an equilibrium at present prices.
Hahaha! B's worried about who's gonna buy up the annual physical gold production? How about who's
gonna keep buying the annual paper production bearing dubious counterparties in the upper left-hand
corner? I think it's Warren B who is worried about who's gonna keep buying the stuff he's into.
With well over $100T in cash, cash equivalents, debt and equity investments posing as savings for the
risk-averse, I think it's more than safe to say that ANOTHER had it exactly right when he said that the
paltry $160 billion flow of gold is (and has been for a long time) cornered. Heck, nearly a third of that
is going to India alone, and they aren't even one of the surplus nations like Saudi Arabia, Germany or
China!
Warren B: A century from now the 400 million acres of farmland will have produced
staggering amounts of corn, wheat, cotton, and other crops -- and will continue to produce
that valuable bounty, whatever the currency may be. Exxon Mobil (XOM) will probably
have delivered trillions of dollars in dividends to its owners and will also hold assets worth
many more trillions (and, remember, you get 16 Exxons). The 170,000 tons of gold will be
unchanged in size and still incapable of producing anything. You can fondle the cube, but it
will not respond.
Fondle the cube? Alrightythen, no more Mr. Niceguy here either. Once again, Warren, why did you sell
Exxon if it's so great and saving money is all about dividends and earnings rather than taking (OPM)
money from the greater fool? What a hypocrite! Is it also possible that companies can be mismanaged,
like, say, BAC?
Here are a few other "good companies" that Berkshire dumped since it (BRKA) took a 50% nose-dive
in 2008 (actually late 2007 to early 2009): Nike, Comcast, Lowes, Home Depot. And in case you are
still under the illusion that OG is all about solid, benevolent analysis rather than political monies for
OG's pocket, his company is still the largest shareholder in Wells Fargo (NYSE: WFC) and "he has
practically bought at any chance he gets." Nothing against Wells Fargo (I have an account there) but
this, combined with his drive-by assault on gold (the hard asset preferred by those who actually
produce stuff) should settle any debate about whether or not he carries a bias in his baggage.
Warren B: Admittedly, when people a century from now are fearful, it's likely many will
still rush to gold. I'm confident, however, that the $9.6 trillion current valuation of pile A
will compound over the century at a rate far inferior to that achieved by pile B.
"Pile A" does not compound. It simply remains. Remember? "If you own one ounce of gold for an
eternity, you will still own one ounce at its end." That said, there's no guarantee that pile B will be
worth more than pile A in 100 years. A lot can happen in 100 years, wars, hyperinflations, companies
go bankrupt… If you were to be put into a deep sleep coma-like state for a century, and you had
trillions in wealth, which pile would you pick to shuttle your wealth through 100 years?
Warren B: Our first two categories enjoy maximum popularity at peaks of fear: Terror
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over economic collapse drives individuals to currency-based assets, most particularly U.S.
obligations, and fear of currency collapse fosters movement to sterile assets such as gold.
We heard "cash is king" in late 2008, just when cash should have been deployed rather than
held. Similarly, we heard "cash is trash" in the early 1980s just when fixed-dollar
investments were at their most attractive level in memory. On those occasions, investors
who required a supportive crowd paid dearly for that comfort.
And finally, here's the argument that only Helen Keller could believe, that today's contrarian is staying
as far away from gold as possible. Especially that physical gold. Look at the lines to buy gold at the
dealers. They wrap around the block. You can't find a place to eat these days without having some dolt
at the next table talking about gold. Heck, even the shoeshine boy can tell you what coins are best and
where to buy. It's obviously a bubble. Yeah, right.
Warren B: My own preference -- and you knew this was coming -- is our third category:
investment in productive assets, whether businesses, farms, or real estate. Ideally, these
assets should have the ability in inflationary times to deliver output that will retain its
purchasing-power value while requiring a minimum of new capital investment. Farms, real
estate, and many businesses such as Coca-Cola (KO), IBM (IBM), and our own See's
Candy meet that double-barreled test. Certain other companies -- think of our regulated
utilities, for example -- fail it because inflation places heavy capital requirements on them.
To earn more, their owners must invest more. Even so, these investments will remain
superior to nonproductive or currency-based assets.
By superior, he means that he views investing as superior to saving. He is, after all, an extraordinary
investor. But most of his audience is, in fact, made up of savers. As far as savings go, for the near future
(i.e., the transition period) gold will be far superior to Warren's investments as the transition brings
REAL gains of tremendous value to those who hold the goods. And in the distant future, physical gold
will be a far superior savings medium as it will be the very benchmark of purchasing power
everywhere. In that future, owning companies will potentially bring you real returns whereas gold will
not. But it will also carry risks and responsibilities. And if you carry gold from here into that future,
you will be one of the fortunate few faced with that choice.
Warren B: Whether the currency a century from now is based on gold, seashells, shark
teeth, or a piece of paper (as today), people will be willing to exchange a couple of minutes
of their daily labor for a Coca-Cola or some See's peanut brittle. In the future the U.S.
population will move more goods, consume more food, and require more living space than
it does now. People will forever exchange what they produce for what others produce.
Absolutely true! In fact, this is the Debtors & Savers Zone he is describing. The part of the pyramids
occupied by everyone!
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What's missing in his description is what the savers will trade amongst themselves to perfectly preserve
their purchasing power during periods of deferred consumption. Sure, someone will own all those
companies OG loves so much. And like I said, if you carry some of that physical gold from here into
that future, it might just be you!
Warren B: Our country's businesses will continue to efficiently deliver goods and services
wanted by our citizens. Metaphorically, these commercial "cows" will live for centuries and
give ever greater quantities of "milk" to boot. Their value will be determined not by the
medium of exchange but rather by their capacity to deliver milk. Proceeds from the sale of
the milk will compound for the owners of the cows, just as they did during the 20th century
when the Dow increased from 66 to 11,497 (and paid loads of dividends as well).
Of course they will, Warren! No one at this blog is predicting the collapse of modern society. The gold
thesis discussed here is about that which is mispriced (overvalued or undervalued) coming back in line
with reality. The dollar is overvalued and physical gold is undervalued. I described it as a seesaw in
The Studebaker Effect:
"Devaluations play out like a seesaw. There is a force (the crisis devaluation), a fulcrum (what is being
devalued against), and a load (the beneficiary or the winner)."
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That fulcrum is the physical plane of goods and services in aggregate. Everything is mispriced today,
some things more than others. But if we look at how Warren's favorite investments, company stocks,
carried through past devaluations, we find that while they obviously do much better than currency or
currency-based investments like bonds, they don't do quite as well as hard assets and they don't even
preserve purchasing power. Perhaps it's because an overvalued currency also tends to overvalue its
economy.
Here's a bit from my post Greece is the Word on how Warren's equities might fare during the currency
devaluation he expects:
"But what about the stock market? Someone emailed me saying,
"During a currency crisis in the western world, we may see a very powerful stock market rally as
equities are a form of real asset. Better to own a piece of Procter and Gamble than a unit of currency
that can devalue quickly. Look to the Argentina general equity market MERVAL index during the peso
crisis. It shot up – although not as much as the 3:1 currency devaluation."
The writer answered his own point. The stock market shot up LESS than the currency devalued. So
while the stock market in Argentina performed MUCH better than debt fixed to the value of the
currency, it only chased - and lagged - actual inflation. (Actually, short term hyperinflation.)This is
partly because the economy is usually in shambles at the time of a currency devaluation. So while you
would expect real things like real companies to compensate for a falling currency, you must also weigh
in any previous bubbling that might deflate and any economic factors that might reduce company
profits.
But Argentina is still a good example for us to look at. In January of 2002 the currency devalued 3:1. At
the same time the stock market rose in response to the devaluation and then stayed up (because the
currency stayed down). But what is interesting about Argentina is that just prior to the devaluation, in
December of 2001, inflation dipped into negative territory (deflation?) and the stock market dipped as
well. Then they almost immediately exploded out of this head-fake in an unexpected devaluation. See
the charts. The first is the MERVAL and the second is CPI:
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Hmm... look familiar?
Bottom line: The stock market, because it represents equity not debt, will fare much better than the rest
of the paper world. But the stock market does suffer from dilution, manipulation and bubbles. Expect
the stock market to languish in economic chaos as it chases real inflation only to fall a little short.
But gold is different. The system desperately needs a counterweight, and gold is it. The counter is
already in place, only the weight is yet to come. And once we have seen the reset in gold as it performs
its phase transition from commodity to wealth reserve, it will then chase (hyper)inflation along with the
rest of the "non-dollar" world, only it will be the ONE AND ONLY THING that will be immune to the
economic mess that will still need to be worked out."
So what we can do is to place Warren's favs just to the left of the fulcrum on the seesaw. They won't
devalue much in real terms, but they also won't fare even as well as boring old hard assets like antique
furniture (I'm sure he'll just love this one):
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Warren B: Berkshire's goal will be to increase its ownership of first-class businesses. Our
first choice will be to own them in their entirety -- but we will also be owners by way of
holding sizable amounts of marketable stocks. I believe that over any extended period of
time this category of investing will prove to be the runaway winner among the three we've
examined. More important, it will be by far the safest.
And thus ends Warren B's drive-by assault on gold. What do you think? Did he hit his target?
So where is Warren coming from?
Try to imagine a bizarro world where we simultaneously encourage everyone to consume as much as
possible through debt (because, ldo, consumption is the engine of the American economy) and also to
save that same debt through ERISA and 401(k)s. What you end up with is a whole society of people
deferring consumption (saving) on the one hand, and pulling into the present that very same future
consumption they saved on the other. You end up with underwater homeowners with negative networths and hundreds of thousands sitting in their 401(k) or IRA.
With everyone chasing a yield, be it through interest rates on currency investments or dividends from
equities, you eventually drive all those yields to zero. Luckily for the Warren Buffets of the world, most
of that "savings" knows no better than to float around in Warren's world, where Warren not only gets
his management cut, but he can also make amazing capital gains as those "savings" slosh around
mispricing one thing after another.
Now think about that person, let's call him Bob, with $201K in debt and also a $200K pension or IRA
through work. In essence, he could be almost debt-free were it not for his "savings". But then if that
were the case, Warren wouldn't have that $200K sloshing around in Warren's world. This is, of course,
only a mental exercise in how inane (or should I say insane?) the Western financial system really is.
Which camp do you think Bob is in? The Debtors or the Savers? And what would be the state of
Warren's company valuations were it not for all this additional "savings" sloshing around? How about
the yields available for real savers? Perhaps there would be some yields to be found were it not for Bob
and his "savings"?
The point is that companies are not de facto good investments just because they make things. They can
become overvalued when chased by too much money and that's when Warren sells. Warren talks a good
talk about compounding dividends, but what he's really after is your money. Either you're with him
(investing in BRKA) and he takes his cut while using your financial weight as his own, or you're
against him out there on your own. And then he's looking for areas where you've mispriced something
so that he can buy it from you or sell it to you.
I can tell you which camp OG is in. He's in the easy money camp (the debtors)! He's in debt to easy
money:
Warren Buffett is on Squawkbox right now defending the bailout, which he wrote an op-ed
about in today's New York Times.
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Then he dropped this line, which sounds like an exaggeration: "If the government hadn't
acted, I would be eating Thanksgiving dinner at McDonald's."
(Business Insider)
Perhaps he wasn't exaggerating:
A good chunk of his fortune is dependent on taxpayer largess. Were it not for government
bailouts, for which Buffett lobbied hard, many of his company’s stock holdings would
have been wiped out.
Berkshire Hathaway, in which Buffett owns 27 percent, according to a recent proxy filing,
has more than $26 billion invested in eight financial companies that have received bailout
money…
…It takes remarkable chutzpah to lobby for bailouts, make trades seeking to profit from
them, and then complain that those doing so put you at a disadvantage.
Elsewhere in his letter he laments “atrocious sales practices” in the financial industry,
holding up Berkshire subsidiary Clayton Homes as a model of lending rectitude.
Conveniently, he neglects to mention Wells Fargo’s toxic book of home equity loans,
American Express’ exploding charge-offs, GE Capital’s awful balance sheet, Bank of
America’s disastrous acquisitions of Countrywide and Merrill Lynch, and Goldman Sachs’
reckless trading practices.
And what of Moody’s, the credit-rating agency that enabled lending excesses Buffett
criticizes, and in which he’s held a major stake for years? Recently Berkshire cut its stake
to 16 percent from 20 percent. Publicly, however, the Oracle of Omaha has been silent.
(Reuters)
So maybe you are starting to see why Freegold is not such a welcome development for an OG like
Warren B. But don't worry too much about Warren. He'll still be a multi-billionaire come Freegold. And
if you follow him, at least you won't be broke (see the seesaw above). I suppose there might even be
something altruistic about leaving the Freegold revaluation windfall for others. But that's not Warren's
motivation.
Warren's power comes from keeping as much of other people's savings as possible in the stock market
where he plays. It doesn't matter if it comes in through his company or on its own, just that it's in there.
And that's why he wrote this piece trashing gold. Because when you buy a tube of gold coins and put it
in your sock drawer, it's out of OG's reach.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, February 23, 2012
Today's (quote-unquote) "Gold"

There were a few great discussions going on in the last thread and so I thought I'd rejuvenate it with a
fresh count!
Early on in the thread Hawks5999 quoted me and OG from Yo Warren B, you are so OG! and then
asked a question:
FOFOA: "Gold would not be valuable if one person owned all of it. It is most valuable in its widest
distribution possible, the wealth reserve, which requires a much higher valuation than it has right
now."
Buffet: "This type of investment requires an expanding pool of buyers, who, in turn, are enticed
because they believe the buying pool will expand still further."
Hawks5999: "Can you break down the nuance between these two statements? Because they sound like
they are both saying the same thing to me. Sorry for being dense if it's really obvious."
Here was my reply:
Hello Hawks,
Great replies from Max, JR and others, by the way!
It's not really obvious, but I'll try to break it down even further for you. As JR pointed out, price and
value are different things. Price is determined at the margin. Think stock to flow ratios with the ratio
acting as a governor on the price in both directions.
Warren's stocks have relatively objective valuations through common metrics like earnings, operating
cash flow and the sum value of their component parts. This is kind of like the NAV for GLD and
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PHYS. If the price falls too far below that valuation (it is undervalued), the stock to flow ratio will rise
constricting the amount of flow (supply) at the margin where price is discovered. If the price is higher
than the valuation (it is overvalued), the ratio will collapse flooding the market with shares.
Now compare that with gold which has no similar objective valuation. Of all the possible
"unproductive assets" out there, gold has the highest stock to flow ratio because of its unique, singular
properties. To think about it simply, price is determined at the margin—the flow—while value resides
primarily with the stock(holders). Does this make any sense? If gold is as undervalued as I say it is,
then we should expect the s/f ratio to explode, constricting the flow (supply) at the margin.
Can you see how viewing price and value from this angle puts the onus on the stock holders at least as
much as on the pool of new buyers?
"Correlation does not imply causation"
In light of this new perspective, we can see that price can converge with value through the actions of
either the current stock holders or the pool of new buyers. And when valuation is of the relatively
objective variety, as it is with OG's stocks, it is usually a combination of both.
But in the case of gold, where value is entirely subjective, this is not necessarily the case. In fact, I
would even propose to you that, subjectively, those who already possess the physical gold value it
higher than those who don't yet hold it. Ergo, the explosion of price to the level of value is more likely
to be brought about by the existing stock holders exploding the stock to flow ratio toward infinity for a
period of time than by a stampede of panicked savers driving the price higher and higher.
Cont…
2/4
ANOTHER: "People wondered how the physical gold market could be "cornered" when its currency
price wasn't rising and no shortages were showing up? The CBs were becoming the primary suppliers
by replacing openly held gold with CB certificates. This action has helped keep gold **flowing**
during a time that trading would have locked up.
(Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to
dry up [to cease flowing] as the price rises.) Westerners should not be too upset with the CBs actions,
they are buying you time!"
Me: "Gold would not be valuable if one person owned all of it. It is most valuable in its widest
distribution possible, the wealth reserve, which requires a much higher valuation than it has right
now."
"Gold the wealth reserve" means A) only physical gold, and B) in its widest distribution… "which
requires a much higher valuation than it has right now." "Correlation does not imply causation." Gold
in its most valuable role correlates with it being in wide distribution, but it is not necessarily caused by
that. Are you starting to see yet? Perhaps gold's functional change will cause its widest distribution, not
the other way around.
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Today's "gold" encompasses many other things. Ask any investor what percentage they have in gold
and whatever they tell you will likely include mining shares, GLD, silver, maybe some platinum, and
possibly not even ANY discrete, unambiguous pieces of physical gold. This is an important concept to
grasp, that "gold" today is a bastardized term and the $PoG does not have anything to do with "gold the
wealth reserve—which means physical gold only."
People see the "paper gold market" working today and so they think that it can work all the way up.
Like we'll go from $2,000 to $3,000 to $4,000 and so on all the way up to $55K. They think that as the
pool of new buyers flood into today's "gold" the shorts (or the bullion banks) will simply have to cover
their exposure and bid for any physical they need until the price gets high enough for them to get it.
In many ways today's "gold" does need an expanding pool of buyers. But here's the main difference
between OG's stocks and physical gold. From my 2010 backwardation post:
Dollars bidding on MSFT stock set the value of that stock. If dollars are frantically bidding on
MSFT (high velocity), the stock skyrockets. If dollars stop bidding for MSFT all at once (low
velocity), the price falls to zero. This is true for everything in the world **except gold**.
Gold bids for dollars. If gold stops bidding for dollars (low gold velocity), the price (in gold) of a
dollar falls to zero.
And from yet another angle we can put the onus on the existing stock holders rather than a pool of new
buyers.
Cont…
3/4
In the post above you just heard OG talk about three major categories of investments which are,
basically, stocks, bonds and "unproductive assets". Through the singular properties of gold (durability,
fungibility, divisibility, lack of industrial uses, CBs have it, etc…) along with the focal point principle,
we can go along with Warren and focus on only gold as the third major "competitor".
Now in just three weeks I've written posts about both the King of Bonds and the King of Stocks dissing
bonds. That should tell you something about bonds, no? So let's say it's mainly between stocks and gold
at this point. As I have pointed out, stocks are for investors and gold is for savers. Savers outnumber
investors by a longshot, and previously it was bonds that did it for the savers.
So now we've got all these homeless savers that will need to choose between stocks and gold (or else
sit tight in bonds waiting to be sheared like either the Greek debt holders or Zimbabwe pensioners).
This bunch is NEVER going to choose today's "gold" (the $PoG) en masse. They will likely end up
splitting the difference and going 50/50 in stocks and bonds (or cash) while a few put 5% in GLD.
So what I don't foresee is a stampede by those homeless savers into today's "gold". There may well be
another mini-stampede like we had in August, but it will display many characteristics of a bubble,
including the volatility and the downside, which savers don't like. Savers aren't looking for the next
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XX-bagger and they don't like beta, so they are a hard sell for both OG and the $PoG. Savers simply
want a nonfluctuating asset… preferably in real terms.
So Freegold, newly stabilized at a plateau stasis of ~$55K in constant dollars, will be very appealing to
them. Funny to think that they'll buy gold en mass at $55K but not while it's only $1700, but hey, c'est
la vie. As KindofBlue wrote: "Early adopters [of the next reference point for purchasing power] are
being handsomely rewarded."
But once you realize that gold's highest value and widest distribution are correlated but not necessarily
causally related in the obvious direction, the question then becomes how we get from here to there.
As I said (because ANOTHER taught me), "Gold bids for dollars. If gold stops bidding for dollars
(low gold velocity), the price (in gold) of a dollar falls to zero." So you see, there doesn't need to be a
stampede into today's "gold" for real, physical gold to become "priceless". ANOTHER wrote, "Gold!
It is the only medium that currencies do not "move thru". It is the only Money that cannot be
valued by currencies. It is gold that denominates currency. It is to say "gold moves thru paper
currencies"."
So now I'm looking only at physical gold **IN SIZE**, the kind of size that represents entities that
know WHY they are holding gold (i.e., not for paper profits). And I'm wondering when physical gold
will stop moving through paper currencies, at least at parity with today's "gold", the $PoG. And I think
that will probably happen when the $PoG goes too low. OBA has a neat theory about that.
Look at Buffet's piece above. He's shunning bonds but keeping his cash in bills. That's what the savers
are doing while they decide where to deploy that cash. All the financial advisors across the land are
advising savers to hold some cash, because they just know there will be some deals soon. And for the
really big money, that means T-bills, just like the $20B Berkshire is holding. And when a trade gets that
crowded it chases the yield right away, which is why the T-bills are heading to sub-zero yields.
Cont…
4/4
This is the rush out of future-dated debt into Here&Now cash (T-bills for the really big $$$). It's the
bank run shoebox under-mattress effect en masse. This makes the dollar look (temporarily) strong and
today's "gold" (the $PoG) look weak by comparison, gold bug protestations notwithstanding. So just
imagine another quick run-up like July/Aug. to, say, $2,333 correlating with a big spike in the USDX/
$IRX (price) and then a crash in the $PoG down to ~$1,000 or lower. How hated would today's "gold"
be by the homeless savers then? That's some serious beta!
So that's why I said in the post, "ALL TRADERS dump ALL gold, paper, physical, whatever, in my
scenario. It has nothing to do with insiders. It has to do with traders and weak hands." And at the same
time… because the return is surprisingly shitty all of a sudden… "physical gold **IN SIZE**, the
kind of size that represents entities that know WHY they are holding gold" … "stops bidding for
dollars (low gold velocity), the price (in gold) of a dollar falls to zero."
This is when the stock to flow ratio explodes to infinity and physical gold goes into hiding, when the
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price (the $PoG aka today's "gold") gets too low to support parity between it and "gold the wealth
reserve, which means physical gold only."
FOA predicted something like this as well:
FOA (06/12/00; 19:48:25MT - usagold.com msg#26)
Put your cards on the table!
The current paper gold world will die (burn) as its value to users erodes, not increases!
…Again, most everyone in the Western Gold bug game is running with the ball in the wrong
direction.
…So who is in danger of being hurt as this unfolds?
That's right, the Western paper gold long! I'm not talking about just the US market! This is about
the entire world gold market as we know it today. The real play will be for the ones that get out in
front of the move by owning physical…
It seems every Gold bug sees only half the trade and has great faith that contract law will favor a
short squeeze. Yet, none of them see where it is the long that will be dumping and forcing the
discount!
The point is, there is no price discovery market for "gold the wealth reserve" that could even require an
expanding pool of buyers. There's only the stock to flow ratio of physical gold (gold the wealth reserve)
as a tiny component part of the wide $PoG basket, today's (bastardized) "gold", a ratio which is already
very high and struggling to keep from going infinite (parabolic). [Any stock with "zero" flow has an
"infinite" s/f ratio because in the function r=s/f, as f approaches zero, r approaches infinity.] A rising
$PoG "stretches" the existing flow making it "larger" in currency terms and keeping it from falling to
zero. But what if the $PoG suddenly dips below even the cost of mining gold? What is that cost today?
Once the flow of "gold the wealth reserve" (physical gold only) is credibly reestablished at the revalued
Freegold price, the savers will eat it up like hotcakes! Ergo, "its widest distribution possible."
"Correlation does not imply causation."
Hope this helps!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Then victorthecleaner wrote:
FOFOA, fantastic! Why don't you make this an official posting?
No problem, Vic, here you go.
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We also had a newcomer show up with a repost from the Gold Standard Institute website which kicked
off a nice discussion about various hard money proposals and prescriptions versus emergent Freegold.
The next day, Victor wrote another outstanding piece on his own blog called Currency Wars: Why The
United States Cannot Return To A Gold Standard. In it he addresses one of the main proposals in Jim
Rickards' book, Currency Wars.

Victor starts off by asking if Rickards' proposal is even possible, and then answers his own question
with this: "The answer is No. But why not? ...The answer is that the existence of the Euro prevents the
United States from returning to a gold standard."
Here are a few highlights, but please go read Victor's post in its entirety:
Rickards advertises the return to the gold standard in particular with the claim that the first country that
makes this step, would gain a considerable international advantage through the gain in confidence in its
currency.
The problem with this statement is that the advantage of the first adopter is no longer available. The
first step was made as early as 1999, and it was done by somebody else: by the Euro (€). It was
accomplished in a fashion slightly more sophisticated than just a plain old-fashioned backing of the
currency with gold at a fixed exchange rate: The Eurosystem of Central Banks, i.e. the European
Central Bank (ECB) together with the National Central Banks of the member countries of the Euro
zone, account for their gold reserve at the current market price of gold in €.
[…]
From these balance sheets, we can see that there is no advantage of early adoption that could be
captured by the United States. The Euro zone has already anticipated this step, and the Euro enjoys an
even more robust gold backing. In fact, all else being equal, the comparative advantage of the € over
the US$ increases with an increasing price of gold.
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[…]
■ In the United States, according to Rickards’ proposal, the government or the Federal Reserve
guarantees that one US$ can always be redeemed for 1/7000 of an ounce of gold. The key to this
guarantee is that the government pays out the gold even if there is no private participant in the market
who is willing to sell her or his gold for this price. Even if the free market values gold higher than US$
7000 per ounce at some point in the future, the United States Government is still required to redeem
one US$ for 1/7000 ounces of gold (this is the point of having a gold standard after all). How clever is
that?
[…]
■ Since the ECB has never claimed that the Euro were as good as gold, they need not redeem any
Euros for gold. If somebody purchases gold with their Euros, these Euros continue to circulate. The
Euro is explicitly advertised as a transactional currency, but not as a store of value. Gold is the store of
value. This is Free Gold, the separation of the store of value from the medium of exchange, i.e. from
the credit money that forms the transactional currency (also see Section 7 of The Many Values of Gold
and FOFOA’s The Long Road to Freegold).
Let us finally remark that the price of US$ 7000 per ounce as proposed by Rickards merely serves as an
example and that none of our arguments depends on this precise figure.
The material presented in this section was inspired by Rickards’ book and by contrasting it with
FOFOA’s point of view. See, for example, Euro Gold, Party Like It’s MTM Time, Reference Point
Gold Update 1 and Reference Point Revolution.
[…]
In order to illustrate this effect, let us assume that the official US gold price and the free market price in
Euros diverge considerably. We estimate that the US$ and the € presently have purchasing power parity
at an exchange rate of US$ 1.20 per € 1.00. As a very rough simplification, let us say that one hour of
labour costs € 30.00 in the Euro zone and, at parity, it costs the same amount in the United States: US$
36.00. Also at parity, the official US gold price of US$ 7000 per ounce corresponds to € 5833 per
ounce. Let us further assume the free market price of gold in the Euro zone differs substantially: € 8750
per ounce.
Firstly, there is the obvious arbitrage: The smart money in the Euro zone can simply take € 5833,
exchange them for US$ 7000 in the foreign exchange market, go straight to the Federal Reserve and
redeem this sum for one ounce of gold which is immediately shipped back to Europe. There is therefore
a continuous flow of gold from the United States to Europe unless the currency exchange rate adjusts to
$US 0.80 per € 1.00. This is the exchange rate at which the official US price of gold of US$ 7000 per
ounce agrees with the European free market price of € 8750 per ounce.
Although this adjustment of the exchange rate indeed eliminates the arbitrage opportunity, it does not
stop the outflow of gold from the United States to Europe. The problem is that the currency exchange
rate now deviates from the purchasing power parity of US$ 1.20 per € 1.00. At the no-gold-arbitrage
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exchange rate of US$ 0.80 per € 1.00, one hour of European labour can be offered in the United States
for US$ 24.00 whereas American labour still costs US$ 36.00 per hour. The United States therefore run
an increasing trade deficit compared with the Euro zone. Under the proposed gold standard, the
Europeans who initially receive US$ for their exports, can immediately cash in and redeem their US$
for gold.
The flow of gold from the United States to Europe therefore persists regardless of the currency
exchange rate. If it is not a consequence of direct price arbitrage, then it follows from an imbalance of
the trade accounts. In either case, physical gold reserves are drained from the United States...
[…]
We see that the arrangement that is now proposed by Rickards, basically used to exist during the
Bretton Woods period. In the late 1950s, the credit volume in US dollars was already growing so
quickly that the official US gold price and the free market price of gold outside the United States
started to diverge. Although the Western European allies helped to stabilize the gold standard, it
inevitably failed because of the arbitrage and the trade imbalances sketched above. If a gold standard of
this type is established again while a major trade block openly advertises a free market price of gold, it
would probably collapse even sooner than it did in the 1960s.
In 1971, the United States chose to terminate the gold convertibility of the US dollar rather than to
revalue gold in US dollars. We refer to FOFOA’s It’s the Flow, Stupid for the reasoning that lead to this
decision. Finally, please see his Once Upon A Time for more details on the London Gold Pool.
_________________________________________________________
Side Note:
In fairness to Jim, Rickards/FOFOA reader Aquilus asked Jim at a book signing event about a fixed
versus floating gold price. Because Aquilus knows that I, too, appreciate Jim's work, he emailed me the
following report:
"The more interesting part is that I had been trying to get him to give me a straight answer on the
notion (from his book) that once gold is revalued to "the right price" the Fed would then step in and
defend that price (in a narrow range). He had been avoiding a straight answer for months, but I finally
got one yesterday while he was signing the book - in a short one on one conversation.
When I asked him how he could seriously believe that a fixed price could be defended when dollars
continue to be issued and credit created, and how that would be different from the old London Gold
Pool, he smiled and said, "no, no, you see, the defended price would indeed have to change every year
or else it would not work."
So, basically, he's still somewhere in the "we can semi-control" the price with this Fed-defense of an
adjustable price, as far as I can tell."
UPDATE: Also see Blondie's comments right under the post. Thanks for sharing, Blondie.
_________________________________________________________
…The ECB, however, which does not guarantee a redemption of the Euro for a fixed weight of gold,
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can engage in various types of Gold Open Market Operations.
Firstly, in absence of a liquid market for physical gold in Euros, the ECB can act as a market maker
and, say, bid for a fixed weight of gold at € 8745 per ounce and offer to sell a fixed weight at € 8755. If
they bid for and offer more than 10 tonnes each at any time, they are able to make a liquid market for
physical gold in Euros, a market in which other central banks can trade the quantities that typically
arise in the settlement of international trade balances. As soon as it turns out that there is more weight
of gold sold than it is bought (or vice versa), the ECB adjusts the bid and offer prices accordingly. This
amounts to assisting the price discovery for large quantities of physical gold while the reserve of the
Eurosystem remains essentially unchanged.
Let us stress that as of February 2012, there exists no liquid private market for physical gold in € in
which bid and offer would be quoted for tranches of 10 tonnes or more at any time. In fact, this is
apparently not even possible in the London market in which gold is traded in US$:
James G. Rickards, Currency Wars, page 26:
In ordinary gold trading, a large bloc trade of as little as ten tons would have to be arranged
in utmost secrecy in order not to send the market price through the roof [...]
Secondly, the ECB can manage a dirty float of the gold price in order to smooth fluctuations in the
currency exchange rates, in order to influence the domestic price level, or even in order to affect the
competitiveness of goods and services from the Euro zone in the international market. If they expand
the monetary base and purchase gold in the private market, they lower the exchange rate of the Euro
relative to gold, creating domestic consumer price inflation and rendering exports more competitive
and imports more expensive. Conversely, if they sell a part of their gold reserve and cancel the base
money they receive, they raise the exchange rate of the Euro relative to gold, reducing consumer price
inflation and rendering exports less competitive and imports cheaper.
In particular, if things ever turned hostile, for example because not only a book author but also some
government officials started talking about ‘confiscating’ the gold owned by foreign countries, the dirty
float could be used in order to terminate Rickards’ experiment with the new gold standard in the United
States at any time, simply by expanding the monetary base in € and purchasing physical gold in the
open market. This operation is always possible because it relies only on the ability to expand the €
money supply, but does not require any existing official gold reserve. In fact, any major currency area
or trade block who exports enough goods and services for which there exists a global demand, can
make this move. So far, none of them has.
[…]
It should be clear from Sections 2 and 3 above that it is the high price of gold in terms of US$ or € that
inspires confidence in these currencies rather than the question of whether the currency unit is
redeemable for a fixed weight of gold. (There is one caveat though: as long as the US gold reserve is
owned by the highly indebted government rather than by the Federal Reserve, it will never inspire the
full possible confidence.)
[…]
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Let us summarize what is the key point of Rickards’ proposal to return to a gold standard at a
substantially higher price of gold in US dollars. It is not the idea of the gold standard that the currency
unit would be backed by a fixed weight of gold. This would not be sustainable in the long run, and it
would eventually fail for the same reasons for which the London Gold Pool failed. It is rather the
revaluation of gold in US dollar terms that inspires confidence and that addresses many of the present
issues such as recapitalizing the banking system.
We finally refer to FOFOA’s How is that Different From Freegold for another response to a very
similar question.
Nice work once again, Victor! As Ari would say, it's good to have help carrying this water. B^D
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, March 11, 2012

The monetary plane is only relevant insofar as it directs and facilitates the flow of the physical plane.
Part of what pisses people off so much about the $IMFS is that it seems to direct and facilitate the flow
of massive amounts of cool physical plane stuff into the hands of those who contribute little more than
tweaking the monetary plane in their favor. But we must remember that they are not producing the stuff
that they are enjoying. They are simply receiving it.
It is the physical plane that drives the flow. It is the producers that produce the stuff. And it is the netproducers that produce enough extra stuff that it can accumulate in the possession of the monetary
plane managers. It is the savers that drive the economy. Savers are net-producers. Net-producers are
savers.
I have another big idea post that I'm working on, but I'm finding it difficult to make progress because
the stunning revelation I am trying to share with you rests on so many complicated foundations.
Without giving too much away, I guess I could say it will be a continuation of some of the themes
introduced in Moneyness. So I had this idea that I could dispense with some of my difficulty by just
putting a little bit here in an open forum.
Recall the story of "I, Pencil" from the Superorganism Open Forum. The Austrian's taught us that
"capital" is not merely a lump of some homogeneous substance. It is a complex structure of various
goods used in specific combinations to produce other goods. Capital, in essence, is a product of the
Superorganism. All else is simply unsustainable malinvestment. How long managed malinvestment can
continue before the whole superstructure collapses seems to be the only real question.
Rather than getting into who should be making the decisions that lead to capital formation and
economic growth in the physical plane, I'm more interested in how relevant the $IMFS is to that
process at this point. Does the $IMFS transmit any price information that is relevant to the
Superorganism anymore? The Superorganism is a robust creature. It can work around a badly
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mismanaged superstructure and still produce marvelous creations. But there comes a point when the
signals transmitted by the system become so detrimental to the Superorganism's natural drive toward
sustainability that it must be abandoned for good.
One of the flaws of the $IMFS is that it does view "capital" as a homogeneous lump. And because it is
a monetary system managed by net-consumers, it attempts to redirect all capital to the consumption end
of the spectrum, where it (the $IMFS) feeds. When you first start this process of capital consumption,
everything is really nice. Imagine that you decided to quit work tomorrow and start liquidating your
gold to your heart's content. You could live high on the hog for a while! This is the $IMFS. But if you
think it through for a minute, you'll realize that the better life is each day, the sooner you'll run out of
gold.
Savers drive the economy, and the $IMFS consumes it. And what of investment? The $IMFS heaps the
greatest rewards on those who invest in consumables, like APPL, rather than infrastructure or higher
order capital goods. The concepts I hope you'll think about and discuss in the comments are the
physical plane versus the monetary plane, savings and capital. The physical plane is all that matters.
The monetary plane only exists to assist the Superorganism by transmitting information through prices
and lubricating the flow. Savers drive everything. If they are saving, the economy will expand
(sustainably or unsustainably). If they are not saving, the economy will contract. The Superorganism's
natural drive is toward economic sustainability while the $IMFS is a pedal-to-the-metal consumption
binge thrill ride toward economic collapse.
Below is an excerpt from Freegold Foundations discussing capital and savings. Sorry about the length
of the excerpt, but if you don't like long posts, you're probably at the wrong blog. After that I'll end this
post with a neat little island analogy on the topic of capital consumption, or how to kill an economy in
style. Everybody loves island analogies, right?

Freegold Foundations
Capital
I'm not going to go into great detail on the concept of capital, other than to give you a mental exercise.
Because the term "capital" can be quite confusing in our modern paper/electronic world, I want you to
imagine a much simpler human civilization. Imagine an ancient Greek city. All the buildings made of
stone and mud, the horse carts and agricultural tools, the linens and skins worn as clothing, the
knowledge base passed down through generations; all these creations of man's intellect were the capital
of the time.
Now imagine the destruction of capital. Imagine an earthquake or volcano that destroys the fruits of
many generations. Or a plague or war, perhaps, that destroys the knowledge base. That's the loss of real
wealth you are imagining. And it is this cycle of capital creation and destruction that tells the story of
mankind throughout many civilizations.
In modern economics, the word "capital" accounts for many specific things. But I think it is helpful to
consider this word in a more basic, fundamental way. Think of it in terms of capital creation, capital
employment and capital consumption or destruction. Modern economics would not call consumables
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capital, which is why I am suggesting a different approach to the word. When we are productive,
imagine we are creating this thing called capital. We may figure out a way to turn someone else's
capital, combined with our own prowess, into more capital. This would be the employment of capital.
And sometimes we simply consume it, or use it up.
If I build a house I have created capital. By owning and living in a home, I am consuming that capital
slowly. If I were to buy a specialized tool and use it to make something new, then I have employed
capital to create more capital. Is this view of "capital" clear, or woolly?
Savings
Savings are the result of one's production being greater than his consumption. Saving is the convention
for deferring the fruits of capital creation—earned consumption—until later. Savings is also the way we
hand off capital to the next person who will use it to create more capital. And when it is done right,
saving results in the accumulation of capital throughout society at large. When it is done poorly, saving
results in the aggregate destruction of capital through frivolous consumption and mal(bad)investment
(the misguided employment of capital) resulting in unsustainable infrastructures built on unstable
levered foundations.
Here's where it may get a bit counterintuitive. You might, if you were Charlie Munger, think that the
best way to pass your earned capital on to another producer is through paper. If you save in paper notes
then you are loaning your earned capital to the next producer in line, right? And if you buy gold Charlie
says you're a jerk, even if it works, because he thinks you are pulling capital out of the system. But are
you really? I bring this up (and please watch a minute or so of that video starting at 1:04:05) because it
is the key to this discussion about savings.
We should think about the global economy in terms of production and consumption in the physical
realm as opposed to the financial or monetary realm, what I like to call the physical plane versus the
monetary plane. A "net producer" produces more capital than he consumes. Likewise, a "net consumer"
consumes more than he produces. The global aggregate is generally net-neutral on this productionconsumption continuum. I say "generally" because there are times of expansion and times of
contraction, so taking time into account, we are "generally" net-neutral (or close to it) as a planet. At
least that's the way it is under the global dollar reserve standard.
On the national scale, however, we are all both blessed and cursed by the presence of government.
Governments are always net consumers, as it is their very job to redistribute part of our private savings
into the infrastructure and secure environment that enables us to produce capital in the way that we do.
Government's job is not to produce capital, but to enable and support the private production (and
accumulation) of capital!
Being such that human society has evolved in this way, we private citizens must, in aggregate, be net
producers so that government can net consume. And we become net producers by saving. Therefore we
enable and support our own future net productivity by saving some of our past production of capital
today, in the form of savings.
The financial system is really just the monetary plane's record-keeper of this vital process that actually
takes place on the physical plane. In its modern incarnation, the global financial system has allowed for
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a strange international balancing act whereby (literally) one whole side of the planet's net production
has allowed the other side to net-consume for decades on end. But this is an unsustainable anomaly,
and it is beside the point of this discussion. So please push this giant, global imbalance-elephant in the
room over to the corner while we continue this discussion about savings.
The question we must answer here is: Is Charlie Munger right? Are you a good person only if you put
your savings into paper where it can be easily redistributed, and a jerk if you buy gold, depriving the
paper whores of your savings? Is this the way it works in reality? Or is this simply the sales pitch of
one with great bets riding on the continued popularity of paper savings?
The government confiscates a portion of the physical capital created in the private sector through
several means. Taxation is one way, forcing you to keep a portion of your earnings in paper so that it
can be easily transferred to the government and then used to buy up capital from the marketplace. This
forces you to leave some of your production in the marketplace to be taken by the government,
preventing you from consuming an amount equal to your productive output.
Printing money, or its modern equivalent, quantitative easing, is another way the government can
confiscate real capital from the marketplace without first producing a commensurate amount. This
method inflicts what we call "the inflation tax." The "victims" of this confiscation are anyone and
everyone holding (and saving) the currency or any paper asset fixed to it, and the damages are relative
to the amount of currency each "victim" is holding. Because this form of confiscation is spread so wide
and thin, it is mostly not even noticed by the private sector.
The last way the government confiscates capital is by borrowing it directly from the net producers in
the private sector. When you buy US bonds, it is you that are loaning your earned claims on capital to
the government. So we can see that the government has plenty of ways to create its own claims on
capital in the marketplace without first producing a commensurate market contribution (because
governments are always net consumers).
In fact, the modern financial system has bestowed these same powers, creating market claims without
contribution, upon the private sector as well. I'm not talking about private banks loaning money into
existence, for this process has no market contribution from which to feed. It is directly price
inflationary until the debtor makes a market contribution to work it off.
What I'm talking about is the private sector's ability to sell unlimited amounts of this debt to the savers,
funding the marketplace claims to consumers/debtors with real marketplace capital (contributed by the
savers). Private banks that would normally be constrained by their balance sheets for their own survival
can now offload that constraint onto the net producers, making themselves—the banks—totally
unconstrained.
The banking system sells all kinds of packaged debt to net producers, the savers. It creates this stuff at
will to meet demand. And if necessary, it drums up new debtors one way or another to keep this stuff
financially funded. Even corporations can dilute their paper shares to take in new claims from the
savers without giving up a commensurate marketplace contribution.
This is the process of paper savings hyperinflation. It is a self-feeding, self-fulfilling, self-sustaining,
self-propelling system that will ultimately lead to real price hyperinflation. When you produce capital
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and decide to leave it in the marketplace, postponing your earned consumption until later, and you do
so in any paper investment, you are feeding this process of capital destruction through paper savings
hyperinflation.
If you buy government debt you are feeding, enabling the growth of government beyond its most basic
mandate, providing the infrastructure and secure environment that enables us to produce capital. And if
you think an expanding government is good, just beware that all governments are stupid!
"The institution of government was invented to escape the burden of being smart. Its fundamental
purpose is to take money by force to evade the market's guidance to have the privilege of being stupid."
Richard Maybury goes on (in the linked video) to say that private organizations that petition
government for special protections, subsidies and incentives are asking for the same privilege. They
want to be relieved of the burden of being smart.
(Not since the Agriculture Adjustment Act of 1933 that paid farmers to destroy crops during the Great
Depression in an attempt to raise the price of crops, has there been a more obvious example of
government's propensity for destroying real world capital than the 2009 "Cash for Clunkers" program,
whereby government literally paid private car dealerships to pour sugar into running car engines
ensuring their permanent destruction.)
This is why, when you save in government paper, you are enabling malinvestment and the destruction
of capital that goes along with it. And it's the destruction of the capital that you just contributed to the
marketplace that you are feeding. The same goes for the private sector. When you save in private paper
you are enabling the expansion of frivolous consumption (beyond natural market constraint) and the
destruction of your capital contribution to the marketplace that goes along with it.
So what's the alternative? If both public and private paper savings contribute to the expansion of
malinvestment, net-consumption and systemic capital destruction, what is a net producer to do? If one
wants to produce more capital than he consumes—for the good of the economy—yet he doesn't want to
work for free, what is he to do? Or if one wants to produce more than she consumes—for the good of
her retirement years and her family's future—what is she to do?
The monetary plane, the modern dollar-based global financial system, has failed these individuals. So
what is left? The physical plane? If these individuals trade their earned marketplace credits in for
physical capital without employing that capital in productive enterprise, then they are either consuming
that capital (capital destruction) or denying other producers the use of it (hoarding, also destructive to
the capital creation process). This is not only detrimental to society at large, but also to the future value
of your savings that depends on new capital being plentiful in the marketplace when you deploy your
savings in the future.
But of course there is one item, one physical asset, that stands out above all the rest. And this isn't some
new discovery by FOFOA. Man discovered that this was gold's highest and best use thousands of years
ago. Once you've produced capital for the marketplace, whatever asset class you choose to deploy your
earned credits into will feel the economic pressure to rise in price. If the monetary plane was volumefixed (or even constrained), it too would rise in price as real capital is added to the economy. But it has
become a system that expands in volume rather than rising in price.
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This is hyperinflation: quantitative expansion of savings! If the pool of savings rose only in value and
not quantity, then each new net producer would have to bid "savings" away from an old net producer,
and "savings" would retain their proper relationship to the pool of real marketplace capital available for
purchase.
If you choose to deploy your credits into the everyday physical plane, the tangible goods plane, prices
will rise. If all the savers chose oil for example, we'd all pay very high prices at the gas pump. Or
choose agriculture for your savings and we'll all have to work an extra hour to feed ourselves. No, you
want to choose something that both rises in price (rather than expanding in volume) and also something
that does not infringe on others or economically impede the capital creation process that feeds value to
your savings. And as an added bonus, if everyone chooses the same thing, it works extra well. This is
called the focal point.
But for gold to fulfill this vital function in the capital creation process, it needs to trade in a fixed (or at
least constrained) quantity that will allow its price to rise every time a new capital net-increase is
contributed to the marketplace. And, unfortunately, paper gold and fractional reserve bullion banking
doesn't allow this process to work properly. In fact, it makes paper appear generally competitive, even
to gold.
So what about Charlie Munger? Is he right? Are you a jerk if you buy gold? Well, yes and no. If he's
talking about paper gold, then yes! But likewise, it seems you are a jerk if you buy Charlie's paper as
well! And you're an even bigger jerk if you buy physical commodities and tangible goods without the
intention of employing them in real economic activity. It seems—and correct me if I'm wrong here—
that physical gold (along with a few other discreet collectible items like real estate, fine art, antique
furniture, ancient artifacts, fine gemstones, fine jewelry and rare classic cars) may be the only true
wealth holdings in which you are not a jerk. What do you think?
________________________________________________________
And finally, here is a fun little excerpt from Robert P. Murphy's 2008 article, The Importance of Capital
Theory:

A Sushi Model of Capital Consumption
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Above I've pointed out some of the basic flaws in Krugman's and Cowen's arguments. (Other Austrians
have responded to Krugman in the past. See the replies of Garrison and Cochran.) More generally, they
are ignoring the all-important notion of capital consumption. This is why one needs to understand
capital theory, as pioneered by Carl Menger and Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk, in order to make sense of
what the heck just happened in the US economy. Any talking head on CNBC who doesn't understand
capital consumption is going to give horrible policy recommendations.
When thinking about this article, I went back and forth. I have decided that I should spell out a "model"
of intermediate complexity, because if I simplify it too much, it might not really click with the reader,
but if I go overboard with it, no one in his right mind would finish the article. Without further ado, let's
examine a hypothetical island economy composed of 100 people, where the only consumption good is
rolls of sushi.
The island starts in an initial equilibrium that is indefinitely sustainable. Every day, 25 people row
boats out into the water and use nets to catch fish. Another 25 of the islanders go into the paddies to
gather rice. Yet another 25 people take rice and fish (collected during the previous day, of course) and
make tantalizing sushi rolls. Finally, the remaining 25 of the islanders devote their days to upkeep of
the boats and nets. In this way, every day there are a total of (let us say) 500 sushi rolls produced,
allowing each islander to eat 5 sushi rolls per day, day in and day out. Not a bad life, really, especially
when you consider the ocean view and the absence of Jim Cramer.

But alas, one day Paul Krugman washes onto the beach. After being revived, he surveys the humble
economy and starts advising the islanders on how to raise their standard of living to American levels.
He shows them the outboard motor (still full of gas) from his shipwreck, and they are intrigued. Being
untrained in economics, they find his arguments irresistible and agree to follow his recommendations.
Therefore, the original, sustainable deployment of island workers is altered. Under Krugman's plan for
prosperity, 30 islanders take the boats (one with a motor) and nets out to catch fish. Another 30 gather
rice from the paddies. A third 30 use the fish and rice to make sushi rolls. In a new twist, 5 of the
islanders scour the island for materials necessary to maintain the motor; after all, every day it burns
gasoline, and its oil gets dirtier. But of course, all of this only leaves 5 islanders remaining to maintain
the boats and nets, which they continue to do every day. (If the reader is curious, Krugman doesn't
work in sushi production. He spends his days in a hammock, penning essays that blame the islanders'
poverty on the stinginess of the coconut trees.)
For a few months, the islanders are convinced that the pale-faced Nobel laureate is a genius. Every day,
606 sushi rolls are produced, meaning that everyone (including Krugman) gets to eat 6 rolls per day,
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instead of the 5 rolls per day to which they had been accustomed. The islanders believe this increase is
due to use of the motor, but really it's mostly due to the rearrangement of tasks. Before, only 25 people
were devoted to fishing, rice collection, and sushi preparation. But now, 30 people are devoted to each
of these areas. So even without the motor, total daily output of sushi would have increased by 20%,
assuming the islanders were equally good at the various jobs, and that there were plenty of fish and rice
provided by nature. (In fact, the contribution of the motor was really only the extra 6 rolls necessary to
feed Krugman.)
But alas, eventually the reduction in boat and net maintenance begins to affect output. With only 5
islanders devoted to this task, instead of the original 25, something has to give. The nets become more
and more frayed over time, and the boats develop small leaks. This means that the 30 fishermen don't
return each day with as many fish, because their equipment isn't as good as it used to be. The 30
islanders making sushi are then in a fix, because they now have an imbalance between rice and fish.
They start cheating, by putting in smaller pieces of fish into each roll. The islanders continue to get 6
rolls per day, but now each roll has less fish in it. The islanders are furious — except for those who are
repulsed by the idea of ingesting raw fish.
Being a trained economist, Krugman knows what to do. He suggests that 2 of the rice workers and 2 of
the sushi rollers switch over to help the fishermen. Now with 34 workers, the islanders are able to catch
almost as many fish per day as they were in the previous months, even though they are now using
tattered nets and dilapidated boats. Krugman — being very sharp with numbers — moved just enough
workers so that the fish caught by the 34 islanders matches up perfectly with the rice picked by the
remaining 28 islanders who go to the paddies every day. With this amount of fish and rice, the 28
workers in the rolling occupation are able to produce 556 sushi rolls per day. This allows everyone to
consume about 5 and a half rolls per day, with a bonus roll left over for Krugman.
The islanders are a bit concerned. When they first followed Krugman's advice, their consumption
jumped from 5 rolls to 6 per day. Then when things seemed to be all screwed up, Krugman managed to
fix the worst of the discoordination, but still, consumption fell to 5.5 rolls per day. Krugman reminded
them that 5.5 was better than 5. He finally got the crowd to disperse by talking about "Cobb-Douglas
production functions" and drawing IS-LM curves in the sand.
Because this is a family-friendly website, we will stop our story here. Needless to say, at some point the
5 islanders devoted to net and boat production will decide that they have to cut their losses. Rather than
trying to maintain the original fleet of boats and original collection of nets with only 5 workers instead
of 25, they will instead focus their efforts on the best 20% of the boats and nets, and keep them in great
shape. At that point, it will be physically impossible for the islanders to prop up their daily sushi output.
In order just to return to their original, sustainable level of 5 sushi rolls per person per day, the islanders
will need to suffer a period of privation where many of them are devoted to net and boat production.
(We can only hope that Professor Krugman has been rescued by the Swedes by this time.)
The 5 people looking for ways to synthesize gasoline and motor oil will have to abandon that task,
because it was never appropriate for the islanders' primitive capital structure. The islanders will of
course discard the motor brought to the island by Krugman once it runs out of gas.
Finally, we predict that during the period of transition, some islanders will have nothing to do. After all,
there will already be the maximum needed for catching fish with the usable boats and nets, and there
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will already be the corresponding number of islanders devoted to rice collection and sushi rolling,
given the small daily catch of fish. There would be no point in adding extra islanders to boat and net
production, because then they would end up building more than could be sustained in the long run.
Hence, the elders rotate 10 people every day, who are allowed to goof off. They could of course go try
to catch fish with their bare hands, or go gather rice that would just be eaten in piles by itself, but
everyone decides that this is a waste of time. Given the realities, it is decided that during the transition,
10 people get the day off, even though everyone is hungry. That is just how bad Krugman's advice was.
Conclusion
As our simple story illustrates, in modern economies workers use capital goods to augment their labor
as they transform nature's gifts into consumption goods. Because of the time structure of production, it
is possible to temporarily boost everyone's consumption, but only at the expense of maintaining the
capital goods (the boats and nets), which are thus "consumed." At some point, engineering reality sets
in, and no "stimulus" policies can prevent a sharp drop in consumption.
Although the story of the sushi economy was simplistic, I hope that it illustrated essential features of a
boom-bust cycle. When the islanders first implement Krugman's advice, they all feel richer. After all,
they really are eating 6 rolls per day instead of 5; there is no arguing with results. And they would have
no reason to suspect an unsustainable restructuring, either: after all, they are using a new outboard
motor. This is analogous to the arguments about the "New Economy" during the dot-com boom, or the
confidence placed in the new financial instruments used during the housing boom. During every boom,
people can always come up with reasons that "this time it's different."
In the sushi economy, this initial prosperity was illusory. Although there were indeed benefits from the
new technology, the bulk of the extra consumption was being financed through capital consumption,
i.e., by allowing the boats and nets to deteriorate. This is analogous to Americans' consuming a massive
amount of imported consumption goods during the housing boom, because they erroneously thought
their rising house values would more than compensate. In other words, had Americans realized that
their real-estate holdings would plummet in a few years, they would not have consumed nearly as
much. They were consuming capital without realizing it, just as the islanders didn't realize that their
extra sushi consumption was largely financed through neglect of their boats and nets.
Note too that this aspect of the story answers Cowen's objection: people consume more during the
boom — i.e., the villagers eat more sushi per day — even while new, unsustainable investment projects
are started. (In our sushi economy, the unsustainable project was looking for gasoline for the
newfangled outboard motor.) Cowen is right that a sustainable lengthening of the capital structure
initially requires a reduction in consumption; what happens is investors abstain and plow their savings
into the new projects. But during a central-bank-induced boom, there hasn't been real savings to fund
the new investments. That's why the boom is unsustainable, but it also explains why consumption
increases at the same time. It's true that this is impossible in the long run, but in the short run it is
possible to increase investment in new projects, and to increase consumption at the same time. What
you do is neglect maintenance on critical intermediate goods, just as our islanders were able to pull off
the feat for a few months. A modern economy is very complex, and it can take a few years for an
unsustainable structure to become recognized as such.
Finally, our sushi economy showed why unemployment increases during the retrenchment. People don't
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like to work; they would rather lounge around. In order for it be worthwhile to give up leisure, the
payoffs from labor have to be high enough. During the "recession" period, when the islanders had to
cut way back on output from the fish, rice, and sushi-roll "sectors," there weren't 100 different tasks
worth doing. In our story, we stipulated that only 90 people could be usefully integrated into the
production structure, at least until the fleet of boats and supply of nets start getting restored, allowing
more of the "unemployed" islanders to once again have something useful to do.
In the real world, this also happens: during the recession following the artificial boom period, resources
need to get rearranged; certain projects need to be abandoned (like hunting for gasoline in the sushi
economy); and critical intermediate goods (like boats and nets) need to be replenished since they were
ignored during the boom. It takes time for all of the million-and-one different types of materials, tools,
and equipment to be furnished in order to resume normal growth. During that transition, the
contribution of the labor of some people is so low that it's not worth it to hire them (especially with
minimum-wage laws and other regulations).
The elementary flaw in Krugman's objection is that he is ignoring the time structure of production.
When workers get laid off in the industries that produce investment goods, they can't simply switch
over to cranking out TVs and steak dinners. This is because the production of TVs and steak dinners
relies on capital goods that must have already been produced. In our sushi economy, the unemployed
islanders couldn't jump into sushi rolling, because there weren't yet enough fish being produced. And
they couldn't jump into fish production, because there weren't enough boats and nets to make their
efforts worthwhile. And finally, they couldn't jump into boat and net production, because there were
already enough islanders working in that area to restore the fleet and collection of nets back to their
long-run sustainable level.
People in grad school would sometimes ask me why I bothered with an "obsolete" school of thought. I
didn't bother citing subjectivism, monetary theory, or even entrepreneurship, though those are all areas
where the Austrian school is superior to the neoclassical mainstream. Nope, I would always say, "Their
capital theory and business-cycle theory are the best I have found." Our current economic crisis — and
the fact that Nobel laureates don't even understand what is happening — shows that I chose wisely.
________________________________________________________
Just a reminder, the concepts up for discussion are the physical plane versus the monetary plane,
savings and capital. The physical plane is all that matters. The monetary plane exists only to assist the
Superorganism in its drive toward sustainability by transmitting information through prices and
lubricating the flow of the physical. Savers drive everything. If they are saving, the economy will
expand (sustainably or unsustainably). If they are not saving, the economy will contract. The
Superorganism's natural drive is toward economic sustainability while the $IMFS is a pedal-to-themetal consumption binge thrill ride toward economic collapse. Savers drive the economy, the
Superorganism organizes it, and the $IMFS quietly kills it.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, March 16, 2012
Sushi Island Savers Saga - Part 2

Great comments in the last thread! I wrote the following as a comment replying to a few questions that
had come up relating to how the act of saving or net production contributes to the Superorganism's
drive toward sustainable growth. But I really wanted as many people as possible to watch the video
below, so I thought it would be more prominent in a post. So here you go!
The term "Superorganism" refers first and foremost to "distributed intelligence" or "market
intelligence" as opposed to "centralized planning". If ever you feel the urge to make life better by
changing some rule or adding a new one in order to control, cause or stop someone else's actions, you
fall under the category of central planners. If, however, you are driven to personal actions to better your
life (rather than the all too common obsession with changing the actions of others you deem to be
wrong) you are part of the Superorganism. Central planners are, of course, also part of the
Superoganism, but they are a retarding influence on that which would be far more intelligent without
them.
Both distributed intelligence and central planning are capable of organizing the means of production.
It's just that one does it infinitely better than the other so there's really no comparison. Somewhere
along the way, probably in the 20s and 30s, governments switched from assisting the Superorganism to
central planning, or retarding the Superorganism. I believe the singular factor that enabled this switch
—made it even possible—was that the savers began entrusting their surplus production to the
government as a fundamental function of changes to the monetary system that occurred in 1922.
Not everyone is capable of being a world-changing entrepreneur. But everyone is capable of consuming
less than they produce and, therefore, saving. And it is the choices made by billions of average people
that leads to the Superorganism's superior intelligence. As the video below explains, markets are
processes of learning and mutual discovery through individual choices like entrepreneurship
(individuals taking a creative stab at the future in the face of uncertainty) and the spread of knowledge
(individuals building upon—expanding upon—the past contributions of others).
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The chain of settlement amongst savers which I described in this comment is like a battery system for
the storage of economic power. It gains its power and its storage ability from its perpetual nature.
Economic power can be deployed or discharged at any time by any saver because there are always new
net producers working to join the chain. Without this system of reserves, the surplus production of
savers simply gets distributed and used up by whatever activity the debtors are up to at that time, or
wherever the central planners want to allocate it. With the Freegold system, the allocation of stored
purchasing power becomes a matter of the individual decisions of billions of savers with no reason to
hurry.
I do realize that most scholarly Austrian economists probably ignore this blog because it seems
somehow not up to their standards. Likewise, my readers tend to look down on modern Austrians
because they are, for the most part, "Hard Money Socialists" as Ari and FOA dubbed them more than a
decade ago. The Socialist part is because, even while they talk about limited government, they want the
government to control the production of money "by locking gold into any official currency system to
act as a gauge and controlling factor against socialist tendencies in government" (to quote FOA).
Socialism is about non-market prices and any official gold standard is a Socialist standard.
But I want to caution you against dismissing the Austrian School simply because most modern
practitioners are misguided with respect to their monetary prescriptions. The Austrian School is
primarily a school of Economics (focused on subjectivism and a deductive approach to economics
called praxeology), not money, and this is where it is truly great. From my limited time spent in the
Austrian space, I am probably most impressed with Israel Kirzner among the living Austrians. His
focus is more on the period of Austrian Economics before 1974 than it is on the activities of modern
practitioners.
And I think you'll find that this video below, a lecture given by Kirzner this past summer, is so spot-on
with regard to the discussion in the last thread that I want to say it is a must-watch for anyone following
the discussion. Even if you've seen it before, or the older, longer and more complete version, you may
want to watch it again:

The History of Austrian Economics with Israel Kirzner
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Friday, March 23, 2012
Ball of Twine Open Forum

FOA: "They will not be pushing on a string; rather picking up the ball of twine and throwing it!"
I may be crazy, but if there was a contingency plan/how-to manual on throwing the world's largest ball
of twine, it might just look like this:

And here are a few twine throwing excerpts from our brain-trust of central planners:
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of
America, including the Defense Production Act of 1950 [...] it is hereby ordered as follows:
...
Sec. 103. General Functions. Executive departments and agencies (agencies) responsible for plans and
programs relating to national defense (as defined in section 801(j) of this order), or for resources and
services needed to support such plans and programs, shall:
(a) identify requirements for the full spectrum of emergencies, including essential military AND
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civilian demand;
(b) assess on an ongoing basis the capability of the domestic industrial and technological base to satisfy
requirements in peacetime AND times of national emergency, specifically evaluating the availability
of the most critical resource and production sources, including subcontractors and suppliers, materials,
skilled labor, and professional and technical personnel;
...
Sec. 201. Priorities and Allocations Authorities. (a) The authority of the President conferred by section
101 of the Act, 50 U.S.C. App. 2071, to require acceptance and priority performance of contracts
or orders (other than contracts of employment) to promote the national defense over performance of
any other contracts or orders, and to allocate materials, services, and facilities as deemed necessary...
(b) The Secretary of each agency delegated authority under subsection (a) of this section (resource
departments) shall plan for and issue regulations to prioritize and allocate resources and establish
standards and procedures by which the authority shall be used to promote the national defense, under
both emergency AND non-emergency conditions.
...
PART III - EXPANSION OF PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY AND SUPPLY
Sec. 301. Loan Guarantees. (a) To reduce current or projected shortfalls of resources, critical
technology items, or materials essential for the national defense, the head of each agency engaged in
procurement for the national defense, as defined in section 801(h) of this order, is authorized pursuant
to section 301 of the Act, 50 U.S.C. App. 2091, to guarantee loans by private institutions.
(b) Each guaranteeing agency is designated and authorized to: (1) act as fiscal agent in the making of
its own guarantee contracts and in otherwise carrying out the purposes of section 301 of the Act; and
(2) contract with any Federal Reserve Bank to assist the agency in serving as fiscal agent.
...
Sec. 302. Loans. To reduce current or projected shortfalls of resources, critical technology items, or
materials essential for the national defense, the head of each agency engaged in procurement for the
national defense is delegated the authority of the President under section 302 of the Act, 50 U.S.C. App.
2092, to make loans thereunder. Terms and conditions of loans under this authority shall be determined
in consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury and the Director of OMB.
...
Sec. 303. Additional Authorities. (a) To create, maintain, protect, expand, or restore domestic industrial
base capabilities essential for the national defense, the head of each agency engaged in procurement for
the national defense is delegated the authority of the President [...] to make provision for purchases
of, or commitments to purchase, an industrial resource or a critical technology item for Government
use or resale, and to make provision for the development of production capabilities, and for the
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increased use of emerging technologies in security program applications, and to enable rapid transition
of emerging technologies.
...
Sec. 304. Subsidy Payments. To ensure the supply of raw or nonprocessed materials from high cost
sources, or to ensure maximum production or supply in any area at stable prices of any materials in
light of a temporary increase in transportation cost, the head of each agency engaged in procurement
for the national defense is delegated the authority of the President [...] to make subsidy payments,
after consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury and the Director of OMB.
...
Sec. 306. Strategic and Critical Materials. The Secretary of Defense, and the Secretary of the Interior in
consultation with the Secretary of Defense as the National Defense Stockpile Manager, are each
delegated the authority of the President [...] to encourage the exploration, development, and mining
of strategic and critical materials and other materials.
...
Sec. 308. Government-Owned Equipment. The head of each agency engaged in procurement for the
national defense is delegated the authority of the President [...] to:
(a) procure and install additional equipment, facilities, processes, or improvements to plants,
factories, and other industrial facilities owned by the Federal Government AND to procure and
install Government owned equipment in plants, factories, or other industrial facilities owned by
private persons;
(b) provide for the modification or expansion of privately owned facilities, including the modification
or improvement of production processes...
(c) sell or otherwise transfer equipment owned by the Federal Government and installed under
section 303(e) of the Act, 50 U.S.C. App. 2093(e), to the owners of such plants, factories, or other
industrial facilities.
...
Sec. 310. Critical Items. The head of each agency engaged in procurement for the national defense is
delegated the authority [...] to take appropriate action to ensure that critical components, critical
technology items, essential materials, and industrial resources are available from reliable sources when
needed to meet defense requirements during peacetime, graduated mobilization, and national
emergency. Appropriate action may include restricting contract solicitations to reliable sources,
restricting contract solicitations to domestic sources (pursuant to statutory authority), stockpiling
critical components, and developing substitutes for critical components or critical technology items.
...
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Sec. 312. Modernization of Equipment. The head of each agency engaged in procurement for the
national defense [...] may utilize the authority of title III of the Act to guarantee the purchase or
lease of advance manufacturing equipment, and any related services with respect to any such
equipment for purposes of the Act. In considering title III projects, the head of each agency engaged in
procurement for the national defense shall provide a strong preference for proposals submitted by a
small business supplier or subcontractor...
You can read the full 11-page Executive Order here.
Sincerely,
FOFOA

Great comment, Jeff!...
You guys don't have to worry about being pressganged into being unpaid 'consultants'. Those jobs will
go to Buffett, Jeff Immelt, etc. who want to help the G out of the goodness of their hearts...and to
protect their position near the fiat firehose of course.
Honestly, the fascist talk gets in the way of understanding what is going on. Yes, this is the Declaration
of Hyperinflation, but did you expect the G to just sit on its hands and collapse?
FOFOA: "In parts two and three of my September hyperinflation posts I explained how the US
government MUST respond to a currency collapse by printing more currency in order to keep its
stooges doing its bidding...
Gonzalo correctly points to "palliative printing" as a wheelbarrow-enlarging event, which comes at the
very end stage of a hyperinflation. And he presents it as palliative to the people. But this printing is
usually most palliative to the government and its expanding rank of stooges. Sure, there will be
"welfare" along the way, but for the most part the freshly printed cash will buy the most goods and
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services for the first hands it touches. And then less for the second. And even less for the third and so
on. And this prime purchasing power will be mostly reserved for the government that prints it."
This EO, IMO, means that the hour is getting late...
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Tuesday, April 3, 2012
Peak Exorbitant Privilege

"Importing more than you export means lots of empty containers. That visual manifestation of our
trade deficit is what drivers see as they pass the Port of New York and New Jersey on the New Jersey
Turnpike. In the first eight months of 2010, the port saw the equivalent of 700,000 more full 20-foot
containers enter than leave.
45% of containers exported from port operator APM Terminals’ Port Elizabeth facility (part of the
Port of New York and New Jersey)
are empty, a reflection of the trade imbalance." Source
_________

In the wake of WWI (1914-1918) there was an international movement in Europe to return to the

stability of fixed exchange rates between national currencies. But all of them had been inflated so much
during the war that reestablishing the peg to gold at the pre-war price would have implied an
overvaluation of currencies that would have led inevitably to a run on all the gold in the banking
system, monetary deflation and economic depression (good thing they avoided that, eh?). At the same
time, they feared that raising the gold price would raise questions about the credibility of the new postwar regime, and quite possibly cause a global scramble into gold.
This "problem" with gold was viewed at the time as a "shortage" of gold. And so one of the stated goals
of the effort to solve this problem was "some means of economizing the use of gold by maintaining
reserves in the form of foreign balances." (Resolution 9 at the Genoa Conference, 1922) To economize
means to limit or reduce, often used in conjunction with "expense" or "waste". So to "economize the
use of gold" meant to limit or reduce the use of gold.
Meanwhile, the United States had emerged from the war as the major creditor to the world and the only
post-war economy healthy enough to lend the financial assistance needed for rebuilding Europe. And
so even though the U.S. wasn't directly involved in the European monetary negotiations that took place
in Brussels in 1920 and Genoa in 1922, it was acknowledged that any new monetary order was likely to
be a U.S. centered system.
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The Genoa negotiations were led by the English including British Prime Minister Lloyd George and
Bank of England Governor Montagu Norman who proposed a "two-tier" system especially designed to
circumvent "the gold shortage". The British proposal described a group of "center countries" who
would hold their reserves entirely in gold and a second tier group of (unnamed) countries who would
hold reserves partly in gold and partly in short-term claims on the center countries. [1]
The proposal was named the "gold-exchange standard" (as opposed to the previous gold standard). In
1932 French economist Jacques Rueff proclaimed the gold-exchange standard that had come out of the
Genoa conference a decade earlier "a conception so peculiarly Anglo-Saxon that there still is no
French expression for it." [2]
The gold-exchange standard that officially came into being around 1926 (and lasted only about six
years in its planned form) worked like this: The U.S. dollar was backed by and redeemable in gold at
any level, even down to small gold coins. The British pound was backed by gold and dollars and
redeemable in both, but for gold, only in large, expensive bars (kind of like the minimum gold
redemption in PHYS is 400 oz. bars but you can redeem in dollars at any level). Other European
currencies were backed by and redeemable in British pound sterling, while both dollars and pounds
served as official reserves equal to gold in the international banking system. [3]
Since only the U.S. dollar was fully redeemable in gold, you might expect that gold would have
immediately flowed out of the U.S. and into Europe. But as I already explained, the U.S. emerged from
WWI as the world's creditor and the U.S. Treasury in 1920 held 3,679 tonnes of gold. By the beginning
of the gold-exchange standard in 1926 the U.S. was up to 5,998 tonnes and by 1935 was up to 8,998
tonnes. By 1940 the U.S. Treasury held 19,543 tonnes of gold. After WWII and the start of the new
Bretton Woods monetary system, official U.S. gold peaked at 20,663 tonnes in 1952 where it began its
long decline. [4]
In Once Upon a Time I wrote, "Once sterilized [at the 1922 Genoa Conference], gold flowed
uncontrolled into the US right up until the whole system collapsed and beyond." My point was that
before the introduction of "paper gold" as official reserves in the form of dollars and pounds, the flow
of physical gold in international trade settlement governed as a natural adjustment mechanism for
national currencies and exerted the spur and brake forces on their economies. But after 1922, this was
no longer the case.
After 1922, the U.S. provided the majority of the reserves for the international banking system in the
form of printed dollars. And as the world's creditor and reserve printer, dollar reserves flowed out and
gold payments flowed in. From the start of the gold-exchange standard in the mid-1920s until 1952,
about 26 years, the dollar's monetary base grew from $6B to $50B while the U.S. gold stockpile grew
from 6,000 tonnes to more than 20,000 tonnes. [5]
The Roaring Twenties was not just a short-lived period of superficial prosperity in America, it was also
a time when a great privilege was unwittingly granted to the United States that would last for the next
90 years. And I say "unwittingly granted" because the U.S. did not even participate in the negotiations
that led to its privilege. As Jacques Rueff wrote in his 1972 book, The Monetary Sin of the West:
"The situation I am going to analyze was neither brought about nor specifically wanted by
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the United States. It was the outcome of an unbelievable collective mistake which, when
people become aware of it, will be viewed by history as an object of astonishment and
scandal." [6]
I should pause here to note that gold standard advocates and hard money campers will quickly point out
that the post-1922 gold-exchange standard is not what they want. They want to return to the gold
standard of the 19th century, the one before WWI. But that's not my position. And anyway, it's not
gonna happen and even if it would/could happen, it would not fix the fundamental problem. Just like
time, we move relentlessly forward and, luckily for us, the future is much brighter than the past.
Now, back to this privilege which, in the end, may turn out to be more of a curse. In order to really
understand how the gold-exchange standard and its successor systems, the Bretton Woods system and
the current dollar standard system translated into a privilege for the United States, we need to
understand what actually changed in the mid-20s as it fundamentally relates to how we use money. I
will explain it as briefly as possible but I want to caution you to resist the temptation to make
judgments about what is wrong here as you read my description. As some of you already know, I think
there is only one fundamental flaw in the system and it was present even before the gold-exchange
standard and the U.S. exorbitant privilege, but that's not the subject of this post.
What changed?
People and economies trade with each other using money – mainly credit, denominated in a national
currency – as their primary medium of exchange so as to avoid the intractable double coincidence of
wants problem with direct barter. So we trade our stuff for their stuff using bank money (aka fungible
currency-denominated credit) and the prices of that stuff is how we know if there is any inequity or
imbalance in the overall trade. When we periodically net out the bank transactions using the prices of
the stuff we traded, we inevitably come up short on one side or the other. And so that imbalance is then
settled in the currency itself.
But because different countries use different currencies, we need another level of imbalance clearing.
And that international level is cleared with what we call reserves. So, in essence, we really do have
two tiers in the way we use money. We have the domestic tier where everyone uses the same currency
and clearing is handled at the commercial bank level with currency. And then we have the international
tier where everyone doesn't use the same currency and so trade imbalances tend to aggregate and then
clear with what we call "reserves" (aka international liquidity) at the national or Central Bank level.
This is built right into the very money that we use, and have used, for a very long time. To see how, we
will regress conceptually back to how our bank money is initially conceived. And because most of you
have at least a basic understanding of the Eurosystem's balance sheet from my quarterly RPG posts,
this should be a fairly easy exercise. If not, RPG #4 might be a good place to catch up quickly.
Recall this chart from Euro Gold:
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It shows the change, over time, in relative value of the two kinds of reserves held by the Eurosystem:
1. gold reserves and 2. foreign currency reserves. And in RPG #4 I explained the difference between
reserves and assets on the CB balance sheet. Assets are claims against residents of your currency zone
denominated mostly in your own currency. Reserves are either gold or claims against non-residents
denominated in a foreign currency.
In our regression exercise we'll see the fundamental difference between reserves and assets. Reserves
are the fundamental basis on which the basic money supply of a bank is borne, while assets are the
balance sheet representation of the bank's extension of credit. Changes in the ratio between reserves
and assets exert opposing (enabling/disabling) influences on the ability of the system to expand.
So, now, looking back at the very genesis of our money, we've all heard the stories of the gold banker
who issues receipts on the gold he has in his vault, right? Well, that's basically it. Money as we know it
today ultimately begins with the monetization of some gold. The Central Bank has some amount of
gold in the vault which it monetizes by printing cash.
CB
Assets-------Liabilities
Gold | Cash
For the sake of this exercise, let's say that the government deposits its official gold in its newly-created
CB and the CB monetizes that gold by printing cash which is now a government deposit. So let's
simplify the balance sheet even more. CB = Central Bank, R = reserves, A = assets and C = cash (or
also CB liabilities which are electronic obligations of the CB to print cash if necessary, so they are
essentially the same thing as cash within the banking system).
CB
R|C
That's reserves (gold) on the asset side of the balance sheet and cash (the G's deposit) on the liability
side. Now the G can spend that cash into the economy where it will end up at a commercial bank. Let's
say COMMBANK1 = commercial bank #1, C = cash (or CB liabilities) and D = deposit.
COMMBANK1
C|D
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Now that the G spent money into the economy, our first commercial bank has its own reserves and its
first deposit from a government stooge who received payment from G and deposited it in
COMMBANK1. In the commercial bank, cash is the reserve on the asset side of the balance sheet
whereas cash is on the opposite side, the liability side, of the Central Bank's balance sheet. Also, all the
cash issued by the CB remains on its balance sheet even after it has left the building and is sitting in the
commercial bank (or even in a shoebox under your bed).
At this point we have a fully reserved mini-monetary system. Both the CB's and the commercial bank's
liabilities are balanced with reserves. The CB's reserves are gold and the commercial bank's reserves
are cash or CB liabilities. That's fully reserved. But let's say that the economy is trying to grow and the
demand for bank money (credit) is both strong and credible. So now our banks can expand their
balance sheets.
As credit expands, the asset side will be balanced with assets (A) rather than reserves (reserves are gold
in the case of the CB and cash in the case of COMMBANK1). Also, I'm going to put the CB under the
commercial banks since it is essentially the base on which the commercial bank money stands.
COMMBANK1
ACC|DDD
________________________________________
CB
AR|CC
Here we see that our CB now has an asset and a reserve. The asset is a claim denominated in its own
currency against a resident of its currency zone, and the reserve is the gold. Let's say that the CB lent
(and therefore created) a new C to the government. Meanwhile, our commercial bank COMMBANK1
has had two transactions. It has received the deposit from a second government stooge and it has also
made a loan to a worthy entrepreneur.
So on the COMMBANK1 (commercial bank) balance sheet, the A is a claim against our entrepreneur
and the two Cs are cash reserves. The first C came in when our first stooge deposited his government
paycheck and the second C came in when the second stooge deposited his payment which G had
borrowed (into existence) from the CB. The three Ds (deposits) belong to our two stooges and the
entrepreneur.
I'm not going to go much further with this model but eventually, as the economy and bank money
expands, we'll end up with something that looks more like this:
COMMBANK1
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK2
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK3
AAACC|DDDDD
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COMMBANK4
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK5
AAACC|DDDDD
________________________________________
CB
AAAAAAAAAR|CCCCCCCCCC
And here we have a simple model of our monetary system within a single currency zone. There are two
observations that I want to share with you through this little exercise. The first is the tiered nature of
our monetary system even within a single currency zone. And the second is the natural makeup of a
Central Bank's balance sheet.
You'll notice that one thing the Central Bank and the commercial banks have in common is that the
asset side of their balance sheets consist of both reserves and assets. Remember that assets are claims
denominated in your currency against someone else in your currency zone. But you'll also notice that
the commercial bank reserves are the same thing as the Central Bank's liabilities. So the Central Bank
issues the reserves upon which bank money is issued to the economy by the commercial banks.
The fundamental take-home point here is that reserves are the base on which all bank money expands.
CB money rests on CB reserves and commercial bank money rests on commercial bank reserves which
are, in fact, CB money which is resting on CB reserves. So you can see that the entire money system is
built up from the CB reserves.
The deposits (D) in the commercial banks are both redeemable in reserves and cleared with reserves
(reserves being cash or CB liabilities). Deposits are not redeemable or cleared (settled) with assets. If a
commercial bank has a healthy level of reserves it can expand its credit. But if it expands credit without
sufficient reserves for its clearing and redemption needs, it must then go find reserves which it can do
in a number of ways.
Notice above that we have 25 deposits at 5 commercial banks based on 10 commercial bank reserves.
Those commercial bank reserves are Central Bank liabilities which are based ultimately on the original
gold deposit. Before 1933, gold coins were one component of the cash, and CB liabilities were also
redeemable by the commercial banks in gold coin from the CB to cover redemption needs. So the
commercial banks (as well as the Fed) had to worry about having sufficient reserves of two different
kinds. As you can imagine, this created another level of difficulty in clearing and especially in
redemption.
Clearing and Redemption
Very quickly I want to go over clearing and redemption and how they can move reserves around in the
system. Here's our simple system once again:
COMMBANK1
AAACC|DDDDD
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COMMBANK2
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK3
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK4
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK5
AAACC|DDDDD
________________________________________
CB
AAAAAAAAAR|CCCCCCCCCC
Now let's say that one of our depositors at COMMBANK5 withdrew his deposit in cash. And let's also
say that another depositor at the same bank spent his money and his deposit was therefore transferred to
COMMBANK4 and that transaction cleared. Here's what it would look like:
COMMBANK1
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK2
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK3
AAACC|DDDDD
COMMBANK4
AAACCC|DDDDDD
COMMBANK5
AAA|DDD
________________________________________
CB
AAAAAAAAAR|CCCCCCCCCC
A few quick observations. There are now only 9 Cs in the commercial banking system even though
there are still 10 Cs outstanding on the CB's balance sheet. That's because one of them is now outside
of the banking system as on-the-go cash in the wallet.
Also, notice that COMMBANK4 received its sixth deposit which cleared and so COMMBANK4
received the cash (C) reserve from COMMBANK5. This transaction bumped COMMBANK4 up from
being 40% reserved to 50% reserved. But because COMMBANK5 had to deal with two transactions,
one redemption and one cleared deposit transfer, COMMBANK5 is now out of reserves.
In this little scenario, COMMBANK4 is now extra-capable of expanding its balance sheet, while
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COMMBANK5 needs to forget about expanding and try to find some reserves. To obtain reserves,
COMMBANK5 can call in a loan, sell an asset for cash, borrow cash temporarily while posting an
asset as collateral, or simply hope that some deposits come his way very soon. But in any case,
COMMBANK5's next action is, to some extent, influenced by its lack of reserve.
This is an important point: that as reserves move around, their movement exerts some influence on the
activities of both the giver and the receiver of the reserves.
International Clearing
Now let's scale our model up and look at how it works in international trade. Commercial banks deal
mostly in their own currency zone's currency. But in today's fast-paced and global world we have a
constant flow of trade across borders, so various currencies are also flowing in all directions. Some
international commercial banks handle these transactions, but as you can imagine, clearing and
redemption becomes a bit more complicated.
You might have a deposit (D) at COMMBANK5 in the U.S. being spent in Europe somewhere and
ending up at a European commercial bank where it is neither redeemable nor clearable as it stands
(currently denominated in dollars). The U.S.-based COMMBANK5 will transfer both the C and the D
to the European bank. The European deposit holder who sold his goods to the U.S. will want his bank
to exchange those dollars for euros so he can pay his bills. So the European bank will look to either the
foreign exchange market or to its CB to change the currency.
If trade between the two currency zones was perfectly equal at all times, there would be an equal
amount of euros wanting to buy dollars and vice versa. But we don't live in a perfect world, so there's
always more of one or the other which is why the exchange rates float. If, instead, we had fixed
exchange rates, the CBs would be involved in equalizing the number of euros and dollars being
exchanged, and then the CBs would settle up amongst themselves using their reserves, which was how
it was before 1971.
But even today, with floating exchange rates, the CB's still do get involved in what we call the "dirty
float" to manage the price of their currency on the international market. This is essentially the same
process as during fixed exchange rates except that they don't maintain an exact peg, but instead they let
it float within a range that they deem acceptable. And the way they do that is essentially the same way
they did it back in the fixed exchange rate system of Bretton Woods and before. They buy up foreign
currency from their commercial banks with newly printed cash.
Or, if there's a glut of their own currency in foreign lands trying to get home, then they have to buy
back their own currency using up their CB reserves. Which brings us to the makeup of a CB's balance
sheet, most pointedly its reserves. And the take-home point that I want to share with you here is the
difference between finite and infinite from a CB's perspective.
From the perspective of a CB, its own currency is infinite while its reserves are finite. So if there's a
glut of foreign currency in its zone, it has no problem buying up as much as it wants with printed cash.
In fact, theoretically, a CB could buy up foreign currency that is accumulating in its zone until the cows
come home. On the other hand, if there's a glut of its own currency abroad, its buy-back power is finite
and limited to the amount of reserves it stockpiled earlier.
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So why do it? Why does a CB spend its precious reserves buying its own currency back from foreign
lands? What happens if it doesn't? Currency collapse is what happens. If there's a glut of your currency
abroad and you don't buy it back, the market will take care of it for you by devaluing your currency
until it becomes impossible for you to run a trade deficit. And this is a painful process when the
marketplace handles it for you because it not only collapses your trade deficit to zero, it also tends to
bring your domestic economy to a standstill at the same time, a double-whammy.
And this is how the monetary system above scales up to the international level. While the commercial
bank reserves (Cash) are good for clearing, redemption and credit expansion within a currency zone,
only the CB reserves work in a pinch on the international level. And if the CB runs out of reserves, the
currency collapses due to market forces and, therefore, the commercial bank reserve (Cash) upon which
commercial bank money is expanded devalues, and so bank money, too, devalues. It is all stacked upon
the CB reserves from whence the first bank money was born.
And as you can see above, the natural makeup of a CB's reserves is gold. But that changed in 1922.
Now obviously there are a myriad of directions in which we could take this discussion right now. But
the direction I want to keep you focused on so that I can eventually conclude this post is that when a
Central Bank's finite reserves are ultimately exhausted in the international defense of its currency, its
local commercial bank's reserves (Cash) are naturally devalued by the international market. And with
the commercial bank reserves being what commercial bank deposits are redeemable in, so too is local
money devalued.
But in 1922 they "solved" this "problem" with the introduction of theoretically infinite reserves.
As we move forward in this discussion, I want you to keep in mind my first fundamental take-home
point which was that reserves are the base on which bank money expands. Commercial banks expand
their bank money on a base of Central Bank-created reserves. And (as long as there is trade with the
world outside of your currency zone) the Central Bank's reserves are the base on which the commercial
banks' reserves stand. So the corollary I'd like to introduce here is that theoretically infinite reserves
lead to theoretically infinite bank money expansion.
Of course it doesn't take a genius to figure out that infinite money expansion does not automatically
translate into infinite real economic growth. And so we need to look at who, in particular, was the
prime beneficiary of these newly infinite reserves.
In 1922 the Governor of the Bank of England which had around 1,000 tonnes of gold at the time (less
than the Bank of France which had about 1,200 tonnes) proposed economizing the use of gold by
declaring British pound sterling and U.S. dollars to be official and recognized reserves anywhere in the
world. The "logic" was that dollars and pounds would be as good as gold because they would be
redeemable in gold on their home turf.
Three Fair Warnings
The reason I went through this somewhat-lengthy exercise explaining the significance of reserves in
our monetary and banking system was to help you understand the words of Jacques Rueff who first
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warned of the catastrophically dangerous flaw embedded in this new system—a flaw which continues
today—way back in 1931. The term "exorbitant privilege" would not be used until 30 years later under
a new system, but I hope to help you see, as I do, the common thread that ties all three systems
together, the gold-exchange standard, Bretton Woods and the present dollar standard.
As we walk through this timeline together, you'll read three warnings at times of great peril to the
system. The first was delivered by Rueff to the French Finance Minister in preparation for the French
Prime Minister's meeting with President Hoover in Washington DC in 1931. The second was delivered
to the U.S. Congress by a former Fed and IMF economist named Robert Triffin in 1960. And the third
will be delivered later in this post.
To put it all in perspective, I drew this rough timeline to help you visualize my thought process while
writing this post:

Those of you who have been reading my blog for a while should be aware that the U.S. has run a trade
deficit every year since 1975. You should also know that, since 1971, the U.S. government has run its
national debt up from $400B to $15,500B, and that foreign Central Banks buying this debt have been
the primary support for both the relatively stable value of the dollar and the perpetual nature of the U.S.
trade deficit.
But it wasn't always this way. Before 1971 the U.S. was running a trade surplus and the national debt
level was relatively steady during both the gold-exchange standard and the Bretton Woods era. During
the gold-exchange standard the national debt ranged from about $16B up to $43B. It increased a lot
during WWII to about $250B, but then it remained below its $400B ceiling until 1971.
Another big difference during this timeline which I have already mentioned is the flow of gold. The
U.S. experienced an uncontrolled inflow of gold from the beginning of the gold-exchange standard
until 1952, and then a stunted outflow ensued until it was stopped altogether in 1971.
The point is that with such a wide array of vastly disparate circumstances, it is a bit tricky for me to
explain the common thread that binds this timeline together. Very generally, let's call this common
thread the monetary privilege that comes from the rest of the world voluntarily using that which comes
only from your printing press as its monetary reserves. It started as a privilege, grew into an exorbitant
privilege 35 years later, and then peaked 45 years later at something for which, perhaps, there is not an
appropriately strong enough adjective.
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Robert Triffin thought it had gone far enough to warrant warning Congress in 1960, but just wait till
you see how much farther it went over the next four and a half decades. But first, let's go back to 1931.
First Warning
In his 1972 book [6], Jacques Rueff writes:
Between 1930 and 1934 I was Financial Attache in the French Embassy in London. In that
capacity, I had noted day after day the dramatic sequence of events that turned the 1929
cyclical downturn into the Great Depression of 1931-1934. I knew that this tragedy was
due to disruption of the international monetary system as a result of requests for
reimbursement in gold of the dollar and sterling balances that had been so inconsiderately
accumulated.
On 1 October 1931 I wrote a note to the Finance Minister, in preparation for talks that
were to take place between the French Prime Minister, whom I was to accompany to
Washington, and the President of the United States. In it I called the Government's
attention to the role played by the gold-exchange standard in the Great Depression, which
was already causing havoc among Western nations, in the following terms:
"There is one innovation which has materially contributed to the difficulties
that are besetting the world. That is the introduction by a great many European
states, under the auspices of the Financial Committee of the League of Nations,
of a monetary system called the gold-exchange standard. Under this system,
central banks are authorized to include in their reserves not only gold and
claims denominated in the national currency, but also foreign exchange. The
latter, although entered as assets of the central bank which owns it, naturally
remains deposited in the country of origin.
The use of such a mechanism has the considerable drawback of damping the
effects of international capital movements in the financial markets that they
affect. For example, funds flowing out of the United States into a country that
applies the gold-exchange standard increase by a corresponding amount the
money supply in the receiving market, without reducing in any way the money
supply in their market of origin. The bank of issue to which they accrue, and
which enters them in its reserves, leaves them on deposit in the New York
market. There they can, as previously, provide backing for the granting of
credit.
Thus the gold-exchange standard considerably reduces the sensitivity of
spontaneous reactions that tend to limit or correct gold movements. For this
reason, in the past the gold-exchange standard has been a source of serious
monetary disturbances. It was probably one cause for the long duration of the
substantial credit inflation that preceded the 1929 crisis in the United States."
Then in 1932 he gave further warning in the speech at the School of Political Sciences in Paris which I
wrote about in Once Upon a Time:
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The gold-exchange standard is characterized by the fact that it enables the bank of issue to
enter in its monetary reserves not only gold and paper in the national currency, but also
claims denominated in foreign currencies, payable in gold and deposited in the country of
origin. In other words, the central bank of a country that applies the gold-exchange
standard can issue currency not only against gold and claims denominated in the national
currency, but also against claims in dollars or sterling.
[…]
The application of the gold-exchange standard had the considerable advantage for Britain
of masking its real position for many years. During the entire postwar period, Britain was
able to loan to Central European countries funds that kept flowing back to Britain, since
the moment they had entered the economy of the borrowing countries, they were deposited
again in London. Thus, like soldiers marching across the stage in a musical comedy, they
could reemerge indefinitely and enable their owners to continue making loans abroad,
while in fact the inflow of foreign exchange which in the past had made such loans possible
had dried up.
[…]
Funds flowing out of the United States into a gold-exchange-standard country, for instance,
increase by a corresponding amount the money supply in the recipient market, while the
money supply in the American market is not reduced. The bank of issue that receives the
funds, while entering them directly or indirectly in its reserves, leaves them on deposit in
the New York market. There they contribute, as before being transferred, to the credit base.
[…]
By the same token, the gold-exchange standard was a formidable inflation factor. Funds
that flowed back to Europe remained available in the United States. They were purely and
simply increased twofold, enabling the American market to buy in Europe without ceasing
to do so in the United States. As a result, the gold-exchange standard was one of the major
causes of the wave of speculation that culminated in the September 1929 crisis. It delayed
the moment when the braking effect that would otherwise have been the result of the gold
standard's coming into play would have been felt.
Are you starting to get a sense of the key issue yet? Reserves move from one bank to another to settle a
transaction. When our depositor at COMMBANK5 spent his deposit and it was thereby transferred to
COMMBANK4, the cash (C) reserve was also moved to COMMBANK4 to settle (or clear) the
transaction. This put a certain strain on COMMBANK5 since it had also lost another reserve to
redemption which forced COMMBANK5 into the action of seeking reserves.
Or when a Central Bank expends its reserves trying to remove a glut of its currency abroad so that the
marketplace won't devalue (or collapse) it, that CB is generally limited to a finite amount of reserves
which, once spent, are gone. So the movement of reserves serves two purposes. It is not only attained
by the receiver but it is also forfeited by the giver. Both are vital to a properly functioning monetary
system.
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But with the system that began around 1926 and still exists today, we end up with a situation in which
one currency's reserves are actually deposits in another currency zone:

Notice that I am avoiding the use of gold in my illustration. The warnings given in 1931 and 1960 were
presented in the context of a gold exchange standard of one form or another, and therefore they (of
course!) heavily reference the problems as they related to ongoing gold redemption. But the real
problem, as I have said, transcends the specific issues with gold at that time.
The real problem was and is the common thread I mentioned earilier: the monetary privilege that comes
from the rest of the world voluntarily using that which comes only from your printing press as its
monetary reserves. It was and is, as Jacques Rueff put it, "the outcome of an unbelievable collective
mistake which, when people become aware of it, will be viewed by history as an object of astonishment
and scandal."
Another angle which was apparent from the very beginning—because Rueff mentioned it in 1932 (as
quoted above)—was that of international lending. It basically worked in the same way as the three
steps above except that the net international (trade) payment was an international loan. Remember that
the U.S. was the prime creditor to the world following both wars. This may partly explain the inflow of
gold payments that brought the U.S. stockpile up from 3,679 tonnes in 1920 to 20,663 tonnes in 1952.
A dollar loan was the same as a gold loan and was payable in dollars or gold. But as Rueff pointed out
above, the lent dollars came immediately back to New York just as the pounds came back to London:
"During the entire postwar period, Britain was able to loan to Central European countries
funds that kept flowing back to Britain, since the moment they had entered the economy of
the borrowing countries, they were deposited again in London. Thus, like soldiers
marching across the stage in a musical comedy, they could reemerge indefinitely and
enable their owners to continue making loans abroad."
Now think about that for a moment. The same reserves (base money) getting lent out over and over
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again like a revolving door. And let's jump forward to the present for a moment to see if we can start
connecting some dots between 1932 and 2012. Here's a recent comment I wrote about the revolving
door of dollars today:
Hello Victor,
The point of JR's excerpts is that the real threat to the dollar lies in the physical plane (real
price inflation) rather than the monetary plane (foreign exchange market). The source of
the price inflation will be from abroad and it will be reflected in the exchange rate, but the
price inflation, not the FX market, is the real threat.
Imagine a toy model where the entire United States (govt. + private sector) imports
$100,000 worth of stuff during a period of time (T). T repeats perpetually and, just to keep
it real, let's say that t = 1 second, which is pretty close to reality. So the US imports the real
stuff and exports the paper dollars. But the US also exports $79,000 worth of real stuff
each second. So 79,000 of those dollars come right back into the US economy in exchange
for the US stuff exports.
Now, in our toy model, let's say that the US private sector is no longer expanding its
aggregate level of debt. And so let's say, just for the sake of simplicity, that $79,000 worth
of international trade over time period T represents the US private sector trading our stuff
for their stuff. And let's say that the other $21,000 worth of imports each second is all
going to the USG consumption monster.
So the USG is borrowing $21,000 **from some entity** each second and spending it on
stuff from abroad. This doesn't cover the entire per-second appetite of the USG
consumption monster, only the stuff from abroad. The USG also consumes another
$114,000 in domestic production each second, which is all the domestic economy can
handle right now without imploding, but we aren't concerned with that part yet.
Now, if the **from some entity** is our trading partner abroad, then there is no fear of real
price inflation. The USG is essentially borrowing $21,000 this second -- that our trading
partner received last second -- and the USG will spend it again on more foreign stuff a
second from now and then borrow it again. See? No inflation! The same dollars
circulate in perpetuity, the real stuff piles up in DC, and the USG debt piles up in
Beijing.
But what if that **from some entity** is mostly the Fed, and has been for two years now
(and they are calling it QE only to make it sound like its purpose is to assist the US private
sector)? If that's the case, then the fear of real price inflation is now a clear and present
danger to "national security" (aka the USG consumption monster). Not so much for the
private sector which is now trading our stuff for their stuff, but mostly for the public sector
which trades only $21,000 in paper nothings, per second, for their stuff.
Under this latter situation, you now have $21,000 per second piling up outside of US
borders and it's not being lent back to either the USG or the US private sector (which has
stopped expanding its debt). It's either going to bid for stuff outside or inside of US
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boundaries.
The USG budget approved by Congress does account for this $21,000 per second
borrowing, but it also assumes reasonably stable prices. If the general price level starts to
rise faster than Congress approves new budgets, this creates a problem for the USG. It's
not as big of a problem for the US private sector, since we are trading mostly stuff for stuff.
If the cost of a banana rises to $1T, it will still only cost half an apple. But if you're relying
only on paper currency to pay for your monstrous needs, real price inflation is an imminent
threat!
FX volatility has more to do with the changing preferences of the financial markets. It is a
monetary plane phenomenon on most normal days. But it will also show up when the price
of a banana starts to rise.
When the USG cuts a check, it is drafted on a Treasury account at the Fed. Sometimes
those funds are all ready to go in the account. Sometimes they are pulled (momentarily)
from a commercial bank into the Fed account for clearing purposes. And sometimes the
Fed simply creates them, adding a Treasury IOU to its balance sheet.
This latest Executive Order paves the way for the Fed to start stacking not only Treasury
IOUs, but also Commerce Dept. IOUs, Homeland Security IOUs, State Dept., Interior,
Agriculture, Labor, Transportation, Energy, Housing and Urban Development, Health and
Human Services, etc… IOUs. Whatever it takes to keep the real stuff flowing in! If you
think the Fed's balance sheet looks like a gay rainbow now, just wait!
But from a financial perspective, if you are stuck in dollar assets when real price inflation
takes hold, you are going to want out. And the quickest way out is through the currency
itself. So we could see a spike (outside of the US) in the price of Realdollars even as the
dollar is collapsing against the physical plane and the USG is printing like crazy to defend
its own largess! How confusing will that be to all the hot "experts" on CNBC?
The financial markets can cause dramatic volatility in the FX market, and vice versa. But
that's all monetary plane nonsense. A small change in the physical plane might not even
register at first in the FX market, especially if a financial panic is overpowering it in the
opposite direction. But even if the dollar doubles in financial product purchasing power
terms (USDX to 150+), that's not going to lower the price of a banana in the physical
plane while the USG is defending its consumption status quo with the printing press.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
I highlighted the part relevant to our revolving door discussion, but the whole comment is relevant to
the whole of this post because I had this post in mind when I wrote the comment. Anyway, can you see
any similarity between what Jacques Rueff wrote about the sterling in 1932 and what I wrote last
week?
How about a difference? That's right, the U.S. is now the world's premier debtor while it was the
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world's creditor back in the 30s. But in both cases the dollar currency is being continuously recycled
while notations recording its passage pile up as reserves on which foreign bank money is expanded
while the U.S. counterpart of reserves and bank money is not reduced as a consequence of the transfer.
If you print the currency that the rest of the world uses as a reserve behind its currency, that alone
enables you to run a trade deficit without ever reducing your ability to run a future trade deficit. Deficit
without tears it was called. For the rest of the world, running a trade deficit has the finite limitation of
the amount of reserves stored previously and/or the amount of international liquidity (reserves) your
trading partner is willing to lend you.
Another thing that happens is that, as the printer of the reserve, the rest of the world actually requires
you to run a balance of payments deficit or else its (the rest of the world's) reserves will have to shrink,
and its currency, credit and economy consequently contract. So to avoid monetary and economic
contraction, the world not only puts up with, but supports your deficit without tears. Here's a little more
from Jacques Rueff:
The Secret of a Deficit Without Tears [6]
To verify that the same situation exists in 1960, mutatis mutandis, one has only to read
President Kennedy's message of 6 February 1961 on the stability of the dollar.
He indicates with admirable objectivity that from 1 January 1951 to 31 December 1960,
the deficit of the balance of payments of the United States had attained a total of $18.1
billion.
One could have expected that during this period the gold reserve would have declined by
the same amount. Amounting to $22.8 billion on 31 December 1950, it was, against all
expectations, $17.5 billion on 31 December 1960.
The reason for this was simple. During this period the banks of issue of the creditor
countries, while creating, as a counterpart to the dollars they acquired through the
settlement of the American deficits, the national currency they remitted to the holders of
claims on the United States, had reinvested about two-thirds of these same dollars in the
American market. In doing so between 1951 and 1961 the banks of issue had increased by
about $13 billion their foreign holdings in dollars.
Thus, the United States did not have to settle that part of their balance-of-payments deficit
with other countries. Everything took place on the monetary plane just as if the deficit had
not existed.
In this way, the gold-exchange standard brought about an immense revolution and
produced the secret of a deficit without tears. It allowed the countries in possession of a
currency benefiting from international prestige to give without taking, to lend without
borrowing, and to acquire without paying.
The discovery of this secret profoundly modified the psychology of nations. It allowed
countries lucky enough to have a boomerang currency to disregard the internal
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consequences that would have resulted from a balance-of-payments deficit under the gold
standard.
Second Warning
By the early 1960s, Jacques Rueff was not alone in speaking out against the American privilege
embedded in the monetary system. Another Frenchman named Valéry Giscard d'Estaing, who was the
French Finance Minister under Charles de Gaulle and would later become President himself, coined the
term "exorbitant privilege". [7] Even Charles de Gaulle spoke out in 1965 and you can see a short
video of that speech in my post The Long Road to Freegold.
But perhaps more significant than the obvious French disdain for the system was Robert Triffen, who
stood before the U.S. Congress in 1960 and warned:
"A fundamental reform of the international monetary system has long been overdue. Its
necessity and urgency are further highlighted today by the imminent threat to the once
mighty U.S. dollar."
To put Triffin in the context of our previous discussion, here's what Jacques Rueff had to say about
him:
"Some will no doubt be surprised that in 1961, practically alone in the world, I had the
audacity to call attention to the dangers inherent in the international monetary system as it
existed then.
I must, however, pay a tribute here to my friend Professor Robert Triffin of Yale University,
who also diagnosed the threat of the gold-exchange standard to the stability of the Western
world. But while we agreed on the diagnosis, we differed widely as to the remedy to be
applied. On the other hand, the late Professor Michael Heilperin, of the Graduate Institute
of International Studies in Geneva, held a position in every respect close to mine."
And here is what Wikipedia says about Robert Triffin's Congressional testimony:
"In 1960 Triffin testified before the United States Congress warning of serious flaws in the
Bretton Woods system. His theory was based on observing the dollar glut, or the
accumulation of the United States dollar outside of the US. Under the Bretton Woods
agreement the US had pledged to convert dollars into gold, but by the early 1960s the glut
had caused more dollars to be available outside the US than gold was in its Treasury. As a
result the US had to run deficits on the current account of the balance of payments to
supply the world with dollar reserves that kept liquidity for their increased wealth.
However, running the deficit on the current account of the balance of payments in the long
term would erode confidence in the dollar. He predicted the result that the system would not
maintain both liquidity and confidence, a theory later to be known as the Triffin dilemma. It
was largely ignored until 1971, when his hypothesis became reality, forcing US President
Richard Nixon to halt convertibility of the United States dollar into gold, an event with
consequences known as the Nixon Shock. It effectively ended the Bretton Woods System."
[8]
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(For more on the Triffin dilemma, please see my posts Dilemma and Dilemma 2 – Homeless Dollars.
And for a glimpse at what I view as an even more fundamental dilemma, you'll find "FOFOA's
dilemma" in my post The Return to Honest Money.)
As noted above, Triffin's prescription in the 1960s was at odds with Rueff and the French contingent. In
fact, even today, the IMF refers to "Triffin's solution" as a sort of advertisement for its own product, the
almighty SDR. [9] From the IMF website:
Triffin's Solution
Triffin proposed the creation of new reserve units. These units would not depend on gold or
currencies, but would add to the world's total liquidity. Creating such a new reserve would
allow the United States to reduce its balance of payments deficits, while still allowing for
global economic expansion.

But even though Triffin proposed something like the SDR (a proposal the IMF loves on to this day), I
think that actions speak louder than words.
Robert Triffin was a Belgian economist who became a U.S. citizen in 1942 after receiving his PhD
from Harvard. He worked for the Federal Reserve from 1942 to 1946, the IMF from 1946 to 1948 and
the precursor to the OECD from 1948 until 1951. He also taught economics at both Harvard and Yale.
But in 1977 he reclaimed his Belgian citizenship, moved back to Europe, and helped develop the
European Monetary System and the concept of a central bank for all of Europe which ultimately
became the ECB five years after his death in 1993.
Final Warning
With the end of the Bretton Woods monetary system in 1971, three things (besides the obvious closing
of the gold window) really took hold. The first was that the U.S. began running (and expanding) a
blatant trade deficit. It went back and forth a couple of times before it really took hold, but starting in
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1976 we have run a deficit every year since. [10]
The second thing that took hold was something FOA called "credibility inflation". You can read more
about it in my aptly-titled post, Credibility Inflation. This phenomenon, at least in part, helped grow the
overall level of trade between the U.S. and the rest of the world in both nominal and real terms. In
inflation adjusted terms, U.S. trade with the rest of the world is up almost eightfold since 1971. [11]
The third thing was that the U.S. federal government began expanding itself in both nominal and real
terms by raising the federal debt ceiling and relying more heavily on U.S. Treasury debt sales. From
Credibility Inflation (quoting Bill Buckler):
Way back in March 1971, four months before Nixon closed the Gold window, the
"permanent" U.S. debt ceiling had been frozen at $400 Billion. By late 1982, U.S. funded
debt had tripled to about $1.25 TRILLION. But the "permanent" debt ceiling still stood at
$400 Billion. All the debt ceiling rises since 1971 had been officially designated as
"temporary!" In late 1982, realizing that this charade could not be continued, The U.S.
Treasury eliminated the "difference" between the "temporary" and the "permanent" debt
ceiling. The way was cleared for the subsequent explosion in U.S. debt. With the U.S. being
the world's "reserve currency," the way was in fact cleared for a debt explosion right
around the world.
Here are the debt ceilings through 2010 as found on Wikipedia:

That's all well and good, but to really see the U.S. exorbitant (is there a stronger word?) privilege of the
last 40 years in stark relief, we must think about those empty containers we export from the picture at
the top. Those containers come in full and leave empty, just to be refilled again overseas and brought
back in. Those empty containers represent the real trade deficit, the portion of our imports that we do
not pay for with exports. Those empty containers represent the portion of our imports that we pay for
with nothing but book entries which are little more than lines in the sand. [12]
Here's my thesis: that the U.S. privilege which began in Genoa in 1922, and was so complicated that
only one in a million could even fathom it in 1931 and 1960, became as clear as day for anyone with
eyes to see after 1971. And so, to see it in real (not nominal) terms, we can very simply look at the
percentage of our imports that is not paid for with exports. So simple, which might be why the
government doesn't publish that number and the media doesn't talk about it. All you have to do is
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compare the goods and services balance (which is a negative number or a deficit every year since 1975)
with the total for all goods and service imports.
That's comparing apples with apples. For example, in 1971 total imports were $60,979,000,000 and
total exports were $59,677,000,000 leaving us with a trade deficit of $1,302,000,000. It doesn't matter
what the price of an apple was in 1971, because whatever it was, we still imported 2.14% more stuff
than we exported. 1,302 ÷ 60,979 = 2.14%.
A trade discrepancy of 2.14% in any given year would be normal under normal circumstances. You'd
expect to see it alternate back and forth from deficit to surplus and back again as it actually did from
1970 through 1976. But it becomes something else entirely when you go year after year (for 36 years
straight) importing more than you export. And that's why I showed that little dip in the above timeline
visualization of the U.S. exorbitant privilege at 1971.
And now here's what it looks like charted out from 1970 through 2011:

Here's the data from the chart:
1970

-4.14%

1984

27.26%

1998

15.11%

1971

2.14%

1985

29.66%

1999

21.39%

1972

7.49%

1986

30.88%

2000

25.99%

1973

-2.13%

1987

30.31%

2001

26.42%

1974

3.43%

1988

20.99%

2002

29.85%

1975

-10.32%

1989

16.05%

2003

32.42%

1976

4.09%

1990

13.13%

2004

34.23%

1977

15.17%

1991

5.11%

2005

35.50%

1978

14.30%

1992

5.98%

2006

34.04%

1979

9.88%

1993

9.86%

2007

29.63%

1980

6.66%

1994

12.28%

2008

27.48%

1981

5.21%

1995

10.82%

2009

19.49%
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1982

8.07%

1996

10.89%

2010

21.39%

1983

17.84%

1997

10.38%

2011

20.97%

As you can see, the U.S. exorbitant privilege (essentially free imports) peaked in 2005 at an astounding
35.5%, or more than a third of all imports! Stop and think about that for a second. For every three
containers coming in full, only two went out full. So how do we reconcile that number (35.5%) with
the report at the top of this post that said 45% of containers are exported empty?
The answer is simple. The trade deficit includes both goods and services. But services are not imported
in containers. In fact, the U.S. has been running a trade surplus on services every year since 1971.
Imagine that! So if we look only at the portion of goods coming and going, we get an even higher
percentage. So let's look at 2005 in particular.
In 2005 we imported $1.692T in goods but we exported only $911B for a goods balance of payments of
negative $781B. That equates to 46% of all containers being exported empty in 2005. That goods
deficit has since dropped down to around 33% for the last three years, so perhaps 45% empty
containers in 2010 can be explained by the location of the Port Elizabeth facility being only 200 miles
from Washington DC, consumption capital of the world.
But all of this is kind of beside the point. The point is that the U.S. exorbitant privilege peaked in 2005,
for the last time, at its all-time high of a third of all imports, and soon it will go negative, where it hasn't
been in a really long time.
I can say this with absolute confidence because the signs are everywhere, even if nobody is talking
about them in precisely these terms. Here's one bloodhound who's at least onto the right scent (from
Barrons):
But more recent Treasury data show China has been selling Treasuries outright. And while
the markets have been complacent to the point of snarkiness, MacroMavens' Stephanie
Pomboy thinks that's wrong. Unlike other Cassandras, she's been right in her warnings -notably in the middle of the last decade that the U.S. financial system was dangerously
exposed to a bubble in U.S. real estate. Hers was a lonely voice then because everybody
knew, of course, house prices always rose.
As for the present conundrum, there's an $800 billion gap between the $1.1 trillion the
Treasury is borrowing to cover the budget gap and the roughly $300 billion overseas
investors are buying, Pomboy calculates.
[…]
But Pomboy has little doubt that the Fed will step in to fill the gap left by others. In other
words, debt monetization, a fancy term for printing money to cover the government's debts,
which in polite circles these days is called "quantitative easing."
"Having pushed interest rates to zero, launched QE1 and QE2, there's no reason to believe
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that the Fed is going to allow free-market forces to destroy the fragile recovery it has
worked so hard to coax forth now. And make no mistake, at $800 billion, allowing the
markets to resolve the shortfall in demand would send rates to levels that would absolutely
quash this recovery…if not send the economy in a real depression."
But her real concern is a bigger one. "The Fed's 'need' to take on an even more active role
as foreigners further slow the purchases of our paper is to put the pedal to the metal on the
currency debasement race now being run in the developed world -- a race which is
speeding us all toward the end of the present currency regime." That is, the dollar-centric,
floating exchange-rate system of the past four decades since the end of Bretton Woods
system, when the dollar's convertibility into gold was terminated.
[…]
That would leave the Federal Reserve as lender of last resort to the U.S. government to fill
the gap left by its biggest creditor. Think this Zimbabwe style of central-bank monetization
of an unsustainable government debt can't happen in one of the world's major
industrialized democracies? [13]
That was from March 2nd. Here's another one from the same writer at Barrons just a few days ago:
Our friend, Stephanie Pomboy, who heads the MacroMavens advisory, offers some other
inconvenient facts about the Treasury market: Uncle Sam is borrowing some $1.1 trillion a
year, while our foreign creditors have been buying just $286 billion.
"I'm no mathematician, but that seems to leave $800 billion of 'slack' (of which the Fed
graciously absorbed $650 billion last year.) Barring a desire to pay the government 1%
after inflation, there is NO profit-oriented or even preservation-of-capital-oriented buyer
for Treasuries," she writes in an email.
"For the life of me, I can't understand why NOBODY is talking about this???!!!"
Having known Stephanie for a few years, I can't recall her being this agitated since 2006,
when she insisted the financial system's hugely leveraged exposure to residential real estate
posed grave risks. She was called a Cassandra then, but both ladies' prophesies turned out
to be right.
The U.S. fiscal situation hasn't mattered as long as the Treasury could readily finance its
deficits at record-low interest rates. Even after the loss of America's triple-A credit rating
from S&P, Treasuries rallied and yields slumped to record lows.
That's no longer happening. For what ever reason, assurances by the Fed Chairman aren't
impressing the bond market. Neither is weakness in the commodity markets. Maybe
Stephanie is on to something. [14]
Of course they are looking only at the monetary plane, the silly market for U.S. Treasury debt which
the Fed can dominate with infinite demand. As I keep saying, the real threat to the dollar is in the
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physical plane: the price of all those containers being unloaded and then exported empty.
The U.S. government has grown addicted to its exorbitant privilege over the years. It is a privilege that
has been supported by foreign Central Banks buying U.S. debt for the better part of the last 30 years.
But as I wrote in Moneyness, and as Ms. Pomboy has noticed above, that ended a few years ago. From
Moneyness, the blue that I circled below shows the Fed defending our exports **of empty
containers** with nothing more than the printing press and calling it QE:

I would like you all to give this some serious thought:
1. The U.S. exorbitant privilege peaked in 2005 (before the financial crisis) and is now on the decline,
meaning it is no longer supported abroad.
2. The U.S. government (with the obvious assistance of the Fed) is now in defensive mode, defending
that inflow of free stuff with the printing press.
3. The U.S. federal government budget deficit (DC's "needs" minus its normal revenue) **eclipses**
the trade deficit by more than a 2 to 1 margin.
So what could possibly go wrong? The recession has already contracted the U.S. economy, all except
the part that resides in Washington, DC. And just to maintain its own status quo (when has it ever been
happy doing only that?) our federal government needs to insure our national business of exporting
empty containers at its present level.
What could go wrong? Prices! If the price of an apple doubles, what do you think happens to the price
of a full container? Those of you who think we are due for some more price deflation in the stuff that
the USG needs to maintain its status quo should really have your heads examined. Even Obama is
winding up to pitch the whole ball of twine at the problem. He just delegated his executive power to
print until the cows come home to each of his department heads. I quote from Executive Order -National Defense Resources Preparedness:
"To ensure the supply… from high cost sources… in light of a temporary increase in
transportation cost… the head of each agency… is delegated the authority… to make
subsidy payments"
In case you're having difficulty connecting the dots I've laid out (not) so subtly, I'm talking about a
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near-term dollar super-hyperinflation that will make your hair curl and make Weimar and Zimbabwe
seem like child's play in the rearview mirror. If you're new to this blog, you should know that the rate
of hyperinflation does not follow the printing. An apple does not end up costing a trillion dollars
because they printed enough dollars to price all apples that way. Hyperinflation comes from the margin,
from the government defending its own needs, and there's never enough "money" for us mere mortals
to pay the prices which are running away from everyone during hyperinflation.
Also, hyperinflation turns physical (as in physical cash) very quickly once it takes hold. So if you're
expecting some sort of electronic currency hyperinflation, fuggedaboutit. If you think we're more
technologically advanced than bass-ackward Zimbabwe or ancient Weimar, you are not understanding
what really happens during currency hyperinflation. It cannot play out electronically all the way to the
bitter end because, when prices are rising that fast, physical cash always brings a premium over
electronic deposit transfers which require some amount of time (and thereby devaluation) to clear.
Here are a few of my recent posts in which I explore what little we can do to prepare for what is
inevitably coming our way:
Deflation or Hyperinflation?
Big Gap in Understanding Weakens Deflationist Argument
Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 1
Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 2
Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 3
That's right, I saved the "crazy super-hyperinflation talk" for the tail end of a really long post. Because
A) people who think they have it all figured out already tend to abandon a post once they read the word
"hyperinflation", and B) the stuff in this post really happened and is still happening so it's only fair to
you, the reader, to give its inevitable denouement the appropriate weight of a bold conclusion. If I
didn't do that, I would not have done my job, now would I? ;)
And in case you didn't figure it out yet, this third and final warning was only for the savers who are still
saving in dollars. It's way too late to fix the $IMFS.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
PS. Thanks to reader FreegoldTube for the custom video below! He just happened to send me the link
while I was considering songs for this post. The band is Muse and the song is Uprising from their
album titled The Resistance.
[1] http://mauricio.econ.ubc.ca/pdfs/kirsten.pdf
[2] The Age of Inflation –Jacques Rueff
[3] http://mises.org/money/4s3.asp
[4] http://www.gold.org/download/pub_archive/pdf/Rs23.pdf
[5] research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/03/09/0309ra.xls
[6] http://mises.org/books/monetarysin.pdf
[7] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exorbitant_privilege
[8] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Triffin
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[9] www.imf.org/external/np/exr/center/mm/eng/mm_sc_03.htm
[10] www.census.gov/foreign-trade/statistics/historical/gands.txt
[11] Using data from [10] and the BLS inflation calculator at
http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm
[12] Lines in the sand is a reference to my Ben and Chen island analogy in Focal Point: Gold
[13] http://online.barrons.com/article/SB...5246.html
[14] http://online.barrons.com/article/SB...6544.html
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Tuesday, April 17, 2012
Open Forum

Here's a riddle. What do Smeagol, Ragnarok, Bruce Dickinson and Samuel Taylor Coleridge all have in
common?

The Rhyme of the Ancient Gold-Mariner
Written in 2004 by Smeagol (who now goes by the name Ragnarok, reads this blog, but won't participate in the comments
here for the superstitious reason that every site where he comments seems to go the way of the albatross, which he then
hangs around his own neck. ;)

Around the World the story had been told,
About a Race that would in time unfold,
Which would intrigue all, lofty or lowly,
With stakes higher than any in history.
The outcome would turn out to affect
Even those who didn't participate or bet.
Irresistibly altering everyone's course
In subtle or brutal ways for better or worse.
Finally the season came for which many long had yearned.
And then dawned the day on which all eyes were turned
To such a spectacle as rare as one would ever see.
Quite possibly the only of its kind to ever be.
Long in preparation with no expenses spared,
While news reporters shouted and klaxons blared,
In the morning at precisely eight-twenty on the clock,
The largest vessel the World had ever seen slid from her dock.
Christened with only the finest of Champagne
In the midst of an extravagant ad campaign,
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With a thunderous wave that drenched onlookers ashore,
The Derive was launched, greater than any before.
Financed by those who had no peers,
Built by teams of respected engineers,
Underwritten by triple-A rated papers,
Her decks and bridges rose like skyscrapers.
Stronger she looked than the fortress of a treasury.
Each of her engines could power a very large city.
Her itinerary was impeccable and the menu was endless;
She would make many a tidy sum, this new empress.
One could choose to have every affair managed and let their cares go,
Or experience the thrill of risking it all in the world's largest floating casino.
Thousands boarded and the staff their merchandise stowed.
The Derive was open for business and the profits flowed.
Since she commanded resources so vast,
Against this behemoth surely no other could last.
With every option, every benefit one could describe,
What could ever compete with the great Derive?
Yet in time a glorious ship on the horizon did appear.
Old yet majestic was the Standard, proud and without fear.
Wherever and whenever her tall silver sails unfurled
She was considered the greatest ocean-going craft in the World.
Glad cries went up as the renowned Standard dropped anchor.
Trusty and secure, "Good as gold" everyone ranked her.
A boast in typical good faith her Captain did make:
"Come, Derive, we challenge you to follow in our wake!"
Then the parties commenced and everyone celebrated.
In sleepless expectation the start they anticipated,
Only to be rudely stunned awake by the news at break of day;
The great Standard had sunk, right there in the bay!
Treachery! Skullduggery! Sabotage, Cloaks and Daggers!
Conspiracy! An inquiry! yelled headlines in the papers.
But as the days passed it soon became obvious
It was unlikely that any would soon be brought to justice.
Dejected, the daily crowds of spectators milled about.
Derive remained unchallenged and many began to doubt.
"Now what? We might as well go home;
With Standard gone the Derive surely stands alone."
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For the great ship Standard had been damaged beyond repair.
Indeed never would her lofty sails again embrace the air.
Meanwhile, far out on the ocean a brilliant flash of sun
Glanced from golden hulls; from the middle one,
A golden mast with yellow sail canted at a jaunty angle.
From another the legs of some of her crew did dangle.
A sleek seaworthy time-tested trimaran was she,
Skimming the sun-dappled waves like golden dolphins three.
At first few noticed the elegant ship's approach;
After all the harbor a great many and much bigger did boast.
But nimbly she wove, through and between, eventually to arrive
Right under the bow of the humongous Derive.
Her crew and captain were rugged, strong and lean as wires.
In some other tale perhaps, they might pass as miners.
"Many a thousand mile we've come to see this big pile o' ship.
I'm Captain Goldheart. Excuse me, *BAU-URR-I-I-P-P*!
But your claim to be the best we most emphatically doubt.
We're throwing down the gauntlet. Calling you out.
We've seen a few rough times, but no race we've ever lost.
I don't care how huge, how powerful or how much you cost.
Goldwing here's a four-nine ship with a mighty fine crew,
And we're just itching to trounce the likes of you!"
The multitude was bemused by Goldheart's rash bravado.
Something about the depth of passion in his voice was odd, though.
Perplexed, confused, they wondered at some hoax;
"Maybe it's someone's strange idea of a joke?"
Now Goldwing wasn't a small ship compared to some,
But when nearby the tremendous Derive did she come,
Most obvious to all was the great difference in size.
Her mast not halfway to Derive's first railing did rise.
The scene certainly didn't suggest any possibility of a race.
By now some were thinking the whole thing a disgrace.
"Give us a break!" "A trimaran?" "That design's a relic."
"Pretty, yes, but... isn't it kind of barbaric?"
Then, to the utter astonishment of all,
The Captain of Derive answered the call!
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"We're going abroad no matter who you are or what you say.
You may tag along if you want, only stay out of our way!
Frankly we stand to gain whether or not a race is run.
But we like good times and speculation as much as anyone.
I bring word the Board of Directors will hand to you Derive,
Should you circle the World before us, and here return alive.
Otherwise, you must give up your antiquated ship of gold,
As our trophy to display in our Ancient Exhibits hold."
Every eye went to and fro the two ships, worlds apart.
"What say you to these terms, Captain Goldheart?"
Goldheart said nothing, carefully weighing the words.
All grew hushed, expectant; only seagulls could be heard.
Then,"You've nothing we can't get, even if we wanted it, you see.
We live life to it's fullest and make our own prosperity.
I wouldn't give anything for that, much less bet," he said.
"But if that's what you think you need then that I'll accept."
A mighty cheer went up and around the World the message ran,
And one day at noon as cannon boomed the great Race began.
All kinds of boats, from skiffs to freighters of many thousand ton,
Took to sea to see them off, even to the setting sun.
Liesurely it seemed, but never forgetting the true intent,
Around the World in fair weather and foul Derive and Goldwing went.
Occasionally lesser ships to and from Derive would ply,
Changing crew and passengers, bringing fuel and supplies.
Only rarely would anyone draw alongside Goldwing,
Save to bring news, encouragment, or perhaps trade them something.
For they were resourceful, independent and industrious.
Long ago they learned what to stow for any journey perilous.
Far too long was the Race to relate here every detail
Of the contrasts and the struggles of brute force versus sail
As each sought to divine the other's strategies,
Weaknesses, strong points, capabilities.
Making the most of breeze or calm, Goldwing expressed competence,
While Derive plowed on relentlessly, heedless of wind or currents.
Neither could gain for long a truly decisive lead;
Who the victor would eventually be was impossible to read.
Thus had they come to the most dangerous part,
The last but not the least leg of many since the start.
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Ahead lay the treacherous Horn which they must round,
Then they would be homeward bound.
It had been noticed with not a little concern,
A severe storm unpredicted was brewing astern.
On all ships barometers were falling rapidly;
Dangerous weather would be upon them presently.
The wind came up hard and Goldwing made time,
Leaping easily past Derive, leaving her far behind.
For the first time some aboard Derive felt a bit seasick,
While those on Goldwing exulted in adrenaline's kick.
But like Derive the storm itself was unlike any other before.
Therefore no one really knew what it held in store.
And as the winds rose fiercer in its darkening gloom,
Goldwing's crew must trim sail and therein lay her doom.
Helpful wind had become a threat and the current only mocked From behind in driving rain came Derive like a juggernaut!
"Captain, it's a big storm, looks like a bad one too.
It's different than any I've ever seen before, have you?"
With easy confidence Derive's Captain reassured,
"Yes, but it matters not; by highest-rated paper we're insured."
"She's a big storm, Cap'n, an' a real blower, too.
Different, colder than any I've ever felt before, have you?"
"That's 'cause she's a perfect one." Goldheart said. "Let 'er come!"
Secure every kilogram of ballast. Pass 'round this rum."
And so it was in shrieking gale in the worst possible strait
That they went neck and neck round the Horn, there to meet their fate.
For there instead of open water an icy wall towered high;
Massive storm-carved battlements raked the ragged sky.
On Derive the sirens wailed
As her watchmen loudly hailed,
"DEBT BERG, DEAD AHEAD!"
On Derive a passenger uneasily said,
"It sounds a bit worrisome, this Debt".
"Au contraire," said the waiter, "There is no need to be alarmed.
It happens all the time. Would you like your coffee warmed?"
For indeed Derive in ponderous majesty
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Always rode the sea in aloof supremacy.
Aside from her impervious hull small bergs were haughtily cast,
While titanic ones with a shuddering boom were spectacularly smashed.
Indeed it had become tradition to save a souvenir
To float in a drink or ice down some beer.
In fair weather the spectacle was a popular hit;
In conditions like this none would be bothered to see it.
On Goldwing an uneasy crewman said,
"It could be the end of us, this Debt.
We're berg-side of Derive and toward it the current's driving us.
We might avoid her but not that colossus!"
Captain Goldheart considered, then wryly shook his head.
"Looks like we'll have to one-up them both instead.
The wind's across the current seventy-nine degrees."
And he charted a course for all of them to see.
Low murmurs of "That's insane!","It's suicide!".
"I'M the Captain and I'LL decide!"
bellowed Goldheart, eyes flashing under his brow.
"Trust me nevermore but trust me now!
We've all been through many a nasty blow together.
This one's a doozy but that don't mean we can't win 'er.
Just do as I say, lash you down, raise spinnaker and bide,
And get yourselves ready for one HELLUVA ride!"
In failing light and lashing rain the orders were obeyed,
While Goldwing's crew (and her captain) silently prayed.
Wet lines snapped taut singing, slipped in white-knuckled hands;
Overstressed canvas nearly ripped from its bands.
Like a golden stone from some legendary giant's sling,
Across the spindrift-blowing breakers Goldwing shot skipping.
Right into the harrowing rapidly narrowing slot she was swept,
Between imperious Derive and importunate Debt!
Through roaring twilight's last fading
Thundered the crunching shrieking grinding
Of many dreams and hopes, of life's fortunes imagined and real,
Shredding on ice that would not yield.
Over the howl of the wind, to the soaked and shaking crew,
Goldheart shouted "We're past them, we're through!"
Sail was hurriedly gathered and all was made fast;
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No one spoke and finally Goldheart said at last,
"Though it mighta looked impossible back there,
I'd've never put you through that if it wasn't clear
She's a four-nine ship with a mighty fine crew;
It was a hard test and I'm very proud of you"
But upon the wind was borne many a terrible sound;
Somewhere out there the great Derive was going down.
There was nothing else those on Goldwing could do,
Except batten down for the night as heavy rain blew.
After setting a watch they slept fitfully
In their little golden boat on the vast heaving sea.
Yet the storm did abate some time in the night,
And they began a search by morning's dreary light.
"We can make room for a few, but no more",
Thought Goldheart, looking on the grey swell in horror.
"I wish that we could've saved them all,
Goldwing my love, but that's not our shot to call."
But no flag nor flare nor smoke was to be seen
Amid the endless rafts of flotsam drifting.
In the near distance the giant berg slowly rolled over,
Mindlessly drowning the scars of the deadly encounter.
"I see no lifeboats, and that's the worst.
How could they have been so-" and he cursed.
But he knew truly wherein the tragic blame did lie:
On belief, not knowledge, did the lost rely.
Out of the thousands lost in the wreck of the Derive,
Only two dozen were found, cold, exhausted and barely alive.
With gilded life-rings attached to sturdy lines
They were drawn to safety, one or two at a time.
Over the next several days the weather gradually cleared,
And towards home still far away they steered.
As those who had been rescued regained their strength,
They talked among themselves at length.
And as they discussed the events of recent days
They discovered that each of them, to lasting amaze,
In some pocket or other for luck or so they thought,
Along on the fateful trip a coin of gold had brought.
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These they decided to give to Goldheart in gratitude,
For the selfless deeds of he and Goldwing's crew.
But he said, "Don't think we don't appreciate such a gesture fair.
Someday you may need them again; it's an uncertain world out there.
"Because you had that gold your fortune was such
That you were able to escape the worst of ruin's clutch.
Keep it, save it, and remember how it proved true
As things you thought secure slipped from under you."
In the weeks ahead they busied themselves learning sailing;
Life this close to the sea they found very different, yet satisfying.
"On this ship, like it or not, you're part of the crew,"
Goldheart grinned, "but you'll find it kinda grows on you."
Forever it seemed had passed when finally they returned
To the port whence they had started, and a long rest truly earned.
They were welcomed with fireworks, celebration and laughter,
Tempered somewhat by sobering tales of the incredible Derive disaster.
Everyone wanted to know and would hardly let them rest
Until they told them all about how they survived such a grueling test.
And finally after several days when the hubbub had died down,
Captain Goldheart boarded Goldwing and took a look around.
"Well, what's the damage, or dare I ask?",
Goldheart queried a crewman as he uncapped his flask.
"She's done us more than well, Cap'n, considering what we ask of her.
None the worse for a little wear and tear; a worthy credit to her Maker.
Some nicks here and there, a few good buffs and a scratch,
But we've lost the ball from the top of the mast."
"No surprise, that," Goldheart said as he took a swig and laughed.
"'Twas her last ten-thousandth, and it was made of brass!"
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Saturday, May 5, 2012
Inflation or Hyperinflation?

Whilst discussing the demise of the Canadian penny in front of a Congressional panel, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke
demonstrates that "transactional currency is simply a notional, purely symbolic token medium of exchange, much more
replaceable, resource-efficient and environmentally friendly than mining stupid metals for stupid coins."
(NotReal News)

Remember my post around this same time last year titled Deflation or Hyperinflation? At that time, the
debate between deflation and hyperinflation was all the rage, and so I wrote a post to a prominent and
long-time deflationist named Rick Ackerman, who later stopped by in the comments. In fact, most of
my hyperinflation posts have been written in the context of the deflationists' arguments.
I can't say that the debate has shifted from deflation to inflation over the last year, but it sure seems that
the arguments coming across my desk these days are for rising inflation with the exclusion of
hyperinflation. My position hasn't changed. But this does give me the opportunity to present my
position against a different premise, that of inflation without currency collapse. I would guess that
some of you will have a completely different view of hyperinflation by the time you finish this post. If
so, please let me know in the comments.
But first I need to make it clear once again that this hyperinflation discussion is not about timing. It’s
about how it all ends, and it’s better (for a saver) to be a decade too early than a minute too late. The
other side (whoever it may be) often tries to make the debate about timing. It is not about timing and I
don't do timing, but that doesn't mean the end is far away. If anything, it's overdue in the same way a
big earthquake can be overdue. In 'Deflation or Hyperinflation?' I wrote:
The whole point of the [hyperinflation] debate is about the denouement, the final outcome of this 100year dollar experiment. It is about the ultimate end, and the debate has been going on ever since the
70s when the dollar was separated from gold and it became clear that there would be an end. The
debate is about determining the best stance someone should take who has plenty of net worth. And I do
mean PLENTY. People of modest net worth, like me, can of course participate in the debate. But then it
can become confusing at times when we think about shortages or supply disruptions of necessities like
food. Of course you need to look out for life's necessities first and foremost. But beyond that, there is
real value to be gained by truly understanding this debate.
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Here is FOA on timing, from a post in which he specifically predicted dollar "hyper price inflation":
Timing?
We, and I, as physical gold advocates, don't need timing for this position! Timing is for poor, paper
traders. We are neither and our solid, long term, one call over several years to hold physical gold will
confirm our reasoning. There is no stress for me to own this ancient asset as it is in a good proportion to
all my other wealth.
There is no trading an economic system whose currency is ending its timeline. Smart, quick talking
players will joke at our expense until fast markets and locked down paper gold positions block their
"trading even" move into physical at any relative cheap price. Mine owners will see any near term
profits evaporate into a government induced pricing contango that constrains stock equity with forced
selling at paper gold prices.
My personal view
They will, one day in the future, helplessly watch their investments fall far behind a world free market
price for physical gold. Further into the future, one day, mines will make money on the last thousand
per ounce price for gold; only the first $XX,000.00 of price will not be available to them.
Yup, that was back in October of 2001. Bad timing? How have your mining stocks done lately? I know
of one FOA reader who went "all in" with gold coins that year to the tune of somewhere around $400K.
He had just retired from his previous life as a trader. Today his golden nest egg is worth $2 million,
and he has been living off of it for most of that time! So much for bad timing, eh?
My argument for hyperinflation is FOA's argument. So you'll see me use FOA's terms. You'll see me
quote a lot of FOA. And you'll see me restate the same call he made back in 2001. His call was clear
and unchanging. His argument wasn't wrong then and it is even more pressing today, which I will
explain. And just to be clear about FOA's call, here it is from that same post:
"While others call, once again, for a little bit of 5, 10, 15% price inflation, that lasts until the fed can
once again get it under control,,,,,,,,, I call for a complete, currency killing, inflation process that runs
until the dollar resembles some South American Peso!"
"Complete, currency killing" hyperinflation is a one-time event. In a moment I'll explain the reasoning
behind this call and why it still stands. But first, let's take a look at a couple of the "inflation but not
hyperinflation" arguments that have come into my sights.
"An Adult Approach"
In An Adult Approach – II (Defining Relative Real Value) Lee Quaintance and Paul Brodsky of QB
Asset Management (or QBAMCO) laid out a nice argument for what sounds a lot like FOA's front
lawn dump but without the "complete, currency killing" hyperinflation. In it, they explained that the
process of "re-collateralizing unreserved credit" which began in 2008 will likely end with all of the
assets backing today's bank money being replaced with new base money.
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In other words, US dollar monetary base (today at around $2.6T) will be increased to cover and replace
today's US bank assets (almost $20T). But they aren't predicting that the entire money supply will
become base money, as happens during hyperinflation. Instead, they think that as credit money has all
but been replaced with base money, "bank animal spirits will once again take over and we will have a
new leveraging cycle." They provided the following conceptual illustration to help us visualize what
they are projecting:

Then they ask (and answer), "Will the lines meet or cross? We don’t believe so…" I'm going to give
you a longer excerpt, but I wanted to highlight this point first, because it is where my view differs from
their view. The lines meeting and crossing is exactly what it looks like during hyperinflation, when
bank credit disappears (because price inflation is running too hot to issue credit at any practical interest
rate) and the entire money supply becomes base money in amounts which overtake the previous
amount of credit money. The lines meeting and crossing could look something like this conceptual
illustration (by DP):

Here is part of FOA's famous front lawn dump:
"My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed… hyperinflation is the
process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash… because policy will allow the
printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last bit of debt and dumping it on your front lawn!"
So their thesis is that the Fed buys almost all of today's bank assets (debt) for cash, but then during this
process the banks, now almost fully reserved, start lending again and a new credit cycle begins without
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a systemic collapse. And what this will do to prices is deliver "a higher General Price Level" and "a
CPI rate higher than the rate at which the GPL rises." I emailed with Paul about this call being much
more tame than some things he has written in the past and he wrote back that he thinks my
hyperinflation projection is "a very fat-tailed event" while they are "trying to be much more moderate
in [their] projections."
I hope to show in this post that avoiding this "fat-tailed event" is the most unlikely scenario. It is not
just about the gap between unreserved deposits and base money and bank levering/de-levering cycles.
It is about a currency that has reached the end of its timeline when the removal of structural
support (an FOA term) meets the largest spending/dollar-emitting machine the world has ever
known. But first, here's a more complete excerpt from their paper, or you can read the whole thing at
the link:
Magnitude of the Problem
Central bankers struck a match under the global economy in 1981 and it continues to burn.
The match began to burn their fingers in 2008 when the process of “re-collateralizing”
unreserved credit got underway.

The familiar graph above shows the increase in USD base money that began to de-lever the
US banking system in 2008. Though we have written in the past about total dollardenominated debt exceeding $50 trillion, all of that debt does not have to be paid down.
(Most of it is fully-reserved because its creditors are not levered.) But there is an
identifiable portion of dollar–denominated debt issued by highly levered creditors – banks.
We believe the debt-to-money gap that must and will be greatly reconciled in short order is
the ratio of bank assets to the monetary base. As the graph below shows, the US Monetary
Base was only 13% of US Bank Assets on December 31, 2011.The banking system is the
source of unreserved credit and is on the hook to use its collective balance sheet to be the
transfer mechanism for economic stimulation through monetary policy. And as they have
already demonstrated repeatedly, monetary policy makers feel the need to de-lever the
banking system today so it may then extend credit to the rest of the economy tomorrow.
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Of course, the US banking system is not alone. According to the Financial Stability Board,
worldwide bank assets (including US bank assets) were approximately $95 trillion in
October 2011 (USD terms). Meanwhile the IMF reported that as of December 2010 the
global supply of base money was approximately $12 trillion (USD terms). These figures
put the worldwide proportion of base money-to-bank leverage roughly in line with the US.
Given: 1) the exorbitant leverage currently in the global banking system, 2) current
negative real output growth in developed economies, 3) current negative real interest rates,
4) uniformly poor monetary, fiscal and demographic conditions across most developed
economies, and 5) already wary populations beginning to get restless; we have difficulty
imagining that global banks, labor, savers, politicians and investors will be able to endure
current conditions much longer before demanding the financial reset button be pressed to
complete bank de-levering.
We provide the graph below merely to make it easier to conceptualize the nature of such a
de-levering, as we see it. (This is not necessarily a prediction of timing or magnitude.) The
takeaway is that base money (in the form of physical currency in circulation) and bank
deposits will have to rise at a much steeper rate than bank assets until the banking system is
more fully reserved. (At some point we think bank animal spirits will once again take over
and we will have a new leveraging cycle.)

The graph above illustrates the forces behind a high-tech jubilee. The burden of repaying
past systemic debt will have been greatly reduced through base money inflation, (that shifts
the GPL [General Price Level] higher, including revenues and wages), while the integrity of
systemic debt remains intact (nominally). The integrity of the banking system will also
remain intact, as would the creditworthiness of most debtors.
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So we anticipate the sum of physical currency and bank deposits to continue to rise to
stimulate nominal GDP growth and the ratio of bank credit-to-base money to contract
further. Will the lines meet or cross? We don’t believe so but we do think the gap will
narrow substantially before bank assets can grow materially again. Thus, we expect the rate
of change of the General Price Level to equal the rate of change of the sum of physical
currency and bank credit LESS some accommodation for productivity gains. It is reasonable
to expect:
1) A higher General Price Level
2) A CPI rate higher than the rate at which the GPL rises
3) Levered asset inflation rates that very likely will be nominally positive but negative in
GPL terms and, even more so in CPI terms
"Merely Strong Inflation"
Another "inflation but not hyperinflation" post which crossed my path the other day was Get Ready for
'Hot' Inflation by Gregor Macdonald. In it he writes:
Ideological deflationists and inflationists alike find themselves both facing the same
problem. The former still carry the torch for a vicious deflationary juggernaut sure to
overpower the actions of the mightiest central banks on the planet. The latter keep
expecting not merely a strong inflation but a breakout of hyperinflation.
Neither has occurred, and the question is, why not?
The answer is a 'cold' inflation, marked by a steady loss of purchasing power that has
progressed through Western economies, not merely over the past few years but over the
past decade. Moreover, perhaps it’s also the case that complacency in the face of empirical
data (heavily-manipulated, many would argue), support has grown up around ongoing
“benign” inflation.
If so, Western economies face an unpriced risk now, not from spiraling deflation, nor
hyperinflation, but rather from the breakout of a (merely) strong inflation.
After reading his post, I asked Gregor in a comment and a tweet:
"With our government’s budget deficit at twice the rate of the trade deficit, and with the drop-off in
foreign CB support for our government debt, how can we possibly have “merely strong inflation”?"
Here was Gregor's reply:
"Because the subject is so vast, and because I'd like to make a comment that is useful, I'll just respond
briefly to FOFOA on his remarks regarding my present concern for a strong inflation, and my lack of
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concern for a spiraling deflation or hyperinflation...
So, while there are many components required to foster/create/spark either strong inflation or
hyperinflation--which have been discussed and articulated historically in the corpus of work done on
the subject--there is in my opinion one factor, and one factor alone, that *must* be present in all
hyperinflations. And that factor is the social, behavioral component in which the users of the currency
*must* cross a tipping point where they are inclined to effectively throw the currency away, in
exchange for any other good or currency, at some notable rate of speed. Without this behavioral shift,
without this social decision, without the psychological change in perception that leads to this type of
crowd behavior, there will be no hyperinflation.
So, you won't find me predicting USD-zone hyperinflation or even the risk of such any time soon,
because the requisite social-psychological shift is a large and heavy object that needs a collapse in
confidence to move from its current state of inertia.
Instead, I am genuinely concerned with a breakout of strong inflation, owing to a convergence of very
large global trends: primarily the reaching of the Lewis Turning Point in non-OECD countries, and the
relentless advance of resource scarcity. OECD currency users, meanwhile, from Japan to Europe to the
US remain largely trapped within their currencies and their sovereign bonds, and will remain trapped
in these until they aren't.
True, nothing goes on forever. Wake me when the managers of trillions of OECD pension assets panic
out of their own currencies, and their own sovereign bonds, and I will finally be willing to entertain the
risk of hyperinflation in OECD currency zones: EUR, JPY, USD. Perhaps this happens sooner than I
anticipate. But I wager that it happens much later than most anticipate.
G"
There are three good points in Gregor's reply which I want to address, so I'll just list them out right
here:
1. A psychological tipping point must be present in all hyperinflations. Me: But is this masspsychological tipping point the cause, or simply a visible effect (symptom) that is sometimes mistaken
as the cause? A loss of consciousness is also present in all deaths.
2. A social-psychological shift is a large and heavy object that needs a collapse in confidence to move
from its current state of inertia. Me: Is it really so large and heavy to move? Or is it, as I wrote in this
post, something that "can stop on a dime and reverse course 180 degrees overnight, from greed to fear,
based on a single news item"?
3. "Wake me when the managers of trillions of OECD pension assets panic out of their own currencies,
and their own sovereign bonds." Me: They may well panic out at some point, but again, will that be a
cause or an effect? I will show that it is 100% effect and that, if that's what you're waiting for until
you're willing to entertain the risk of hyperinflation, you will be a day late and a dollar short to make
any preparations that were contingent upon entertaining the risk.
There's one other item that I want to mention because it also contributed to my decision to write this
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post. And that is this "no hyperinflation" wager offered up by someone in the MMT camp:
The United States will not experience hyperinflation (defined by 3 consecutive months
of 6% Month over Month inflation according to the Billion Prices Project
measurement of MoM inflation) from April 17th 2012 to April 17th 2017.
Many people claim the United States will experience hyperinflation, because of a massive
increase in the monetary base. The monetary base has shown a huge increase as you can see
at FRED under BASE, http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/BASE
The bulk of the increase in the monetary base happened in late 2008. This prediction gives
nearly 9 years for hyperinflation to occur in the United States - many times any reasonable
"long and variable delays" between monetary base increases and inflation could logically
be linked.
Other people point to so called Quantitative Easing as a trigger for hyperinflation. The first
rounds of QE happened in early 2009. This prediction gives 8 full years for the
hyperinflationary impacts of QE to manifest in the United States.
Modern Monetary Realism (www.monetaryrealism.com) and Modern Monetary Theory
(www.moslereconomics.com) both say there will be no hyperinflation due to the increase in
the monetary base. MMR and MMT claim inflation is not likely at all. High inflation might
be caused by either vastly higher energy commodity prices due to supply constraints or
increases in the notional value the government pays for goods and services. The large
increase in the cost of oil has not caused runaway inflation as of April 25, 2012, simply
because it was not large and sustained enough. There has been no large increases in the
values paid by the U.S. government through April 2012.
Since neither of these two circumstances has happened or are likely to happen in the U.S.
during the next 5 years, there will be no hyperinflation in the U.S. as defined by the above
prediction for the next 5 years.
Aside from the fact that it would be silly to take the hyperinflation side of a dollar-denominated bet, as
I wrote in the comments, I am also not interested in taking this bet because it is a timing bet and I think
that sends the wrong message. But I did want to mention it because it makes some specific points
which are relevant to this post.
1. That "high inflation" might be caused by supply constraints (similar to the effect of resource scarcity
which Gregor mentioned) or increases in the notional value (I think he meant price) the government
pays for goods and services.
2. That because there have been no large price increases from 2008 through 4/25/2012, they are
unlikely during the next five years.
I will show you that he is looking at the wrong things in saying that if base money creation in 2008
didn't cause price inflation yet, then it won't for the next five years. There are some important
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differences between today and 2008. For example, the federal budget deficit in 2008 was "only" $438B
while the trade deficit was much larger at $698B. And in 2007 the federal budget deficit was even
smaller, at 23% of the trade deficit. The 2007 budget deficit was only $162B while the trade deficit was
$696B. Today that situation is reversed. So prior to 2009, the foreign sector was supporting the sum
total of both the US private and government sector deficits, leaving some room for the private sector
and foreign support to contract while the government sector expands. And that is exactly what
happened.
Today the federal budget deficit is more than twice the trade deficit, and the foreign sector is supporting
less than half while Fed printing supports the rest. Additionally, there are signs today that foreign
support is waning even more. I will get to those later, but this is the very recipe for hyperinflation
which FOA described, only an order of magnitude worse than in 2001 when he was writing. So anyone
who wants to take that silly bet will only lose because the dollars they'll win will be virtually worthless.
A/FOA's Call
In his final month of full posts, from 10/3/01 through 11/3/01, FOA countered both the deflationists and
the inflationists (who he grouped as the "hard money thinkers") in his drive to explain how the dollar
reserve system will end in hyperinflation. Here's a quick sampling from that last month to show you
what I mean:
FOA 10/3/01 - For decades hard money thinkers have been looking for "price inflation" to show up at a
level that accurately reflects the dollar's "printing inflation". But it never happened! …
That "price inflation" never showed up because the world had to support its only money system until
something could replace it. We as Americans came to think that our dollar, and its illusion of value,
represented our special abilities… Oh boy,,,,,, do we have some hard financial learning to do.
FOA 10/25/01 - Somewhere in the 1970s era I was exposed to the thinking of several different
deflationists. It seemed that all of their conclusions came to the same end: that dollar deflation would
rule the day, no matter what... Deflation was always the final outcome.
FOA 10/3/01 - The relatively small goods "price inflation" so many gold bugs looked for will be far
surpassed and the "hyper price inflation" I have been saying is coming is now being "structurally" set
free to run.
FOA 10/9/01 - Dollar hyperinflation and super high gold prices are closer than many think.
FOA 11/2/01 - The evolution of Political will is now driving the dollar into an end time hyper inflation
from where we will not return. That is our call. Bet your wealth on the other theorist's call if you want
more of their last 30 years of hard money success.
Get the point? Good. Now one other thing is that, as I am explaining what I learned from FOA, FOA
was explaining what he had learned from Another:
FOA 10/3/01 - A number of years ago, I began to learn from some smart people about the real political
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game at hand and how that would, one day, produce the final play in our dollar's timeline. Indeed, you
are hiking that trail with us today; us meaning Euro / gold / and oil people. All of us Physical Gold
Advocates that have an understanding about gold few Americans have ever been exposed to.
Now that you know the A/FOA position (hyperinflation camp, not inflation, not deflation), the A/FOA
call ("hyper inflation from where we will not return. That is our call."), and the pedigree of the A/FOA
message ("us meaning Euro / gold / and oil people… few Americans have ever been exposed to"), let's
get on with the details.
Structural Support
FOA 10/3/01 - Our recent American economic expansion has, all along, actually been the result of a
worldly political "will" that supported dollar use and dollar credit expansion so as to buy time for
Another currency block to be formed. Without that international support, this decades-long dollar
derivative expansion could not have taken place. Further, nor would our long term dollar currency
expansion produce the incredible illusion of paper wealth that built up within our recent internal
American landscape.
The relatively small goods "price inflation" so many gold bugs looked for will be far surpassed and the
"hyper price inflation" I have been saying is coming is now being "structurally" set free to run.
Why "structurally", why now?
For years now, "politically", the dollar system has had no support! Once again, for effect,
"Politically NO", "Structurally Yes"!
For another currency block to be built, over years, the current world economy had to be kept
functioning. To this end the dollar reserve system had to be structurally maintained… Truly, the recent
years of dollar value was just an illusion. An illusion of currency function and value, maintaining the
purpose of holding the world financial and economic system together for a definite timeline. Politically,
the world does not hate America; rather they hate the free lifestyle our dollar's illusion value brought us
yesterday and today.
If our dollar is going to fall so fast and so far in value that it will be called "hyperinflation", then the
dollar must be tremendously overvalued today, right? In fact, and these are FOA's words, "Dollars
have no value at all except for our associating remembered trading value with them." A barrel of crude
oil isn't worth $100 because a one hundred dollar bill has a value equal to a barrel of oil; rather we
remember that a barrel of oil will trade for the same amount of natural gas that also relates to those
same 100 units. Money is an associated value in our heads. It's not a physical item.
Yet for the last 30+ years, the fully fiat dollar, a purely symbolic token currency, has been behaving as
if it actually is an item of value equal to the real goods and services the US has received through its
perpetual trade deficit. Understanding how this was even possible is the only way to understand how it
will end.
FOA 10/25/01 - I mean that our whole dollar landscape has now become just a trading asset arena: it's
now evolving away from any meaningful currency use to trade for real goods. It can head in no other
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direction because our local economic structure, the USA economic base, cannot possibly service even a
tiny fraction of the buying power currently held in dollars worldwide.
FOA 10/5/01 - The game is to let the US economy suffer from its own bloated expansion by moving
slowly away from supporting foreign dollar settlement with CB storage. This is more than enough to
end the dollars timeline as we are already stretched to the leverage limit. They know that Greenspan
has but one policy to use and that will be super printing. He is doing it now, right on que!
And here we find the key to the kingdom: "supporting foreign dollar settlement with CB storage."
All currencies have the value of whatever they can buy. In a sense, they get their value from price tags
offering prices denominated in their unit. But this MoE (medium of exchange) usage demand is not
enough for the dollar. It is not enough that foreign goods are priced in dollars. The dollar requires
another kind of usage demand: SoV (store of value) usage.
The reason for this is simple. The US is the only originator of new dollars and the US has run an
unending trade deficit for 37 years, so the US has been exporting an unending stream of dollars for 37
years. To some extent, that pool of external dollars can circulate outside of the US as long as some
foreign goods, like oil, carry a dollar price tag. But that is not enough.
Without foreign CBs supporting this system of foreign dollar settlement by mopping up the unending
glut of dollar emissions, the market price mechanism would collapse the US trade deficit in a heartbeat.
Now I've got to make an important point about stock and flow here. We need not be concerned about
the stock of dollars held by these foreign CBs, which today stands at more than $5T. The real danger is
the unstoppable flow of dollars. No one needs to dump their dollar holdings to collapse the dollar. In
fact, they won't dump and I don't expect them to dump, at least not until collapse is well underway.
All they need to do is to slow down mopping up the gushing, unending flow. Here's how fragile the
dollar actually is. It is supremely overvalued because its SoV arena, its "trading asset arena" as FOA
termed it, simply dwarfs the MoE arena where all currencies get their value. But what threatens the
dollar's massive overvaluation most clearly and presently today is only that tiny, marginal portion of the
flow: the deficit portion or the unstoppable net-emission of dollars.
Trillions of dollars circulate (change hands) every day, and orders of magnitude more sit idle in
investments. But the real threat to all of it is the net-emission of dollars which must be mopped up
(stored) by someone. This is the structural support that holds the whole system together: foreign CBs
perpetually gorging themselves on Treasuries. It's not that they might sell their stock of Treasuries. The
real threat is that they might slow or stop their rate of accumulation relative to our rate of emission.
Big Danger in a Little Marginal Flow
What do I mean by "marginal flow"? Well, first there's something you need to understand about flow.
Stock and flow are not directly comparable because while stock is a measure of units, flow is a measure
of units per time. We can look at the ratio of stock to flow over a period of time, but I'm not even
interested in that in the case of the dollar. With dollar flows, we have the prices of goods and services
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which are far more relevant to the marginal (deficit) flow of dollars than any measure of the total stock
of dollars.
I'm also not really interested in the flow of dollars within the monetary plane of "investments".
Investments within the monetary plane change price regularly, sometimes with great volatility, yet
without crashing the entire global monetary and financial system. But that real stuff in the physical
plane, stuff like food, energy, medicine and industrial inputs, is (remarkably) relatively stable on its
dollar price tags over time (at least compared to currencies going through hyperinflation). So we don't
need to picture the dollar flow as a portion of the entire dollar stock, we can instead picture it as a flow
of real goods and services as long as we focus on the goods and services portion of the BOP. And we
also know that government spending (the federal budget) is all on goods and services in the physical
plane, not on "investments" in the monetary plane.
So what do I mean by "marginal flow"? The US is the dollar's home, its creator and its legal tender
zone. Most everything here carries a dollar price tag. But the US also trades with the world outside of
its own currency zone, and in so doing it emits dollars. Last year the US spent $2.66T abroad, but we
also took back most of those dollars by selling our stuff abroad. In fact, we took back $2.1T of the
$2.66 we sent out. So netting it out, we net-emitted $560B last year. That's 560B dollars created here in
the dollar creation zone and sent out into the non-dollar (homeless dollar) zone. That's marginal
(deficit) flow. But there's more.
Before I get to the "more", let's reduce this to an easier time-frame. In a stable currency (like the
dollar), the prices of necessities like food, energy, medicine and industrial inputs don't change much
over a one-year time period. But prices can change overnight, and that's what I'm predicting. So I'm
going to start quoting these annual statistics in daily flow amounts, by dividing the annual number by
365. That, of course, includes weekends and holidays. And while our beloved monetary plane closes
down for weekends and holidays, the physical plane of necessities runs 24/7.
So looking at it as a daily flow, last year the US in aggregate emitted about $7.3B per day to the world
outside of its boundaries and took back in only $5.8B. So the US is a net-emitter of about $1.5B per
day. But there's more. In 2009, the federal budget deficit overtook our trade deficit in dramatic fashion.
As I said earlier, in 2007 the federal budget deficit was only 23% of the trade deficit. In 2008 it was
63%. And in 2009 it jumped to 367% of the trade deficit. In 2010 the federal budget deficit was 259%
of the trade deficit, and in 2011 it was 232%.
You don't see this comparison very often, budget deficit to trade deficit. And the actual percentages
don't really matter much. What matters is that it went over 100%. What matters is that, since 2009, the
US government (USG) is a net-emitter of more dollars than the US in aggregate emits to the outside
world.

So what? Well, the USG emits about $9.8B per day while it takes in revenue of only about $6.2B. So
the USG is a net-emitter of $3.6B per day. That's the marginal flow I'm talking about. And there's big
danger in that daily flow of $3.6B.
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In 2008, the US in aggregate (private sector and public sector combined) net-emitted $1.9B per day to
the outside world. This is like a broken water main that cannot be shut off, and must be mopped up by
someone. But that year the USG only gushed $1.2B per day. So the foreign mess we created was only
63% attributable to the USG. The other 37% came from private sector deficit spending. But ever since
2008, that broken water main gushing dollars abroad is 100% attributable to the USG alone. And not
only that, but it's now spilling out here at home, on our own front lawn!
The USG today is spending $3.6B more than it is taking in, each and every day. That's a big mess of
dollars flooding out of the USG. $1.5B per day is flooding outside of our zone while $2.1B is staying
right here on our front lawn. This is all flow. It is ongoing and unstoppable. And it all must be mopped
up by someone. And by someone, I mean either the foreign sector, the domestic private sector or the
Fed buying up US Treasuries. $3.6B per day, an unstoppable, unending broken water main gushing out
dollars. Marginal flow!
Don't be fooled by the misdirection. QE, twist, whatever; it's not about interest rates or helping the
economy recover. It's 100% about disguising and managing this uncontrollable, unstoppable mess. It's
more like a broken sewer line than a water main now that I think about it.
Sure, the Fed needs to keep interest rates from rising. Because what happens when interest rates rise?
The value of the entire $35T bond market starts to collapse and bond holders panic. The Fed doesn't
want that, so don't bet on them letting interest rates rise. But as I said, I'm not worried about the stock
of dollars. I'm worried about this broken sewer line we call the federal budget deficit which means no
one has to sell a single bond. In fact, someone has to continuously buy $3.6B more each and every day,
including weekends and holidays.
And if prices start to rise as they do in a 'hot' inflation, I propose to you that the USG will not cut back
in real terms. So if prices were to rise by, say, 10%, the USG net-emittance of dollars would rise by
10% to $3.96B per day. And because the trade deficit is 100% attributable to the USG ever since 2008,
the trade deficit would also rise 10% to $1.65B per day. The USG will not be outbid for goods priced in
dollars. Price is what determines who gets a scarce good, and the USG will not be deprived. They even
said so in a recent Executive Order! And where are goods and services prices discovered? In the minds
of investors with pensions and IRAs, or at the margin where dollars flow?
"Supporting foreign dollar settlement with CB storage"
For decades up until today, foreign dollar settlement has been supported by foreign CBs storing the glut
of dollars emitted by the United States, just as FOA said. And by "support", he meant keeping dollar
prices stable in the face of a glut of dollars coming out of the US, but to the detriment of the living
standard of their own population.
This lack of dollar price inflation to match the monetary expansion of the dollar over the last 30 years
has fostered many crazy economic theories to explain how the dollar can't collapse. In fact, most all
economic theories today have some explanation or another describing the miracle of the magical dollar.
But what they all miss is the political component which supported the dollar for all these years by
mopping up that marginal (deficit) flow.
CB storage works, surprisingly, by duplicating the glut of dollars abroad. The CB mops up the dollars
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and then duplicates them by sending them back to the US public and private sectors (in proportion to
each sector's deficit attribution, today 100% USG, 0% private sector) so they can be spent again, and
also keeping those same dollars in CB reserves as a debt of the United States. Since 2009, it's all
attributable to the USG, so every day, as a billion-plus dollar glut piles up, the foreign CB sends it back
to the USG and also stores it in its own vault with a new billion-plus in Treasuries.
But in order to do this, that foreign CB needs to duplicate it again in its own currency. So the foreign
CB prints an amount of its own currency needed to buy up the dollar glut, thereby transferring the
monetary inflation to its own population and keeping the dollar price tags from changing. No (or low)
dollar price inflation. Foreign dollar settlement continues. Support!
Not understanding the political element of foreign CB support is why low dollar price inflation has
confounded an entire generation of hard money thinkers. And yet, again today, having finally given in
to the miracle of the magical dollar theories, they will be once again confounded as the dollar collapses
in hyperinflation upon the removal of that support. But fear not. FOA and I are here to help!
FOA 10/3/01 - For decades, hard money thinkers have been looking for "price inflation" to show up at
a level that accurately reflects the dollar's "printing inflation". But it never happened! Yes, we got our
little 3, 4, 8 or 9% price inflation rates in nice little predictable cycles. We gasped in horror at these
numbers, but these rates never came close to reflecting the total dollar expansion if, at that moment, it
could actually be represented in total worldwide dollar debt. That creation of trillions and trillions of
dollar equivalents should have, long ago, been reflected in a dollar goods "price inflation" that reached
hyper status. But it didn't.
That "price inflation" never showed up because the world had to support its only money system until
something could replace it. We, as Americans, came to think that our dollar and its illusion of value
represented our special abilities; perhaps more pointedly our military and economic power. We
conceived that this wonderful buying power, free of substantial goods price inflation, was our god
given right; and the rest of the world could have this life, too, if they could only be as good as us! Oh
boy,,,,,, do we have some hard financial learning to do.
Over the years, all this dollar creation has stored up a massive "price inflation effect" that would be set
free one day. Hard money thinkers proceeded to expect this flood to arrive every few years or so; the
decades passed as those expectations always failed. Gold naturally fell into this same cycle of failed
expectations, as the dollar never came into its "price inflationary" demise.
A number of years ago, I began to learn from some smart people about the real political game at hand
and how that would, one day, produce the final play in our dollar's timeline. Indeed, you are hiking that
trail with us today; us meaning Euro / gold / and oil people. All of us Physical Gold Advocates that
have an understanding about gold few Americans have ever been exposed to.
Our recent American economic expansion has, all along, actually been the result of a worldly political
"will" that supported dollar use and dollar credit expansion so as to buy time for Another currency
block to be formed. Without that international support, this decades-long dollar derivative expansion
could not have taken place. Further, nor would our long term dollar currency expansion produce the
incredible illusion of paper wealth that built up within our recent internal American landscape.
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The relatively small goods "price inflation" so many gold bugs looked for will be far surpassed and the
"hyper price inflation" I have been saying is coming is now being "structurally" set free to run.
Why "structurally", why now?
For years now, "politically", the dollar system has had no support! Once again, for effect,
"Politically NO", "Structurally Yes"!
For another currency block to be built over years, the current world economy had to be kept
functioning. To this end the dollar reserve system had to be structurally maintained; with its IMF
agenda intact, gold polices followed and foreign central bank support all being part of that structure.
Truly, the recent years of dollar value was just an illusion. An illusion of currency function and value,
maintaining the purpose of holding the world financial and economic system together for a definite
timeline. Politically, the world does not hate America; rather they hate the free lifestyle our dollar's
illusion value brought us yesterday and today.
Now that the Euro block is passing a point where the Euro currency is viable; this same past dollar
support that built America's illusion wealth will now fall away. In its place we will see the beginnings
of a currency war like no other in our time.
This very change in structural dollar support is the same change that has been impacting our fed's
actions for over a year now. This change is the difference between my call for super price inflation and
the endless calls past hard money thinkers have made. Their on again / off again goods "price inflation"
outlook is based on the same failed analysis that expects price rises because the fed was into another
"printing money faster" cycle. I point out that that cycle has come and gone many times without a price
inflation anything close to our total, long term, dollar creation.
Further
To this end, I have been calling for a hyper inflation that is being set free to run as a completed Euro
system alters Political perceptions and support. That price inflation will be unending and all
encompassing. While others call, once again, for a little bit of 5, 10, 15% price inflation, that lasts until
the fed can once again get it under control,,,,,,,,, I call for a complete, currency killing, inflation process
that runs until the dollar resembles some South American Peso!
[…]
Greenspan will not embark on a dollar building policy again! Even if he changes his mind about
leaving. Unlike our past inflation cycles, he has only one act to follow because he must support the
internal economic dynamics of this country as its dollar falls from reserve status. There will be no
inflation "cycle" on this go around. The creation of a competing Euro currency block has changed his
policy dynamic.
The fed has cut rates below perceived price inflation levels already and will cut again and again; even
in the face of real, published, soaring, official statistical CPI. The die has been cast and the game is in
process.
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That was written in October, 2001. So what happened? It's simple really. From my post, Moneyness,
the black dividing line is right around October, 2001:

People like to say that A/FOA got it wrong, because the timing didn't seem to play out
exactly as they inferred it would. But I would like to proffer another view. Perhaps FOA
was unaware of the lengths to which the PBOC was prepared to go in supporting the dollar
and the US trade deficit over the next decade.
China was admitted into the World Trade Organization on December 11, 2001, one month
after these posts. And it wasn't until 2002, after FOA stopped posting, that China really
began to ramp up its trade with the US and to purchase US bonds in size [mop up the
deficit flow of dollars keeping dollar prices low and stable]. From '99 to '01 China's
Treasury holdings were flat at around $50B, but from 2002 they began a parabolic rise that
has now ended and is once again flat.
So if China has backed off from supporting the dollar today, in the same way that the
European CBs had backed off right when FOA wrote these posts, well then perhaps they
are more relevant today than the day they were written.
Here is Ben Bernanke from a speech in 2005 noticing the shift in dollar support from "industrial
countries" (Europe) to "developing countries" (China) which took place sometime "between 1996 and
2004":
The collective current account of the industrial countries declined more than $441 billion
between 1996 and 2004, implying that, of the $548 billion increase in the U.S. current
account deficit, only about $106 billion was offset by increased surpluses in other industrial
countries. As table 1 shows, the bulk of the increase in the U.S. current account deficit
was balanced by changes in the current account positions of developing countries,
which moved from a collective deficit of $90 billion to a surplus of $326 billion--a net
change of $416 billion-- between 1996 and 2004.
Of course in 2005 the federal budget deficit was only $317B while the trade deficit was $708B. So the
foreign sector was still supporting the sum total of the US public and private deficits by mopping up the
entire glut of dollar net-emissions to the tune of $708B per year, or $1.94B per day. And this would be
a good time for me to put down a common myth propagated by Ben Bernanke as well as, well,
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everyone else.
It is a myth that QE is a result of the Fed's concern for the economic outlook or even about keeping
interest rates down. That's just what they want you to be focused on, rather than the real reason for QE.
Notice that QE began at the same time as the federal budget deficit overtook and surpassed the trade
deficit. Not only that, but the amount of QE matches close enough for government work the difference
between the budget deficit and the trade deficit.
It is also a myth that QE is sterile money creation because (as they like to say) it is all just sitting on the
banks' balance sheets as excess reserves held at the Fed rather than circulating in the economy. In fact,
it is ALL circulating in the economy because the USG spends that money into the economy.
Government dollar emissions simply come with bank reserves. If you don't understand this, please go
back and review my banking system model in Peak Exorbitant Privilege.
So if you're watching "economic indicators" and Treasury market figures and interest rate curves trying
to guess if there will be more printing, aka QE3, you should instead ask yourself if the USG will cut a
quarter of all its spending habits this year, or ever. That would be roughly equivalent to cutting all of
Medicare, or all of Social Security, or all of defense spending, or a third of each, just to give you an
idea of how much they are printing.
What we have today, in essence – nay, in reality – is the USG running a daily deficit of $2.1B against
its own economy and another $1.5B per day against the rest of the world. FOA explained that what this
means in essence – in reality (when you are the printer of the global reserve currency) – is the fleecing
of the standard of living of someone else:
FOA 2/26/00 - So, dollar hyper inflation never arrived and gold did not make its run because world
CBs bet your productive efforts on supporting the dollar reserve. In the process, the US standard of
living was raised tremendously on the backs of most of the worlds working poor. But this is not about
to last!
FOA 3/10/00 - My point was that their actions can only be justified from a position of "buying time"…
Their Central Banks support polices were a decision to waste their citizen's productive efforts in a
process that held together a failing currency system.
FOA 4/19/01 - What changes is the recognition of what we do produce for ourselves and what we
require from others to maintain our current standard of living… We will come to know just how
"above" our capabilities we have been living. Receiving free support by way of an overvalued dollar
that we spent without the pain of work.
FOA 7/16/01 - The American dollar has bought its makers a lifestyle that is at odds with this new thrust
in money use. A reserve currency today must allow its value to be set solely upon its money function
[MoE arena], not its function of retaining wealth [SoV arena]. Use trends today are forcing money
creation policy and money values to be determined by wealth outside the official money realm. All the
while the dollar holders are fighting to stop this from happening.
FOA 7/20/01 - For years American lifestyles encouraged its political system to protect their banking
/debt credibility at all costs; so we could buy others' real goods without sending real wealth to pay for
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it. We did this in the only way we knew how; in body, mind and spirit, our political economic purpose
promoted the dollar and its debt to be as good as gold and a substitute for real wealth holdings. Even a
substitute for real wealth to be held in reserve behind other currencies!
FOA 10/5/01 - Even the third world didn't want to hear it. They figured that any return to a hard money
system would hark back to a time they remembered well. These guys suffered during the early century
and no one was going to tell them that the gold standard wasn't at fault. The US is today, and was then,
robbing them blind but the situation seemed, to them, that this new dollar standard was building them
up. Looking at it all,,,,, we robbed the Japan life style standards the most. All to buy us an almost free
standard and they loved it.
FOA 10/8/01 - We managed this threat with help from our Euro friends; somehow thinking they
enjoyed and wanted our fleecing their lifestyle to the same degree we did it to the rest of the world.
Their cooperation, we will find out, was but a structural policy that bought time; time for a dollar
replacement to be made.
FOA 10/26/01 - Again; this all works as long as the world "buys into" using our dollars. As I said; an
expanding fiat works to grow the economy thru expanding credit buying power because the fed can
support the system with credit creation that has no "inflation premium". That lack of premium only
exists as long as Americans can exchange free credit for real physical goods. Once this perception
changes it's over. Once the world understands that it's not local US goods that stands behind dollar
growth, but less expensive foreign goods,,,,,,,,,, the stage is set for our "supporters" to sell to
themselves! Making themselves
"lifestyle rich". All they need is Another currency unit.
Here's the bottom line, and the absolute correct way to view the USG's deficit spending today. Starting
in 2009, the US private sector was no longer "fleecing lifestyle" from the rest of the world through the
exorbitant privilege of its currency (a privilege which began in 1922 and peaked in 2005). Beginning in
2009 the USG started fleecing lifestyle from its own economy (in addition to the rest of the world)
while ironically calling it "economic stimulus". This is the meaning behind these shocking images from
2009, which I first used in my 2009 post, No Free Lunch:
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Global resources are being fleeced by the USG at the rate of $1.5B per day, while American resources,
above and beyond the normal "internal revenue service," are being fleeced at the rate of $2.1B per day.
The foreign resource fleecing is being enabled by foreign CBs (mostly China up until recently) buying
Treasuries, and the local resource fleecing is enabled mostly by QE, but also partly by your pension
fund manager buying you some of those tasty yield-free Treasuries.
It is no wonder at all that the stock market is doing relatively well given the unstoppable domestic
sewage – I mean dollar – leak that is the USG's deficit spending. Unfortunately (for everyone) the stock
market doesn't sterilize the sewage against goods and services price inflation the way the Treasury
market does. The dollars just flow right through the stock market to the sellers.
But as I wrote above, it doesn't really matter what percentage of the trade deficit the budget deficit is,
just that it's over 100%. As long as it's over 100%, the entire trade deficit is 100% nominally
attributable to the USG, which means if we get some "hot inflation" either the USG will have to give
up some of its consumption in real terms, or else defend its "lifestyle" with the printing press, right
there at the margin where prices are discovered.
I don't expect this inflation to originate inside the US. In fact, as long as foreign CBs are structurally
supporting the dollar reserve system by mopping up our $1.5B per day outflow, the American people
are getting a pretty good deal on their own fleecing. I mean, even though we are being fleeced of $2.1B
per day in "lifestyle" by our own government (in addition to taxes), for that fleecing we are actually
receiving $3.6B per day back in government. ROI! So even though government is terribly wasteful,
our wasteful government is still being subsidized by y'all! "Life is so fucking good I can taste it in my
spit."
And because the US private sector deficit spending in aggregate has contracted to well below zero
since 2008, I have a hunch that a lot of the fat has been cut out of the "basket" of US imports. The trade
deficit has dropped from $698B in both 2007 and 2008 to $500B in 2010 and $560B in 2011. I bet all
of that ~$130B drop has come from private sector consumption reduction (private sector crashing its
living standard). In fact, the "private sector consumption drop" is probably greater than ~$130B and the
USG has made up some of it by expanding its consumption. But the USG doesn’t consume cheap
consumables from Walmart. The USG consumes important stuff… stuff we generally call necessities.
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Looking at the top imports from 2008 as well as the fastest growing imports of significance (say, over
$5B per year at least), the top "necessities" are oil, medicinal preparations, petroleum products, coal,
fertilizers and pesticides, food oils, oil field equipment, feedstuff and foodgrains, unmanufactured
steelmaking materials, industrial organic chemicals, and semifinished iron and steel.
Again, this is just a hunch, but that's probably a good list of things to watch for price increases that
could quickly turn hyper when the USG refuses to be outbid… if and when the foreign CB "structural
support" slows down and the rest of the world stops exporting necessities to the USG for nothing but
paper that will soon be worthless. So now that we know what to watch for, let's take a look at the state
of that "structural support" today.
The US Treasury puts out a list of Foreign Holders of Treasury Securities. The latest update, which was
put out on April 30th, covers Treasury holdings through February 2012 and shows each month for a
whole year, in this case beginning in February 2011. The top row is China because China has the most
Treasuries. And looking across for the year we can see that China's holdings are pretty flat, except that
they peaked at $1.3T in July and then dropped all the way to $1.178T in February.
It looks like Japan (line 2) really picked up the slack though, buying $205B in Treasuries from
February to February. I guess we better hope that Japan keeps running a trade surplus! Oops…
Japan Swings to Trade Deficit
4/19/12—Japan swung back into a trade deficit in March as a steady rise in energy imports
outweighed a rebound in automobile exports after last year's flooding in Thailand.
But fear not! Zero Hedge is on the case:
2/29/12 - Best advice: keep a track of that Chinese trade surplus. If it becomes a deficit (just
like Japan did recently), that is the first signal that things are changing dramatically from an
international flow of funds perspective. It also means that unless the US finds subtitute
demand, most likely from within, the only remaining buyer will be the entity that already
has the largest holding of US paper - the Federal Reserve.
That last year of Treasury data, from Feb. to Feb., shows that the increase in foreign Treasury holdings
covered the trade deficit for that year. If we look down at the last line, grand totals, and subtract Feb.
2011's total from Feb. 2012's we come up with an increase in "structural support" of $633.3B. And if
we add up the monthly trade deficit for those same months we come up with $565.5B. Once again,
close enough for government work. So I guess it's a good thing someone's still propping up the dollar.
But wait! Here's another one from Zero Hedge only ten days later:
China Posts Biggest Trade Deficit Since 1989
3/10/12 - In addition to all the US election year propaganda and delayed after effects of
central banks injecting nearly $3 trillion in liquidity to juice up the US stock market,
something far more notable yet underreported has happened in 2012: the world stopped
exporting. Observe the following sequence of very recent headlines: "Japan trade deficit
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hits record", "Australia Records First Trade Deficit in 11 Months on 8% Plunge in
Exports", "Brazil Posts First Monthly Trade Deficit in 12 Months " then of course this:
"[US] Trade deficit hits 3-year record imbalance", and finally, as of late last night, we get
the following stunning headline: "China Has Biggest Trade Shortfall Since 1989 on Europe
Turmoil."
[…]
China total imports and exports - whoosh:

China trade balance by region - whoosh:

China trade with the US - whoosh:

China trade with the EU - whoooooooooooooooooosh:
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However, definitely no whoosh here:

Oh, and let's not forget this particular whoosh:

...Is it starting to make sense now?
You can nitpick that data all you want, but one thing is as clear as an azure sky of deepest summer. This
is a very different picture from the China of 2002 embarking on a "parabolic rise" in US dollar
"structural support". In fact, even though it is true that some combination of Japan, oil exporters,
Caribbean banking center, Taiwan, Switzerland, Russia, Luxembourg, Belgium and Ireland (to name a
few) managed to cobble together the necessary support last year, the dollar is now living off of a willynilly support system rather than the "structural support" it enjoyed for the last 30 or so years. If FOA
was here, he'd probably say something like this:
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The relatively small goods "price inflation" so many gold bugs looked for will be far surpassed and the
"hyper price inflation" I have been saying is coming is now being "structurally" set free to run.
Of course "hot inflation" is coming! But how long will it last? How long can it last without the
structural support of foreign CBs mopping up the dollars the USG will be printing in order to defend its
own "lifestyle" in real terms? How far can prices rise without hitting that hyper feedback loop at the
margin where prices are discovered? The USG is net-emitting $3.6B per day today, and the problem is
that the USG is not an economy. It is a consumer and a printer. So the daily net-emission of global
dollars is now backed, not by an economy, but by the largest consuming entity ever known to man!
Lee and Paul are correct that the commercial banking system will soon be fully reserved. But I don't
think those new reserves will come directly from the Fed in exchange for bank assets. Now that the
government deficit has surpassed the trade deficit, all foreign support is Treasury buying, not private
sector debt like MBS. The crossing of this Rubicon means that maintaining the Treasury market takes
structural precedence over all other assets. It also means that every new dollar the USG decides to
spend puts new reserves into the private sector banking system, raising its ratio of reserves to deposits.
So the new reserves coming into the banks will be coming from domestic USG deficit spending via QE
or whatever they decide to call it next time. And I believe that those bank assets and "unreserved
credit" will simply die on the vine of worthless tokens as the USG crushes its own currency defending
its lifestyle.
Gregor is correct about the "benign" inflation we've had, not just for the past decade, but for the past
three or four. This is what FOA was talking about. "Yes, we got our little 3, 4, 8 or 9% price inflation
rates in nice little predictable cycles." But hyperinflation "never showed up because the world had to
support its only money system until something could replace it." The euro was born, then came China,
and my call is that hyperinflation "is now being 'structurally' set free to run."
If you print enough money, you can get the price of everything to rise. Just look at Zimbabwe if you
don't believe me. But printing doesn't make all prices rise in unison. Gregor makes a good case for the
"Middle Class Squeeze" combined with asset price deflation, an inflation/deflation double whammy, as
well as resource scarcity-driven subsistence inflation leaving no discretionary spending room for the
poor or those in developing countries. And from the "Executive Summary" of his part 2: "Rising wages
in the developing world create upward price pressure everywhere globally." I agree with Gregor on all
counts!
So yes, I agree with Gregor that "hot inflation" is coming and it's a real risk. But inflation generally
suppresses consumption in real terms. As Gregor says, "it quickly begins to drive out spending for
discretionary goods in favor of true basics." But this doesn't apply to the USG who can "spend"
infinitely in extremis. Gregor concludes his part 1 with this:
The United States currently enjoys reserve currency status, which enables it to borrow
cheaply, and which keeps capital circulating through our government bond markets, which
are the largest in the world. Given the backdrop to our post-credit-bubble environment, it is
now the consensus view that we will cut a path similar to Japan’s as we oscillate from weak
growth back to the stimulative rescue policies of the Federal Reserve.
There is therefore a sense of complacency about an escalation in prices.
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That highlighted portion is the premise on which virtually everyone in America is operating, without
even understanding what it really means. It is the miracle of the magical dollar theories laid as the solid
foundation under any and every discussion. One of my readers, Michael, a medical doctor, was
attending a conservative "Tea Party-ish" meeting in California yesterday. The meeting included US
Senators and Representatives, and they were totally operating on the premise of the miracle of the
magical dollar theories. You can read his interesting report here.
The point is that the premise rests on 90 years of history which only makes sense if viewed properly. It
rests on 50 to 60 years of political support followed by 20 years of structural support from Europe and
another 8 or 9 years of structural support from China. Today both political and structural support are
gone, and the "solid foundation under any and every discussion" of monetary matters in America is
what I am generously terming the "willy-nilly support" of the rest of the world. In other words, we have
no say in the matter. Our fate is in their hands. Which kind of renders the premise invalid, doesn't it?
I agree with Gregor that "hot inflation" is coming whether you like it or not, for all the reasons he
explains and more. My only disagreement is that Congress will take it more hyper than we've seen in
all of fiat history, so fast it will peel the skin off your face, because they are operating on a false
premise. The miracle of the magical dollar theory premise is a false premise because it completely
misses what's going on. And anyone who's waiting for those operating under a false premise to panic
out of their dollar holdings before even entertaining this reality is like someone waiting for the loss of
consciousness before entertaining the possibility of death.
The dollar is so vastly overvalued today because the rest of the world has kept it on life support for 30
years past its expiration date. It is the stability of dollar prices at that small marginal flow that sustains
the illusion of wealth in the entire, massive monetary plane. And yet the modern "hard money thinkers"
think that we can somehow retain this level in real terms by simply devaluing the dollar against gold
and then managing that new "gold value". I wish all the modern hard money thinkers – you know who
they are so I don't need to mention any names – would just take a few minutes and listen to FOA and
maybe, just maybe, see how wrong they are. It's all in that last page of The Gold Trail, but I tried to
make it bite-sized in a recent blast of Tweets. #HMS means Hard Money Socialist which describes all
of these guys. If you don't understand, go see for yourself. These are all FOA quotes from that last page
(edited for Twitter):
"Truly, to this day, #HMS think their ideas are the saving grace of the money world. It isn't now
and never was then." #FOA
"This political process of fixing money to gold has ruined more economies, governments and
societies than anything." #FOA
"It just flies right past them that the ECB wants gold as a dollar replacing *asset*, not local
money backing." #FOA
"#HMS call for "official money gold" as the only way governments can go. That will not ever be
allowed again." #FOA
"These are the same people that hold free markets on a high plateau as the goal for everyone. Yet,
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they talk a story of gold control." #FOA
"Fortunately for the majority of world physical gold owners, the hard money socialist game has
ended." #FOA
"Late comers to this understanding will encounter a true free market, but their buy in price will
be at a much higher natural level." #FOA
"In the late 60s, #HMS seemed so natural. However, even then, I had some serious people
pointing me in a different direction." #FOA
"This is all happening while Western style Hard Money Socialists are defending their stance by
saying Euro is just another fiat. Ha!" #FOA
"Western thought is gold=money. This simple picture from the middle ages banking renaissance
is used to bastardize the gold story to this day." #FOA
Please go read that last page of The Gold Trail after reading this post. Start at the bottom and read up.
It's in reverse order, unlike the first five parts. There's so much more there than the little bits I included
here. It's the very last words he wrote before he stopped writing. I know that some people think I
approach these A/FOA archives somewhat religiously. Well, I do!! Look at the subtitle at the top of this
blog! Not in any way similar to spiritual faith, but My God, has anyone – and I do mean ANYONE –
explained what's going on today better than these guys?
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, June 1, 2012
GLD Talk Continued

As many of you know from the comments here and on Twitter, Victor The Cleaner just completed a
great new post called GLD – The Central Bank Of The Bullion Banks. The timing was pretty neat.
Lance Lewis' GLD Puke Indicator delivered a buy signal on 5/22 and Victor and I have been emailing
extensively ever since that day discussing my view of the GLD Pukes.

During our discussion Victor conducted an analysis of the Puke Indicator using a hypothetical trading
strategy based on buying spot gold at the puke and selling once the gold in GLD is replenished and
found that it optimized at a puke size of about .5% of the inventory. Using 250,000 ounces as the puke
size, he found that the $PoG climbed four times as much (annualized) in only one-third of the time
(between puke and replenishment) as it did during the remaining two-thirds of the time. This was a
significant finding which, at the very least, showed that the Indicator really does work. Using Lance's
1% threshold the trading strategy was a little less optimal, but perhaps Lance's higher threshold is more
immediately predictive of big moves like today. I don't know.
But that's some timing, huh? Vic finally got his post up late last night and then today we have a jumbo
up-move of more than 4%! At the very least I think it demands a little bit of attention.
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Costata really enjoyed Victor's post and he emailed me with a few comments about it. I felt that Costata
had maybe missed some of what I thought was an important thrust in the post and so I tried to
summarize in one short email a few of the things that Vic and I had discussed over nine days of long
emails. Not everything we discussed made it into Victor's post. Victor is meticulous in his exposition
while I often try to cover too much ground, requiring me to just touch on some things which, if it was
Victor writing, would require a toy model, some characters with alphabetical names, and a fancy chart
or three.
Anyway, Costata suggested that I should post my email and JR concurred, so here you go, with
minimal polish:
Costata: "It also occurred to me just now that if this analysis is correct, it makes the possibility of a run
on the unallocated accounts with the LBMA clearing members even more remote. The "large buyer" at
the LBMA that VTC speculates about appears to be extremely disciplined - the BIS perhaps.
Thoughts?"
Me: No, VtC divided it into two possible theories. Large buyer who knows the bottoms in the markets
is one theory, an unlikely one. The second theory he called “speculative interpretation” is the real
message.
If the BBs are redeeming GLD shares to fulfill allocation demands, that implies that they do not have
enough 400 oz. bars outside of GLD to fulfill those demands. And that also implies that the BBs are
using GLD shares as reserves.
Obviously 400 oz. bars come and go. They come in from mines, scrap and hapless investors and they
go out to allocation demands and deliveries. That’s the flow. So when we see a GLD puke, we infer
they were essentially out of 400 oz. bars at the time. There is no other reason for a BB to redeem GLD
shares, even if it is performing the arbitrage. GLD shares, for all practical purposes, are as good as 400
oz. bars not in GLD from the perspective of a BB. As shares, the BB reserves can even be lent at
interest to those who want to short GLD. In fact, the BBs could potentially have only GLD shares as
their reserves, which is why Randall Strauss called GLD a “central coat-check room” for the BBs. The
pukes suggest to me this may be the case.
That flow from the mines to investors is the flow. Remember when there’s not enough supply in that
flow is when the stock to flow ratio explodes toward infinity. With this view, we can infer this may be
what is happening with each puke.
We can’t really look at the size of GLD and the size and frequency of the pukes and extrapolate a
timeline. If you look at Lance’s chart, the size of GLD peaked in 2010. If we suddenly see a puke of,
say, 10% of the GLD inventory, I’d say it’s game over starting there. The largest puke so far was about
4% over two consecutive days last August. That was about 50 tonnes when the PoG was around
$1,800. That was HUGE. Almost $3B.
So when the pukes happen, that is BB heart attack time, but then the price rises and eventually (so far)
the puke gets replenished. So as the price rises, the reserves are stretched and so is the inflow. As Victor
said, the inflow of gold from the mines is relatively constant by weight but the outflow is normally
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constant in currency terms. So they raise the price until the puke is replenished and then they stop.
That’s the message in the post.
How they raise it, which he didn’t go into, is a little more interesting. From that LBMA survey, we can
see that the LBMA had net sales in one quarter of 7,575 tonnes of paper gold. That’s a gross increase in
the amount of paper gold in existence over only three months. 100:1 actually seems conservative in this
light. That’s most likely FOREX use of gold as a hedge or a currency play. But even still, the BBs have
to hedge their price exposure when selling that much paper gold. Without a hedge, that would be a
7,575 tonne naked short position for the BBs.
So that net increase in paper gold is also a net inflow of cash for the BBs, cash which they use to hedge
that net exposure. In fact, we can see from the LBMA survey exactly how much cash it was. It was
$338B. That’s over 3 months, so it’s more like $5.4B per day inflow. That’s a small percent considering
the daily turnover in paper gold used as a FOREX currency is $240B and the daily turnover of all
currencies is $4T. So in a $4T/day FOREX market, that’s a $5.4B/day net flow from other currencies
into gold. That was $5.4B per day in Q1 2011 that needed to be hedged by the BBs.
There’s no way they hedged all of that in the “gold” market (Comex/mining forwards/GLD). It’s
simply not big enough to absorb that rate of flow without rising a lot faster than we saw it rise. So the
BBs must be hedging this exposure the way they hedge net positions against other currencies in the
FOREX market, simply using complex formulas and derivatives that look at correlations between
different things. Correlations change slower than raw price changes which (they think) gives them time
to adjust their hedges if the correlations start to exceed the model parameters.
Anyway, that is a plausible way they are hedging their exposure to the price of gold without doing so in
the “gold” market per se. But they can also hedge some of that exposure in the gold market as well, by
going long gold on the Comex or some other way. So if they want the price to rise in order to stretch
the physical side and (hopefully) replenish the GLD puke, they would simply shift some hedges from
complex derivatives into Comex.
So even though they have some control over the price of gold, they are still relying on other market
players from the physical side to respond as expected. And from the view of GLD as their reserve pool,
we can see that reserves are not only quite finite, but they also peaked almost two years ago.
A/FOA said the ECB/BIS strategy was to “expand and support” the dollar paper gold market so the
dollar would eventually “bankrupt itself” just to keep the gold market going and stay in the game with
the euro.
FOA (08/13/01; 07:24:30MT - usagold.com msg#96)
A very large part of that war strategy, employed by the ECB/BIS, was to let the dollar / IMF faction
hang themselves by expanding and supporting the whole arena of this dollar paper gold market [the
ECB/BIS is supporting and expanding paper gold as a strategy]. Inflating the gold market place with so
much "paper gold" that we would eventually have to bankrupt ourselves just to keep the dollar in the
war game against the Euro.
[…]
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So, don't count on this destruction of our paper gold market to mark the real value and availability of
physical gold; that ratio will split somewhere down the goldtrail. This action will scare most harden
gold investors to death; especially the ones in leveraged gold stocks and lesser white metals!
The war between gold and the dollar has been over for a while now. The action, today, is between the
dollar and the euro arena and this is what will break the price lock on gold. Leaving gold bugs with a
lot of questions that ask why this: both systems will strive for a higher currency price for gold; one
doing it because they have to; the other doing it because they want to! The casualty on this battlefield
will be the world gold market as we know it. A market caught between how Western perception thinks
gold's price should be "discovered" and at what price level trading in physical gold craters the entire
paper structure. A structure of American based "paper gold".
We have been saying for some time that this will be "the" show to watch unfold; but only if your
holdings allow you to stay still in your seat as it happens (smile).
They shifted their war on gold to become a war on the Euro,,,, only too late. Now, knowing that the
Euro is a fact, we must have a super gold price if the dollar is to stay in the game! The question
becomes one of supporting a cheap paper price for the sole function of keeping the market and all its
bullion players alive. With the war on gold over, they need to turn their tanks around to face the real
enemy but cannot.
So it seems that as the war switched from dollar v. gold to dollar v. euro, the euro side helped make the
dollar gold market TBTF. But with a rising physical gold price/demand, the dollar paper gold market
has to keep up because it’s TBTF now. Too many of those “gold” FDIC stickers out there! If those
stickers fail, the dollar loses. So the “gold” market is TBTF. Remember this from FOA?
FOA (10/9/01; 10:05:48MT - usagold.com msg#117)
What doesn't seem to be obvious is the "why for" the paper market grew so large. It grew to dominate
because worldwide dollar expansion reached its "non-hedged" peak. In other words, the dollar's
timeline was ending as its ability to produce non price inflationary economic gains came into sight.
In order to push dollar holdings further, international players needed and purchased "paper financial
hedges" to balance their risk. Within their total mix of derivative hedges were found "paper gold price
hedges"; modern gold derivatives. The important thing to remember is that these positions are not and
never will be used to demand physical gold. They are held to buffer financial and currency risk
associated with holding any form of dollar based asset. To work these items don't need to really
perform "dollar price movements" in the holders favor as much as they are present in the portfolio to
act as insurance stickers.
In that truth, these paper gold positions act like FDIC insurance at our banks. It can and will manage
only a small determined portion of bank runs,,,,, not a full scale failure of the banking system. In a real
full banking failure we would all get, perhaps, 80% of our covered $100,000 and 10% of the rest.
The same is true for these gold position's performance; real gold delivery along with true price
performance, matching real bullion trading, would be only for the very few. For that matter, an actual
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functioning paper gold marketplace would be for the very few, too! But, in the same way a bank
account owner understands the credibility of FDIC insurance when times are good; the international
dollar asset owner will not grasp that modern paper gold hedges cannot be allowed to work until after a
real serious price inflationary run begins.
For the first time in this portion of the dollar's timeline and our lifetimes, such an inflation is about to
show its face!
So the paper gold of the bullion banks is now TBTF. Of course that doesn’t mean it can’t fail. It either
fails, or the USG hyperinflates the dollar as prices rise. They are related, and each will likely cause the
other almost immediately, but either one could end up being the initial cause IMO. If price inflation
forces the USG to hyperinflate then the paper gold insurance stickers will have to fail to perform. And
if these price rises in the gold market fail to manage the flow (demand) of physical as they have so far,
we’ll likely see a 10% or larger GLD puke at some point. That would signify more than a 120 tonne
allocation demand, a system-busting size. They might think they can rocket the price at that point and
get it back, but more likely we’ll see more allocation requests coincident with a falling (paper) "gold"
price as the longs dump their worthless “insurance” while wishing they had the real thing.
FOA (06/12/00; 19:48:25MT - usagold.com msg#26)
Put your cards on the table!
The current paper gold world will die (burn) as its value to users erodes, not increases!
…Again, most everyone in the Western Gold bug game is running with the ball in the wrong direction.
…So who is in danger of being hurt as this unfolds?
That's right, the Western paper gold long! I'm not talking about just the US market! This is about the
entire world gold market as we know it today. The real play will be for the ones that get out in front of
the move by owning physical…
It seems every Gold bug sees only half the trade and has great faith that contract law will favor a short
squeeze. Yet, none of them see where it is the long that will be dumping and forcing the discount!
As I have said in the past, gold is so oversubscribed through the BB's paper gold it's more of a wonder
when the $PoG rises than when it falls. Perhaps now we have a plausible explanation for why and how
it has been rising over a decade, and also how it will end.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
PS. I realize there's a ton of stuff I only touched on here. I hope that Victor will grace us with his
presence and his meticulous Thoughts. ;)
"Effect And Cause"
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I guess you have to have a problem
If you want to invent a contraption
First you cause a train wreck
Then they put me in traction
Well first came an action
And then a reaction
But you can't switch around
For your own satisfaction
Well you burnt my house down
Then got mad at my reaction
Well in every complicated situation
There's a human relation
Making sense of it all
Takes a whole lot of concentration
Well you can blame the baby
For her pregnant ma
And if there's one of these unavoidable laws
It's just that you can't just take the effect and make it the cause
[Chorus:]
Well you can't take the effect
And make it the cause
I didn't rob a bank
Because you made up the law
Blame me for robbing Peter
But don't you blame Paul
Can't take the effect
And make it the cause
I ain't the reason that you gave me
No reason to return your call
You built a house of cards
And got shocked when you saw them fall
Well I ain't saying I'm innocent
In fact the reverse
But if your heading to the grave
You don't blame the hearse
You're like a little girl yelling at her brother
Cause you lost his ball
You keep blaming me for what you did
But that ain't all
The way you clean up a wreck
Is enough to give one pause
You seem to forget just how this song started
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I'm reacting to you
Because you left me broken hearted
See you just can't just take the effect and make it the cause
[Chorus]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------victorthecleaner said...
FOFOA, thanks for advertising the article!
Here are some further details from my email exchange with FOFOA. Firstly, the puke indicator works!
This fact is thanks to Lance Lewis. But then you need to understand why it works. And the
conventional explanation that it is arbitrage because of a mispricing of GLD relative to spot, gives you
the following conclusion:
The GLD inventory strategy works. Therefore it is apparently bullish if GLD investors sell and all
other gold investors in aggregate buy. And because it is bearish if GLD investors buy, but all other gold
investors sell.
Now this implies that GLD investors are dumb and all other gold investors are smart. This explanation
certainly misses the point.
If not arbitrage because of a mispricing of GLD relative to spot, then what is it that drives the inventory
changes? The only option left is that it is a decision of the AP. That's Randy Strauss' and FOFOAs point
of view.
But then you cannot explain why the indicator works. Unless... and here is one of the emails I sent to
FOFOA:
Good. I think we are converging.
So the major reason why the gold gets into GLD is because the BBs decided to put it there.
But here comes the interesting question: The GLD puke indicator works. This means that during the 26 weeks after a puke, the *paper* price rises. We need to explain this.
Assume a giant takes out so much physical that the BBs have to access GLD. Yesterday's 1.3% of GLD
were about 15 tonnes. This is still small compared to the paper trading volume (600 tonnes per trading
day). [VtC: I got this wrong. FOFOA put it straight. It is rather in excess of 2700 tonnes]
We agree that the 'gold' price is dominated by paper trading. If the hedge funds are all selling, the
price will go down, even if our giant takes some physical.
So why does the paper gold price rise during the subsequent weeks?
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...
June 1, 2012 11:43 PM
victorthecleaner said...
...
My picture is this: There are some buyers of physical who effectively have limit orders quite a bit below
the day-to-day fluctuations of the 'gold' price. Normally, we don't see it when they are buying. But
occasionally, when the price drops enough for one of these orders to execute at a moment in which one
of the BBs is short of physical, the BB takes some gold out of GLD. These are the few occasions at
which we see a trace of the giant buying.
Now take a look at Lance's bright blue picture. There is a staircase under the gold price. Since the fall
of 2011, the stair is at about $1550. Whenever the price drops to that level, GLD pukes (twice in Dec
and yesterday). This is the level at which the giant is buying. (perhaps they are buying higher, too, but
when the price drops to that level, they buy everything that's available)
But why does the price rise after that? The physical taken by the giant is small compared to the day-today paper trading, and it is unrelated to all the speculative activity that drives the 'gold' price. Why
does the paper price rise after the puke?
Think about your 'Today's "Gold"'. The main danger to the London bullion market is a drop of the
paper price to such a low level that they lose too much physical.
But now that we have stated the problem, we also know how to solve it and how to defend the London
market. Someone has to monitor the flow of physical. There is some flow coming in from mining and
from scrap - that's probably pretty steady in terms of weight per day. And there is the outflow from
physical buying. This is probably a steady amount of dollars per day. So if they see that they are losing
too much physical, they can simply raise the paper price and thereby reduce the outflow of physical.
Is this the reason why the paper price rises after a puke?
How do they raise the paper price? There is basically only one way: Someone has to go long paper
gold. Who? The Fed? ESF? Other CBs? Perhaps even the European CBs?
Funny, isn't it? And tell this to GATA: The Fed is buying paper gold in order to stabilize the bullion
market. Hey, I want to see the looks on their faces when they figure this out.
Do you agree that if your picture of the puke is correct, that then the indicator can work only if there is
some active management of the paper price?
...
June 1, 2012 11:44 PM
victorthecleaner said...
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The next question is do we have an idea who is managing the paper price up after a 'puke'?
I initially thought it might be some CB or government activity, but then I run the same analysis with
silver and SLV, and although a bit weaker, the signal is still there.
Silver is odd because it is the only other commodity besides gold that is traded like a foreign currency.
So it shares all the technical issues with the gold market. But if SLV pukes are also an effective signal
(albeit at points in time that differ from the GLD pukes), then we need an explanation that does not
invoke CBs or governments.
So the conclusion is that it is the BBs who somehow take the price up after the puke. Does it work
without CB intervention?
...
June 1, 2012 11:50 PM
victorthecleaner said...
The next part is a bit speculative, and I have not yet had time to confirm whether it is technically
correct. But here is how the idea goes.
FOFOA pressed me to take the Loco London Liquidity Survey (Alchemist no 63) seriously. If you take
these numbers literally, you see that during the first quarter of 2011, the LBMA members who
responded to the survey, sold about 7500 tonnes of gold more OTC than they bought. So is looks as if
they did enter a huge directional bet in the gold market. Short 7500 tonnes.
Of course, nobody is so stupid as to go outright short 7500 tonnes in a decade long bull market. So how
can this number even make sense?
Here is the speculation: They do hedge this exposure. But they do this not in the OTC market for gold.
Other options are, for example, they go long the COMEX, etc, i.e. gold investments outside the foreign
exchange market.
Then you think about this, and, yes, they can hedge some exposure in the non-OTC paper gold markets,
but 7500 tonnes still looks unrealistic (COMEX open interest is only about 1200 tonnes - and there are
plenty of others there, too). So how the hell do they hedge it?
The only answer I can think of is that they hedge it by going long correlated (but not identical) assets.
What's correlated with paper gold? Silver, copper, euros, crude oil, interest rates, yield curve spreads,
whatever.
So now you have the mechanism for influencing the gold price. If you want to drive the price up, you
just shift your hedge from correlated (but not identical) to actual gold investments.
Again, at this stage this is all speculation, and it needs independent confirmation that we are getting the
liquidity survey right. In case this is correct, you can start thinking about how it will all blow up one
day.
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Victor
June 2, 2012 12:05 AM
victorthecleaner said...
Another remark on GOFO. You probably remember all the hiccups and hedge fund blow-ups during
1997-2001 reported during the original gold trail discussion. Each time, you can see GOFO spike
towards negative territory (negative GOFO = backwardation in the OTC forward market indicates that
someone desperately wants to borrow gold and is willing to pay a premium for this).
After 2002, there have been *no* significant GOFO events anymore. Not even November 2008 was as
dramatic as the common disasters during 1997-2001.
(One thing, I think, that we know, is that the average numbers as reported on the LBMA website may
be somewhat fudged - take a look at the 22,23 August 2011 example in my article)
But even with the few screenshots of the Reuters quotes that people kept, GOFO is rather tame these
days. This may be because there is such a readily available reserve inside GLD. If you can easily and
privately access GLD, why would you bid for a gold swap and let everyone with a Reuters data feed
know that you are short of physical gold. The answer is you don't. You just take it out of GLD. What
impresses me most is that they have always managed to replenish it - well, almost.
Finally, August 2011 might have been some sort of a panic. Perhaps some of the regularly buying
giants were close to losing their temper. Hence the huge pukes. This may give you an idea of a
threshold at which people become nervous.
Victor
June 2, 2012 1:05 AM
Edwardo said...
Thanks Victor, FOFOA and Costata for sharing.
So, the reserves of GLD peaked two years ago, and FOFOA conjectures that a large puke of 10% or
more will amount to "game over".
It seems axiomatic, at least to me, that what we don't know far exceeds what we do. For example, and
pardon the conspiratorial tone, but is it possible that there have been attempts to remove 10% or more
of GLD's inventory that have been rebuffed via "negotiation." With that idea in mind I find it
interesting that the two big pukes that occurred in August of 2011 happened near a major high (both
temporally and in price) that nine months on remains unchallenged.
That action sits in stark contrast to the pukes that occurred at the major lows in 2008.
June 2, 2012 7:57 AM
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FOFOA said...
Hello Edwardo,
"is it possible that there have been attempts to remove 10% or more of GLD's inventory that have been
rebuffed via "negotiation."
I doubt it. You have to give physical to everyone who demands it to keep the game going. That's the
key to the whole game!! If it’s just one individual demanding 20 tonnes you can quell that threat with a
Puke or a CB loan. I suppose it's possible to somehow talk someone out of their demand, but that
would be a dangerous game to play. What you are powerless against is a run, a dramatic shift in
physical demand. You can raise the price to stretch the flow, but you can't raise it too far too fast
without actually causing that shift you most want to avoid. Remember this from ANOTHER?
"Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it
tends to dry up as the price rises."
On the other hand, you don't want it to fall too far too fast either because, apparently, there are some
Giants out there who want the physical but who also know it is not in their best interest to run up the
price. Like Victor said, "There are some buyers of physical who effectively have limit orders quite a bit
below the day-to-day fluctuations of the 'gold' price." Another told us about something similar in the
90s:
"Well a funny thing happened right after the Gulf war ended. What looked like big money before
turned out to be little money as some HK people, I'll call them "Big Trader" for short, moved in
and started buying all the notes and physical the market offered. The rub was that they only
bought low, and lower and cheaper. They never ran the price and they never ran out of money.
Seeing this, some people ( middle east ) started to exchange their existing paper gold for the real
stuff. From that time, early 1997 LBMA was running full speed just to stay in one spot! In other
words paper volume had to increase to the physical volume on a worldwide scale, and that was
going to be one hell of a jump. It could not be hidden from the news any longer.
This was not far from the time that "Big Trader" said that "if gold drops below $370 the world
would see trading volume like never before seen". The rest is history. Now the CBs will have to
sell 1/3 to 1/2 of their gold just to cover whats out there. To use the Queens English "it ain't gona
happen dude"!"
I'm not saying that all Giants are CBs. They aren't. But some CBs do play with the BBs. I have a reader
who is a FOREX trader and she sends me gold-related info that comes across her screen from time to
time. On 5/23, the day after the Puke she sent me this which I shared with Victor:
"Hey FOFOA,
I hear on the wire today that there is at least one Asian Central Bank with bids in the interbank market
for spot gold at $1525"
These emails she sends me are very infrequent. To give you an idea of the frequency, the last time she
sent me any item of interest that came across her FOREX "wire" was October. Anyway, I was about to
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share with Victor a couple of her emails in which she explained this info she gets. But since it is
relevant to the discussion at hand, I decided to share them with everyone. I hope she doesn't mind! ;)
9/14/11
Hi FOFOA,
I realise I didn't bother to tell you much about myself, but I am a currency trader and that is how I
came across your blog.
Sometimes info comes across my desk to do with Central Banks hitting bids or offers in various forex
pairs, like "word is, Singapore Sovereign Fund on the bid EURUSD below 1.365", or whatever. Today,
for the first time in ages and ages (maybe since the $1000 mark) I got a wire about gold:
Cont…
June 2, 2012 4:11 PM
FOFOA said...
2/2
"Interbank reports China bid spot XAU $1815 into NY close, further bid interest expected from
same $1725-$1750."
Sometimes the wire will mention the size of bids or offers but not in this case. I'm not sure if info like
this interests you, but let me know if it does and I will pass it on as it comes to light.
9/26/11
Hi FOFOA,
The interbank is what we refer to as the aggregate price posted by a bunch of banks, same way the spot
forex market works. There is no single exchange and no single posted price, rather a bunch of bank run
ECNs which aggregate against each other to provide a "best bid/offer". The best/well known examples
are EBS, Currenex and Reuters D3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_Broking_Services
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reuters_3000_Xtra
Usually, on big market days and even most days, at the end of the day (NY close) traders with access
go back over the nights action and try to match executed volume against order flow which they
executed for clients or saw their buddies on another desk executing for clients, to help get a grasp on
who was doing what in the previous days action. Sometimes traders will put stop or limit orders into
the market directly, so you can see volume waiting before it's executed.
So as Tokyo opens you will often see wires like "Confirmed 3 yards executed USDJPY during London
afternoon fix at 85.5" or as London opens "Sovereign buy stops located just above 1.5 EURUSD, small
size, bigger at 1.5525" or similar (I just pulled those ones out of my arse for example purposes). A yard
is 1 billion.
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It isn't often you see such wires about interbank gold transactions.
As mentioned, before $1815 the last time I saw such a line (admittedly they might have occurred and I
missed them) was in 2009 around the $1000 spot gold price.
So to clarify what I meant specifically:
On the interbank gold market last night, which is the gold equivalent of spot forex, there was very little
volume. Certainly not enough volume to attribute to a large player. Large players may have been
positioning themselves in gold through other markets, but not on the interbank market. As rumors
about $1650 bids from a cachet of Asian Central Banks had been floating around ever since the
original $1815 China bid was spotted, after the NY close traders looked very hard at the overnight
interbank flows for signs of order execution by these same parties and came up with nothing. $1815
was a real bid (although who knows how long it was held for), but no bids materialised under $1750
from sovereigns, certainly not below $1650, in the interbank market.
I also noticed today there is a note from Goldman Sachs floating around the net about the recent price
action in gold, and I will quote the appropriate section below:
"What we are seeing in the market place is high volume turnover on the exchange but extremely low
liquidity and huge activity on the screens rather than in the OTC discretionary space where most of our
counterparties have had very little risk in gold for several weeks. Interbank flows are almost extinct."
Sincerely,
FOFOA
June 2, 2012 4:14 PM
Michael H said...
Regarding 'synthetic hedges':
If the hypothesis that the BBs effect a gold price rise by replacing synthetic 'gold price correlated'
hedges by actual paper gold, wouldn't this action cause losses for the BBs?
Example: BB has XXX short exposure to gold price so as part of the hedge they buy XX long oil price
exposure. They need the gold price to rise so they sell X oil price and buy X gold price.
By selling X oil price, do they begin to break the correlation between the remaining XX in oil hedges
and the gold price?
I.e. by unwinding part of their hedges are they eating losses on the remainder of their hedge.
June 2, 2012 7:47 PM
FOFOA said...
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Hello Michael H,
Earlier Gary asked about the "needing/wanting issue". It's the dollar/BB side that needs the $PoG
(paper gold) to rise so as to manage the flow of physical. Short exposure is a slam dunk to the BBs.
They don't fear it one bit. As I said, it's more of a wonder (i.e. mystery) when the $PoG rises than when
it falls, which is why it doesn't make sense to think that anyone is intentionally suppressing the $PoG.
Here's some FOA from "A Clear Path" (3/2/00):
"From a Euroland viewpoint, the dollar no longer needed to be supported by a low gold price. With the
Euro in place and holding a large portion of the world's new, non-currency "reserve asset" for support,
they no longer had a reason to buy at $280 or sell at $480. Indeed, they told the world they were
backing out of the paper gold game with the Washington Agreement."
So you're a BB, Michael, and you no longer have official support for a low (managed) price for
physical to keep it in line with the price of your paper product, the $PoG. The other way to look at this
is as if you are a bank who has just lost its CB backer, its lender of last resort. A bank with a lender of
last resort doesn't need to manage the flow of reserves itself as its CB just steps in and floods the
market with reserves when needed. Here's a bit from my post The View: A Classic Bank Run to set up
this analogy:
"A bank can be "populated" with unallocated gold accounts in two primary ways. It can either be done
as a physical deposit by a silly person or by another corporate entity, or else it can occur completely in
the non-physical realm as a cashflow event whereby a customer with a surplus account of forex calls
up and requests to exchange some or all of it for gold units, whereupon the bank acts as a
broker/dealer to cover the deal – occurring and residing on the books as an accounting event among
counterparties rather than as any sort of physical purchase. No bread, no breadcrumbs, only a paper
trail and metal of the mind. This is how the LBMA can report its mere subset of clearing volumes
averaging in the neighborhood of 18 million ounces PER DAY. Just a whole lot of "unallocated gold"
digital activity as an ongoing counterparty-squaring exercise.
It is here that I offer the eurodollar market as a very good parallel to the bullion sector of banking.
While not a perfect parallel (for all the most obvious reasons) it provides a remarkably good bridge to
help anyone who has a good footing on modern commercial banking to successfully cross over to that
seemingly unfamiliar territory of "bullion banking". In fact, they need do little more to successfully
cross over than to simply think of bullion banking ops as though they were eurodollar banking ops –
the difference being that whereas eurodollar banking makes extra-sovereign use of the U.S. dollar as
its accounting basis in international banking activities (thus outflanking New York's purview and
restrictions), bullion banking engages in similar "extra-sovereign" use of gold ounces within its
operational/accounting basis (thus outflanking and overrunning Mother Earth's domain and tangible
restrictions)."
Cont…
June 3, 2012 12:09 AM
FOFOA said...
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2/2
There's really no risk of paper gold rocketing to the moon. Unlike the real thing, paper gold can be
quantitatively eased (expanded in volume) to meet demand, kind of like the dollar. The risk is an
uncontrollable shift in demand from your paper to your reserves. To manage that risk, you must
manage the flow of reserves.
You're a bank, so you never have any exchange rate or price exposure. You hired some Harvard PhD
geeks to take care of that. You might have "short exposure" according to those annoying little gold bugs
(why can't someone come up with an effective gold bug lamp?), but you're a bank, a master of the
known and unknown universe, so you know better. Whatever your momentary exposure may be in that
minute after one of your minions hangs up with a client, your black box takes care of it.
Most of your job is just "netting out" everyone else's transactions and then counting (and subsequently
rolling around in) all the transaction fees. And your nifty black box nets these things out six ways to
Sunday. If someone buys a dollar from you exposing you as short one dollar, that can be netted out
against someone else selling you a dollar… or an almost infinite amount of other ways! A small part of
your job is managing your net-exposure at the end of the day, and the even smaller, most annoying part
is managing the flow of those stupid shiny rocks the dirty miners and blue-collar workers at the
refinery ship to your vault.
Any net short exposure your black box spits out means you have net cash of one kind or another with
which you can quickly eliminate that exposure by picking from the menu of choices your box spits out
at the same time. If there's a net inflow of $5.4B with short gold exposure as there was in Q1 2011
according to the LBMA survey, there's no need to unwind anything that you already own. You just pick
where you want to channel that inflow of cash. Some to the "gold" market (to manage the flow of
physical) and the rest into whatever your black box says has a strong correlation.
If there's a net outflow of cash (or other stuff) leaving you with a net long exposure to shiny rocks, you
could either short the "gold" market or simply unwind some other correlated long hedges. But if you
want your precious $PoG to rise for those ever-annoying "reserve management" reasons, you obviously
won't choose to short the "gold" market! You will instead be unwinding your other long hedges. And if
you really want to give the "gold" market a boost (because of a Puke), why not unwind more than you
need and pour that extra cash into COMEX?
You've just unwound your leveraged long in that other item which will now be temporarily lesscorrelated with gold because of your *UPWARD* manipulation of the (quote-unquote) "gold" price.
And the best part is that since you are a master of the universe and you knew that gold would
unexpectedly bounce up $70 (give or take) on Friday, you were able to let your black box know about it
and he/she/it made the appropriate adjustments. All in a day's/week's work, and now back to rolling
around in those fees.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
PS. Your Harvard PhD geeks never heard of Another, FOA or Freegold at Harvard, so that particular
phat tail never made it into your unfortunate algorithm.
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Sunday, June 10, 2012
Blondie's View

I thought Blondie's excellent comment was just about good enough to be a post. And when RJ called it
Sermon on the Mount material, that tipped the scale. But be careful not to miss the forest for the trees,
or the fractal for the chaos, because Blondie pretty much nails it. It's all in the view—the perspective.
And even though you may not be a giant, you can still learn to view the world as a giant with a little
practice. It's easier than you might think. All you have to do is gently set your shrimp baggage on the
ground and walk away.
Blondie on the Mount
Another said:
"Gold! It is the only medium that currencies do not "move thru". It is the only Money that cannot
be valued by currencies. It is gold that denominates currency. It is to say "gold moves thru paper
currencies"
If this statement appears the least bit cryptic, if it does not make 100% crystal clear sense, then little
else written on this blog by either the contributors or the scant few commenters who do understand it
will make complete sense to you, despite your best efforts.
You see, my friend, in this world there are two types of people: those who PRODUCE, and those who
consume. YOU consume.
Those who PRODUCE, and there is perfectly good reason why it is written in caps, are giants.
Everyone else, including YOU, is a shrimp.
Another’s statement above is the perspective of the giants, not the shrimps. So don’t feel bad if its
inherent truth is not self-evident, you have simply never directly experienced life as a giant. No shame
in that! That in itself means nothing at all.
Except that you don’t have the perspective from which to understand gold. So you'll have to build it
from scratch.
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In this case actually understanding gold means firstly having to discard an awful lot of fundamental
beliefs about the way things work. This is also the single biggest barrier to discussing gold with anyone
else… they will never understand without ditching some of what they hold as fundamental beliefs, so
you may as well not bother. If you win anyone over it is ultimately only because of their faith in you
and your perceptions, not their own understanding. But I digress.
You may appreciate that we need gold to fix our monetary system, but that does not mean you actually
understand how gold really functions.
Gold functions as the ultimate store of value. Nice words, nice idea, but you are a shrimp. You’ve never
had value in a quantity that needed storing. Sure you may have “savings”, but you’ve never personally
experienced diminishing marginal utility to the degree that gold’s function becomes apparent, so it
remains a theory. There is a monumental difference between mere theory and theory corroborated by
experience. The latter has graduated from theory to fact.
This is the basis of my previous comment about ‘new money’ and the fact that it does not necessarily
understand gold. New money for the most part believes it has its surplus value securely stored in
various financial instruments. Old money (real giants) knows better. This perspective is also why the
idea that Oil would not require physical gold for their surplus is preposterous.
Another told you that you could follow in the footsteps of giants, and you can, but if you want to see
their perspective there’s a bit more involved.
Newsflash: $US HI already happened. That’s what the ‘structural support’ since the early ‘80s has been
in aid of, to avoid the conclusion of this process. As FOFOA has pointed out so clearly, as long as the
marginal flow of excess dollars emitted by the US is absorbed into the market the dollar can continue to
function. The devaluation of the currency is a market driven event, the final stage of every HI, but it
does not occur as long as the excess currency is absorbed. Some entities have not wanted it to occur
until they were better prepared, so they have, at no small cost, supplied the structural support to delay
the denouement. Obviously they felt the costs were outweighed by the benefits.
The revaluation of gold is a distinctly separate though concurrent event.
If you understand how gold works you will appreciate that the giants have no incentive to directly
trigger either of these separate but simultaneous events… they already have their gold, and they already
know its value (and who wants to be blamed for something that was completely unavoidable?). If you
don’t need to access the value you have stored in gold, then it is really irrelevant to you what the
market currently values gold at. They don’t need the shrimps to tell them anything; rather it is the
shrimps who need to wise up. Shrimps are the same ones objecting to “austerity” aka living within
one’s means. Doesn’t occur to them that the fantasy may have been the time when they lived over and
above their means, does it?
I got a good laugh from this article, particularly the opening paragraphs:
"So what is it about money that the leaders of the eurozone don't get?
Money has been around for a while, and it's not terribly complicated.
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The key element is trust. That was true when money was a piece of metal that you could bite or bounce.
Now that money is just a piece of paper, it's even truer. Today's money is nothing but trust.
That's why the euro crisis is so bizarre. The euro is, in theory, one of the world's great currencies. And
yet, as this crisis has demonstrated, nobody actually stands behind it. There is no lender of last resort.
There is no "full faith and credit." There's nobody on the other end of the promise.
And it's as if the leaders of the eurozone wanted to go out of their way to prove it. They've taken us up
to the velvet curtain and then themselves, with a self-satisfied smile, pulled it aside to show us that
there is no Great Oz.
And in the process they've done major, and perhaps irretrievable, damage to their own currency and to
the very idea of money in our time. If you can't trust the euro, what paper can you trust?"
Looks to me like the “leaders of the eurozone” get it fine… the author is simply under the presumption
he understands money. Doesn’t seem to have occurred to him that he may not.
He’s definitely not alone.
FOFOA:
"It's just a shift in the perception of savers. Can't change that."
“Savers”: those producers who currently do not understand gold.
Consumers (shrimps) are just along for the ride.
As I said at the top, if Another’s statement is not crystal clear you don’t understand gold, so don’t
delude yourself that you do, and bear this in mind when you compose a comment.
I've no doubt my comments will upset some people. That doesn't mean they're not correct, just that
some people don't like them. A bit like "austerity" perhaps.
__________
milamber said:
"... to this western shrimp’s mind, there is a whole lot of unlearning that I have had/am having to do!"
I appreciate that, having been there too. To be honest, it's not as difficult as it appears. Like many
others, it became clear to me a few years ago that big things were going down. I felt compelled to find
out what. It wasn't a big step to see that this was entirely a monetary issue. When I thought about it, I
couldn't produce a really good definition of money, so ... I had some work to do. Build yourself a good
definition and Another's perspective, not to mention the world at large, start making a lot more sense.
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Thursday, June 21, 2012
The Debtors and the Savers 2012

Like Dust in the Wind
There are 31,530,000 seconds in a year. A thousand milliseconds in a second. A million microseconds.
A billion nanoseconds. And the one constant, connecting nanoseconds to years, is change. The
universe, from atom to galaxy, is in a perpetual state of flux. But we humans don't like change. We fight
it; it scares us. So we create the illusion of stasis.
We want to believe in a world at rest—the world of right now. Yet our great paradox remains the same.
The moment we grasp the now, that now is gone. We cling to snapshots, but life is moving pictures,
each nanosecond different than the last. Time forces us to grow, to adapt, because every time we blink
our eyes, the world shifts beneath our feet.
Change isn't easy. More often, it's wrenching and difficult. But maybe that's a good thing. Because it's
change that makes us strong, keeps us resilient, and teaches us to evolve. –Tim Kring
Prices change. Don't they? Yes, of course they do! We don't always like it when prices change, but they
do nonetheless. And why do prices change? Because values change! That's right, I'm talking about the
way humans value things relative to other things. Relative values change constantly, and because
relative value is a subjective choice made by each individual, what actually changes is demand.
I remember back in 2008 BlackBerries were all the rage. First generation iPhones were a little buggy
and RIM (the maker of the BlackBerry) was rocketing toward $150. Both RIM and Apple were around
$140 at about the same time. Today iPhones are cool, RIM is $10 and Apple is $577. Demand changes,
relative values change, prices change. We don't always like it when things change, but they do
nonetheless.
So why are some people so stuck on that old objective cost theory of value? One thing I have learned
through writing this blog is that these people in particular, when they come across my blog, seem to be
the most obsessive about "debunking" me. Yes, I'm talking about our old Marxist frenemy Ash. In the
first draft of this post I had links to a couple of others as well, one who wrote something like
Debunking FOFOA and another who devoted no less than six posts to the cause. But there's really no
need to look any further than everyone's favorite Marxian with his ten posts and counting. He has an
ongoing series over at "The Automatic Earth" devoted to debunking Freegold!
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The Marxian View
Ashvin Pandurangi: "This series was a comprehensive attempt to debunk the [Freegold] theory by
attacking its foundations, which range from Hegelian idealism to the (more concrete) marginal utility
theory of value, and by replacing those foundations with what I believe to be more solid ones. Among
these were Marx's theory of capitalism, spanning his concepts of surplus value, rate of exploitation,
over-production and realization of value…"
In my 2010 post, The Debtors and the Savers, I explained the "Marxian" view of class struggle like
this: "Simply put, Marx says it's the rich versus the poor. According to Marx the rich exploit the poor to
get themselves a "labor-free income", which spawns a class struggle." This flawed perspective makes it
impossible to understand Freegold, which is perhaps why they are so driven to debunk it.
Hegelian Idealism
With the correct delineation being the debtors and the savers (aka the easy money camp and the hard
money camp), Freegold simply explains how, with the termination of the $IMFS, what remains is a
system in which these two camps will no longer be in a perpetual state of monetary conflict. This is
what Ashvin dubs Hegelian idealism; the idea that mutually beneficial coexistence between those
whose innate tendency is to net-produce (produce more than they consume) and those who prefer easy
money through borrowing, taxing and printing is even possible. His argument that it is not possible
boils down to "they" (the evil ruling elite) will never let it happen.
Marginal Utility Theory of Value
Simply stated, the Marginal Utility Theory of Value which Marxists object to is really just the
subjective view of value which I described at the top. They prefer Marx's objective view of value which
says that value flows up through the costs embedded in the supply side rather than down from the
subjective choice of the end user. And while Marx has been thoroughly discredited in economics, this
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objective view of value persists because it fits the "exploitation of the workers" theme that is so popular
among impressionable young minds and scary doomers with batshit-crazy worldviews.

Which brings us to Ashvin's "more solid" foundations of Marxian "surplus value, rate of exploitation,
over-production and realization of value."
Surplus Value
In this view, surplus value comes only from the Capitalist's exploitation of workers, be it from selling
goods back to the workers for a price higher than the value (value being the cost of production paid to
the workers), or from lending to the workers for interest or rent (labor-free income).
Rate of Exploitation
The rate of exploitation, as you can imagine, is simply the rate of surplus value accumulated by the
Capitalists at the workers' expense. So if surplus value is the stock, the rate of exploitation is the flow.
Over-production
Here's a quick excerpt from Marxists.org on over-production:
The real problem when goods lie on the shelves is that no-one can afford to buy the
commodities; in other words “over-production” should really be called “underconsumption”.
In another sense however, the term “overproduction” is valid; but it is not goods and
services which have been over-produced, but capital.
During a boom period – the rising phase of a capitalist crisis – profits run high and a
mountain of fictitious capital is built-up by speculation and borrowing for unwarranted
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future expansion. All this fictitious capital has to be fed by the surplus extracted from
workers and this grows to be more and more of a burden on the backs of the workers until
profitability can no longer be maintained, and slump takes over.
Realization of Value
Again from Marxists.org:
Realisation is the transformation of something from an ideal or potential form to an actual
or material form. Realisation of value is the conversion of a profit or payment in the form
of a surplus product or credit into money form.
Commodity production is based on the production of a product which the producer
themself does not need, on the basis that their own need can be met by exchange or sale of
the surplus product. In particular capitalist production can only complete the cycle of
capitalist reproduction when the labour power is used, the product sold and paid for.
The beginnings of crisis often lie not so much in the failure to produce a surplus as in the
failure to realise surplus production.
Are you starting to get the picture? These guys don't like the concept that value is in the eye of the
beholder. They need value to be an objective metric in order to explain how the Capitalist exploits the
worker. How the rich exploit the poor. How the bourgeoisie exploit the proletariat. From my 2010 post,
here are Marx's classes in his version of the class struggle:
Marx's classes were:
1. Labour (the proletariat or workers) - anyone who earns their livelihood by selling their labor and
being paid a wage for their labor time. They have little choice but to work for capital, since they
typically have no independent way to survive.
2. Capital (the bourgeoisie or capitalists) - anyone who gets their income not from labor as much as
from the surplus value they appropriate from the workers who create wealth. The income of the
capitalists, therefore, is based on their exploitation of the workers.
And here is my corrected delineation:
The two classes are not the Labour and the Capital, the rich and the poor, the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, or the workers and the elite. The two classes are the Debtors and the Savers. "The easy
money camp" and "the hard money camp". History reveals the story of these two groups, over and over
and over again. Always one is in power, and always the other one desires the power.
1. Debtors - "The easy money camp" likes to spend (and redistribute) money it did not earn, either by
borrowing it, taxing the savers for it, or printing it. They like easy money because it is always and
everywhere constantly inflating, easing the repayment of their debts.
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2. Savers - "The hard money camp" likes to live within their means and save any excess for the future.
They prefer hard money (or in some cases "harder" money) because it protects their savings and forces
the debtors to work off their debts.
Some of my readers thought this was my most profound post. Others picked up on my theme and wrote
their own articles about "the debtors and the creditors" thinking they had corrected my obvious error. It
wasn't an error. It was intentional. The Debtors and the Savers are the two inherent camps. They are
not, and should not be, direct counterparties! More on this in a moment.
In Time
In The Debtors and the Savers I posted a very short version of a forgettable movie which helped make
the point that individual members of the two camps are not as obvious as the superficially rich and
poor. In fact, many in the West who are living like kings are actually up to their eyeballs in debt.
For this post I'd like to direct your attention to the movie In Time starring Justin Timberlake and
Amanda Seyfried. It's a much less forgettable movie than Tiger's Tail, so check it out. Here's a twominute trailer:
In Time Trailer
The premise of the movie is that time is the currency. And since time passes automatically, that’s like
inflation. If you just sit on your currency doing nothing, it will leak away with time. In the movie, when
you run out of currency, you run out of time and you drop dead on the spot. Most of the people live in
the ghetto and they never have more than a day or two at a time, so they have to keep working just to
stay alive.
Then there are the rich people who have eons of time. You can literally live forever in this world if you
accumulate enough currency which is also real time. And the rich get richer not by producing lots of
good stuff, but by loaning their surplus time to the poor at usurious rates.
The story is told from the perspective of the poor, but from another perspective it really drives home
the point that wealth is best kept not mixed in with the transactional currency by relying on debtors'
servitude. In the movie the rich could only live forever as long as the poor lived hand to mouth, always
working, producing, and never getting ahead to the point where becoming a consumer was an option.
So the wealthy relied on the production output of poor debtors for their wealth which, in this world,
was an endless life of luxurious consumption.
But as a net-producer (one who produces more than you consume) that’s not the best way to store your
purchasing power. If you could pick a counterparty for your future, would it be a debtor who lives hand
to mouth always on the precipice of bankruptcy, or a fellow net-producer? How about if you could
choose between either all of the debtors as your counterparty, aggregated by a government which has
every incentive to debase your savings, or all of the net-producers/savers with a 5,000 year track record
of their innate drive to net-produce and save for the future? Which would you choose if such a choice
existed?
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This film is a classic illustration of the popular "Marxian" view of perpetual class struggle: exploitation
of the workers. The wealthy live the good life consuming as much as they want on the backs of the
indebted poor who must slave away producing just enough to stay alive, plus some surplus for the
wealthy to consume.
But is this reality?
With the proper perspective and a little quiet contemplation it becomes obvious that, today, we highly
indebted Westerners have a much higher living standard and luxurious rate of consumption than the
net-producers of the world. Those supporting our lifestyle are not indebted to us—it's the other way
around. And other things become clear as well. Like that credit (debt) is demanded by the debtors
(remember, human demand drives everything), not forced upon them. And that banks, whose job it is to
extend credit (aka easy money), are actually in the easy money camp along with the debtors. More on
this in a moment.
The Mungerian View
Over on the other side of the coin we have Mungerian paperbug Capitalist and fair-weather friend to
the "goldbugs" (a term with which I cannot identify), Izabella Kaminska [1], who, after "enduring" a
few tweets from Freegolds among others, thought she schooled her buggy friends with a two-part series
creatively titled, Debunking goldbugs.
I say she's the other side of the coin because Izabella thinks the savers owe it to the debtors to be their
direct counterparty and earn some labor-free income via interest which the Marxians call exploitation.
And I called her a Mungerian paperbug in honor of Charlie Munger because she sounds just like
Munger and the Dingbat from my post A Winner Takes the Gold. Remember that Charlie thinks you’re
a jerk if you hoard gold? Well Izabella says you're a selfish, anti-social cheat.
She even tries channeling John Locke's reasoning into an argument against hoarding gold with this
clever quote from the conveniently titled RealitySandwich.com:
Suppose I have twelve loaves of bread, and you are hungry. I cannot eat so much bread
before it goes stale, so I am happy to lend some of it to you. “Here, take these six loaves,” I
say, “and when you have bread in the future, you can give me six loaves back again.” I give
you six fresh loaves now, and you give me six fresh loaves sometime in the future.
In a world where the things we need and use go bad, sharing comes naturally. The hoarder
ends up sitting alone atop a pile of stale bread, rusty tools, and spoiled fruit, and no one
wants to help him, for he has helped no one.
Here's some John Locke from my post dealing with Munger and the Dingbat:
Furthermore, gold is the most socially responsible valuable good to "hoard" (save), which
is another reason it is the focal point. John Locke wrote way back in 1690 that it is "foolish
and dishonest" for men to hoard up things of short duration, things that are consumed in the
support of life, or any more than one can personally use from the common stock of
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perishables and truly useful supports of life. This, Locke wrote, is how man came to value
durable things of no industrial worth, that "he might heap up as much of these durable
things as he pleased… and keep those by him all his life," because "he invaded not the right
of others."
Of course you don't want to hoard perishable goods like loaves of bread! That's just silly. But it is an
important concept to understand. So why hold someone else in debt rather than simply hoarding a
durable thing of no industrial worth, as the real John Locke recommends? Well, Izabella's argument is
that you are better off if you lend your surplus to someone so that you can later ask for it back. She
calls this the "favour system" and she says that if you hoard gold then you are "opting out" of this
"collaborative process".
But how does holding someone else in your debt make it more likely that you'll be able to redeem your
six loaves than if you simply sold them and bought a durable thing that is extremely likely to be
considered valuable by other savers in the future? In fact, it doesn't! And Izabella addresses this issue.
She says that you're better off not holding a specific person in debt because he might die, but rather
holding your government's debt! She says the "sovereign lord" provides the vital service of credit
aggregation and central clearing (which is true for the transactional currency) and thereby creates
"fungible" and "non-perishable" debts for saving! (At least she didn't go so far as to call government
debt infinitely divisible, discreet, transportable and pretty.)
But even though government debt may be relatively fungible and (nominally) non-perishable, you're
still at the mercy of the government should it decide to debase your savings. Izabella says this is not
only a good thing, but it is your social duty:
Luckily for the system, the sovereign can expand or contract the number of debts that
circulate within its community to match the current production/wealth profile of the nation
and keep the system in check.
[…]
You could say, the sovereign borrowed from the rich (those with surplus wealth which will
otherwise perish) and redistributed the wealth according to the needs of the community.
Since everybody received something, including the ‘rich’, a tax (cancellation of debts
outstanding) kept the system in balance. Very MMT.
What she's saying here is that too much savings is a burden on the system and the government provides
the valuable service of debasing burdensome levels of savings down to a socially healthy level. How
does that make you feel? And yeah, Izabella is apparently quite fond of MMT, which is why this part
reminded me of someone else who once said that savings above "a certain level" are a "burden". I'm
talking about our very own MMT Greg:
I don't disagree with your idea of saving but it cannot be done to much of a degree on a
macrolevel. There must be someone to consume your oversupply after a certain level.
Savings is a burden when excessive. How to predetermine the "right" amount ? Dont
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know. How to know it when you see it....... right now. We have OVER produced a lot of
things.
As Mosler is fond of saying, economics is the opposite of religion, in economics it's better
to receive than to give. If you produce extra and [loan] it to me so I don't have to produce it
myself .....THANKS is the proper response.
In part 2 of her bug schooling affectionately titled Gold’s Anti-Social Behaviour Order, here is Izabella
expressing the same sentiment as MMT Greg regarding excessive savings being a burden on the system
(my emphasis):
…there’s no denying a promissory note is a much more practical unit of exchange and store
of value than a bar of gold.
The problem with promissory notes from a goldbug’s point of view, however, is that a
sovereign always has the means to “manipulate” supply so as to regulate the system’s
excesses and deficits for the benefit of the group: bringing their purchasing power of the
notes down when there is an abundance of goods to notes “by printing more”, and bringing
their purchasing power up when there is a deficit of goods to notes.
This puts the interests of the group above those of the individual, because — in the words
of goldbugs — it “steals” wealth from individuals.
These regulative processes of course are necessary. They’re a correcting mechanism that
ensure efficiency and curb wasteful production. And, as we’ve stated before, it is
anticipated that promissory notes are eventually extinguished via the payment of taxes. In a
perfect system the sovereign should provide for you, once you’re no longer productive
anyway.
In other words, it is good that the government can reduce "excessive savings" through debasement. In
fact it is the government's job to do that, just like it is the government's job to take care of you when
you get old according to Izabella. And here is "gold's anti-social behavior" in a nutshell:
What gold thus represents, we would argue, is an opt out, and a cheat, from participation in
the group correctional process. Its existence undermines the sovereign’s ability to regulate
the supply of debt to match the needs of the system. In a situation where there are too many
goods, and too little monetary sovereign debt, the sovereign clearly needs to create more
sovereign ‘debt money’ — and debase the store of value — to encourage more of this
overproduction to be used and efficiently allocated.
Since gold can’t be “debased”, it begins to attract investment from those who would rather
not consume today’s overproduction (and via that sharing wealth and ‘favours’) but
continue to hoard these for the purpose of individual wealth accumulation.
In the opposite scenario, when there aren’t enough goods to satisfy sovereign debt claims
and the sovereign intervenes by contracting the money supply — by making it extremely
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expensive to borrow but extremely attractive to invest in the production of goods — gold
attracts investment from those who would rather not delay consumption until tomorrow for
the benefit of the community.
Gold in this way symbolises humanity’s selfish streak.
[…]
So while gold may be a workable underlier for a redemption option, this doesn’t change the
fact that at the heart of the system it is faith and faith alone which holds everything
together. Whether that faith is reflected in a sovereign’s ability to manage the economy on
behalf of the group, in the sovereign’s guarantee to honour a gold option, or faith in the
gold god himself… faith is the constant. Not gold.
What’s more, while gold encourages anti-social behaviour and hoarding in individuals, a
fiat-based system encourages the very opposite: sharing, distribution, collaboration and
cooperation.
And then she concludes with two options:
Which leaves two possible plans out of the crisis:
1) The goldbug plan: based on encouraging everyone to hoard ever greater amounts of
natural wealth for themselves and themselves in what is ultimately a commodity you might
never be able to eat.
2) The fiat plan: based on encouraging society to trust each other again, and via that storing,
redeeming and returning favours until the system’s ails are eliminated.
This is obviously someone with both feet firmly planted in one camp telling the other camp what they
should do. Almost reminds me of that famous quote about sharing and unselfishness by… hmm, I
forget, was it Jesus? "From each [producer] according to his ability, to each [consumer] according
to his needs." Funnily enough, here's what Wikipedia says about that quote:
In the Marxist view, such an arrangement will be made possible by the abundance of goods
and services that a developed communist society will produce; the idea is that there will be
enough to satisfy everyone's needs.
Now compare that idea with Izabella's post one week later titled The end of artificial scarcity:
It’s an environment that we have argued requires a new paradigm for the world. A transition
towards a steady-state where money has no choice but to depreciate because its role as a
store of value has been made redundant due to the general abundance of goods in society,
brought about by technological innovation and efficiency. In a post-scarcity environment
there is no need to delay or hurry purchases, or to even have a store of value. You use only
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what you need.
[…]
And when that happens money itself will die, because who needs to save for their old age,
if over the time the system is going to provide ever more “stuff” you need for free or almost
for free.
Not convinced?
We’d argue the signs that this is happening are already appearing.

Да здравствует революция indeed!
In truth, Izabella's whole argument in the two goldbug posts was based on a flawed premise
considering that they were spawned by her frustration at interaction with "Freegolds" and a few of my
other "regulars" on Twitter rather than with true goldbugs. That premise was her assumption that they
(we) have, in her words, an "utter and complete hatred of the so-called paper money system."
The truth is that we view the primary and secondary functions of a monetary system separately. Paper
money (and electronic currency) is, in fact, the best thing since sliced bread in the transactional role.
Here's a quote from our very own Aristotle describing his personal journey and discovery that paper
money is not only good, but necessary, back in 2000:
"Going in, I was a charter member of the Goldhearts club [aka a goldbug], and I emerged even more
excited about the prospects of Gold than before. The future for Gold is bright, and it is rapidly
approaching in the manner I laid out, if I'm reading the signs correctly.
In working on this project, I was personally shocked when I discovered that we absolutely
NEEDED paper currency in order to set Gold free."
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Freegold is not about making easy money a little bit harder. On the contrary, it is about the debtors and
the savers coexisting without the perpetual monetary conflict embedded in all prior systems. (See The
Debtors and the Savers 2010 for more about this perpetual conflict.)
Izabella has probably never heard of FOFOA's dilemma. Here it is, from The Return to Honest Money:
FOFOA's dilemma: When a single medium is used as both store of value and medium of exchange it
leads to a conflict between debtors and savers. FOFOA's dilemma holds true for both gold and fiat, the
solution being Freegold, which incidentally also resolves Triffin's dilemma.
And from that same post, here's my definition of Honest Money: "My definition is that honest money is
simply money that does not purport to be something it is not." As I explained in that post, money's two
main functions, medium of exchange and store of value, are actually fulfilled by two different media,
even today: a primary and a secondary medium of exchange. Today (and in Izabella's ideal world) that
secondary medium of exchange is debt denominated in the primary medium.
The quote at the top of my blog reads: "Everyone knows where we have been. Let's see where we are
going!" Well, everyone knows we have been where debt is the systemic store of value, its "tier 1"
reserves, and Izabella doesn't seem to be arguing the inevitability that this is also our future. Instead she
seems to be arguing that it is simply the better of two choices—the socially responsible and unselfish
thing to do with your savings. But is she correct? Is debt really better than gold for the overall society?
In order to answer this question I think we need to look carefully at which one is better from two
different perspectives; from the perspective of the savers and from the perspective of society at large.
I'm attributing the perspective of society at large to that of the debtors as well. As I pointed out earlier,
Izabella is clearly in the debtor camp. This doesn't necessarily mean that she's in debt. It simply means
that she's in the easy money camp as opposed to being in the hard money camp—what she thinks of as
"the goldbugs".
She may in fact have savings, but as she says, she "puts the interests of the group above those of the
individual" and she's happy to do her civic duty of letting the government debase her savings when
necessary. This puts her firmly in the debtor camp. And being in the debtor camp, she is obviously
arguing for the benefit of the overall society or economy. So that's why I say I'm attributing the
perspective of society at large to that of the debtors as well, because they are apparently one and the
same.
Now would probably be a good time to restate that "the debtors and the savers" is a dichotomy, not a
moral judgment. It is a way of viewing the world in two camps that corrects Karl Marx's most enduring
(and harmful) legacy. Neither camp is better than the other any more than women are better than men.
It is simply a model for understanding how two groups with apparently different innate tendencies have
always been placed in conflict with each other throughout history due to the emergence of monetary
systems. If you haven't read The Debtors and the Savers yet, now would be as good a time as any! ;)
From the Viewpoint of the Savers
Is money positive or negative equity? Izabella correctly implies money to be fungible claims on each
other's goods. And she goes on to explain that these claims can sometimes be too numerous "when
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there aren’t enough goods to satisfy" all of the claims. This, she explains, is when the government steps
in and makes adjustments to keep the number of claims roughly in line with the number of goods.
So when we look at money (or claims against the physical plane of goods and services) in aggregate,
we can clearly see that hypothetically doubling or tripling the number of claims actually reduces the
specific amount of equity in the physical plane each fungible claim represents. It is for this reason that I
like to think of money in aggregate as negative equity, and also why I like to delineate between the
monetary and physical planes.
Being a claim, it is merely one half of a physical plane barter transaction. You sold a good or provided
a service in the physical plane and received a claim in the monetary plane. Once you redeem that claim
for a good or service in the physical plane you will have completed a full transaction. But until that
time, while you are holding money, you are only halfway there. And for as long as you remain in this
barter purgatory, you are exposed to the effects of your claim being negative equity which I just
described.
(I used the term "money" above because if, hypothetically, the gold stock could be doubled or tripled
quickly enough, the same principle would apply to gold.)
Clearly it is the well-known exchange rate between monetary claims and the physical plane—as
opposed to some intrinsic or cost-derived value—which gives these claims their value. It is the
observed completion of other transactions today, yesterday and last week, which informs us of what we
can expect to get for the claims we are holding. But as savers, we intend to hold these claims for a long
time, perhaps even decades, so we want some sort of additional reasoning as to why they will hold this
present known value for such long periods of time.
Of course very few savers hold the primary medium of exchange for long periods of time. We hold
what Mises called secondary media of exchange. And the world is full of things other than "the
common stock of perishables and truly useful supports of life" which we can hold (hoard) for this
purpose, from stocks to bonds to antiques, classic cars or even baseball cards. Here is Mises from his
book Human Action explaining the concept of secondary media:
A first-class bond is more marketable than a house in a city's main street, and an old fur
coat is more marketable than an autograph of an eighteenth-century statesman. One no
longer compares the marketability of the various vendible goods with the perfect
marketability of money. One merely compares the degree of marketability of the various
commodities. One may speak of the secondary marketability of the vendible goods.
He who owns a stock of goods of a high degree of secondary marketability is in a position
to restrict his cash holding. He can expect that when one day it is necessary for him to
increase his cash holding he will be in a position to sell these goods of a high degree of
secondary marketability without delay at the highest price attainable at the market.
[…]
Consequently there emerges a specific demand for such goods on the part of people eager
to keep them in order to reduce the costs of cash holding. The prices of these goods are
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partly determined by this specific demand; they would be lower in its absence. These goods
are secondary media of exchange, as it were, and their exchange value is the resultant of
two kinds of demand: the demand related to their services as secondary media of exchange,
and the demand related to the other services they render.
[…]
One must not confuse secondary media of exchange with money-substitutes. Moneysubstitutes are in the settlement of payments given away and received like money. But the
secondary media of exchange must first be exchanged against money or money-substitutes
if one wants to use them—in a roundabout way—for paying or for increasing cash
holdings.
Claims employed as secondary media of exchange have, because of this employment, a
broader market and a higher price. The outcome of this is that they yield lower interest than
claims of the same kind which are not fit to serve as secondary media of exchange.
Government bonds and treasury bills which can be used as secondary media of exchange
can be floated on conditions more favorable to the debtor than loans not suitable for this
purpose. The debtors concerned are therefore eager to organize the market for their
certificates of indebtedness in such a way as to make them attractive for those in search of
secondary media of exchange. They are intent upon making it possible for every holder of
such securities to sell them or to use them as collateral in borrowing under the most
reasonable terms. In advertising their bond issues to the public they stress these
opportunities as a special boon.
I included all of that long excerpt so that you could see how he explained, in his own words, the
concept of a focal point in this secondary media role. Many items will suffice as a secondary medium
of exchange, but the more an item is used in this function, the more value it derives from this particular
function, over and above the value from other uses: "…their exchange value is the resultant of two
kinds of demand: the demand related to [1] their services as secondary media of exchange, and the
demand related to [2] the other services they render."
And then you probably noticed that his search for the focal point led him to government bonds. I
figured this would make Izabella smile if she's still with us. So why do you think he didn't mention
gold as one of the secondary media of exchange? Perhaps it was because, when he wrote the book in
1940, gold was the primary medium of exchange.
I think I'm now at the point where I can narrow the focus of the discussion substantially. Izabella and I
are both talking about government debt versus gold as the two main competitors to becoming the focal
point store of value (aka secondary media) of the future. So let's just stipulate that and move on. Also, I
think we can both agree that government debt has been the official (and focal point) secondary medium
of the recent past. Furthermore, Izabella says that between government debt and gold, gold is the more
selfish choice. I'll stipulate to that as well.
In a moment we'll investigate whether the "selfish" choice is the better one for the economy as a whole,
but in this section we are looking at it from the "selfish" viewpoint of the savers. Izabella admits that
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the government debases its own debt, which, taken along with her labeling of gold as the "selfish"
choice, leads me to believe that she would be okay stipulating that, at least on the surface, gold appears
to be the better choice from a "selfish" saver's perspective. So then the only question remaining is
whether or not gold actually is better as it appears to be. Izabella says no.
Izabella warns "us" via Twitter: "The problem with gold (imho) is that it isn't a scarce commodity. You
have to physically make it scarce by hoarding it."
The only problem with her tweet is the word "problem". Other than that, she's absolutely right! There
are 170,000 tonnes of gold out there somewhere, 60 times annual production—that's a 60 year "supply
overhang" in commodity terms—and yet the flow today is barely more than what's coming out of the
ground. That's not a problem. That's absolute proof that gold is far more valuable than its commodity
price today!
Gold’s value really comes from intergenerational Giants who have no need to ever sell it. They really
just net-produce and net-produce and they do it willingly for more and more gold, and then just sit on
that gold until they die and pass it on to the next generation. And they will keep doing this no matter
what the $PoG does. They're not buying it for its weight, but for proven long run currency exchange
value! But if there’s no flow for them to get some, then they have to buy things like extra castles and
cars and stuff that drives up prices and drives down everyone else’s purchasing power.
So it’s better for everyone if there’s a steady flow of gold. Remember how Another said they justified
the "gold as a commodity" (strong dollar) trade because they thought it would induce the mining
industry to produce greater and greater quantities of gold?
Date: Mon Feb 16 1998 14:40
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Now, back to gold. The deal: you may stand your army for us, in return, "oil will back the dollar if the
dollar is made strong by gold" "in as much as our people may replace the lost value of oil with gold"
"in as much as we will produce oil in amounts to equate a gold/oil/dollar ratio close to that which
existed at our previous agreement in the 70's" And, pray tell, how does the USA make the dollar strong
in gold ? The BIS leads the creation of a paper gold market that will lower the world price of gold to
the extent that it remains above "production costs".
Guess what, it worked! Contrary to all expectations of oil shortages, inflation, debt collapse and what
have you, It Worked! But, there is one small problem?
The BIS and other various governments that developed this trade (notice I didn't use conspiracy as it
was good business, as the world gained a lot), thought that the paper gold forward market would
have allowed the gold industry to expand production some five times over! Don't ask where they
got this, as they are the same people that bring us government finance and such. But, without a
major increase in gold supply, the paper created by this "gold control operation" will either be paid by,
1. new supply. 2. the central banks. 3. rollover existing. 4. cash? or 5. total default! As the Asians
started buying up everything last year ( 97 ) , numbers 5 and 5 started looking like the answer! When
the CBs started selling into this black hole of demand, the discussion of #5 started in their rooms also.
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So it’s good for everyone if there’s a steady flow of gold and a stable price for the Giants. These Giant
super-producers (including oil producers) will produce the most stuff and leave it on the economic table
for us without running up the prices of things we need to buy as long as gold is flowing unrestricted.
And also, when CBs and nation-states start valuing gold the way these Giants do, we won’t have the
mines running at full steam trying to add more to the supply. First of all they'll want the price to stay
steady for the economic benefit net-producers bring to the table, and second of all they'll want their
own treasure to hold its value. And to the nation-state, gold in the ground is a treasured reserve as well
as gold in the vault.
It may seem counterintuitive, but the flow of gold from the mines will eventually be controlled or
regulated by the government and, in most cases, will be just enough to keep the miners economically
viable. This is why I view mining shares as a terrible Freegold play. Today the flow of physical gold is
mostly from the mines to the savers. In Freegold, the flow will be almost entirely from the aboveground stock, from one saver to another.
As I wrote about in Glimpsing the Hereafter, gold is like a closed circuit for the savers, isolated from
the transactional currency system which is used by everyone, debtors and savers alike. Some might call
it selfish. I can live with that. Here's a taste from that post:
I think that if we look closely at how the debtors use the fiat money system with and
without the assistance of the savers, it will become clear that we will all be better off with a
bifurcated monetary system. And it will certainly be clear that the savers have no business
taking debtors on as the counterparty to their savings.
[…]
So gold has kind of a double float. It floats with the inflation/deflation of everything else.
And then it also floats in a closed circuit consisting only of savers (and their
"hoard/dishoard" choices), of whom the majority (measured by value stored) are
intergenerational giants.
The way the gold market works today is a little different. It is kind of a flow within a flow. On the
surface, anyone can very easily buy exposure to the price of gold. In fact, this "exposure" is all that
most Westerners want, including traders, speculators, goldbugs, hedgefunds, anykindafunds, banks, you
name it. And most of this group is firmly in the debtors (easy money) camp. But underneath this
superficial flow is the physical flow from the miners and physical gold pukers in the West to the true
savers like the Giants in the oil-rich Middle East and net-producing Asia.
The key to keeping this gold market humming along, however, is that anyone who asks for physical in
any size has to get it. But those who can afford real size also know that hogging the flow and stressing
the system is not the best way to get what they want. So here's what we know. In 1997 the LBMA
leaked to the Financial Times a paper gold clearing volume far greater than anyone imagined. This was
the same time that Another said "the Asians started buying up everything" and that "the CBs started
selling into this black hole of demand."
About two years later we heard from the European CBs through the WAG (the Washington Agreement
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on Gold) also known as the CBGA (the Central Bank Gold Agreement). The agreement came on the
heels of the euro launch and, even though it was announced in Washington DC during an IMF meeting
with Larry Summers and Alan Greenspan present, it was only between the European central banks. It
stated very simply the following:
In the interest of clarifying their intentions with respect to their gold holdings, the
undersigned institutions make the following statement:
1. Gold will remain an important element of global monetary reserves.
2. The undersigned institutions will not enter the market as sellers, with the exception of
already decided sales.
3. The gold sales already decided will be achieved through a concerted programme of sales
over the next five years. Annual sales will not exceed approximately 400 tons and total
sales over this period will not exceed 2,000 tons.
4. The signatories to this agreement have agreed not to expand their gold leasings and their
use of gold futures and options over this period.
5. This agreement will be reviewed after five years.
Two years later, in 2001, gold began a relentless climb in dollar-denominated price of about 18% per
year which continues today:

And then, in 2009, the CBs in aggregate became net-buyers of shiny rocks:
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In 2011 the LBMA released a survey revealing not just the clearing volume it began reporting in 1997,
but the total daily turnover in LBMA bullion bank gold credits. From my post Once Upon a Time:
And that's because the price of gold today still does not reflect the physical flow of gold that would
normally be a function of arbitrage, with speculators transporting gold to where its purchasing power is
highest. The flow of gold today is still sterilized by the paper gold trade within the LBMA bullion
banking system that, by a recent LBMA survey, was around 250 times larger than the flow of new gold
from the mines. That's a total turnover in the LBMA (sales plus purchases) of 5,400 tonnes every single
day. That's the equivalent of every ounce of gold that has ever been mined in all of history changing
hands in just the first three months of 2011. That's what the LBMA members, themselves, voluntarily
reported. And that's a lot of paper gold that is still sterilizing the economically beneficial price
mechanism that physical gold would otherwise be transmitting.
Yet things are changing, even today. That's what the rising price of gold since 2002 tells me. This is
about much more than just a rising price. It's not just about a gold or even a commodity bull market. As
FOA said, "it has everything to do with a changing world financial architecture." Gold's function in the
monetary system is changing. And as FOA also said, "None of the other metals will play a part in this."
Gold will return to its pre-1922 function, but that does not mean we will return to a pre-1922 gold
standard. This post is not about the merits of the gold standard. It is not about praising the hard money
camp’s decision in 1445 over the easy money camp’s decision in 1922. It is about the choice of the
Superorganism over the management of men. The pre-22 gold standard, although it allowed gold to
function, still carried the same flaw I point to so often; that using the same medium for exchange and
savings leads to regular recurring conflicts between the two camps.
Then in 2012 (just a couple of days ago actually), the US FDIC announced that gold bullion is up for
consideration as an equal to government debt with a zero risk weighting. And just yesterday Ben
Bernanke signaled his subconscious support for this measure by choosing to wear a gold tie. ;)
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I'm sure this is all very insignificant information to a Mungerian paperbug like Izabella Kaminska, but
let's just think about this for a second as it compares to her racehorse: government debt.
From a saver's perspective—one who wants to hold claims for a long but unknown, unspecified amount
of time—debt is attractive in a falling interest rate environment. This is because debt usually has a
specific maturity date and yet savers can't know precisely when they'll need their money. So debt is
appealing as long as there is a liquid secondary market with plenty of upside to run.
This is most obviously true when interest rates are allowed to be set as high as necessary by the
unfettered marketplace and then they begin to fall for one reason or another. As interest rates fall, old
promissory notes signed when rates were higher become more dear. Debtors seek refinancing while
savers can easily unload their saving without losing purchasing power.
This was the case from 1981 to present. Interest rates fell (for one reason or another) from around 20%
down to 0%. Today there's not a whole lot of room for them to fall any further except for maybe going
negative, and then you're just losing principle. So there's not much upside for debt today like there was
in 1981, but with ZIRP there is a whole lotta potential downside.
Not only that, but in this case we're talking specifically about government debt. And what are our
choices today? We can choose between almost no interest (actually negative real interest) from a
government which is openly debasing its currency and diluting its bond market, or a slightly higher
interest rate from a government with serious budget problems and some non-zero likelihood of default.
That's quite a choice for a secondary medium with limited upside and unlimited downside!
Then there's gold, with limited downside and lots of upside potential. It's a tough sell to savers who
have been swimming in a sea of Mungerian paperbuggerdom their whole lives, but not to the true
Giants who already hold 170,000 tonnes and aren't letting it go at today's paper gold prices. As I have
already pointed out, the intergenerational Giants who hold a great deal of this physical gold have no
need to ever sell it. This is a key concept you might want to stop and ponder.
Lastly, I want to mention the nominal savings argument. Government debt, especially a government
like the USG which can print its own currency, is at least nominally safe. If you save a million dollars
you'll get a million back at the end of the day. The only question is what will be the purchasing power
of those dollars when you need them. Well the same nominal argument applies to gold when applied
properly. If you buy 500 ounces of gold you will still have 500 ounces of gold at the end of the day.
The only question is what will be the purchasing power of those ounces when you need them. See?
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So, not that I think I have convinced Izabella of anything, but just so that we can move on, let's agree
that from the viewpoint of the savers—perhaps even a selfish viewpoint if that helps—who want to
hold fungible "claims" on goods and services for a long but unknown/unspecified amount of time, gold
beats government debt today hands down. If you don't agree then please return to the top of this section
and read it again. If you agree, let's move on to the viewpoint of the debtors, aka the viewpoint of the
economy as a whole.
From the Viewpoint of the Economy as a Whole
In the simplest terms, I like to refer to the savers as net-producers. All this means is that a saver
consumes less than she produces. It's really the simplest way to differentiate the debtors and the savers.
In general, the debtors either consume as much or more than they produce by borrowing, taxing or
printing money. Of course everyone consumes, and everyone produces to one extent or another. But at
the margin, debtors consume and savers produce.
My delineation does go a little deeper than this, though, to include monetary preference. That's why I
use "the easy money camp" interchangeably with "the debtors". The easy money camp prefers easy
money for various reasons including not just the ease of repaying debts but also that easy money may
be how they make a living. And this is why I put the banking industry, including Wall Street, in the
easy money camp along with the debtors.
Banks, of course, are often the creditors to the debtors. And that's why it's the debtors and the savers
rather than the debtors and the creditors. The debtors and the creditors are in the same camp together!
As I said earlier, it's not a good idea for the savers to be counterparty to the debtors. But, of course,
Izabella Kaminska disagrees. She thinks it's the savers' civic duty to be the debtors' counterparty.
In thinking through which is best for the economy as a whole, it is important to understand that the
excess money earned from net-producing does not disappear no matter how it is saved. It is always
passed along to someone. The money remains in the economy. Hoarding gold does not deprive the
economy of your excess earnings any more than buying government debt does.
If you choose to save in debt, your money is passed on to a debtor. A debtor's natural inclination is to
net-consume (consume at the margin) rather than net-produce (produce at the margin) if at all possible.
So by saving in debt you actually encourage a natural predilection to produce less since you enable
specifically those people with the tendency to borrow rather than produce. In the long run you end up
with high unemployment.
But in Freegold, the money that comes from net-producing is passed on to other net-producers who
choose to sell their gold for one reason or another. These "dishoarding" net-producers (savers) are
either going to use that money for consumption or they will use it for productive purposes like starting
or expanding a business. All of these uses tend to employ someone. And if the easy money camp is
managing the currency prudently, some may even sell their gold for money just so they can lend it for
productive purposes, or invest it in promising ventures.
Debt-financed consumption only expands the total amount of debt and the ranks of the unemployed.
The idea that debtors borrowing to consume will raise employment levels is pure hogwash.
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So in no uncertain terms, Freegold is the key to full employment! Debt as an alternative to gold leads to
high unemployment!! Izabella, Munger and the Dingbat are all dead wrong!
The Winds of Change
Are you enjoying high unemployment yet? The $IMFS is, even though its leaders will never admit it.
One of the Fed's (quote-unquote)
"mandates" is full employment and Obama touts (quote-unquote) softening unemployment while the
number of PhDs on food stamps has tripled.
Everyone would enjoy full employment, right? The debtors, the savers, the economy as a whole? Well,
maybe everyone except the welfare junkies. And who's the biggest welfare junkie of them all? The only
hint I'm gonna give you is look at the picture at the top of this post. See? Welfare junkies don't always
look like this:
It's Free, Yo Swipe Your EBT
The flight plan to global unemployment was filed in 1922 when they came up with the brilliantly
circular idea of using credit as the store of value foundation for credit. Of course global unemployment
is a fantasy island destination, so here we have had an emergency hard landing on the island of reality
with a brief layover before heading toward our new destination, change.

Banks can provide all the credit the debtors need beyond their ordinary income (and that includes
governments). There is no fundamental economic need for the savers to contribute their surplus
earnings through debt securitization as a store of value. All that does is encourage unemployment.
The savers have no business being counterparty to the debtors. A German economist, uber-easy money
camper and social justice activist who wrote the book on easy money a century ago even said as much.
From his book cleverly titled 'Free Money' on which John Maynard Keynes showered fulsome praise,
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here's Silvio Gesell:
"And it is clear that money cannot be simultaneously the medium of exchange and the medium of
saving - simultaneously spur and brake.
[…]
I therefore propose a complete separation of the medium of exchange from the medium of saving. All
the commodities of the world are at the disposal of those who wish to save, so why should they make
their savings in the form of money? Money was not made to be saved!"
And a fun quote from Keynes:
"I believe that the future will learn more from Gesell’s than from Marx’s spirit."
The Debtors and the Savers is simply a common sense adjustment to the prevailing dichotomy of the
Capitalists and the Laborers, or the bosses and the workers. It is a slightly altered lens with which to
view the history of the world. The old lens has a bloody history of leading to dangerous and deadly
confrontations. It will also prevent you, personally, from understanding Freegold early enough to profit
from that understanding.
Of course all present goods and services get used in the present, but that doesn't mean that surplus
value is only an illusion based on exploitation. Surplus value is very real, and savable through any
length of time and in theoretically limitless amount. But not if you're using debt as the medium. Using
debt, too much "savings" becomes a burden which is then dealt with one way or another.
Everyone will understand this eventually, although it may not specifically be called "Freegold" in the
end. Thinking for yourself pays. Seeking reassurance feels good, but it doesn't pay. Waiting for official
confirmation is also rewarding, but the reward isn't money.
"Change isn't easy. More often, it's wrenching and difficult. But maybe that's a good thing. Because it's
change that makes us strong, keeps us resilient, and teaches us to evolve."
FOA: "It has everything to do with a changing world financial architecture. And I have to admit: if you
hated our last one, you will no doubt hate this new one, too. However, [and here's the all-important
caveat] everyone that is positioned in physical gold will carry this storm in fantastic shape."
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] Note to Izabella: When I use you in a post like this you shouldn't take it personally. I never expect
to change a fixed mind. You were simply used as a literary device, so please don't take it personally. Or
do… that could be fun!
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Sunday, July 1, 2012
Interview

Three weeks ago Vivek Kaul contacted me requesting an interview for the Daily News and Analysis
(DNA), an English newspaper published out of six centers in India including Mumbai and Bangalore.
The interview comes out today (Monday morning) in India. You can download the pdf here. Below is
the interview just as it appears in the paper. (They always include a caricature made from a photo of the
interviewee which is why he mentioned something about me refusing to be photographed. ;)
_____________

An interview with the mysterious, reclusive ‘Fofoa’
The dollar is as safe as a bomb shelter that's rigged to blow up once everyone is "safely"
inside...
Gold will be repriced somewhere around $55,000 per ounce in today's purchasing
power
Half way through the interview, I ask him where does he see the price of gold reaching in the
days to come. “Well, I don't see gold's trajectory being typical of what you'd expect to see in a
bull market….And I expect that physical gold will be repriced somewhere around $55,000 per
ounce in today's purchasing power. I have to add that purchasing power part because it will
likely be concurrent with currency devaluation,” he replies.
Meet Fofoa, an anonymous blogger whose writings on fofoa.blogspot.com have taken the
world by storm over the last few years. In a rare interview – one of his preconditions was he
won't be photographed – he talks to Vivek Kaul on paper money, the fall of the dollar, the
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coming hyperinflation and the rise of 'physical' gold.
The world is printing a lot of paper money to solve the economic problems. But
that doesn’t seem to be happening. What are your views on that?
Paper money being printed to solve the problems… this was *always* in the cards. It doesn't
surprise me, nor does it anger me, because I understand that it was always to be expected. The
monetary and financial system we've been living with—immersed in like fish in water—for the
past 90 years uses the obligations of counterparties as its foundation. These obligations are
noted on paper. In describing the specific obligations these papers represent, we use wellknown words like dollars, euro, yen, rupees and yuan. But what do these purely symbolic
words really mean? What are these paper obligations really worth in the physical world?
Ultimately, after 90 years, we have arrived at our inevitable destination: the intractable
problem of an unimaginably intertwined, interconnected Gordian knot of purely symbolic
obligations. A Gordian knot is like an unsolvable puzzle. It cannot be untangled. The only
solution comes from "thinking outside the box." You've got to cut the knot to untangle it. So
the endgame was always going to be debasing these purely symbolic units. Anyone who
expected anything else simply fooled themselves into believing the rules wouldn't be changed.
Do you see the paper money continuing in the days to come?
Yes, of course! Paper money, or today's equivalent which is electronic currency, is the most
efficient primary medium of exchange ever used in all of human history. To see this you only
need to abandon the idea of accumulating these symbolic units for your future financial
security. They aren't meant for that! They are great for trading in the here-and-now, not for
storing for the unknown future. To paraphrase Silvio Gesell, an economist in favor of symbolic
currency almost a century ago, "All the physical assets of the world are at the disposal of those
who wish to save, so why should they make their savings in the form of money? Money was
not made to be saved!" In hindsight, this statement is true whether money is a hard
commodity like gold or silver, or a symbolic word like dollar, euro or rupee. In both cases,
saving in "money" leads to monetary tension between the debtors and the savers. When
money was a hard commodity, this tension was sometimes even released through bloodshed,
like the French Revolution. So no, I don't think we're swinging back to a hard currency this
time.
Do you see the world going back to the gold standard?
No, of course not! "The gold standard" means different things depending on which period you
are talking about. But in all cases it used gold to denominate credit, the economy's primary
medium of exchange. Today we have a really efficient and ultimately flexible currency. Bank
runs like the 1930s are a thing of the past. But that's not to say that gold will not play a central
role in the future. It will! The signs of it already happening are everywhere! Gold is not going
to replace our primary medium of exchange which is paper or electronic units with those
names I mentioned above. Instead, physical gold will replace paper obligations as the reserves
—or store of value—within the system. Physical gold in unambiguous ownership has no
counterparty. This is a much more resilient foundation than the tangled web of obligations we
have today.
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Can you give an example?
If you'd like to see this change in action, go to the ECB (European Central Bank) website and
look at the euro-system's balance sheet. On the asset side gold is on line 1 and obligations
from counterparties are below it. Additionally, they adjust all their assets to the market price
every three months. I have a chart of these MTM (marked to market) adjustments on my blog.
Over the last decade you can see gold rising from around 30% of total reserves to over 60%
while paper obligations have fallen from 70% to less than 40%. I expect this to continue until
gold is more than 90% of the reserves behind the euro.
Where do you see all this money printing heading to? Will the world see
hyperinflation?
Yes, this will end. I am pretty well known for predicting dollar hyperinflation. As controversial
as that prediction is, I think it is a fairly certain and obvious end. I don't like to guess at the
timing because there are so many factors to consider and I'm no supercomputer, but ever
since I started following this stuff I've always said it is overdue in the same way an earthquake
can be overdue. As for other currencies, I don't know. Perhaps yes for the UK pound and the
yen, but I don't know about the rupee. The important things to watch are the balance of trade
and the government's control over the printing press. If you're running a trade deficit and
your government can (and will) print, then you are a candidate for hyperinflation.
In that context what price do you see gold going to?
Well, I don't see gold's trajectory being typical of what you'd expect to see in a bull market.
Instead it will be a reset of sorts, kind of like an overnight revaluation of a currency. I'm sure
some of your readers have experienced a bank holiday followed by a devaluation. This will be
similar. And I expect that gold will be repriced somewhere around $55,000 per ounce in
today's purchasing power. I have to add that purchasing power part because it will likely be
concurrent with currency devaluation. So, in rupee terms, I guess that's about Rs3.2 million
(32 lakh) per ounce at today's exchange rate.
The price of gold has been rather flat lately. What are the reasons for the same?
Where do you see the price of gold going over the next couple of years?
"The price of gold" is an interesting turn of phrase because I use it often to express "all things
goldish" in the gold market. In today's market, "gold" is very loosely defined. What passes for
"gold" in the financial market is mostly the paper obligations of counterparties. These include
forward sales, futures contracts, swaps, options and unallocated accounts. I often use the
abbreviation "$PoG" to refer to the going dollar price for this loose financial "gold".
The LBMA (London Bullion Market Association) recently released a survey of the total daily
trading volume of unallocated (paper) gold. That survey revealed a trading flow of such
magnitude that it compares to every ounce of gold that has ever been mined in all of history
changing hands in just three months, or about 250 times faster than gold miners are actually
pulling metal out of the ground. Equally stunning were the net sales during the survey period.
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The rate at which the banking system created "paper gold" was 11 times faster than real gold
was being mined.
What is the point you are trying to make?
The point is that gold is being used by the global money market as a hard currency. But it is
being treated by the marketplace as both a commodity that gets consumed and also as a fiat
currency that can be credited at will. It is neither, and gold's global traders are in for a rude
awakening when they find out that ounce-denominated credits will not be exchangeable for a
price anywhere near a physical ounce of gold in extremis—ironically failing at the very stage
where they were expected to perform.
So what are you predicting?
But don't get me wrong. It is not a short squeeze that I am predicting. In a short squeeze, the
paper price runs up until it draws out enough real supply to cover all of the paper. But this
paper will not be covered by physical gold in the end. It will be cash settled, and it will be cash
settled at a price much lower than the price of a real ounce of gold, like a check written by an
overstretched counterparty. It is a tough job to make my case for the future of the $PoG in just
a few paragraphs. The $PoG will fall and then some short time later we will find that the
market has changed out of necessity into a physical-only market at a much higher price. If you
were holding paper you will be sad. If you were holding the real thing you'll be very happy.
Why is the gold price so flat these days?
Today's surprisingly stabilised $PoG tells me that someone is throwing money into the fire to
delay the inevitable. Where do I see the $PoG going over the next couple of years? Maybe to
$500 or less, but you won't be able to get any physical at that price. I think that today's price
of $1,575 is still a fantastic bargain for physical gold.
Franklin Roosevelt had confiscated all the gold that Americans had in 1933. Do
you see something similar happening in the days to come?
Not at all! The purpose of the confiscation was to stop the bank run epidemic at that time.
There's no need to do it again. The dollar is no longer defined as a fixed weight of gold, so the
reason for the last confiscation—and subsequent devaluation—no longer exists. Gold that's
still in the ground is a different story, however. Gold mines will likely be considered
strategically important national assets after the revaluation, and will therefore fall under tight
government control.
The irony of the entire situation is that a currency like “dollar” which is being
printed big time has become the safe haven. How safe do you think is the safe
haven?
Indeed, everyone seems to be piling into the dollar. Especially on the short end of the curve,
helping drive interest rates ridiculously low. The dollar is as safe as a bomb shelter that's
rigged to blow up once everyone is "safely" inside. You can go check it out if you want to (sure,
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from the outside it might look like shelter), but you don't want to be in there when it blows up.
You've got to realize that it is both economically and politically undesirable for any currency to
appreciate against its peer currencies due to its use as a safe haven. Remember the Swiss
franc? As soon as it started rising due to safe haven use they started printing it back down.
The dollar is no different except that it's got a whole world full of paper obligations
denominated in it. So when it blows, the fireworks will be something to behold.
What will change the confidence that people have in the dollar? Will there be
some catastrophic event?
That's the $55,000 question. It is impossible to predict the exact pin that will pop the bubble
in a world full of pins, but I have an idea that it will be one of two things. I think the two most
likely proximate triggers to a catastrophic loss of confidence are a major failure in the London
gold market, or the U.S. government's response to an unexpected budget crisis due to
consumer price inflation. Most people who expect a catastrophic loss of confidence in the
dollar seem to think it will begin in the financial markets, like a stock market crash or a
Treasury auction failure or something like that. But I think it is more likely to come from
where, as I like to say, the rubber meets the road. And here I'm talking about what connects
the monetary world to the physical world: prices. I think these "worlds" are connected in two
ways. The first is the general price level of goods and services and the second is the price of
gold. If one of these two connections is broken by a failure to deliver the real-world items at
the financial-system prices, then we suddenly have a real problem with the monetary side. So
I think it will be a relatively quick and catastrophic event, but maybe not as dramatic as a
major stock market crash. It will be confusing to most of the pundits as to what it really
means, so it will take a little while for reality to sink in.
The Romans debased the denarius by almost 100% over a period of 500 years.
The dollar on the other hand has lost more than 95% of its purchasing power
since the Federal Reserve of United States was established in 1913, nearly 100
years back. Do you think the Federal Reserve has been responsible for the dollar
losing almost all of its purchasing power in hundred years?
Yes, inflation was a lot slower in Roman times because it entailed the physical melting and
reissuing of coins of a certain face value with less metal content than previous issues. This was
a physical process so it occurred on a much longer time scale. The dollar, on the other hand,
has lost nearly 97% of its purchasing power in roughly a hundred years. Do I think the Federal
Reserve is responsible for this? Well, given that the lending/borrowing dynamic causes
expansion of the money supply, I think the government and the people of the world share in
the responsibility. But just because the dollar has lost 97% of its purchasing power doesn't
mean that any individual lost that much. How many people do you think are still holding onto
dollars today that they earned a hundred years ago? How long would you hold dollars today?
As long as the prices of things you want to buy don't change during the time you are holding
the currency, what have you lost? So imagine that you simply use currency for earning,
borrowing and spending, but not for saving. Will it matter how much it falls over a hundred
years? Your earning and spending will happen within a month or so, and prices won't change
much in a month. Also, your borrowing will be made easier on you as your currency
depreciates. And your gold savings will rise. So with the proper use of money, there is no need
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for alarm if the currency is slowly falling at, say, 2% or 3% per year.
Do you see America repaying all the debt that they have taken from the rest of
the world? Or will they just inflate it away by printing more and more dollars?
The debts that exist today can never be repaid in real terms. And as I mentioned before, they
are all denominated in symbolic words like dollars, euro, yen, yuan and rupees. The debt of
the US Treasury, most of all, will of course be inflated away.
What does Fofoa stand for?
I remain anonymous because my blog is not about me. It is a tribute to "Another" and "Friend
of Another" or "FOA" who wrote about this subject from 1997 through 2001. So FOFOA could
stand for Friend of FOA or Follower of FOA or Fan of FOA. I never really stated what it stands
for, so you can decide for yourself! Sincerely, Fofoa.
(Interviewer Kaul is a writer and can be reached at vivek.kaul@gmail.com)
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Thursday, July 12, 2012
Fallacies – 1. Paper Gold is just like Paper Anything

This is the first in a new series I'll be returning to occasionally. I have recently come across a number of
fallacies relating to the subject matter of this blog and my plan is to compile them and then correct
them one at a time.
1. Paper Gold is just like Paper Anything
This first fallacy aims to undermine a good deal of what Another and FOA wrote about by claiming that
the paper gold market has the same effect on gold as any paper market has on its underlying
commodity. This fallacy claims that the same arguments made for an explosive revaluation of physical
gold could be made for anything else, therefore they must be wrong.
Commenter "ForLiberty" put it this way:
"This whole 'paper gold is holding the price down' argument makes zero sense to me. It is just a logical
nonsense. All paper trades have two parties - bidup and biddown. A paper gold trade could have never
taken place if nobody wanted to short it. This is how all markets work. There are paper tomatoes sold
too. Is there a conspiracy there too?"
ForLiberty was apparently paraphrasing Martin Armstrong who wrote something remarkably similar:
"They argue that today gold is really paper gold, and the market have multiplied that many times. They
argue that the real gold is only about 5 billion ounces. They then argue that the paper gold depresses
the price of gold and this is why it is not where it should be right now. All this sound nice, however, you
can make the same argument about anything traded today from wheat to stocks and bonds given the
derivative markets. Some see conspiracy behind everything."
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Is he correct? No he's not. Can we really make the same argument for anything else? No we can't. The
paper market for commodities is just as likely to have a levitating effect as a suppressing one because
it allows for financial participation by those who have no need or ability to hold the actual
commodity. Gold is the only one that is unequivocally suppressed by the existence of a paper market.
No conspiracy. The mere existence of a commodity-like paper market for gold suppresses the price
naturally, systemically. Long term systemic suppression of gold is something totally separate and
different from short term price manipulation or distortion which can occur in any commodity or paper
market.
Here's ANOTHER explaining that the BIS (primarily European central banks at the time) not only
anticipated that a paper gold market would lower the price of gold, but that in the 1980s they supported
the creation and expansion of this market for that very purpose:
Date: Mon Feb 16 1998 14:40
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
"The BIS leads the creation of a paper gold market that will lower the world price of gold to the
extent that it remains above "production costs".
Guess what, it worked! Contrary to all expectations of oil shortages, inflation, debt collapse and what
have you, It Worked! But, there is one small problem?
The BIS and other various governments that developed this trade (notice I didn't use conspiracy as it
was good business, as the world gained a lot), thought that the paper gold forward market would have
allowed the gold industry to expand production some five times over! Don't ask where they got this, as
they are the same people that bring us government finance and such."
In other places ANOTHER explains that we should not be upset with the CBs because they were just
buying us time. And later he explains what they were buying time for—to make it to the launch of the
euro. He also muses about the fact that it's the Westerners playing in this new paper gold market who
are most upset about the low price. The physical buyers in the East see it as a gift. But I digress.
Nobody is claiming there are more than 5 billion ounces of paper gold. In fact, there is probably far
more physical in the world than paper gold. Enough physical gold to cover all of the paper a few times
over perhaps. But that doesn't matter, it is only the flow that matters. It's the same with commodities
that get produced and then consumed. It's the flow between production and consumption where the
price is discovered in the paper markets. But gold doesn't get consumed at a rate anywhere close to its
next closest competitor. It just accumulates.
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In commodities the paper market regulates the flow between the producers and consumers, acting as a
kind of a shock absorber against unexpected supply and demand shocks. But gold is different because it
just accumulates. There are two main differences between gold and everything else. The first is that
gold just accumulates rather than getting consumed, so there is no reason for there to ever be a supply
side shock, even if all the mines suddenly stopped producing. In fact, today we have a 60 year "supply
overhang" in gold. Nothing else comes close.
One of These Things (video)
The second difference is that the vast majority of demand for gold is in currency terms, not weight
terms. This is not true for commodities. If you need a ton of copper for a construction site, you need a
ton of copper. That's weight-denominated demand. But gold demand is overwhelmingly in currency
terms. If you need a tonne of gold, what you really need is $50,000,000 worth of gold. It doesn't matter
how much it weighs because you're just going to stick it in a vault.
Having a paper market as a shock absorber for the gold market only has the effect of keeping the price
too low. My explanation for the LBMA survey discrepancy is a perfect example.
Since gold is not consumed by consumers or industry the way corn, oil, copper and grains are, and
because it simply accumulates, supply shocks are not economically critical. On the demand side, gold
is apparently used as a "safe haven currency". And we apparently had a demand shock of around 7,575
tonnes in Q1 2011. The normal supply for that period would have been around 700-1000 tonnes, so the
paper gold market acted as a shock absorber and absorbed that demand shock by expanding. That way
the price of gold only rose $30 in a quarter with a demand shock of 10 times the normal physical
supply flow.
But that wasn't really demand for 7,575 tonnes of gold. It was demand for $337B worth of gold.
Hypothetically, if the price of gold had been $55,000/oz. in Q1 2011, that demand would still have been
for $337B worth of gold, the only difference being that the $337B demand could have been supplied by
only 190 tonnes (a mild 20% increase in flow rather than an extreme 1,000% increase) and the price of
gold would therefore have barely felt a bump in the road, even without a paper market shock absorber.
Therefore, having an elastic paper market shock absorber for gold is only necessary if the price is too
low, because there will always be plenty of supply if the price is high enough (60 year supply overhang,
remember?). At today's price, having a paper market shock absorber is apparently necessary to keep the
gold market from blowing up.
It logically follows that it is the very existence of the paper gold market which is keeping the price too
low, because if you took it away, price alone would have to regulate the flow. Take the paper market
away from other commodities and you simply remove the investor/speculator money in the middle
thereby exposing producers (and consumers) to unpleasant shocks.
We have no idea what the "stock" of paper gold is. The LBMA survey only gave us a glimpse of the
flow (paper gold turnover) over a given time period (Q1 2011) and in a given market (loco London
spot, forwards, options and swaps, with spot transactions being 90% of the reported trades). That
turnover was 2,700 "tonnes" of paper gold per day with 64% of the LBMA members reporting. We
only got a lucky glimpse because the largest banks in the world (bullion banks like JP Morgan Chase,
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Goldman Sachs, HSBC, Barclays, Deutsche Bank, Credit Suisse and UBS) are lobbying for a technical
rule change that will make their overall Basel III compliance easier.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Million Pieces (Song for the Savers) video
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Monday, July 23, 2012
Jeff & Blondie's Open Forum

That picture is not really Jeff and Blondie. It is Jeff and Jordan from Big Brother, and yes, I am a BB
fan!
Blondie petitioned me for this open forum after one of Jeff's comments quoting me. I agreed, so here
you go.
_________
AdvocatusDiaboli wrote: "Blah blah blah the crazy GATA/FG assumption is somehow blah blah
blah."
_________
Jeff responded: "Only a fool would lump GATA and the hard money crowd with FOFOA:
FOFOA (from Unambiguous Wealth 2): One of the biggest struggles I observe in newish visitors to my
blog is that they instinctively try to reconcile everything they learned from the hard money camp—ZH
and GATA being two bright stars there—with what they read here. Their effort inevitably leads to
contradictions that cannot be resolved. And because ZH, GATA and the rest of the hard money camp is
so much more ubiquitous than my little blog, they win by default in minds that are unable to think for
themselves.
Here are a couple of the irreconcilable concepts found on this blog that noobs must either reject or
ignore in order to hang on to their ZH/GATA CB thesis.
1. Remember when Aristotle wrote this? "In working on this project, I was personally shocked when I
discovered that we absolutely NEEDED paper currency in order to set Gold free. In the perfect
world you lapse into in your comments, everything you say is well and good. We don't live in that
world, however. My biggest challenge in piecing together my proffered solution was to accept what
this real world had to offer and avoid foisting my own preferences onto the world like a square peg in a
round hole."
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Have you ever seen anyone in the hard money camp write anything like this? Or can you imagine them
ever doing so? Yet this is one of the core fundamentals necessary to understanding Freegold.
2. And FOA wrote this: "Several years ago, many gold bugs and gold advocates missed the path as the
trail turned." "Yes, the war now is between the Euro and the dollar! The Washington Agreement [a
Central Bank agreement] placed gold 'on the road to high prices'." "The war between gold and the
dollar has been over for a while now… Leaving gold bugs with a lot of questions that ask why this:
both systems will strive for a higher currency price for gold; one doing it because they have to; the
other doing it because they want to! The casualty on this battlefield will be the world gold market as we
know it. A market caught between how Western perception thinks gold's price should be "discovered"
and at what price level trading in physical gold craters the entire paper structure… This paper gold
market will be cashed out at prices far below real bullion trading so as to inflate further the books of the
Bullion Banks,,,,,, not destroy them. At least this is how the US side will proceed."
Again, have you ever seen anyone at GATA or ZH write anything like this? Or can you imagine them
ever doing so?
First let me state that Zero Hedge and GATA both provide a great service and they both do fantastic
work, ZH comments section notwithstanding. It is their underlying thesis about fiat currencies and
central banks in general that I have a problem with. And this is not a problem with only ZH and GATA,
it is a problem with the entire hard money camp.
Their foundational thesis is that fiat currencies and the CBs that manage them are the most fundamental
flaw in today's system from which all other problems flow. This directly conflicts with my thesis that
using the same medium in both the primary and secondary monetary roles is the fundamental flaw from
which all other problems flow. My thesis applies to both hard and easy money systems. Their thesis
points to the CBs as the bad guys. My thesis holds up a mirror and says, "We have met the enemy, and
it is us."
_________
Blondie petitioned: "Good one Jeff,
That FOFOA quote should be a stand-alone post on this blog, just so it can be linked to regularly. The
difference in thesis really is as simple as that comment states: all our monetary problems (and the
problems that those problems then cause) all stem from the single act of using the medium of
exchange as a store of value. Period."
_________
Doobie Brothers – What a Fool Believes (video)
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Tuesday, August 7, 2012
A picture worth a thousand words

Jewelry and silver and gold coins dating back to the Roman period that were recently discovered at an
excavation site near kiryat Gat, in Jerusalem are displayed on June 4, 2012.
(Sharon Gal/AFP/GettyImages) Link
Posted by FOFOA at 5:21 PM
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Thursday, August 9, 2012
Macrofreegold'nomics

"At times, when all the world's asleep, the questions run so deep, for such a simple man..."
We have had some discussion about international macroeconomics under a future Freegold system in
the last two threads. And yesterday JR reposted an old comment of mine on the subject. As a
companion piece to that comment, and also to add a new dimension to the discussion, I'd like to
introduce a couple of new concepts. Let's call the first one "usable versus useless wealth" and the
second concept we'll call "organic versus inorganic savings".
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Usable versus Useless Wealth
For "usable" and "useless" wealth I'm calling everything in the physical plane except gold "usable
wealth." "Useless wealth" would therefore be gold and paper/electronic savings. So obviously I am
referring to the economic or living standard utility of something in the present. Gold would be the
physical plane representation of "useless wealth" and paper/electronic savings would be monetary
plane "useless wealth" because they both have little or no economic or standard of living utility to the
saver. All they do is store purchasing power (more or less) with the promise of potential future
purchasing power.
Let's look at an example. Costata wrote: "In other words I can't find an example of a country becoming
rich via the monetary plane and then becoming wealthy in the physical plane."
In terms of "becoming wealthy" in the physical plane, I think we should distinguish between "usable"
wealth (goods and services) and "useless" physical wealth (gold). One is usable right now for either
production or consumption and the other is not.
It seems that the US became wealthy in "usable" wealth via the monetary plane exorbitant privilege
granted by the ROW in 1922. It did have a period in the middle where it acquired a bunch of "useless"
wealth (gold) while it provided the world with "usable" wealth in return, but lately that trend has
reversed. And by lately, I mean the past half century.
So then the question would be how do you define "becoming wealthy"? Do you define it by having the
most usable (in the present) wealth, or by foregoing usable wealth now in order to store useless (in the
present) wealth for the future.
Here's one more example which JR sent me. It was published during the Great Depression on July 11,
1931 in the Magazine of Wall Street:
Gold Does Not Make Prosperity To men, as to nations, the possession of gold is a symbol
of prosperity. Let's see. The United States has more gold than it ever had-and less
prosperity. The banks are bursting with gold and barely meeting their dividends. Our great
corporations have immense reserves of gold and their business is dwindling. All the nations
are sending gold to us and our business with them is fading away. The truth is that large
accumulations of gold are an inverse measure of prosperity.
Probably four-fifths of the gold in the Federal Reserve banks is idle - and nobody ever
contended that idleness makes for prosperity. The fact is that except as it is used as the basis
of bank credit, gold has no relation to prosperity. But when there is no business, there is no
credit and gold is useless. In other words, business gives gold a utility value. Gold is dead
until vitalized by commerce.
The piling up of gold in any country does not signify that it is prosperous; it merely shows
that the country is giving other countries more goods than it receives; that it is parting
with more usable wealth than it is getting back.
Today the United States is receiving gold and going without goods it would like to have.
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And because it is receiving gold it is selling less than it would like to. When we are
prosperous, which means that credit is being freely extended, we need gold because it is the
one commodity that mankind has agreed to accept on balance in place of the goods it would
rather have. It is merely a balancing item in the offsetting of credits against debits. It might
be epigrammatically said that prosperity "makes" gold and "unmakes" it instead of gold
making or unmaking prosperity.
Okay, so that's the "usable versus useless" concept. You can disagree with my semantics if you want
because I'm only trying to get the concept across.
Organic versus Inorganic Savings
What I'd like to call "organic savings" is when economic actors net-produce (produce more than they
consume). "Inorganic savings" is when the monetary authority in a currency zone increases its reserves.
And here reserves mean gold or foreign currency reserves. Assets denominated in a CB's own currency
are not reserves. (I wrote more about the distinction of reserves in this post.)
For this concept I would like to draw your attention to a statement I've made many times that any gold
inside a currency zone, public or private, is a viable reserve. That is, any gold inside a zone is
"savings". But now I'd like to distinguish public and private gold and we'll call the private gold
"organic savings" and the public gold (held by the CB or the government) "inorganic savings".
This concept works for paper savings as well as for gold savings, but we'll be looking at the future
Freegold BOP machinations from a physical perspective which will exclude paper savings. So "organic
physical savings" would be gold in private hands which is the product of an economic actor producing
more than she consumes and purchasing "useless physical wealth" (gold) with the excess currency left
over from "underconsuming".
"Inorganic physical savings" on the other hand would be gold purchased by the CB by printing
currency. "Inorganic paper savings" would be like the PBoC purchasing US Treasuries by printing
yuan. "But wait" you say, "the PBoC purchases Treasuries with US dollars it received through trade."
This is true, but it also printed yuan in exchange for those dollars regardless of your perspective on the
mechanism driving that transaction. You see, if the Chinese exporter had bought those Treasuries for
his own savings, no yuan would have been printed. That would have been "organic paper saving". But
by exchanging printed yuan for the dollars the PBoC is making those savings "inorganic" and at the
same time it is managing the exchange rate of its currency. This equates to the PBoC printing yuan to
buy gold as a currency management tool in Freegold.
The reason I am making this distinction is that I plan to show you that, in Freegold, the CB's inorganic
"saving" and "dishoarding" actions will generally be the opposite of (or countercyclical to) the netactions of organic savers in its currency zone when it manages its currency. Freegold will be much
more smooth and balanced (than the $IMFS) even without CB interference, but we all know that in the
real world CBs gotta do something to justify their existence, right? So I hope to show that their natural
response will actually smooth cycles out even more than they would be without the CBs. And that's
with everyone acting in their own self-interest.
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Freegold BOP
The monetary plane is merely a reflection of the unsettled portion of the physical plane. It is simply
remembered debt; it reflects uncompleted physical-plane trade. It, the "m-plane", reflects open
transactions, those not yet extinguished. And the BOP, or Balance of Payments is the m-plane account
for showing what has transpired and explaining what is presently happening from a macro perspective.
It is often said that the Balance of Payments must balance. This is a tautology. It is like saying a sphere
must be spherical. What it means is that if the BOP doesn't balance, you've made an error in your
calculations, not that something needs to be done to bring it into balance.
The BOP never balances perfectly because they use aggregated, government-collected data which is
inherently imperfect. It is only a tool that helps us understand what's happening out there in the real
world by compiling macro data. It is a lens for seeing, not an active participant.
In a previous thread costata called current BOP accounting methods an anachronism. That may well be
true, but I think he was trying to imply that it has some negative effect on reality. I don't think it does.
And whether or not they change BOP accounting in Freegold, I think we can still use the current
methodology to explain what will be happening in Freegold from a macro perspective. Again, that's all
the BOP is—a lens that helps us understand what's going on.
I have done the "Freegold BOP" exercise a number of different ways and it seems to be hopelessly
confusing trying to conceptually traverse a paradigm shift of this magnitude from a monetary plane
perspective. What I have found is that the aggregated marginal actions of the various players in
Freegold are counterintuitive given our immersion in the current paradigm. So I think we need to begin
with the physical plane in order to understand how the macro m-plane will look in Freegold.
First of all, "useless" gold will flow in the opposite direction of usable goods and services at the
margin. It's just like Another said, "gold and oil will never flow in the same direction." The same is true
of the net-flow of "usable wealth" (goods and services) versus "useless wealth" (gold) in Freegold.
"Usable wealth" and "useless wealth" will flow in opposite directions at the margin (deficit/surplus
region). [1]
But physical gold exists in a (nearly) fixed amount (by weight), so we can imagine it "sloshing" back
and forth (by weight) like the ocean moves back and forth expressed in the tides. What will prevent all
gold from flowing uncontrollably into one country is the price of gold in that country.
And it is important to understand that savers alone determine the trade surplus. Non-savers trade goods
for goods, but savers are the ones who "underconsume" thereby creating a trade surplus. We also need
to distinguish between organic savers (you and I) and inorganic savers (CBs like the People's Bank of
China). In Freegold these two types of savers will act in opposing ways which will have a damping
effect which will smooth out the cycles, similar to the way opposing waves cancel each other out.
When you provide more usable wealth to the external world than you enjoy for yourself (consume),
you will record the difference by buying gold. So when we see someone accumulating a lot of gold, we
should think, good lord he's providing a lot of usable wealth in exchange for "useless" yellow metal.
But on an aggregate (national or regional) scale, something like this could not go on forever or else all
the gold would flow into that region. What stops this from happening is that gold's price will rise,
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rewarding the earlier savers while "punishing" the ongoing (newest) savers (underconsumers) with less
gold by weight.
At some point the early savers will see enough reward (high priced gold) while the ongoing (new)
savers will sense a "top" in gold and the flow will reverse. Savers in aggregate will start netdishoarding. So how does this translate into the m-plane in Freegold? Let's view this as the organic
hoard-dishoard cycle within a currency zone.
The upleg, when organic savers are accumulating gold and gold is flowing in, while the price of gold is
rising and the country is exporting more "usable wealth" than it is importing, we'll call Leg A of the
cycle. Then Leg B will be the dishoard leg of the cycle, when the zone is importing more usable wealth
and exporting gold as the savers net-dishoard. (This is counterintuitive right now because we're
thinking in terms of China and the US under the $IMFS. Seems like gold should be rising (dollar
falling) in the US right now, but under Freegold it would be the opposite --> counterintuitive! -->
because the trade deficit (more goods flowing in) would mean that savers are dishoarding (gold flowing
out)!)
Freegold Currency Management
In Freegold, a currency manager will influence exchange rates by buying or selling gold. If a currency
is trading higher than he wants, he'll purchase gold on the open market (doesn't matter where thanks to
arbitrage) with freshly printed currency to weaken his currency. This will exert pressure for gold to
flow into his zone and usable wealth to flow out. Normally he'll do this in a countercyclical way to
what's happening with the "organic" savers. So our currency manager would most likely be inflating
the currency (printing) and using that new currency to buy gold (weaken the currency while increasing
reserves) during Leg B of the cycle described above (where the savers are strengthening the currency
(to a point above where it "should" be given some measure of Purchasing Power Parity with its trading
partners) by dishoarding gold).
If a currency is showing unwelcome weakness, he can sell his gold reserves on the open market. This
will exert pressure for gold to flow out of his zone (or at least counteract the ongoing inflow driven by
organic saving) and for usable wealth to flow in (or at least slow down the ongoing outflow (trade
surplus)). He would do this during Leg A of the cycle described above, so as to be countercyclical to
the organic savers. (Again, this is counterintuitive given our present immersion in the $IMFS. Who'd
expect the PBOC to be selling official gold right now to reduce the trade surplus. Yet that's what they'd
be doing in Freegold.)
So obviously a currency manager has nearly unlimited ability to weaken his currency (to counteract
Leg B of the savers' hoard/dishoard cycle) but he is constrained by his accumulated reserves as to how
much he can strengthen (defend) it (during Leg A). This actually makes sense because Leg B is when
savers in the zone have stopped buying gold in aggregate (so that gold is no longer flowing in) and the
printer can get them to start again by debasing their currency while simultaneously driving up the price
of gold. In extremis the printer can stop the outflow of gold from dishoarding savers (and stop the
inflow of goods and services) by buying every ounce sold by domestic (organic) savers with freshly
printed currency.
I don't know if I would call that "pegging" a currency since gold is not the currency of a specific
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trading partner. But if you want to know how it would look on the FOREX, just imagine a steady gold
price in the trading partner's currency and a rising gold price in your currency. The obvious arbitrage
would lower your currency on the FOREX relative to the trading partner's currency with a stable gold
price. Arbs would buy gold in the trading partner's zone and sell it in your zone delivering you an
inflow of gold and the requisite outflow of "usable wealth".
I hope it is obvious to you that a zone which is experiencing an inflow of gold (in Freegold) is also
experiencing an outflow of usable wealth. Gold is the symbolic token that implies you are providing
more usable wealth to externals than you are using for yourself. Counterintuitively, the transactional
currency of a zone experiencing this (in Freegold) is likely lower than it deserves to be on the FOREX.
That's why its exports seem cheap to foreigners. So foreigners are buying more usable stuff from this
country than they are selling to it. The currency manager would resist this by selling his own gold
locally to stop the inflow of ("useless") gold which reflects the outflow of usable wealth. He is
strengthening his currency by doing this and slowing exports of real goods (while also slowing imports
of gold).
A currency manager can induce exports of real usable wealth and imports of ("useless") gold by
inflating his currency to buy gold. This weakens the currency inducing the inflow of gold and the
outflow of exports of real usable wealth. I realize this is counterintuitive (it seems obvious that a strong
currency should buy more gold), but the easiest way to picture it is to imagine a currency manager
doing this in isolation. He's printing and buying gold to weaken his overvalued currency. This is going
to first cause gold to flow in but then the price of gold will rise. The currency manager could continue
buying, say $10B in gold every day forever. And we could say that $10B in gold would flow into his
reserves every day forever. But the reality is that the flow of gold by weight would slow and stop very
quickly because the price of gold would rise so rapidly. At some point your $10B/day inflow of gold
would be a fraction of an ounce.
So gold starts flowing out of a zone (and "usable wealth" starts flowing in) when the price of gold
peaks and starts falling. The currency manager can counter this (for stability) by inflating the currency
and buying some of that gold that the savers are dishoarding, slowing the export of gold and thereby
slowing the import of "usable wealth".
So… When savers are hoarding gold, the CB is dishoarding. When savers are dishoarding, the CB is
buying their gold with fresh currency. Over time this will minimize the flow of gold between currency
zones and because the flow of gold is a reflection of the flow of "usable wealth" we can deduce that
trade will be balanced and disruptive cycles and corrections will be minimized.
Will there be some paper debt involved across zones? Yes, because there is a time lag involved. But as
long as savers and CBs aren't using that debt as their long term reserves/savings, it won't build up and it
will reverse sides regularly. I think that this short term debt (call it the buffer) will still be reflected in
the "Capital Account" of the Freegold BOP and the cross-border flow of gold will be reflected as a
normal trade good. I don't think Freegold requires a revised BOP methodology.
As a parting thought, just remember that this BOP discussion is looking at Freegold from a macro
(aggregated) perspective which is different from the personally subjective (micro) perspective in which
it is usually discussed here. Things appear very different from the mountain top on the other side of a
singularity. ;)
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Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] A relatively tiny amount of gold will flow as a "usable" good along with the rest of the "usable
wealth". There are a few electronic uses for which gold is irreplaceable. At the current price there are
about 300 tonnes consumed every year in electronics. But, even at today's price, substitutes are being
created for the less important ones. My brother is a materials engineer working for a major medical
equipment manufacturer. He personally administers the physical application of gold to these vital
electronics.
They coat vital electronics with gold not because gold is a good conductor (silver and copper are much
better) but because a very thin layer of gold prevents the lesser metals from corroding. Corrosion
inhibits conductivity. In one product he makes there is 10-cents-worth of gold at today's price. That
product costs $2,500 to manufacture and sells to medical professionals for $10,000… and it contains 10
cents of gold. Even with a 40X revaluation the gold component will only be $4.
On these high-end medical applications they use sophisticated techniques for applying the gold. Much
more sophisticated than the gold plating used on cell phones and thumb drives. My brother uses
evaporation and sputtering which deposits a layer only a few atoms thick. Gold electroplating from a
liquid onto cheap electronics deposits a much thicker layer, and those lesser electronic uses will likely
be substituted with something like this.
It's kind of funny that a $50 cell phone today contains 50-cents-worth of gold while the gold-plated
piezoelectric capacitor in a $10,000 piece of medical equipment only contains 10 cents. That's right, an
ounce of gold is required for every 16,000 of these devices. And that particular capacitor requires a lot
of gold, about 10 sq cm of surface area to be coated. For comparison, an integrated circuit chip requires
anywhere from 0.1 to 2 sq cm of surface area to be coated in gold. An ounce of gold covers about
160,000 sq cm using these high-end techniques at a thickness of 1000 angstroms (0.1 micron, 0.00001
cm).
My point is that I foresee the amount of gold being used in electronic applications dropping
significantly to maybe 100 tonnes per year in Freegold. That's out of the 170,000 tonnes of gold in
storage. A 1,700 year supply overhang perhaps? Somehow I don't think Freegold will interfere with any
vital industrial uses for gold.
ONE OF THESE THINGS (video)
PS. I'd like to take the opportunity of a postscript in a fresh post to highlight Victor the Cleaner's
explanation of what Mario Draghi meant when he said "whatever it takes". Reposted from Screwtape
Files:
It seems that most people don't understand the ECB. If Draghi says "within their mandate", he is
referring to their inflation target "below but close to 2% annually" in the medium term (i.e. 2-3 year
average).
He said he would save the Euro "whatever it takes". He didn't say he would save government debt
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whatever it takes. Some people seem not to get it that these two are completely different goals.
If you take the 2% inflation target seriously (and every single step by the ECB is consistent with the
assumption that they do), you conclude that:
1) The ECB will print money in order to create inflation as soon as the medium-term inflation rate gets
substantially below 2%.
2) In order to create this inflation, the ECB will have to purchase consumer debt with new base money
(this is how you create price inflation). So their standard choice will be to buy government debt government expenditures are largely consumption, either directly or through salaries, pensions,
benefits.
3) In the inflation rate drops substantially below 2% in some countries, but not in others ("policy
transmission distorted"), the ECB will buy government debt of these countries, but not of others - most
governments spend mainly in their own economy which allows the ECB to target where they want to
create inflation
4) The ECB has no mandate to create more inflation than the mentioned 2% annually. So they will
make sure this doesn't happen either.
5) How will they do it? Well, that's easy. A lot of debt is being written off (Spanish home owners
defaulting on their mortgages etc.), and several governments had to sharply cut down on their deficit
spending. Both are deflationary. So the ECB could simply leave the market alone, and the Euro zone
would get some price deflation. So the ECB has enough tools to limit the inflation rate at 2% annually.
6) What is the main mechanism that might cause an inflation rate higher than 2% in the medium run?
This would happen if the commercial banking system or the ECB monetize the running budget deficit
of their governments or if they monetize other consumer debt beyond about 2-3% of GDP annually.
7) How can this be prevented? Well, some governments have gotten into serious difficulties raising
funding, and Ireland, Portugal, Greece, Spain are forced to cut down on public spending. How
precisely? The interest rates they would have to pay for additional debt are going up.
See? Some idiots claim "Draghi wants to print and buy all government debt in order to lower the
interest rates" and then "ECB is too stupid to really lower interest rates"?
How about this: ECB has purchased some government debt in order to create inflation in those
countries in which inflation was dropping too much below 2%, but ECB never intended to lower
interest rates?
Much easier explanation, isn't it?
8) So what do we conclude if we assume that the ECB is doing nothing other than their job, i.e. to
maintain their 2% inflation target?
8.1) They will buy government debt if the inflation rate drops too much below 2% annually. In
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particular, if this happens in some countries, the ECB will buy the government debt of these specific
countries (SMP).
8.2) Although the ECB may buy government bonds for this reason, they will make sure they do not
artificially suppress the interest rates (in contrast to the Fed or the BoE).
8.3) As long as the inflation rate stays around 2%, the ECB will not monetize government debt, simply
because this would create more inflation. In particular, this indicates a limit of the annual budget
deficits that will end up on the balance sheet of the combined banking sector (commercial banks and
ECB): no more than around 2-3% of GDP which would cause about 1.4-2.1% consumer price inflation
in the steady state (assuming roughly 70% of government expenditures is consumption - you can adjust
these figures if you have better data, the ECB certainly do have better data).
8.4) So while some debt will be bought by the ECB in order to maintain 2% inflation, some other debt
will most likely be defaulted on. How much? I guess this will still be a lot.
8.5) If some politicians try to give the ESFS or ESM a banking license or to use government run banks
in order to monetize their own debt, the ECB will have to obstruct these attempts, for example, by
changing the requirements on the collateral they accept from these banks. Also, the northern countries
will not like this and presumably already be influential enough to stop it.
Victor
THE LOGICAL SONG (video)
When I was young, it seemed that life was so wonderful,
a miracle, oh it was beautiful, magical.
And all the birds in the trees, well they'd be singing so happily,
joyfully, playfully watching me.
But then they send me away to teach me how to be sensible,
logical, responsible, practical.
And they showed me a world where I could be so dependable,
clinical, intellectual, cynical.
There are times when all the world's asleep,
the questions run too deep
for such a simple man.
Won't you please, please tell me what we've learned
I know it sounds absurd
but please tell me who I am.
Now watch what you say or they'll be calling you a radical,
liberal, fanatical, criminal.
Won't you sign up your name, we'd like to feel you're
acceptable, respecable, presentable, a vegtable!
At night, when all the world's asleep,
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the questions run so deep
for such a simple man.
Won't you please, please tell me what we've learned
I know it sounds absurd
but please tell me who I am.
Posted by FOFOA at 11:59 PM
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Thursday, August 23, 2012

Four!

Four years and three months ago I stumbled upon an extensive archive of ten-year-old posts by
anonymous writers with names like ANOTHER, FOA and ARISTOTLE. Prior to that momentous
stroke of luck, I'd been poring over anything and everything I could find that was attempting to explain
a series of events that I found very troubling.
I had already been exposed to personal losses a year earlier due to the reversal of the real estate market
which initially caused me to sit up and pay attention. And so I was hyper-aware during a string of
alarming events related to sub-prime and its securities in August and September of 2007.
As time wore on I started to take notice of other odd occurrences in the markets. In late 2007 the
Canadian dollar suddenly became more valuable than the US dollar… for the first time in 30 years.
Then in February of 2008 an entire market collapsed for a specific kind of security that had been
marketed to conservative investors as "safe as cash—kind of like money markets but with higher
interest rates," cutting little old ladies off from their savings. And then one month later Bear Stearns
collapsed.
I quickly read any book I could find in the small (but growing) financial crisis section at my local book
store. I read "America's Bubble Economy", "Crash Proof" and "Financial Armageddon" in early 2008.
Online I spent a lot of time reading the likes of Jim Sinclair, Peter Schiff, iTulip and anything that came
up on forums like the old Gold Is Money forum. But I had yet to purchase my first gold coin.
With such a rush of new ideas coming in over maybe a six month period, I found myself struggling to
make sense of it all. The message I was receiving seemed complicated and disjointed. I knew there was
something important in there, but for some reason it felt like an incomplete puzzle. Something was
missing.
Then one day someone posted an excerpt of ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) on the GIM forum with a link
to the archives. It was a strange quote, but something in it caught my attention like a beacon as bright
as the sun, so I clicked on the link. And for the next two months I stopped reading everything else I'd
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been reading while I worked my way through maybe a thousand pages-worth of USAGOLD archives.
Then I went back and read it again.
In August of 2008, while still digesting it all, I wanted to talk to someone about the most amazing and
mind-blowing ideas I had ever read. The markets were teetering on the precipice of an abyss, Hank
Paulson had his new "bazooka", and all I wanted was to talk to someone about Freegold. So four years
ago today, I started this blog.
Four years, 370 posts, 37,000 comments and millions of hits later and we're still talking. All I can really
say is THANK YOU to everyone who showed up to chat! Well, almost everyone. ;D Those of you who
have been here any length of time know that I certainly attract my fair share of detractors. And I do
realize that the subjects I write about are controversial. It's not easy to encounter a foolproof argument
for something you never even considered before.
It's not easy because it runs counter to all the baggage you've picked up elsewhere. I've seen the
baggage, so I know what it looks like. There are myriad morality plays based on a poor understanding
of money, and wonderful stories of monetary and financial intrigue, depraved intent and consummate,
destructive comeuppance all over the internet. But the truth, as it is revealed first logically and then
empirically, is so much more remarkable, so utterly amazing, a beacon as bright as the sun.
These are not my foolproof arguments. I take no credit for them. They come from ANOTHER and FOA
and I simply distill and extrapolate from their posts because they are no longer doing it themselves. My
blog is a tribute to them. If you believe the arguments are not so foolproof, then by all means, bring it! I
have never shied away from a worthy debate, but I do tend to ignore tired old arguments which I
already dealt with so as not to waste any more precious time.
But if you are one of the many people who incessantly email me requesting that I address Martin
Armstrong's failed attempts to bring it, I'll waste a little time for you now. I have read a few of his
recent posts and it is clear that he thinks I am using hyperinflation as the reason to buy gold:
The presumption here is you move in a straight line until HYPERINFLATION somehow
makes gold $50,000 and ounce, everything else remains the same, and this is better than a
Miracle of 34th Street. This is being marketed trying to suck people in like those who are
broke sitting in a casino desperately trying the pull that leaver and become a millionaire.
This a just pathetic preying upon those who can afford bad advice the least. [sic]
This, like his many other remarks directed this way, is so preposterously off the mark that it is not even
worth a comment. He apparently considers predictions of dollar hyperinflation to be a scare tactic
meant to frighten you into buying gold:
So Don’t Worry – Be Happy. Gold is not going up because of all the conspiracy claims nor
because the real gold will conquer the paper gold. This is all about reality.
But then he delivers his own (less scary?) prediction:
It is not… HYPERINFLATION we need to worry about. How about plain old fashioned
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extinction of society as we know it today?
That's not scary? Well, fear not, because three paragraphs later he lets you know that you'll soon be able
to purchase his famed computer prediction system so you'll know when the plain old fashioned
extinction of society will arrive:
Institutional clients seeking the stand-alone systems to monitor the entire global portfolio
are nearly ready. We will be providing those systems at $25 million annually.
We will be providing only three global systems fully covering everything worldwide for
$100 million. We guarantee that the long-term forecasts will be correct or your money
back.
Umm, give me a break? As for his argument that hyperinflation is impossible in a core economy, he is
not only way too focused on the monetary plane (bondholders, financial assets, capital flows), like the
deflationist that he is, but he is also apparently completely unaware of FOA's slam-dunk rock-solid
reasoning for inevitable dollar hyperinflation which I extrapolated in these posts among many others:
Peak Exorbitant Privilege
Inflation or Hyperinflation?
Another one of my more notable (albeit indirect—he simply dismisses me as an anonymous blogger
and then says I'm wrong) detractors is Gary North, ever since I caught his attention by extracting a
concession from a prominent deflationist with whom Gary had argued for years. You can read more
about it (along with references to me) in these two posts:
Rick Ackerman Defects to the Hyperinflationist Camp After 30 Years
by Gary North
Wherein Gary North Rallies My Deflationist Side by Rick Ackerman
Anyway, Gary is an inflationist and he therefore argues against both deflation and hyperinflation. Just
this month he wrote separate posts against the arguments for deflation and hyperinflation. I mention
this mainly to demonstrate how those arguing against dollar hyperinflation from any side are apparently
completely unaware of FOA's slam-dunk reasoning. If this was not the case, I'd expect someone
credible to critique it.
My case in point is that Gary's latest (and therefore presumably toughest) argument against
hyperinflation is that the Fed cannot solve the USG's problem of unfunded future liabilities of $222T
through hyperinflation and it therefore will not adopt a policy of hyperinflation. Furthermore, he
believes that the Fed will be able to somehow resist the USG's spending addiction if push comes to
shove. He writes:
I am convinced that, unless Congress nationalizes the Federal Reserve, the Federal Reserve
will not adopt a policy of hyperinflation. That would be to the detriment of the banking
system in general.
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Now I realize that his post was not directed at me because I'm just an anonymous blogger who's wrong,
but if it had been, just like Martin Armstrong's attempt, it's so far off the mark it's hard to know where
to begin. My (which is FOA's) hyperinflation reasoning is not about a Fed (or USG) policy decision to
solve the debt problem. It is simply the corner that the dollar is backed into and there's only one way
out.
The rationale is so remarkably simple that I'm surprised no one like Gary or Martin who believes dollar
hyperinflation is anything less than certain has attempted to tackle it. It's not a difficult argument to
understand. It's basically that the only thing preventing high rates of dollar price inflation is foreign
support for the dollar. Take that away and you'll have a high rate of dollar price inflation. And then,
partly because the USG budget deficit eclipses the trade deficit today, the government will be forced to
quickly hyperinflate the dollar simply to maintain its status quo. The alternative would require the
government to shut down, but it won't even consider that option. Simple.
I'll add one other post to my above recommendations for anyone who wants to "bring it":
Moneyness
Peak Exorbitant Privilege
Inflation or Hyperinflation?
Like I said, these are not my foolproof arguments. I take no credit for them. To prove it, here are a few
quick quotes from FOA in 2000 and 2001:
So, dollar hyper inflation never arrived and gold did not make its run because world CBs bet your
productive efforts on supporting the dollar reserve. In the process, the US standard of living was raised
tremendously on the backs of most of the world's working poor. But this is not about to last!
--Central banks gorged themselves with worthless dollar reserves and prevented a hyperinflation of the
dollar in the process. They did this, because they knew that gold had the ability to completely replace
any and all loss of dollar reserve value once a new system was in operation.
--We are only just now arriving at a time period that will bring about "The Currency Wars". Everything
prior to this was only a preparation period to build an alternative currency. The years spent traveling
this road were done to prepare the world for an escape medium when the dollar finally began its "price"
hyper-inflation stage.
Few investors can "grasp" that in reality, our dollar has already been hyper inflated, but without the
higher price effects. Years of deficit spending, over-borrowing, debt expansion have created an illusion
that the dollar was immune to price inflation. This illusion is evident in our massive trade deficit as it
carries on with no negative effects on dollar exchange rates. Clearly other investors, outside the Central
Banks were helping in the dollar support process without knowing they were buying into a dying
currency system.
The only thing that kept this process from showing up in the prices of everyday goods was the support
other Central Banks showed for our currency through exchange intervention. As I pointed out in my
other writings, this support was convoluted at best and done over 15 to 20 years. Still, it's been done
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with a purpose all this time.
--A grand hyper inflation of prices is now directly ahead on the trail. It should be ushered in with a large
"crackup" in the currency derivatives market. Once this event is "in process" the paper gold markets
will quickly rush to discount against physical gold. A discount that will break our gold market pricing
and physical allocation system.
--This country is diving head first into a grand hyper inflation and no amount of Fed maneuvers will stop
it. People that learn this early on, before the physical comes into short supply, will be miles ahead.
Buying gold between $400 and $200 will be like knowing a member with Masters Tickets.
--Our recent American economic expansion has, all along, actually been the result of a worldly political
"will" that supported dollar use and dollar credit expansion so as to buy time for Another currency
block to be formed. Without that international support, this decades-long dollar derivative expansion
could not have taken place.
--For another currency block to be built, over years, the current world economy had to be kept
functioning. To this end the dollar reserve system had to be structurally maintained
--The game is to let the US economy suffer from its own bloated expansion by moving slowly away from
supporting foreign dollar settlement with CB storage. This is more than enough to end the dollars
timeline as we are already stretched to the leverage limit. They know that Greenspan has but one policy
to use and that will be super printing. He is doing it now, right on que!
--Again; this all works as long as the world "buys into" using our dollars. As I said; an expanding fiat
works to grow the economy thru expanding credit buying power because the fed can support the system
with credit creation that has no "inflation premium". That lack of premium only exists as long as
Americans can exchange free credit for real physical goods. Once this perception changes it's over.
Once the world understands that it's not local US goods that stands behind dollar growth, but less
expensive foreign goods,,,,,,,,,, the stage is set for our "supporters" to sell to themselves!
--The evolution of Political will is now driving the dollar into an end time hyper inflation from where we
will not return. That is our call. Bet your wealth on the other theorist's call if you want more of their
last 30 years of hard money success.
Of course, as I mentioned earlier, hyperinflation is not the main reason to buy gold. You can get the
same "hyperinflationary gain" by buying artwork, antiques, classic cars, baseball cards or any other
hard asset. The reason to buy gold over those other choices is Freegold. Freegold is gold revalued in
real terms, independent of hyperinflation. Those are my two main topics, Freegold and hyperinflation,
because those were ANOTHER and FOA's two main topics. I'm not really going into Freegold in this
post but I will give you a quote that a reader named Steve sent me. It comes from Bill H at Lemetropole
Café and I think it captures the relevance of Freegold to shrimps like us:
We used to be a nation of "choices". Many many choices, good ones, bad ones, whatever,
but there were multiple choices at every turn.
Now, do we as individuals have "multiple choices"? Not many. Many are unemployed,
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many have negative equity in their homes and cannot move even if they want to, many rely
on food stamps to eat, savers are being forced to "eat" their balances or take on the higher
risks of the rigged stock and bond markets. The only "choices" that we as individuals have
left are those involved with protecting ourselves and families. It is no longer about living
the American dream, living within your means and enjoying your "golden years". No, it is
now about "keeping what you have" or just plain outright survival. I believe that even
today's current circumstances will be looked upon in the future with "too bad it can't be like
it was back in 2012".
It is not however ALL bad, we will "reset" and hopefully go back to a rule of law and
respect where everyone is not looking to rip everyone else off. Right now it is imperative
that you be ready for this coming reset because once it happens there will be no "do overs".
You will "have what you have" to start out in the new system and nothing more. Think
about it, how many times have you thought back and said "gee, it really would have been
nice if my Great Grandfather had invested in oil wells" or "if my parents had invested in
coastal real estate or IBM back in the 1950's". What if you had the smarts to invest in Gold
back in 1971? As I said, there are no "do overs" but it would be nice. What we have coming
in our immediate future is not only "one" of these past opportunity moments in time, this
era, right now, is THE moment in time where futures will be altered... permanently. You are
either locked and loaded...or you are locked out. This as I see it is the last "choice" that
investors can still make that will affect the rest of their lives and probably several
generations to follow.
And lastly, you Martin Armstrong fans might be interested in this. FOA critiqued Martin's
public/private dichotomy, one of the core foundations of his Economic Confidence Model… back in
1999! And if that doesn't draw some ire, I give up!
So that's basically what I do, and what I've been doing here for four years now. Please click on the gold
bar below if you'd like to send me a little blog birthday present and encourage me to keep this thing
going for another year. Or, if you'd prefer that I "make like 'N Sync and quit while I'm ahead" (which
someone actually suggested by email this month), then don't click on the gold bar. I have only been
here this long because of your generous support. I have no other income.

Thank you!
FOFOA Playlist #4
As it has become a personal tradition, I periodically gather my favorite YouTube song selections from
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the last few months into a playlist with links to the posts. Here is where you can find my #1, #2 and #3
playlists. And here's #4. Enjoy!

Glimpsing the Hereafter
…this is a deep concept, a timeless truth, a little bit of wisdom from the ages. Savers are not investors,
traders or speculators. And since this post is about glimpsing the hereafter, give me a few minutes while
I consult my crystal ball. Here's some music while you wait…
Leonard Cohen - The Future (video)
…my crystal ball does work for the monetary and financial future. It paints a nice, clear picture, yet on
timing it's still a little hazy. But one thing it does make perfectly clear is that it's just a question of time.
Depeche Mode - A Question of Time (video)

Superorganism Open Forum
…in a wild colony of ants these individuals end up specializing in what they do best which leads to a
collective intelligence far greater than the intelligence of any individual ant.
…an “extraordinary miracle … millions of tiny know-hows configurating naturally and spontaneously
in response to human necessity and desire and in the absence of any human master-minding!”
The Beatles - Let it Be (video)

Savings & Capital Theory Open Forum
…The Superorganism's natural drive is toward economic sustainability while the $IMFS is a pedal-tothe-metal consumption binge thrill ride toward economic collapse. Savers drive the economy, the
Superorganism organizes it, and the $IMFS kills it softly.
Fugees - Killing Me Softly

Ball of Twine Open Forum
FOA: "They will not be pushing on a string; rather picking up the ball of twine and throwing it!"
I may be crazy, but if there was a contingency plan/how-to manual on throwing the world's largest ball
of twine, it might just look like this:
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EMF - Unbelievable (video)

Peak Exorbitant Privilege
…That's right, I saved the "crazy super-hyperinflation talk" for the tail end of a really long post.
Because A) people who think they have it all figured out already tend to abandon a post once they read
the word "hyperinflation", and B) the stuff in this post really happened and is still happening so it's
only fair to you, the reader, to give its inevitable denouement the appropriate weight of a bold
conclusion. If I didn't do that, I would not have done my job, now would I? ;)
Uprising

Inflation or Hyperinflation?
…The dollar is so vastly overvalued today because the rest of the world has kept it on life support for
30 years past its expiration date. It is the stability of dollar prices at that small marginal flow that
sustains the illusion of wealth in the entire, massive monetary plane. And yet the modern "hard money
thinkers" think that we can somehow retain this level in real terms by simply devaluing the dollar
against gold and then managing that new "gold value". I wish all the modern hard money thinkers –
you know who they are so I don't need to mention any names – would just take a few minutes and
listen to FOA and maybe, just maybe, see how wrong they are…
We Didn't Start the Fire - (video)

The Debtors and the Savers 2012
…Thinking for yourself pays. Seeking reassurance feels good, but it doesn't pay. Waiting for official
confirmation is also rewarding, but the reward isn't money.
"Change isn't easy. More often, it's wrenching and difficult. But maybe that's a good thing. Because it's
change that makes us strong, keeps us resilient, and teaches us to evolve."
Wind of Change - Scorpions (video)

Fallacies – 1. Paper Gold is just like Paper Anything
…it is the very existence of the paper gold market which is keeping the price too low, because if you
took it away, price alone would have to regulate the flow.
Million Pieces (Song For The Savers) – video
As a bonus track I thought I'd include Freegoldtube's latest creation, even though it didn't make it into a
post. Here's No Time to Lose:
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No Time To Lose - video
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Monday, September 17, 2012
Gold hoarder dies alone - RIP Walter Samasko Jr.

Dead Nevada man's home filled with gold
CARSON CITY, Nev., Sept. 16 (UPI) -- A Nevada recluse left behind a stunning treasure when he died
this spring -- officials say they discovered $7 million in gold bars and coins in his home.
Walter Samasko Jr. died in his Carson City home in May. His body wasn't found until June after his
neighbors complained of the odor emanating from the house. That's when the gold was found stored in
his house and garage, the Las Vegas Sun reported Sunday.
Carson City Clerk Alan Glover used a wheelbarrow to schlep the gold, which included coins from
Mexico, England, Austria and South Africa dating to 1872, to his truck for the trip to a safe location.
The newspaper said Samasko hadn't worked since 1968 and was living off his investments, which
included stock accounts of $140,000 and $25,000.
"Nobody had any clue he was hoarding the gold," Glover said.
Samasko, whose age wasn't reported, had no will and did not appear to have any close relatives, though
a first cousin, substitute teacher Arlene Magdanz, was tracked down in San Rafael, Calif.
"Oh, my God. Oh, my God," she told a lawyer who was the first to give her the word about the
treasure.

Gold worth millions found in Carson City man's house after he died
CARSON CITY — Walter Samasko Jr., a recluse, died at home in May, but his body wasn’t discovered
until June, when neighbors complained of the smell coming from his house. There was only $200 in his
bank account. But there was a $7 million surprise at home.
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As the house was being cleaned for sale, officials discovered gold bars and gold coins stored in boxes
in the garage and in the house. There were so many coins that Carson City Clerk Alan Glover used a
wheelbarrow to haul the gold to his truck and deposit it for safekeeping.
________
"Nobody had any clue he was hoarding the gold"
Zenscreamer wrote, "Well, maybe his coin dealer did..... ;-)"
This reminded me of a great coin dealer story:

Very thank you – The Story of Mr. Chang's Gold
The following is an excerpt from a 2002 speech given by coin shop owner, Burton S. Blumert, titled
"The King Doesn’t Like Gold, Never Has, Never Will – Unlike Mr. Chang".
_______________________________________________________
The last small rally that gold enjoyed carried it to $306 per ounce (it has since fallen back to $290).
One of the reasons given for the run-up was that new money was pouring into gold from Japan and
China.
We don’t get much reliable information about those markets but I’ve experienced very strong
inclination among Asians towards gold.
Which reminds me of my favorite Chinese customer, Mr. Chang.
I don’t remember when he first became a customer but it had to be a decade before 1974. He barely
spoke English, and I’m not even sure he was legally in the US. He worked in food service at United
Airlines, and his wardrobe was Shanghai c.1930.
We didn’t have much in common. His English was primitive and my Chinese non-existent.
The only thing we shared was his interest in gold and my desire to sell it to him. In those days we were
prohibited from selling anything that could be considered a bullion coin. That didn’t matter to Mr.
Chang.
There was only one coin he would buy and that was the US $20 Liberty Head coin. He was familiar
with it from China and to him the Liberty $20 gold coin was gold and gold was the Liberty $20 gold
coin. Any other gold item might as well be counterfeit.
Through the years I saw him almost monthly. He brought his paycheck, would negotiate price, and then
decide how many coins he wanted. (The $20 Liberty cost about $50 each.) I would give him change
against his check.
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Originally, I was amused that he came with his own balance scale. It was made of bamboo with a plate
at one end and a weighted rock at the other. It was designed to balance the $20 Liberty. If a coin failed,
it was either shaved or counterfeit.
After about a decade I became annoyed with his scale. "Mr. Chang, when in heaven’s name will you
trust me and not need a scale?"
He considered the scale just part of doing business, but he got my message and was embarrassed.
Although his scale was present for the next purchase, I never saw it again after that.
In those days it wasn’t easy getting information about the gold price. There was no US market and the
London AM and PM fixings were sometimes available on the radio but it often required seeking the
financial pages of the Wall Street Journal to learn the value of an ounce of gold.
Mr. Chang followed the price very closely. He would call almost daily, and ask, "Wuddah prica London
gol?"
Upon getting the information he would respond: "Very thank you," and that was that. There was never
any doubt about it. It was Mr. Chang on the phone.
Then we didn’t hear from Mr. Chang for months.
"Has anyone heard from Mr. Chang", I asked? I was sure he was ill or worse.
Then one day there he was. "Wuddah prica London gol?"
I had answered his call and asked, "Mr Chang, have you been ill? We’ve missed hearing from you."
Dead silence.
How in heaven’s name did I know it was him, he wondered. Gold dealers are amazing, with wondrous
perceptions. I guess he believed that every customer said, "Very thank you."
Mr. Chang retired. I don’t know if he had social security checks coming in, but his gold coins provided
for his retirement. He came in as regularly as when he was a buyer. Only this time with one or two gold
coins to sell. As he came in the front door, I noted he had coins in his hand, wrapped in tissue paper. He
pretended he might be buying to keep me honest, but of course I knew that was not the case.
Then we learned from one of his old Chinese cronies that Mr. Chang had passed on. In fact he had
gifted several coins to the friend who gave us the sad news. We dearly missed Mr. Chang, although
"Very thank you" had become a part of the language in our office.
Some year or two later a young Chinese woman, whom I later learned was Mr. Chang’s grand niece,
came in. She was an accountant and evidently had found Mr. Chang’s check stubs with Chinese
characters on them breaking down how he had spent each check.
She was convinced there were gold coins some place and wondered if we were actually storing them. It
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was clear that she was not part of Mr. Chang’s inner circle.
She left rude and angered.
As if rehearsed, my employees looked at me and in unison we all said: "Very thank you."
______________________________________________________
I first posted this story a few days after Burt Blumert passed away in 2009. Here's the original post.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Tuesday, September 18, 2012
Deutsche Bank explains why we hoard gold

Deutsche Bank: GOLD IS MONEY
Matthew Boesler|Sep. 18, 2012, 5:53 PM
Business Insider (Video & images added by me)
Is gold money?
It's become a tireless debate: goldbugs seem to cling to the shiny yellow metal with a religious fervor
not usually displayed by anyone toward other asset classes, and it's been known to frustrate some who
don't share their views.
Gold often gets lumped in to investment forecasts with other "commodities" – real, consumable things
like oil or food.
But Deutsche Bank analysts Daniel Brebner and Xiao Fu say gold is seriously misunderstood, and in a
new report – wherein they update their gold target to $2000/oz sometime in the first half of 2013 – they
explain that "gold is not really a commodity at all."
One of These Things is Not Like the Other (Video)

The undisputable evidence for the case that gold is money, according to the Deutsche Bank analysts:
While it is included in the commodities basket it is in fact a medium of exchange and one
that is officially recognised (if not publically used as such). We see gold as an officially
recognised form of money for one primary reason: it is widely held by most of the
world’s larger central banks as a component of reserves.
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(From Euro

Gold)

That's their take. But there's more – the analysts differentiate between "good money" (gold) and "bad
money" (fiat paper currency):
We would go further however, and argue that gold could be characterised as ‘good’ money
as opposed to ‘bad’ money which would be represented by many of today’s fiat currencies.
In describing gold as such we refer to Gresham’s Law – when a government overvalues one
type of money and undervalues another, the undervalued money (good) will leave the
country or disappear from circulation into hoards, while the overvalued money (bad) will
flood into circulation.

What's interesting is that all of the arguments against gold propogated by the anti-goldbugs – that it's
not really a consumption good, that it serves no industrial purpose, etc. – are all the exact reasons why
Brebner and Xiao call gold "good money."
The analysts elaborate on this point in the report:
In our view the ideal medium of exchange must balance the paradox of representing value
while having little intrinsic value itself. There are very few media which can do this. Fiat
currencies physically have no use other than that which is prescribed to them by
government and accepted by the public. That fiat currencies cost little to produce is of a
secondary concern and we believe, quite irrelevant to the primary purpose.
Gold is neither production good nor consumption good. Jewellery we see as a form of
storage or hoarding (the people of Portugal have all but exhausted their personal gold stores
– hoarded in the form of jewellery – having converted them to survive the crisis). If gold
did have a meaningful commercial use we believe that it would make the metal less
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attractive as a medium of exchange as the value of the metal in whatever market it
was used in could periodically interfere with its medium-of-exchange role...
Other characteristics are important of course in fulfilling the requirements for ‘good’
money: indestructibility, divisibility, transportability and universal acceptability.

Hat tip:
RonaldJamesPadavona @RJPadavona
Deutsche Bank boys been reading FOFOA? read.bi/Ua1J4y
18 Sep 12
___________________
From Kicking the Hornets' Nest:
In Gresham's law there is good money and bad money. There are two moneys, not three. Good and bad,
not good, so-so, and bad. The bad money drives the good money out of circulation. In other words, the
bad money circulates (and becomes the medium of exchange) and the good money lies very still
(becoming the store of value). Look at this latest Eurosystem quarterly report again:

And from The Return to Honest Money:
As I mentioned above, in the same way that a medium of exchange is to one extent or another also a
store of value, stores of value are also to one extent or another media of exchange. The question is one
of degree, and this is how, through market forces, we end up with "two monies." Being the focal store
of value does not make something the best medium of exchange, and vice versa.
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This might be a good time to take another look at the ECB quarterly statement. There it is, two monies.
One on the left, one on the right. Separate roles.
[…]
This is how you have a true competing currency. Not two currencies competing for the medium of
exchange crown. But a separate medium of savings competing against the medium of exchange
for "pole position" on the 'Time=t' axis:

This is Freegold, and it is unfolding today. It requires no activism or political/legal changes at this
point. It is, how do you say, baked into the cake already? And once again, these posts briefly explain
how we aren't quite there yet, how Freegold is different from what he have today, even though it is
"already in the pipeline."
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Monday, October 8, 2012
Think like a Giant

Footstep of a Giant - Photo of Fraser Island dunes in Australia.
By Yann Arthus-Bertrand from his book Earth from Above.

In his interview, Aquilus talked about our recent email exchange and how he had encouraged me to turn
it into a post. So, with his permission, here it is. There are three sections:
1. Think like a Giant
2. It is gold that denominates currency
3. QE3
Think like a Giant
From: Aquilus
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Marginal Utility Q
As I was plowing through the comments (and getting annoyed at times) I thought : why don't people
understand the concept of marginal utility of gold for really, really wealthy entities? Why don't they get
that if say, you get 100M in every day, that after you've bought your yachts, airplanes, cars, houses,
islands, etc, the only item whose marginal utility does not diminish in time is gold. Why can't they see
that, but they think that the only thing with infinite marginal utility is the dollar (or fiat money)? Why
don't I turn it around and ask them: what is the marginal utility of a dollar when you're a giant? Would
they get it more if that question was asked?
I know you wrote an excellent piece on marginal utility a while back (the one with the BMW example),
but do you think there's any more clarity to be gained for people from this angle?
______
From: "FOFOA"
Date: Jun 29, 2012
Subject: Marginal Utility Q
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To: "Aquilus"
Hello Aquilus,
Do I think people would understand marginal utility better if it was explained using dollars instead of
goods? I don’t know. I think most people cannot put themselves in the thinking-shoes of a Giant no
matter what. They carry too much baggage. Perhaps they think the Giants are like evil Rothschild
Bilderberg illuminatis or something, so they put on those shoes and start thinking about how to plan the
next false flag to keep the masses enslaved in their own filth. Or maybe they think that there’s not
really any old money “super producer” Giants per se, but that all old money was earned the old
fashioned way, it was stolen. Those types don’t even think of the Saudis as Giants in the sense that they
are super-producers because they are too obsessed with their own judgment of the morality of original
acquisition.
My point is that I don’t think the problem is the medium in which they are considering the concept of
marginal utility, but it is in thinking like a Giant. Thinking like a Giant is a very handy tool in doing
what I do in writing this blog. But it is a skill that must be learned and then practiced. I think marginal
utility is a good step in learning that skill, but you can see that thinking like a Giant is the real prize, not
understanding marginal utility. You can understand marginal utility but not be able to think like a Giant.
But you cannot not understand marginal utility if you are able to think like a Giant. See the difference?
I remember reading somewhere that the Rothschild dynasty owns something like 12 castles around
Europe. That’s a lot of property to maintain. I imagine at least some of those castles were probably
acquired during the last 100 years within (and because of) the $IMFS. If we’d had Freegold (i.e., free
floating gold) for the last 100 years, I imagine that the Rothschilds would have fewer castles yet they
would still be equally as wealthy.
See? Without Freegold, you gotta put your money somewhere. So first you put it in property with a
house, then you stuff that house with fine rugs, curtains, furnishings, art and classic cars, then you build
a pool and a garden, and then what? You gotta buy another castle and start over. And that’s a real Giant
who knows how to save.
With Freegold, I can imagine the Rothschilds downsizing a bit, maybe to 8 castles or something more
reasonable like that. But unless you can think like a Giant, you’d never understand WTF I’m talking
about.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: RE: Marginal Utility Q
On the Rothschilds under freegold, I assume the point you're making is that under continuous freegold,
the same weight of gold would have locked in a lot more of their net surplus, and therefore left less
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cash for castles, ergo: only 8 instead of 12 castles.
On understanding marginal utility, yes, you make an excellent distinction about it being a necessary
effect of thinking like a giant, instead of understanding marginal utility leading to understanding how
giants think!
Actually, I was not suggesting explaining marginal utility using dollars, I just did not explain myself
properly. What I was after, was explaining to people FROM the point of view of a Giant what the
marginal utility of current things are, including the dollar. Unlike your excellent existing marginal
utility article, this time however I was thinking of really hammering the point home ONLY from the
point of view of a Giant, and using some shock and awe numbers (shocking for ants that is).
So for example, start out with a Giant that has 100mil piling up on his doorstep every day. That should
get the ants' attention!
What is the marginal utility of cars, yachts, etc after a reasonable number? How about castles? Ok,
once we establish that, say, 50 days worth of income takes care of all that, and additional items have
diminishing utility, let's move on.
How about the ultimate liquid IMFS SoV, the dollar? What's the marginal utility of holding 315 x
100mil dollars that depreciate (queue infamous dollar purchasing power over time chart). 315 being
365-50 obviously. Not to mention hoarding the very MoE that commerce needs! What if I used dollar
surrogates: treasuries? Same effect, plus I am the market after a while.. No good.
What other options do I have? Commodities? And create industry shortages? I'd get slammed pretty
fast. So what's left? Quick! Think, because tomorrow I get another 100mil piling on top of what I
currently have... And no, I am not ok with losing purchasing power in the long run. As a matter of fact,
it's probably 3-4 generations before this should even be needed.
That's a raw draft of the kind of scenario that I had in mind: force-put the ant in the place of the Giant,
no inkling as to where the money comes from (so to not get into rent-seeking), and FORCE them to
pick a place for a multi generation investment that keeps its purchasing power. Make them feel the
power of the daily dollar avalanche coming in so that they understand the scale at which this game is
played. Does it make any sense at all, or has that been done/beaten to death enough in your opinion?
Aquilus
______
On Jun 30, 2012, "FOFOA" wrote:
Hello Aquilus,
You wrote: "On the Rothschilds under freegold, I assume the point you're making is that under
continuous freegold, the same weight of gold would have locked in a lot more of their net surplus, and
therefore left less cash for castles, ergo: only 8 instead of 12 castles."
They don’t want 12 castles, never did. And they certainly don’t need 12 castles. So why did they buy,
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furnish and perfect 12 castles? When did the marginal utility of castles drop off for them? After 5
maybe? So why did they keep buying so many castles? Couldn’t they have just bought gold instead?
Why do you think they didn’t buy gold instead of more castles after they already had 5 and the
marginal utility of more castles dropped?
Answer that question because it leads then to what you want to talk about… "a Giant that has 100mil
piling up on its doorstep every day."
Let’s imagine the Rothschilds had this very problem! So why did they buy castles instead of gold or
other things they could have bought? I think you brushed past the Rothschild example too fast. Your
answer: "I assume the point you're making is that under continuous freegold, the same weight of gold
would have locked in a lot more of their net surplus and therefore left less cash for castles, ergo: only 8
instead of 12 castles." … is not exactly what I had in mind, and that’s not how I would explain it.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
______
On Jun 29, 2012, "Aquilus" wrote:
Well, let me see:
1. Why not just buy gold ?
Imo because at this price, dumping 100 mil a day in allocated physical you upset the apple-cart and
exhaust the physical supply.
2. Why castles and art and collectible cars, etc?
Because under IMFS they are a decent long-term SoV. as they are completely in the physical plane,are
unique, and therefore are meant to be hoarded and keep their value long term. Unlike say, McMansions
in the suburb or Camaros :-)
Am I even close?
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: RE: Marginal Utility Q
Well, I think you have me the answer already here :
"Gold’s value really comes from intergenerational Giants who have no need to ever sell it. They really
just net-produce and net-produce and they do it willingly for more and more gold, and then just sit on
that gold until they die and pass it on to the next generation. And they will keep doing this no matter
what the $PoG does. They're not buying it for its weight, but for proven long run currency exchange
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value! But if there’s no flow for them to get some, then they have to buy things like extra castles and
cars and stuff that drives up prices and drives down everyone else’s purchasing power."
______
On Jun 30, 2012, "FOFOA" wrote:
Don’t forget that they bought most of those castles before 1971! Why not gold then?
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Saturday, June 30, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: RE: Marginal Utility Q
:-) Thanks for your patience with me.
1. Physical supply: My instinct tells me that it's because the flow was so much more restricted before
1971. Production was much lower given the price/oz: http://www.goldsheetlinks.com/production2.htm
But that can't be it by itself... Let's see... Politically, hoarding gold would be hoarding "the money of the
state" before 1971 and prevent money expansion when needed. The Rothschilds may have to care about
that, but why would the Saudis? Hmm...
What's left? What am I missing from my ant perspective?
Let's see, how about I revisit my premises; it's usually where mistakes originate: it's 1970, I'm a
Rothschilds Giant, the dollar is massively overvalued compared to the fixed gold price, gold flows are
small, sovereigns like France are redeeming their dollars for gold, Rueff is making his arguments..
So do I overly corner the restricted gold flow from mines and make Central Banks pissed because they
would have to dis-hoard in order to keep the flow going?
Or do I take the chunk of overvalued dollars that I cannot buy gold with, and hoard other items that are
meant to be hoarded, that keep their value: art and unique properties?
They can soak up a lot of value over time very well if I choose unique ones, nothing easily reproduced;
basically things another Giant would recognize as desirable in the future when I would like to unlock
the purchasing power for whatever reason.
But then again, castles are highly visible and my wealth is on full display. Why, why, would I choose
this option and not something more discrete? Unless (a) visibility is not that concerning, (b) nothing
more discreet exists, like art for example, in the quantities I require.
And I can't forget that if I own most of "something" in the world, that something is not that valuable
any longer as it loses its network effect value...
Ok I'll stop here. I feel like I'm missing something important, yet it should be obvious.
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I appreciate you teaching me how to fish, not just giving me the fish to eat.
P.S. sorry for the occasional clump of words that may not make sense. I'm using my tablet's soft
keyboard to "Swype" (http://www.swype.com/) the words in and the autocorrect decides it knows better
than me at times. Well, on second thought, you know, maybe it's right :-)
______
On Sat, Jun 30, 2012, FOFOA wrote:
Hello Aquilus,
That’s good! I think you’re getting close!
Now, if you’re a giant on the Rothschild scale, and you’ve got $100M per day coming in from your
various businesses, what are you going to do with all that money?
Are you going to try to make money with your money? Buy stocks and bonds, play a little in the
different sectors?
Sure, you might buy into some more businesses, but you’ve already got plenty of businesses. Your
businesses are already bringing in $100M per day and your biggest problem right now is figuring out
the smartest thing to do with that money. So if you buy more businesses, that’s only gonna grow your
problem bigger.
Your wife does the charity circuit, but that’s only good for a few mil a month, and you’ve got $100M
per day coming in.
So what do you do with it? What are you biggest concerns when considering what to do with it?
You probably have more money than anyone else. At least you have more than 99.99999% of everyone
else. So would you like to double your money? I think not. At some point you’re like “holy shit, look
what I got” and you don’t dare want to buy anything that’s likely to deliver you another windfall and
draw more attention to your wealth than you’re already getting. So if you hear about Freegold, are you
gonna pile in?
Your biggest worry is keeping what you’ve already got… not getting more. You’re even willing to lose
some just to keep your profile as low as possible. The wife’s charity work helps with that, but again,
you don’t even want to give too much away because that draws additional attention to your wealth.
If you hoard physical commodities you’ll piss off the people, right? And if you hoard paper
commodities you’ll drive up the price and you’ll piss the people off! You’re so big that you move
markets by just looking at them.
You’re so big that you’ve got to spend your money coming in as fast as possible or else the money
supply will start contracting because you’ve got too much of it! (That may be a little bit of an
exaggeration, but not under the gold standard!)
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So tell me, did they have ANY choice at all besides what they actually did? And even that, at some
point, starts drawing that negative attention. You can only have so many castles before people start
wondering if you have too much money.
So what to do? At some point, the only thing to do might be to slow down a bit. Quit working. Is that
what our world desperately needs? For the super-producers to quit working so much?
Sincerely,
FOFOA
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Marginal Utility Q
FOFOA,
1. So the answer to buying castles pre 1971 (and after) was: they had no other choice. That or stop
producing.
2. I'm sure I'm not telling you anything new, but parts of this thread would make the kernel for a great
post!
Seeing the world from this perspective is diametrically opposed to what most people experience (The
Ant: how can I get MORE cash / The Giant: how do I manage all this cash coming in?). It has only
been tangentially touched upon in different articles, never as the main focus of a post. Blondie tried to
explain in lately, but that was "theory", to say so. Some examples like we have here are key to most
people's understanding IMHO.
You know how you had "Life in the Ant Farm?" this could be something like "What choices does a
Giant have?" or " Meanwhile, in Giant land" or "The view of a Giant". I'm sure you can come up with
better titles than this.
Seriously, it would be a dynamite post!
Aquilus
______
It is gold that denominates currency
From: Aquilus
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Why does oil not price currencies
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Hi FOFOA,
If you have time/feel like it, I wanted to run some thoughts by you on
"gold prices currencies, but oil does not".
Here's what I have:
Because:
1. Oil is mostly physical market with some futures. Paper oil market not structured as dangerous to
currencies (no fractional reserve)
2. If oil flow stops, Mad Max world ensues and real economy collapses. Politically not acceptable immediate wars. If gold flow stops, currencies can make themselves desirable again, real world plane
not hurt.
3. Oil is not cornered (no expected deliveries as a multiple of existing flow), quite the opposite.
So best oil can do is insist that price in currencies ensure gold acquisition for oil extracted over what
Saudis need for budget expenses + lifestyle expenses.
Am I anywhere close to the right track?
Aquilus
______
On Aug 3, 2012, "FOFOA" wrote:
Hello Aquilus,
Oil is a means of production. If you find yourself sitting on top of (and thereby owning) the largest
underground oil field in the world, you find yourself on top of a great stockpile of capital (means of
production used by the entire world).
Alternatively, there are 170,000 tonnes of gold out there, all in someone’s ownership/possession. All
this gold marks the net-production of someone in the past. If you see someone sitting on a large pile of
gold you can think “golly, he sure gave away a lot of useful wealth in exchange for all that “useless”
metal that just sits there in a vault.”
So there now, you have one guy sitting on top of this oil field, and another guy sitting on top of this
gold. What’s the difference? Is the guy sitting on the oil going to sell that to a net-producer in exchange
for his excess production? Nope. A net-producer has no need for that oil in exchange for his
“underconsumption”. He wants gold.
So we can see that the guy with the oil and the guy with the gold have different customers. The oil
guy’s customers are everyone in the economy, and the gold guys customers are net-producers (savers).
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The net-producer might buy some of the oil guy’s oil for his production purposes, but then with his
excess production he buys from the gold guy.
But the oil guy’s overhead is soooo cheap compared to the commercial value of his oil, he too is a netproducer in currency terms without even trying, and without any austerity.
When we hear the word “overhead” we generally think of it in terms of the costs of running a business.
But it could also apply to the costs of running a standard of living. Everything useful that you buy and
use in maintaining your lifestyle is your overhead. Anything beyond that is your savings. To an oil
sheikh a pimped out 747 and 8 Rolls Royces might be part of his overhead. Also, an indoor ski slope
and the world’s tallest building in the middle of the desert is part of his overhead. It’s the cost of being
a rich oil sheikh. Savings is anything over and above that. And like I said, the sheikh has savings even
without any austerity in his lifestyle.
Those of us in the real world have to choose between austerity and less savings. We can reduce our
austerity and also reduce our savings, or we can increase austerity and increase our savings. But the
sheikh almost literally has savings no matter how well he chooses to live.
So in this example, “overhead” is that portion of money that everyone spends on their lifestyle and
business operations etc… and savings is that smaller portion over and above “overhead” that (only)
some people put into presently useless things like treasuries, accounts or “useless” gold.
Now that I’ve distinguished “overhead” and “savings”, it should be clear to you that all oil purchases
fall under “overhead” while all gold purchases fall under “savings”. And like oil, everything else in the
world (except gold) also falls under “overhead” while (in the physical plane) only gold falls under
“savings”.
So now that we’ve identified the main difference between oil and gold, we can say that “savings price
currencies, overhead doesn’t.”
Now along this same line of thinking, we can also say that surpluses are entirely attributable to savers.
In any zone that’s running a trade surplus (on any scale), the entirety of that surplus is equal to savings
in that zone, so the surplus is attributable to the savers.
Can you see a pattern starting to emerge here? The relevance of savings and savers to everything? (and
I’m not making a morality play here, because like I said, those rich oil sheikh’s are automatically savers
no matter how big of a harem they maintain as part of their living standard, so they remain relevant to
everything)
But for their savings, those oil sheikhs are not interested in hoarding currency. They want gold, as do
all the big savers (and surplus zones) in the world.
So in the “overhead department” we have all the real goods and services in the world traded back and
forth kind of like barter, with currency as the lubricant. But then we have this little portion on top we
call savings.
It is the savers (net-producers) that run the show.
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Sorry, but that’s all the time I have for now. Didn’t quite get to my point, but hopefully I gave you some
more thoughts to consider.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: RE: Why does oil not price currencies
First of all, thank you for those thoughts.
I would like to take this conversation down this path:
“savings price currencies, overhead doesn’t.”
I feel that I am at the edge of really understanding this idea, but have not quite arrived there yet.
Are savings pricing currencies because they are a claim on future production that may or may NOT be
deployed though currency? Because most (sizeable) savers can easily exist comfortably from overhead
without ever dishoarding any savings unless the currency price of savings is satisfactory?
Is that really what makes savings price currencies?
______
On Mon, Aug 6, 2012, FOFOA wrote:
I don’t think it’s that simple. There are many moving parts. It is a dynamic system.
In terms of “overhead”, it’s really just a goods for goods trade… barter if you will, with currency
simply lubricating the trade. Goods price other goods. An apple is worth two bananas. Doesn’t matter
what currency you use.
But it’s when you try to be austere (to save, to underconsume) that it’s no longer “goods pricing
goods”. Time becomes a factor when you save. Remember that the difference between a medium of
exchange and a store of value is only a sliding scale in the time dimension. Any medium of exchange is
also a store of value to some extent, and any store of value is a medium of exchange to a degree.
Those who use currencies in the here and now “overhead dimension” exert little effect on that time
dimension.
But that doesn’t mean you want savers holding the currency for a long time. When that happens (like it
is today), a currency becomes overvalued and unstable, susceptible to a disruptive collapse. What you
want, instead, is a healthy balance on that “sliding scale in the time dimension”.
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______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Re: Why does oil not price currencies
Hmmm,
I realize now that what I keep missing is the ACTUAL definition of "pricing a currency".
It keeps changing and morphing in my head from, and that might be why I don't grasp it.
Here's what I see right now, using a muddled "pricing a currency"
When talking "overhead" in the context of pricing currencies, because in the here and now, the MoE
really does not matter, it could be anything from the acceptable plethora all the way to pseudo or full
barter. So "pricing" a MoE on a short time scale is simply observing what amount of that MoE is
necessary for my product so that the ratio of what I'm selling to what I'm planning to consume shortly,
stays in an acceptable range.
On a longer time scale purchasing power comes into play, as I would like that ratio to stay in range for
a long time. So the choice of SoV is crucial. I also need to be able to acquire that SoV with my
currency. But if I cannot acquire the SoV in my currency (0 flow),that does not mean that the SoV is
worthless, but rather that my currency has utterly failed as an MoE, as I cannot exchange it for my SoV.
Same SoV that I can acquire and trade in a different currency.
So in this extended time scenario, I think I understand the pricing for the extreme margin (like in
calculus when you have a limit problem - in this case $ value goes to 0 as Au flow in $ area goes to 0).
What I don't quite get is the idea of gold pricing a currency away from that limit. Can you help me with
what that pricing is (certainly is not the number of currency units per weight, right?)
Thanks (and I hope that I'm not bugging you too much - please let me know if you'd me rather post
these in comments)
Aquilus
______
On Tue, Aug 7, 2012, FOFOA wrote:
It’s simply this. You said it right here:
“So the choice of SoV is crucial. I also need to be able to acquire that SoV with my currency. But if I
cannot acquire the SoV in my currency (0 flow),that does not mean that the SoV is worthless, but rather
that my currency has utterly failed as an MoE, as I cannot exchange it for my SoV. Same SoV that I can
acquire and trade in a different currency.”
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With that in mind, read what I and ANOTHER wrote…
Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:01
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
All modern digital currencies do not go into an investment, they move THRU it... There is an
alternative. Gold! It is the only medium that currencies do not "move thru". It is the only Money
that cannot be valued by currencies. It is gold that denominates currency. It is to say "gold moves
thru paper currencies".
This is the key to EVERYTHING!!! It is not "gold liquidity" that the bullion banks create... it is
DOLLAR LIQUIDITY. Dollars bidding on MSFT stock set the value of that stock. If dollars are
frantically bidding on MSFT (high velocity), the stock skyrockets. If dollars stop bidding for MSFT all
at once (low velocity), the price falls to zero. This is true for everything in the world except gold.
Gold bids for dollars. If gold stops bidding for dollars (low gold velocity), the price (in gold) of a
dollar falls to zero.
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Re: Why does oil not price currencies
Beautiful, the light bulb just stayed on when it came to gold denominating currencies! :-)
Now I have one more thing I need hand-holding on the following (my underlining):
On the one hand (Another):
Gold! It is the only medium that currencies do not "move thru".
and on another (from http://fofoa.blogspot.com/2012/02/todays-quoteunquote-gold.html)
"currency flows through assets, not into them. In fact, a limited amount of dollars can flow through the
same gold many times, over and over, driving it higher and higher with each pass"
Both passages, whereas talking about currency through gold and at first glance contradictory, cannot
possibly talk about the same thing. Whereas I do understand what you're talking about with the
repeated flow in your post, I must be missing something very obvious in Another's statement, or overthinking it.
So, again, let me back it up to premises (that's how I learn). When A buys gold from B, a certain
amount of currency flows from A to B and gold from B to A.
Is Another's idea of currency not moving through gold the fact that A now keeps the gold as long term
savings (and thus currency flow for A stopped), and unlike things that are consumed, the gold acts like
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a storage tank for the purchasing power ? To be stored for long term and released into currency of
different purchasing power at a different time?
And if so, all other possible saving mediums would fail the uniqueness test, not because they do not
hold value, but because they cannot "bottle up" the pressure needed from the currency side (having
industrial uses and not being a "focal point")?
Aq
______
On Tue, Aug 7, 2012, FOFOA wrote:
"I must be … over-thinking it."
Yes.
"currency flows through assets, not into them."
Are we agreed on this part? There’s no “currency” in the stock market. If you bought $100K in stocks
your currency flowed through those stocks, not into them, and now you hold assets, not currency.
Agreed?
And how do we know the value (price) of those assets? We know it by its currency price, right? China’s
Treasuries are not currency. The currency China receives through its trade surplus it gives to the USG
to spend. The currency flows through those Treasuries to the debtor. Now China holds those assets, not
currency, right?
"currency flows through assets, not into them."
Okay, as long as we’re agreed on this part, let’s look at gold. We could say the same thing about gold. If
you bought $100K worth of gold your currency flowed through to the seller of that gold and now you
only hold an asset, right? The gold. And how do we know the value (price) of that gold? Do we know it
as a currency price? Is that correct?
If the USG goes ballistic defending its inflow of real goods and services with the QE printing press,
who is going to dishoard some gold for dollars? No one, you say? So if there’s no dollars and gold
being exchanged, how do we know the value (price) of that gold? Is it valueless now that there is no
dollar price for it? Or is it priceless?
How about your stocks? How about your Treasuries?
Of course we could run the same exercise with a tanker full of oil that you just purchased for $100M
versus $100M in currency assets. It doesn’t become valueless just because the dollar loses value
because we know oil's value relative to other goods and services. But gold’s value does not relate to
other goods and services because its main use is SoV. Gold value "is arbitrary!"
So with the oil, as long as we could determine the dollar price of something, anything, we could know
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the going price of oil, right? Just like in Zimbabwe. Currency still priced eggs even when three eggs
cost a billion Zdollars. Currency prices oil just like currency prices everything in the “overhead” realm.
Because currency is only the middleman between these things’ relative value to each other. Only gold’s
value is not relative to everything else in the physical plane. Gold’s value is arbitrary. It has no
economic or utility metrics by which to compare it to the rest of the physical plane.
Currency prices everything (but gold) because currency is simply that middleman between their known
relative values. Everyone knows that an apple is worth two bananas. So currency between apples and
bananas prices those items. But there is no intrinsic, calculable relative value between an ounce of gold
and a men's suit. Their relationship is arbitrary… it can be whatever subjective value the superorganism
takes it to without affecting anything else. No chain reaction will happen.
Gold! It is the only medium that currencies do not "move thru". It is the only Money that cannot
be valued by currencies. It is gold that denominates currency. It is to say "gold moves thru paper
currencies".
Get the concept!!! Don’t get too hung up on the words. It’s all about concepts, not necessarily the
words. Words are fallible and limited in scope. Concepts (if they are true) have infinite resolution. Test
the infinite resolution of this concept:
It is gold that denominates currency.
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Re: Why does oil not price currencies
SMILE! Got it. It's nice to see how simple it is really.
Everything's value is related to everything else, except for the one "useless" SoV focal point.
I have to say, the words "gold moving thru currencies" is definitely not intuitive (to me). The "Gold
denominates currencies" expression is much more on target.
If you don't have another post ready, you might want to consider putting up this last explanation as a
placeholder. Explaining this concept past where the original words might be confusing is done very
well in this last email. It's straight forward, full of real world asset examples, idiot-proof I might say.
Just what's needed. Just my 2c.
Thanks again for taking the time to clarify all this for me!
Aquilus
P.S. Since May, I've been trying to get through all the posts from the beginning of the blog (in my spare
moments/time). I'm now up to "Credibility Inflation" in 2010. It's quite an experience to understand a
lot of the material before reading the posts - so much more enjoyable. But at the same time, I get these
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unclear things that I've been bugging you about :-) And I still have not made it through the original
Trail. I think FreeGold will be upon us before I do at this pace.
______
QE3
In this case someone else emailed me a question first. I answered it and simultaneously Aquilus was
tweeting similar thoughts, so I forwarded my correspondence with the other reader to Aquilus:
On Thu, Sep 13, 2012, FOFOA wrote:
Hello Aquilus,
I thought you would appreciate this. Nice tweets today.
From: T
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Questions
Hi FOFOA,
I know you've got a few great posts up coming, and I imagine that you were right on top of the FED's
announcement today. My question relates to MBS purchases and I have had this thought for some time
now. The FED is clearly out to gobble up this market, as it really is running out of things to buy
without limiting itself to only 70% market share, however, how does the process of MBS purchases
help to fund the Gov? The FED is purchasing these securities, but wouldn't this fund the banks as
opposed to the Treasury? As funding the Gov't is really the bottom line here, how do these purchases
work towards funding the nations yearly deficits? Which, as outlined prior, is really the aim of QE?
Thanks for all that you do.
-T
From: FOFOA
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012
To: T
Subject: RE: Questions
Hello T,
All the money the Fed prints for MBS purchases will be cycled through the USG Treasury account
(spent into the economy by the USG). At least an amount equal to the issuance of new Treasuries.
Most people think that money from the stock and bond markets can get "scared" and run to Treasuries
for safety. But the fact of the matter is that there is no "money" in the stock and bond markets. There
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are only assets. The USG cannot spend assets, it can only spend base money, and base money is either
earned in the physical plane or it is printed by the Fed. So it cannot be the case that a bunch of "money"
would ever flee the stock market and go to the USG (to hide in Treasuries) for safety. If/when that ever
happens, someone who earned actual base money in the physical plane would be buying those
"frightened stocks" at bargain basement prices and then the sellers would give that money to the USG
to spend. The money has to come from somewhere, and it doesn't come from inside the stocks or
bonds. I repeat, there's no "money" in the stock and bond markets—only assets. There has to be money
coming in from the physical plane (or from the Fed's printing press) at all times.
So what the Fed is doing is injecting actual base money flow into this paper asset "arena", since the
physical plane earners (both foreign and domestic) are not coming in (in sufficient quantity). Actual
base money is the only "fuel" the USG can burn. It needs real base money coming in, either from
foreigners via the trade deficit or from new domestic savers who earned that money, earned not through
asset appreciation in the stock and bond markets, but through real physical plane production.
You can think of the stock and bond markets (including the Treasury market) as a big "arena". Money
(base money) flows through it, but it never resides in it. Some comes in, some goes out. And whenever
new paper assets are added as in the case of regular Treasury auctions, that is one of the avenues where
money flows out of the arena. This outflow must be matched by inflow, period. If there's not a
sufficient inflow, then the Fed must print, which it is doing now.
Of course they are also hoping to goose the housing market, but understand that new mortgage creation
does not require a constant flow of base money the way new Treasury creation does. The big banks
have plenty of reserves right now so the only thing limiting new mortgage creation is demand from
borrowers, not supply of base money reserves. And mortgages are created "out of thin air". Treasuries
are not. Treasuries require 100% base money flow. And that's what the Fed is injecting into this
"arena".
Sincerely,
FOFOA
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Re: FW: Questions
FOFOA,
I do have a question on the stuff below, when you get a chance.
For purchasing Treasuries, I am not seeing something important: I can see why Treasury spends base
money, just not why the money buying treasuries cannot be credit.
I can imagine any US bank creating credit to buy treasuries, and holding those treasuries on the balance
sheet as risk-free assets. I guess I don't see is why is it necessarily base money that flows into
Treasuries?
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Can you help me out with this please?
Thanks
Aquilus
______
On Sep 24, 2012, "FOFOA" wrote:
Okay, say a commercial bank expands its balance sheet for the purpose of buying Treasuries. It has
created new liabilities which it has transferred to the Treasury. The Treasury "bank account" is at the
Fed, so those liabilities get cleared with 100% reserves. In theory, the commercial bank which
expanded its balance sheet now owes (has liabilities to) the USG's bank, which is the Fed. But the
commercial bank also has an account at the Fed, its reserve account, consisting of liabilities of the Fed
to the commercial bank, its reserves.
So there's a 1:1 (non-fractional) correlation between the new asset and the number of reserves required
to clear that transaction. In other words, if the commercial bank bought $1,000,000 in Treasuries, its
reserve account would be debited $1,000,000 in reserves which would be transferred over to the
Treasury's account. The commercial bank liabilities would all be cleared. Then when the USG spends
those dollars into the economy, the reserves would reenter the commercial banking system and the
liability would reappear at whatever bank the USG stooge deposited his check. That bank liability
would now be a liability to the Stooge, until he spends it passing it on to someone else.
So, now, looking at the original commercial bank's balance sheet, the one who "bought treasuries from
thin air", the Treasuries were added to the asset side of the balance sheet but they were not matched
with added liabilities. Instead, they simply displaced existing reserves which were removed and given
to the USG to spend. Can you see the difference?
If the bank had instead originated a new home loan "from thin air", that new asset (the mortgage)
would be offset with new liabilities. The mortgagor would then spend those liabilities and they'd be
transferred to another commercial bank so they'd clear fractionally along with other transactions. It's all
a big churn of available funds. For us in the real world, the private sector, we churn bank credit and
then the banks in turn churn reserves fractionally among themselves to clear our transactions.
But all spending that goes through the government carries a unit of base money (reserves) with it.
When the USG spends, some stooge gets a paycheck. When he deposits that paycheck, the bank gets a
liability (to the stooge) and a reserve (from the Fed) added to its balance sheet.
So, in reality, our bank at the top did not "expand its balance sheet". It simply swapped a reserve of one
kind (base money) for a reserve of another kind (Treasury). It was simply an asset swap. So the money
buying the Treasuries was the bank's base money reserves, not pure credit.
"just not why the money buying treasuries cannot be credit."
Imagine a bank with insufficient reserves trying to buy Treasuries with only its credit. It will transfer its
liabilities to the Treasury's account at the Fed and now its liabilities to the Fed will exceed the Fed's
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liabilities to the bank. This bank will now be essentially reserve-less. In fact, it will be in a position of
negative reserves. The only way for it to get reserves back would be for the Fed to buy some of its
assets. So now, who actually funded the Treasury in this case? The Fed did by creating new reserves for
the bank which bought the Treasuries.
The key to pay attention to is that every dollar the USG spends into the economy comes with 1 unit of
credit money + 1 unit of base money. In other words, the USG emits a liability along with a reserve into
the commercial banking system. Anyone other than the government who spends money only emits
(transfers) a commercial bank liability. But the USG emits an attached pair, like a molecule with two
attached atoms.
The monetary system is simply the record keeper of what's going on. We think of the government
taking in money and then spending it. But in reality, the government is not constrained. It will keep on
spending no matter what. The only thing that can stop it from spending is a crash in the value of its unit
(hyperinflation).
So we look at "what's going in" and compare it to "what's coming out" of the USG spending machine.
"Money going in" comes from three sources: 1. Taxes, 2. Borrowing, 3. Printing. What we're interested
in (or what we should be interested in) is whether that "money going in" is a fully formed molecule
with two atoms or simply a lone atom which the USG then converts into a molecule.
In the case of taxes it's all molecules going in. In the case of borrowing, it's all molecules as long as the
purchaser of the Treasuries is spending a commercial bank liability (credit atom) he earned. As that
credit money passes to the USG account at the Fed, it attaches itself to a commercial bank reserve unit
which temporarily leaves the commercial banking system until the USG later spends it back into the
commercial banking system.
Only the Fed can create new unattached, individual (base money) atoms. Like I said, the USG's
spending is technically unconstrained. It can and will simply keep on spending. But if its spending
exceeds the money coming in from taxes plus earned credits lent to the USG, then the aggregate
balance sheet of the monetary system will fall out of balance. To keep it in balance, the Fed creates new
atoms. Which the USG converts into molecules.
Say the Fed does $600B in QE but only buys MBS from the commercial banks. The Fed has created
$600B new atoms (reserves) which only become molecules once they pass through the USG spending
machine. All the Fed has done with the commercial bank balance sheets is an asset swap, a new reserve
for an asset. No new credit money (commercial bank liabilities) has been created. New credit money is
created when the USG spends in excess of the credit money coming in, either through taxes or
borrowed from real savers. This commercial bank who just swapped MBS with the Fed for new base
money could now swap that base money asset with the Treasury for a Treasury asset. And yet still, no
new credit money has been created… until the USG spends it.
So, in essence, the commercial banking system created new credit money (commercial bank liabilities)
when it originated the home loans which created the MBS. That is now circulating. Then the Fed
created new base money which it swapped for the MBS. Now the commercial bank is free to swap that
base money with the Treasury who will create more new credit money by spending it.
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"I can imagine any US bank creating credit to buy treasuries, and holding those treasuries on the
balance sheet as risk-free assets. I guess I don't see is why is it necessarily base money that flows into
Treasuries?"
Can you see now how any US bank cannot create credit which the USG can spend? The USG can only
spend earned credit (earned through production in the physical plane) or else the USG is actually
creating new credit money when it spends, without any offsetting production in the physical plane. The
money the USG spends either comes from taxes, net-producers (real savers), or else it is inflationary. A
base money unit passes through the USG with every dollar it spends. A credit money unit exits along
with that base money unit as well. The only question is whether that credit money unit (commercial
bank liability) was surrendered to the Treasury from someone who earned it, or created from thin air by
the very act of the government writing a check to a government stooge.
In extremis, try to imagine ALL commercial banks swapping ALL excess reserves held at the Fed with
the USG in exchange for Treasuries. Let's look at their balance sheets. Their liabilities would remain
exactly the same, but their assets would have changed significantly from a healthy reserve ratio to a
nonexistent reserve ratio… no reserves, all assets. Now the USG spends all those reserves back into the
economy along with new credit money units (commercial bank liabilities). The reserves reenter the
banking system but the liabilities increase 1:1 with the amount of reserves. Rinse and repeat.
While I suppose this is theoretically possible, it's not very practical; just think about how directly
inflationary it would be! I'm not looking at monetary aggregates for the inflation. I'm looking at direct
spending that's not offset by physical plane production. And I think another problem that's probably
preventing something like this is the ongoing deleveraging within the banks. This deleveraging is
competing with the Treasury for spendable reserves, which is another reason the Fed has to inject new
reserves.
That ZH article linked by Michael dV said that the "shadow banking system" (which is really just
"money markets" with no real money in them, only assets) has undergone $300B in deleveraging so far
in 2012. You have the USG which needs to extract $3.6B per day from these markets competing against
the deleveraging for the scant "new inflow" of money. The trade deficit seems to be supplying $1.5B
per day, domestic "savers" (pension funds) must be supplying some amount, and the Fed seems to be
picking up the slack. Remember, it's money in, money out. There's no actual money "in" these markets.
Only assets with prices. And deleveraging is essentially "money out" competing against Treasury for
the new money coming in, either from savers or from the Fed.
My sense is that the current rate of QE is simply not enough. The USG is not going to stop spending, so
something has to give. Either interest rates explode upward (not going to happen), the stock market
collapses in free fall (might happen, but then they'll print immediately), or the Fed ramps up QE
somehow. Even if they manage to do this without a press conference, it will show up in the dollar
exchange rate and/or CPI price inflation. That's where the death spiral begins.
Other analysts seems to want to look at quantitative measurements to determine timing. They want to
see X hit Y% or whatever. But that's not how it happens. It happens where the rubber meets the road…
at the margins where the USG spends. It happens where the monetary plane is exchanged with the
physical plane, because that's the only exchange rate that matters. It happens in physical plane prices.
And that roadside IED is very unstable, IMHO. It might take a big truck hitting it, or it might just blow
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if you look at it too closely.
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: RE: FW: Questions
Thank you!!! Very clear. More feedback tomorrow after I re-read.
Aq.
PS: it makes so much sense that I kick myself for not having taken that one extra mental step and asked
"who is the Treasury's bank?" More tomorrow, but thanks again!
______
On Wed, Sep 26, 2012, FOFOA wrote:
Thank you, Aquilus.
BTW, I have a bold new concept I'm working on right now, which will include a proposition for you.
I'll present you with the details soon. ;D
Sincerely,
FOFOA
PS. Have you ever used Skype?
______
From: Aquilus
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012
To: FOFOA
Subject: Re:
Skype? Of course. Just let me know when.
I figured you'd be up to something. You've been quiet as a mouse for many weeks now :D Look
forward to it.
P.S. I am not joking when I say that last email expanded perspective about the flow of base
money/credit when it made me follow the transactions. I realized how intellectually lazy I had been stopping at the initial concept of credit creation, gov spending that you spoon-fed us in the posts and
not taking that deduction further myself. Just being honest with myself here. I like the "molecule" vs
"atom" description.
______
On Sep 26, 2012, "FOFOA" wrote:
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Yes, the molecule/atom analogy is a good one! I came up with that one just for you! ;-)
I think the key is that "the markets" (meaning the stock, bond, treasury and money markets, including
what ZH calls the "shadow banking sector") are all just assets with no "money" in them. There's
"money in" and "money out". It's very similar to a Ponzi scheme in that no one can take out a single
dollar unless a dollar is going in on the other side. Only money coming in supplies the drain of money
going out. But unlike a Ponzi scheme where at some point there's not enough new money going in to
fund the redemptions, the Fed can actually put brand new money in at any time.
Imagine if Bernie Madoff had a printing press. His Ponzi scheme would never have needed to collapse.
It's kind of like the fact that 1930's style bank runs won't ever happen again. Instead, this time, the
value of the dollar will collapse.
Money is fungible, so it doesn't matter where the Fed is injecting it, into MBS, or AAPL, doesn't
matter. It's all part of the "money in" to the arena and the USG is the main "money out" so unattached
new atoms all get combined through the USG. "Money in" from savers (domestic or foreign) is all full
molecules. "Money in" from the Fed is unattached atoms and the USG is unique among the various
drains on the system in that it can turn atoms into molecules. So that's how USG deficit spending is
directly inflationary in the amount put in by the Fed, no matter where it put the new money.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
______
The following are all Rothschild properties, both past and present, from Wikipedia. Some were simply
donated to charity:
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Wednesday, October 31, 2012
An American Horror Story
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An American Horror Story for Halloween...
Dear Diary,
Today I awoke to the news that the dollar is no longer acceptable in settlement for the purchase of
foreign goods from foreigners. This news was immediately disconcerting because I have hundreds of
thousands of these dollars saved up over the past 30+ years, and I'm planning to retire soon.
The President was on all channels assuring us that this is not a big deal, and certainly meaningless
unless we're planning to buy a foreign car or travel abroad. My dollars, he said, will still be "as good as
gold" here in the United States. The US, he said, has the most important economy in the world, and the
dollar is our currency. The government, he said, would not miss a beat. The government, he said, can
never run out of money. Our dollars are safe.
The President said that this news today was only because of the international money speculators who,
because they thrive on crises, help to create them. He said that these "speculators" have declared war on
the American dollar. He said that this is extremely foolish because the American economy has the
largest GDP and also because the American government can never run out of money.
So, in response, he has directed his people to halt all international payments except those deemed to be
in the vital interest of the United States. And for those deemed vital, he said that any government
agency can independently authorize payments of any size needed to keep the vital foreign goods
flowing in. America won't be held hostage by either our own internal budgets or foreign currency
exchanges, he said.
I'm not generally one to panic at anything, but even as reassuring as the President's words were, I
started to panic. So after a little reflection I decided that I needed to call in sick to work and run out to
stock up on a few last-minute necessities, just in case. What I found was deeply troubling.
Many stores were simply closed for the day, and the ones that were still open were overrun with people
who, I guess, had the same idea as me. Most of the stuff on my list was already gone from the shelves.
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So I went back home to call my broker.
I've been talking about a dollar collapse and buying gold for weeks now. Ugh. And I've been reading
about it for months, but I was so sure that this was just one of many possibilities. And even if it
happened, all signs seemed to be pointing to 2014 or later, so I was goddam cocksure that I had plenty
of time before making a big move. To my credit, I did at least have my broker sell all of my bonds and
put the proceeds into cash and money markets, just so I could move quickly into gold on a good dip.
I called my broker to make sure it was still liquid, what with the news and all. He said it is, as long as
I'm not planning an international transfer. Next I called the largest gold dealer in my state, the one that
had been recommended to me. But he said that he is only buying today, not selling. He said he couldn't
make any sales because his suppliers aren't quoting sell prices today to replace his inventory. He said I
should try again tomorrow. I tried a couple more dealers and got the same run-around. WTF?
So here I sit, writing this pathetic entry. I'm not sure what comes next, and I am literally beside myself
in confusion, dismay, dread, despair and regret. I cannot decide what to feel. I have this deeply
foreboding sense that I really screwed up this time. I guess I'll just have to wait and see what tomorrow
will bring. But I think I already know.
The dollar is crashing abroad and my government's response is going to compound the problem taking
it to depths never before imagined in a global reserve currency. My retirement money is already as
good as gone. It's not gone, but it is now trapped while being sapped of all real value. It is trapped
because I waited one day too long, even though I knew what I wanted to do with it. This is the real
world, and there is no reward for knowing, only for doing. I didn't do, and now I will have to face
whatever reality delivers while knowing what I knew. What an absolute horror.
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Saturday, November 10, 2012
Moneyness 2: Money is Credit

"Gold is the only money the world has ever known"
Sounds like a simple thought, but it isn't.
To understand the following you must rethink your basic
knowledge of money and investments. Get your aspirin ready.
–ANOTHER
What will change is how we view money and wealth
Everything else in Freegold flows from that!
My purpose in writing this post is to state my personal view of the concepts of money and wealth as
clearly as possible. I think that my view is useful in both understanding our unfolding present
landscape as well as profiting from that early understanding. There are other views of money and
wealth which are much more widely accepted, and I hope to explain why I think their biggest flaws are
found in their useless conclusions and the destructive prescriptions to which they logically lead.
Anyone who chooses to read this post is free, of course, to take it or leave it, because all I care is that
you see and consider it. If there's one thing I know, it's that I cannot claim credibility for myself, that
judgment is up to you. So think of this post as a "stack of rocks" marking this spot on the trail. And
since I can't say it any better than FOA did a decade ago, here's what I'm trying to say:
FOA: "I (we) expect none of you to consider anything said here as credible. Everything is given as I
understand it. If you came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future, grab the children and
run far away. For these Thoughts, and my ongoing commentary, are meant to impact exactly as the
"gentleman" said they would. People hear them, and whether believed or not, the words leave a mark.
A mental mark on the trail, if you will. And later, after the world turns, our little "stacks of rocks" will
be easier to understand next time you are passing this way. In fact, your ability to find your own way
will forever be enhanced for having seen this path in a different light."
There is no authority for the money concept
The first thing that is important to understand is that money (and later banking) was never designed,
patented, invented and then rolled out such that we can pull up the original plans and put centuries-old
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debates to rest. It simply emerged over thousands of years. There is no original set of rules and
definitions. There is only reality, a menu of different perspectives from which you can choose to view
reality and the conclusions that are logically drawn from each perspective, and then how useful those
conclusions end up being in hindsight.
Economists and philosophers, from John Locke to Adam Smith and Jean-Baptiste Say, to Marx and
Menger, Mises and Keynes, Friedman and Hayek, to Minsky and Rothbard, have, for centuries, been
adding their perspectives to the debate and collective understanding of the emergent concepts of money
and banking. This has led to several formal schools of thought on the subject which I argue can be
generally divided into two camps—the easy money camp and the hard money camp.
I'll tell you right up front that I think my perspective is far more useful, especially right now, than those
offered by either camp. But one of the revelations that I found most vexing while walking this trail was
that, in terms of describing money, the easy money camp has always been closer to reality than the hard
money camp. Even so, the usefulness of the (macro and micro) conclusions (and prescriptions) coming
out of both camps has run the gamut over the last few centuries due to what I think is a fundamentally
flawed view of the big picture—a flaw which, in and of itself, has set the two camps perpetually and
unnecessarily at odds with each other.
I make no prescriptions here, only observations. Even the personal action I endorse for savers—buying
physical gold bullion coins and bars—is not recommended beyond what you understand. In other
words, I don't even need to recommend it. If you understand, you will do. But if you do without
understanding, your results may vary.* So I'm only sharing my perspective and, if it makes sense to
you, you'll know what to do with it.
The goal of this post is to present a lens through which you can see the true role of money and
wealth/savings in your daily life today and in the Freegold future. Only time reveals all things,
including the full extent of any reward for understanding changes ahead of time and then acting with
the full force of that understanding. But I can tell you, from personal experience, that there is an
immediate reward from understanding something and then acting upon that understanding. And that
reward is peace of mind.
In as few words as possible
Since I'm writing at length here, I thought I'd start out with a kind of abstract for those who can't stand
long posts. Blondie once asked me how I would describe money in as few words as possible. My
answer was: "Money is credit." I followed that up with a little more detail: "More specifically, it is the
recording of current balances of credit. It can be recorded in your head, represented on an institutional
ledger, or carried in your pocket as pieces of paper or metal with numbers recorded on them. But notice
that it's the recorded numbers and not the paper/metal in your pocket that constitutes the money."
But you can't possibly understand the pure money concept without also understanding the wealth
concept. The pure concept of wealth is really simple. It's only attribute is possession (or at least
unambiguous ownership of something tangible, if it's not in your immediate possession). Your wealth
includes all of your owned possessions, from the air you breathe down to your comfy, worn-out
slippers. Value is subjective—it's in the eye of the beholder. Value comes from utility (usefulness) to
the user. If something in your possession has no use to you, no value, then it is likely that you won't go
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to the hassle and expense of continuing to possess it. You'll probably just throw it away. So possession
is the distinguishing characteristic of wealth, which also puts wealth squarely in the physical plane.
What sets your gold apart from your stinky slippers and other items you possess is that it is the most
tradable—tradable wealth! Imagine that! It is tradable because someone else values it too, unlike your
slippers. But not only does someone else value it, but almost anyone anywhere in the world values it
nearly equally, even the Giants! How many of your other possessions would measure up to the quality
standards of a Giant? None, I imagine. This is what FOA meant by "equal footing".
That's basically it in a nutshell. Those who have been following the comments know that Blondie
prefers the term "credibility" more than "credit". It's a fine line, and I could go either way. In this post
I'll use both words almost interchangeably, but I think I'll stick with "credit" as the closest proxy for the
pure concept of money.
Okay, I guess a few more words are needed
Think of it like this. Value is subjective—it's in the eye of the beholder. You value your slippers, but no
one else does. Gold is the one item in the world that comes closest to having a relatively objective
value because your knowledge that others value it for the same reasons you do is the very reason you
value it in the first place. It's the reason behind gold's utility as a store of value or, phrased another way,
a wealth reserve. Salience is a good descriptor.
Credibility, like value, is also subjective. But unlike value it's not something you can claim for yourself.
Only someone else can judge you credible. Ergo, credibility must be earned. It is subject to the
judgment of others. Credit is like spendable credibility. Money is the fungible exercise of credit
(accepted everywhere, even by those who don't understand why you're so darn credible even when
you're wearing such ugly slippers). A bank doesn't really give you credit. You earn it before you ever
walk into the bank.
If you want to buy a house, you don't need to have saved the full price of the house. All you need to
have is earned credit/credibility. You walk into the bank, the bank checks your credit and, if it is not
found wanting, facilitates the fungible exercise of your credit/credibility. And then, because it's now
fungible, it circulates!
The real world operates on massive amounts of credit. And by real world, I mean the businesses that
make everything in your life. Credit is not just about consumer credit cards, evil speculators maxing out
their margin and housing bubbles. And the hard money view of "money" as something we all want to
hoard is just as pedestrian a view as thinking credit (or debt) is something intrinsically bad. Money has
always—ALWAYS—been credit/debt. That's not bad at all. Debt is simply credit (or credibility)
fungibly facilitated and then exercised!
Short post fans can stop reading here
FOA wrote so much good stuff on this subject of which I excerpted some and extrapolated more and
carried on into MMT and hyperinflation in my first Moneyness post that I implore any new readers to
stop here and go read the first one first. I'm not going to rehash anything from that post, so if you
haven't read it, it's like you're starting in the middle of a book.
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Useless conclusions
I want to start by detailing how a faulty premise can logically lead to useless conclusions and worse—
occasionally to destructive prescriptions. The faulty premise I want to discuss is one that is almost
universally accepted in today's hard money camp. It is just one example among so many that I can't
count them all, but it will also set us up to discuss why money is, and always has been, credit.
This premise was posted here in the comments a few days ago by a reader named Herb. So I'll just cut
and paste it here from Herb's comment:
The reason gold is money is because it has the premier attributes of money. You know, the good old
textbook qualities of fungibility, divisibility, portability, etc, etc. You can no more deny gold is money
than you can deny that a dog is canine or a cat is feline. It simply is what it is.
Indeed, those are great attributes, along with durability, easy recognition and a relatively stable supply!
But are those truly the attributes of the original money concept, or are they more befitting the concept
of a salient tradable wealth reserve? Is there a difference between money and a tradable wealth
reserve? And if so, why is it important to understand this difference? The answer is that not
understanding the difference leads to useless conclusions about money and banking and terrible
prescriptions for remedies whenever problems arise.
Obviously I am simply describing two different perspectives here. And hopefully we can all agree that
common sense says Herb's list of "textbook qualities" at least applies to the very best tradable wealth
reserve (or reserve asset). So then the main difference between perspectives is whether or not the
concept of money is the same as the concept of a tradable wealth reserve/reserve asset. The hard money
camp says yes; I say no. And to judge this distinction I think we need to look at the conclusions drawn
from these two different premises.
FOA wrote that, in antiquity, gold was used as a tradable wealth reserve, not as money. From
Moneyness:
FOA: Gold, that wonderful metal that has all the unique qualities to function as our one and only
wealth medium, and we just can't use it without altering its purpose. You know, the Lydians had it right,
back around 430 BC. They didn't struggle with the concepts of money, like we do today. They just
stamped whatever pieces of gold they found laying around and kept it for trade. There was no need to
clarify for certain that their gold money needed properties of "utility", store of value, medium of
exchange, etc. etc.. They didn't need to identify these qualities were in gold before they stopped
questioning if it was safe to use gold as savings. Gold was owned and the knowledge that people
owned it and carried it for trade was alone enough to make it "worth its weight as wealth".
You see, back in antiquity there existed another property that could override our need for modern
definitions of tradable wealth. That property was found in the one identifying mark of wealth that
transcended all ages; real possession!(smile) This factor and this one factor alone had the ability to
activate all the other modern attributes of money properties, even when the knowledge of these
attributes was unknown in the ancient era.
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It was only when governments stamped official denominations and numbers onto pieces of gold that
we can say the money concept was applied to gold. But as I said earlier, it was the number recorded on
the metal, not the piece of metal itself, which constituted the use of the money concept. FOA mentioned
this as well. Again, from Moneyness:
To understand gold we must understand money in its purest form; apart from its manmade convoluted
function of being something you save. Money in its purest form is a mental association of values in
trade; a concept in memory not a real item. In proper vernacular; a 1930s style US gold coin was
stamped in the act of applying the money concept to a real piece of tradable wealth. Not the best way
to use gold, considering our human nature.
There is a key concept hidden in that paragraph. If we look at all of history we find a whole host of
materials that have been used to record the money concept—electrum, gold, silver, copper, iron, nickel,
zinc, paper, wooden tally sticks, Yap stones, even silicon microchips buried in secure computer servers
for the last 40 years or so. But even from the very beginning this was a sub-optimal use of gold in
particular, because it had naturally emerged as the leader of the pack of tradable wealth reserve items
due to our list of "textbook qualities".
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But let's say that you reject this notion that money is really only the credit notation and insist that it is,
instead, the physical item itself. What is the harm in that? Well, I think it leads to some horribly wrong
conclusions, especially about how banks work.
Banks facilitate the fungible exercise and circulation of credit. If I have plenty of credit, I can walk into
any bank and get a loan. Then I can spend that loan and my credit (money) will begin to circulate
throughout the economy as a medium of exchange. But if I am to accept that money is actually some
tangible wealth reserve item, then I have to be skeptical about the source of that bank loan.
If, on careful examination, the bank has less of these physical wealth items in reserve than it has in
outstanding liabilities, I might craft the common description of fractional reserve banking to explain
what I found. This would lead me to the cynical notion that banks are somehow cheating by
counterfeiting the real money that they have on deposit or in reserve. It would probably just remain my
theory until some sort of crisis happened, and then it could mature into an outright accusation of fraud.
Reserves, of course, have always been vital to the business of banking. They are how banks settle up
amongst themselves, and in the case that a bank customer decides to transact in a distant land outside of
his local system of bank settlement (or locally in a black market), reserves are what the bank gives the
customer to take with him. But this idea that the reserves are the real money and the credit is some sort
of counterfeit or fraudulent money leads to horribly wrong conclusions and destructive prescriptions
whenever a banking crisis occurs.
There is a big hump to get over here if you are in the hard money camp. Simply, get over this idea that
banks need to have something to lend. This is the faulty premise: that banks lend something to the
borrower. They do not. The borrower already has the credibility, the credit, and the banks are simply
facilitating the exercise of that credit so that it can be used in transactions, and so that the counterparty
to those transactions doesn't need to understand the borrower's credibility. The bank has already
verified it and now stands behind it. This is the very essence of money.
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In fact, banks are not (and should not be) constrained by the amount of reserves or capital/equity they
have. But that's not to say they are not constrained. They are, just not by reserves and capital as this
faulty premise leads some to believe. Instead, they are profit constrained; they want to make a profit.
And because of this, they are experts at verifying credit and managing their reserves.
I realize this is difficult to see given the current state of the modern banking and financial landscape,
but worse, it is impossible to see without a proper perspective on money. Without a realistic view of
money, a proper understanding of banking is impossible. And without that, if you happen to be one of
the few with the drive to be heroic, you'll be spinning your wheels on "solutions" (prescriptions) that
range from useless to disastrous.
I'm not describing the current state of banking. I am describing the timeless state of the emergent
banking model. There is nothing wrong with it. You can hang bankers from lampposts and rage against
"fraudulent thin air debt-based money" and "fractional reserve lending" all you want, but that will do
nothing heroic. The solution to this crisis is already unfolding, and anything short of relaxing in your
lawn chair and explaining the show to your neighbors while watching it unfold is the opposite of
heroic.
The latest antihero movements I've seen have come from some who read this blog. Perhaps I isolate
myself (I do), but that's why I'm writing this post right now—because of these "movements" which
crossed my highly-filtered field of view. Freegold combined with full-reserve banking a la the Chicago
Plan which completely misunderstands money was one, and Freegold combined with CB's tasked with
centralized "control over the credit volume created by their commercial banks" was the other.
This is why I think it is very useful (at least in the peace of mind department), even for regulars of my
blog who presumably understand gold, to also have a deep understanding of money. And this is why I
am writing this difficult post. Don't spin your wheels unnecessarily. Embrace the view that money is
credit, to the full extent possible! Freegold is all about enabling savers with a realistic understanding of
money and wealth… everything else flows from that. Money is not wealth, no matter how stable it is.

Money is credit
Money is credit; it is quite literally "money of the mind." Money is one of those intangible things, very
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powerful, but not something to be saved for the unknown future.
I should state right up front that I have no problem with fractional reserve banking or fractional reserve
lending, except when we do it with gold. I think that even using the term fractional reserve banking
reveals someone who doesn't understand money very well. I went into some detail on it in my Honest
Money post. It’s a long post, but here are the first couple of paragraphs setting the stage:
What is honest money?
And what does it mean "to return to honest money?"
The most common answers to these questions have roots in the Austrian School of Economics,
developed and made famous by the Austrian economists Carl Menger (1840-1921), Ludwig von Mises
(1881-1973) and Friedrich Hayek (1899-1992). At least the most common answers today come from
modern followers of the Austrian School. And modern practitioners will tell you that gold and silver
are honest money, and that the way to return to honest money is to make money harder and/or to limit
or eliminate fractional reserve banking.
But this meme of honest money has been canonized in such a simplistic way that its proliferation has
become a bit of a credibility problem for those who promote it, and a source of confusion among their
more credulous followers. So I have a slightly different take on honest money that I'd like to share with
you.
That old story about how the banker lends out more paper receipts than the gold he has on deposit has
done a great deal of damage to the collective understanding of money, in my opinion. I think this is
why FOA spent so much time discussing the pure concept of money, what it is, how we use it, where it
came from and how it has been corrupted over the years to fit a hard money agenda which led to a
modern understanding of money in the hard money camp that’s not consistent with reality. His
discussion begins in Gold Trail III – The Scenic Overview with "The Gold of Troy" and continues onto
the next page. I included several excerpts from his discussion in Moneyness.
The idea that "fractional reserve banking" is bad, wrong, or the flaw in the system, is simply wrong in
my opinion. The way the real economy has always used "the pure concept of money" is, in one simple
word, credit. When physical gold emerged as the most versatile item for long-distance trade, that was
not really the use of money per se. It was still just a tradable item, one of many, and simply the best on
the road. When it was used as money was when we started trading using credit denominated in it. But
that doesn’t mean that there was an ounce of gold for every "ounce of credit" in existence.
That early banker who issued more receipts than the gold he had on deposit issued those receipts (lent
them out) against the credibility or the character of the borrower—and his promise to repay the debt.
We do this all the time in the real economy—issue credit to our clients and receive credit from our
vendors based on their known credibility or character and this is what keeps the economy running.
There is not a monetary base unit set aside for each unit of credit we extend to our clients. If there had
to be, the economy would grind to a standstill.
Centralizing, aggregating and harmonizing this system of credit (money!) was an evolutionary leap in
the right direction. Banks created a fungible credit system that could be centrally cleared. No longer did
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I need to extend credit directly to my client (although I still do to some extent), but he could get some
of the credit needed to get the job done from his bank and pay me a deposit so that I could give my
vendors a deposit. This is how money lubricates the economy!
And this credit (money!) is not backed primarily by gold, property or any kind of collateral. It is backed
first and foremost by the character of the borrower and the credibility of his promissory note.
Additional backing (like collateral) can lower the risk of loss through default and can thereby lower the
interest rate. But collateral backing is in no way a universal element of credit (the pure concept of
money).
Here’s a great excerpt by Randy Strauss from my 2009 Gold is Money – Part 3 post that was especially
revelatory to me in understanding that money is credit, not the reserves used for clearing and settling
credit, and recognizing a flaw in the "fractional reserve banking is bad" meme – money is credit backed
by character, not by reserves. Notice that it takes place in 1907, before the Federal Reserve even
existed and while we were still on a gold coin standard, yet top bankers of the time like JP Morgan and
George F. Baker had the same, deep understanding of money that I am describing in this post:
"The following is a post by Randy (@ The Tower) describing the end of the gold coin standard and the
dawn of the Federal Reserve System:
Continuing our investigation into the meaning/essence of "money"... In 1907 America was on the Gold
standard and WITHOUT any central bank. Many modern goldbugs might be inclined to yearn for those
"good ol’ days" when "money was money and banking was as it should be!"
However, that year is best known by the Panic of 1907 in which the people's economy was plagued by
runs on trust companies, banking panics, and a bear market in stocks. Across the nation, banks were
unable (and refused) to deliver gold coins and currency to satisfy the requests of depositors for
withdrawals of money from their own accounts -- and 246 banks collapsed. It is not difficult to see how
the frustration of depositors unable to obtain currency from banks (even solvent ones!) holding their
deposits would lead to pressure for political intervention and change.
For a quick exercise in perspective, imagine what you would do today if faced with the same situation
in which your bank could not give you any currency ($1s, $5s, $10s, $20s $50 or $100s) to carry away
with you as a representation of the money residing in your bank account. No problem. You would
simply write a personal check to meet your spending needs, or perhaps ask for a bank draft, or wire the
money wherever it needed to go. Amazing! What IS money??? How did you get yours; where did it
come from? How do you know what its value is?? Ponder that, and now we return to our glimpse at
history...
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Panic of 1907
In the wake of this banking panic, a National Monetary Commission was formed to undertake a
scholarly look at the failings of America's financial system. Of these, the four major flaws cited were
that the banks were decentralized, clearing methods were inefficient, the huge cash holdings of the
federal government were not distributed where most needed, and the currency supply was inelastic.
(Please ponder for a moment how or why the CURRENCY supply would ever be an issue if the
amount of MONEY found in banks were at a one-to-one ratio with the currency (gold) that
represented it. Surely, in this absence of a central bank there couldn't be more money than gold coin!
That's impossible!! ) By 1911, the Commission had recommended a plan for a "Reserve Association of
America" as the solution to these defects, giving rise two years later to what became our central bank -The Federal Reserve System. However, that's another story for another time.
Through the coordinated stabilizing actions of three prominent NY bankers to arrest the banking panic
[J.P. Morgan, George F. Baker (First National Bank), and James Stillman (National City Bank /
Citibank)], their wealth and power was perhaps made more conspicuous in the eyes of the nation than
perhaps it would otherwise have been. A prominent Wall Street lawyer named Samuel Untermyer
suggested that there was a "Money Trust", and The Wall Street Journal also took notice of affairs and
wrote, "So long as Congress will not give us what every other civilized country possesses, a central
bank, it forces Wall Street to improvise something of the kind itself."
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Samuel Untermyer
The House Banking and Currency Committee formed an investigative subcommittee to determine
whether a Money Trust existed in NY. The chief counsel was Sam Untermyer, and I think you might
gain some insights about the true nature of money from the testimony delivered by Morgan and
Baker before the committee in Washington DC at the beginning of 1913.

In questioning Baker about the proposal for banking reform regarding expanded disclosure of bank
assets and investments, Untermyer probed, "Why should not the assets, and the detailed assets, be a
matter of public knowledge?"
Baker replied, "Business would come to rather a standstill."
Untermyer demanded, "I want you to explain to the committee why."
Baker declined, "I can not explain it."
Untermyer pressed further, "You mean you can give us no reason?"
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Baker admitted, "It would be exposing all the details of that business to the whole world."
After following a sidetrack in questioning, Untermyer returned to this issue, asking, "Why should the
public do business on confidence when it can get the facts?"
To which Baker proclaimed, "Mr. Untermyer, THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF BANKING,
perhaps more than some others, is CREDIT." [emphasis added]
It seems that George Baker sensed (rightly?) that the public, familiar with their Currency being a
tangible asset (gold coin), would NOT be readily comfortable with the truth about Money. That is
to say, that they might struggle to accept the reality that their Money Supply, as represented on
the books of the bank, was created by credit, and existed through the grace of confidence. In
effect, the tangible Currency had become a mere symbol for the Money (credit) it represented
while circulating outside of bank account ledgers.

John Pierpont Morgan
If you don't care to believe my assessment, I have another point for you. When Untermyer had J.P.
Morgan on the witness stand, he asked him, "Is not commercial credit based primarily upon money or
property?" [In this exchange, it appears that Untermyer ignorantly used the word "money" as
equivalent to gold coin, a usage which Morgan plays similarly until his concluding point about granting
CREDIT.]
"Morgan responded, "No, sir, the first thing is CHARACTER." [emphasis added]
Untermyer, shocked, reiterated, "Before money or property?"
Morgan reassured, "Before money or anything else. Money cannot buy it. [credit]"
Untermyer remained obstinate against this notion, as though there were communication difficulties, and
pressed again on this point.
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Morgan then conclusively stated his conviction on the point that commercial CREDIT is based on
character: "Because a man I do not trust could not get MONEY from me on all the bonds in
Christendom."
From two eminent bankers who surely knew their business, you now have it that the creation or
granting of Money (the extension of Credit) has more to do with the creditworthiness of the borrowers
than the collateral that secures against possible default. And recall, these comments occurred while on a
gold standard AND in total absence of a government-sponsored central bank -- which was authorized
(against Baker's preference) a year later.
As you come to understand how Money and Credit are interrelated, the more you will understand the
separate Wealth of gold and why you need it now more than ever."
It might be tempting after reading that to think that the banks, through their "fractional reserve
banking", caused the Panic of 1907. But, again, that would be to misunderstand how the economy has
used "money" since the beginning of time. If that’s all you get from Randy’s post, then perhaps you are
one who, as George Baker sensed, and because of your hard money upbringing, would NOT be readily
comfortable with the truth about Money.
The inclusion of savings in the money creation process is the very root of the problem
Today all money is credit, even the monetary base. Today we use government credit as a base reference
point for the private economy’s credit. To view this in the proper light, I like to think of the base, or the
government’s credit, as a negative to the system, and the economy’s credit as a positive. When the
government borrows to spend it never really pays back in real terms, because governments are always
net-consumers.
We enable essential government functions through taxes, the parts of government which are a necessary
foundation for a functioning economy, but beyond what politicians can get away with through direct
taxation, the rest of government is essentially a negative force on the monetary system. That’s what I
mean by government credit is a negative as opposed to private credit which is economically positive.
It’s a tough concept to swallow right now because everything is so topsy turvy on both the government
and private banking sides, but that’s really the gist of it.
What allowed it all to get so out of whack to the point that it is today is very simply the inclusion of
savers' savings in the monetary process. This inclusion can be most clearly seen with the emergence of
debt securitization in the 70s and 80s. Banks extend credit, but securitization allowed them to sell their
income stream to savers for a fee. This cleared their books for more lending. Eventually lending
standards had to be reduced in order to feed the demand for securitized debt from the savers. The added
risk of lower lending standards wasn’t a big concern because the banks never planned to sit on that risk;
they planned to offload it to savers, China and German pension funds. This led to sub-prime and
ultimately to collapse.
It is not that securitization reduces the banks' risk and liabilities. It is an ongoing process which
gradually increases the risk banks face while reducing the profitability of their primary business model
—lending at interest—forcing them to rely too heavily on fees and speculation for income. They are
selling their profitable loans first while adding new riskier ones for the next round of securitization.
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What securitization does over time is make the risk of default from poor quality loans systemic so that
it must be socialized in the end.
There are only so many profitable loans that can be made at any given point in time. Eventually you
run out of responsible people with good credit with whom to extend loans. With securitization, the
banks started making more profits from the fees from selling securitized bonds to savers (mostly
pension funds and foreign CBs) than from their normal business. So once you've run through all the
good borrowers with credit, where do you go? You create new borrowers by lowering lending
standards, especially if your profit is now coming more from sales commissions than from interest.
This was demand-driven, not bankster-greed-driven. The banks met the demand and made a profit from
the fees while being spurred on by ignorant politicians. The banks never wanted to carry sub-prime
mortgages on their books to maturity, but once the collapse began they had no choice. Neither did the
Fed.
Without securitization, banks would never get down to the sub-prime "bottom-of-the-barrel" borrowers
(and purely speculative borrowers). There are plenty of good, credit-worthy (producing) borrowers to
keep the banks in business, but not if the savers are hogging all the prime "income streams".
Eventually, even the savers started buying up the sub-prime MBS garbage and then, when a few
debtors started defaulting, it took down savers, banks, hedge funds and day-traders alike.
Take away the demand from savers and the banks will stick to the prime borrowers so that they can
turn a profit from their primary business. This is also how we devolved into such a debt-driven
consumption economy… because of the systemic demand for our debt.
Debt is not bad by nature. It is the natural essences of money, period! Money is debt. That's not a bad
thing! But yes, because debt is the essence of money, bad debt leads to bad money.
And it's more than just securitized debt held by savers that brought us to this point. It is systemic in that
our international trading partners like China stacked up our debt rather than settling trade imbalances
by purchasing a tangible reserve asset on the open market with the left-over currency. It is the stacking
of debt which allowed for the non-inflationary expansion of the US govt. (USG) consumption machine
just like the stacking of MBS by savers allowed for the expansion of sub-prime and consumption-based
debt. This led to a USG addicted to an artificially high rate of consumption which led to the necessity
of QE once the budget deficit exceeded the trade deficit.
There is no need for bank deposits to be any more than the money we all earn and then spend within a
normal period of a few months. That’s all of the money anyway. Think about it! And if no one is sitting
on "money" (credit) for more than a few months, then mild inflation (like 2% p.a.) is not only
inconsequential, but it becomes economically beneficial and desirable.
The inclusion of the savers' savings in this process only damages the savers disproportionately to
everyone else. And it damages the savers more the more they save. Inflation "taxes" savers
disproportionately. But not in Freegold. As I said above, Freegold is all about enabling savers with a
realistic understanding of money and wealth… everything else flows from that. Money is not wealth,
no matter how well it is managed.
Thinking about the bank runs of the 1930s in terms of fractional reserve banking is an interesting
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exercise. It certainly was a problem in 1933, and it was precisely this problem that was the reason
behind the FDR confiscation—to stem the tide of bank runs. Today that kind of a bank run is a thing of
the past. That’s not to say it cannot happen, but that even if it did, everyone would get their money in
the end, unlike the 30s. And that is because today the CB can create commercial bank reserves at will.
Opponents of fractional reserve banking (FRB) blame the banks and the practice of FRB for the
shortage of reserves in the 30s. But I think that misses the bigger issue. If the system's store of value
simply floated in value and was available to anyone at any time at the current price, the runs would
have never occurred. They occurred precisely because money (credit) was denominated in the store of
value, the system's ultimate reserves. It is the lending of credit denominated in, and redeemable at a
fixed exchange rate for, tangible reserves that is the problem.
Today we have a better system. Floating gold as reserves behind the CB money (Eurosystem model)
and the CB money (CB credit) as reserves behind the economy’s money (commercial bank credit). So
the ultimate reserves in the system float in value against everything else and float in price against the
money, and are therefore available to anyone, anywhere, anytime.
Try to imagine the gold ounces at the banks in the 30s floating in value relative to paper dollars rather
than being fixed in value. You might have a deposit of $X,XXX, but that number only references a
fixed number of paper dollars, not a fixed number of gold ounces. In the case of a bank run, if everyone
wanted to withdraw their deposits, perhaps preferring a withdrawal in gold, then the bank would do a
self-evaluation and likely render over the requested deposits in dollars telling the customers to go and
shop for the gold themselves. The price of gold would simply rise.
Back in July, Lee Quaintance asked me this: "If debtors seek to borrow in the medium which they plan
to spend (fiat paper money) and lenders seek to lend (save) only in a medium which they believe will
maintain its purchasing power (gold), does not the entire borrowing/lending platform simply break
down? This seems to be a manifestation of Gresham’s Law, no? Can the spending and savings medium
truly then be separated if no one is irrational enough to lend in paper money terms?"
Truly, it is supremely rational to lend (grant credit) only in terms of paper units. It is likewise
irrational to forsake the sublime paper unit avenue and opt instead to put your tangible reserves out on
loan where they will then be subject to both devaluation and risk of non-repayment. Remember, and
this is a key point, banks only require nominal performance. If a promissory note held by a bank
devalues in real terms, the bank's liabilities devalue equally. So there is no loss to the bank through
currency devaluation.
"For more about why FRB and time deposit maturity transformation are not the root of the problem—
the root is simply the lending of the monetary reserve, a problem that would still exist even with
Rothbard's 100% reserve banking—please see my Reply to Bron. Here's a short excerpt:
** Spending Gold into the marketplace, whether by the owner or by a borrower, would tend to result in
prices "that weigh more"--cost more Gold, that is.
** As ever more Gold is borrowed out of other people's savings to be spent into the economy, the
Gold's purchasing power is lessened from what it otherwise would be...hurting those who have elected
to hold their Gold instead of risking it by lending it out as a source of income.
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[notice in the above that we have all the bad devaluation effects without a single bank entering the
equation!]
** For Gold to find its truest value, all savers must retain their Gold for their own use. Its properly
retained value will more than make up for the foregone interest income. Gold must not be lent!
[Gresham's law alone is adequate to achieve this.]"
What about bank reserve ratios and capital requirements?
What about them? Haterz gonna hate, loverz gonna love, and central plannerz gonna plan, right? But
that still doesn't change the essence of money. Credit/credibility exists within the economy in amounts
that are unconnected to the capital or reserves at the banks. It is the banks' business to enable the
fungible exercise (and circulation) of that already-existent credit whenever it shows up wanting to be
exercised. That’s how banks contribute to society.
A reader asked me a question about an article that someone posted in the comments. The title of the
article is "The Myth of the Money Multiplier" but it could just as easily have been called "The Myth
that Central Planners Actually Control the Size of the Money Supply through the Transmission of
Monetary Policy".
Interestingly, the author of the article, Steve Keen, makes some of the same observations I am making
here, like "In the real world, banks extend credit… and look for the reserves later" and "bank lending
creates deposits… reserves are largely irrelevant." The term he likes for this is endogenous money,
which is remarkably close to how I am describing that "money is credit" in this post. But even though
he seems to understand money and banking very well, there's a vital ingredient missing from his money
model which I think leads to faulty conclusions and prescriptions.
His point in the article is that Bernanke is now pushing on a string that is not going to translate into
credit inflation or revive consumer demand. I agree. But his implied conclusion/prescription is
apparently that, because "the textbook treatment of money in the transmission mechanism" (meaning
how CBs purport to control commercial bank money creation) doesn't actually work the way other
people say it does, we need to find a new way for central plannerz to constrain these banks gone wild
and that we would have never gotten to the point of collapse if we hadn't let Capitalism run awry
through an empirically unconstrained banking system.
So, while he understands "modern monetary theory" very well, he doesn't understand the wealth
concept (unambiguous ownership of something tangible) and therefore he still equates money and
wealth (along with most everyone else) which leads him to the conclusion that monetary reserves are
the real money while "endogenous money" is just a problem of Capitalism that needs a new centralized
regulation model. He sees "debt deflation" – a contraction in "endogenous money" which has been
overextended due to the reasons I cited above – and concludes that the lack of an observable constraint
on the banks (he doesn't see that banks are actually profit constrained in the absence of the systemic
demand for debt securitization cited above) is responsible for booms and busts, including the
catastrophic bust we are still heading into today.
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What I'm trying to say is that, because he doesn't have a full understanding of money (remember at the
top of the post I proposed that you cannot properly understand money without also understanding the
pure wealth concept), he draws the conclusion that the banking model is to blame, and also that
deflation will be the outcome. I, on the other hand, conclude that the systemic choice to use debt as
savings and reserves is the primary cause, and that there's nothing fundamentally wrong with the
banking system. I also conclude that USD hyperinflation will be the outcome. More on that in a
moment.
Anyway, my reader's question was this, first quoting from the article:
"M2 averaged about $7.25 trillion in 2007 … bank loans for 2007 were about $6.25 trillion... if we
consider the fact that reserve balances held at the Federal Reserve were about $15 billion and required
reserves were about $43 billion, the tight link drawn in the textbook transmission mechanism from
reserves to money and bank lending seems all the more tenuous."
If required reserves were $43 Billion and bank loans were $6.25 trillion does that mean the required
reserve ratio was 0.69% (43/6,250), or to put it another way, that the money multiplier was 145
(6,250/43)? How can that be? Do banks have a capital cushion on top of reserves, which at 0.69%
system-wide would be razor thin?
Is my thinking correct about the money multiplier being 145 in the example Keen cites. This would put
the Reserve requirement ratio below 1%, effectively unconstrained. I am guessing this is possible
because capital adequacy ratios are a better metric than the reserve requirement ratio?
I replied yes, you are basically correct, but I say "so what?" You are talking about the money multiplier,
reserve ratios and capital adequacy requirements as if they are constraints. As I said, they are not.
Banks are not lending deposits. They are not lending anything. They are simply facilitating the exercise
of credit/credibility that already exists in the economy. You earn credit, and then in order to exercise it
you go to the bank which facilitates your desire to exercise your credit (purchasing power).
The problem is that some people who didn't have credit were facilitated anyway (sub-prime, for
example), because the system today demands debt well beyond what banks would normally facilitate
given that they are naturally profit constrained and would otherwise have to carry the debt on their
books.
Who cares about the reserve ratio? The CB can create commercial bank reserves with the click of a
mouse today. They can swap a bank's assets (promissory notes) with reserves, temporarily or
permanently, in any amount, at any time. Commercial bank reserves were more important back in 1933
when they included gold coins. But today they are not. Just look at the changes since Steve Keen's
2007 example.
Today, required reserves are $107B and reserves held at the Fed are $1.5T, for excess reserves of $1.4T
with an M2 of $10.2T. So what's the big deal? If your money multiplier of 145 and reserve ratio of
0.69% mattered, then today the problem is fixed! Today's multiplier, using your same math from above,
is 6.8, down from your 145 in 2007. And your 0.69% reserving is back up to a very comfortable 14.7%
today. So problem solved, right?
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Remember what I wrote in my first email?
"There is just what emerged (what is), the perspective from which you choose to view it, the
conclusions you draw from that perspective, and how useful those conclusions end up being in the long
run."
What conclusions were you drawing from that 2007 data and how useful did they turn out to be in
2012? If they were important, then the problem seems to be resolved, right? Or maybe the problem is
something else. Maybe the problem isn't that the banks are unconstrained and don't know when to stop
making loans.
Maybe the problem is that the insatiable systemic hunger for new debt as reserves/savings drove
lending standards and interest rates down to the point of collapse. It's a little bit of a different
perspective from Steve Keen's, don't you think?
Say what?
Since I'm already talking about Steve Keen, I want to take this opportunity to point out how the
widespread misunderstanding of money and wealth leads to conflict, macroeconomic problems and
flawed analysis. And the corollary to this point is that the emergent widespread understanding of these
concepts that Freegold will naturally usher in will solve these same conflicts and problems.
In Nudge Nudge, Wink Wink, Say No More, Steve Keen, author of "Debunking Economics", debunked
Say's law which, very roughly stated, says supply equals demand in the physical plane even with the
inclusion of money. Or, perhaps, supply comes from demand while demand is supplied by supply
which comes from demand created by supply. A circular logic no doubt, but profound nonetheless.
From Wikipedia:
In Say's language, "products are paid for with products" (1803: p. 153) or "a glut can take place only
when there are too many means of production applied to one kind of product and not enough to
another" (1803: p. 178-9). Explaining his point at length, he wrote that:
It is worthwhile to remark that a product is no sooner created than it, from that instant,
affords a market for other products to the full extent of its own value. When the producer
has put the finishing hand to his product, he is most anxious to sell it immediately, lest its
value should diminish in his hands. Nor is he less anxious to dispose of the money he may
get for it; for the value of money is also perishable. But the only way of getting rid of
money is in the purchase of some product or other. Thus the mere circumstance of creation
of one product immediately opens a vent for other products. (J. B. Say, 1803: pp.138–9)
Keen correctly notes that Say's Law is widely disregarded in economics today, so I guess it was an easy
target to debunk. A common criticism of Say's Law is that it only applies to a simple barter economy,
and that he didn't really understand money since he was apparently describing an economy devoid of
the capitalist drive to accumulate wealth. But it seems to me that Say might have understood money
and wealth on a much deeper level than any of his critics.
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I don't know, but let's take a closer look and you can decide for yourself. Here are a few excerpts I took
from Steve Keen's paper debunking Say's Law. I tried to capture the essence of his argument here, but
I'd still recommend reading the full article linked above.
Belief in Say’s Law is a minority position in economics today. Those who adhere to it appear to believe
that it is a self-evident truth that is misunderstood by modern economists of all persuasions, and that
properly understood it is not only true, but the foundation of an accurate appreciation of the functioning
of a market economy and the phenomenon of the trade cycle.
I concur with the majority perspective that Say’s Law is fallacious, but not for reasons that make me a
member of any defined majority in economics at large.
[…]
As Marx showed far better than did Keynes, the conditions under which Say’s Law is correct are not
those of a capitalist economy.
[…]
Use-values must therefore never be looked upon as the real aim of the capitalist. Neither
must the profit on any single transaction. The restless never-ending process of profit
making alone is what he aims at. This boundless greed after riches, this passionate chase
after exchange-value, is common to the capitalist and the miser; but while the miser is
merely a capitalist gone mad, the capitalist is a rational miser. The never ending
augmentation of exchange value, which the miser strives after, by seeking to save his
money from circulation, is attained by the more acute capitalist, by constantly throwing it
afresh into circulation. (Marx 1867: 151)
Say’s ‘Law’ therefore, is not a recondite insight into the nature of a market economy, but evidence of a
basic failure to comprehend capitalism.
[…]
While we ‘do not consume money’, people certainly do seek to ‘conceal’ (or accumulate) it. Though a
capitalist will undoubtedly consume with part of the money he accumulates, it is not true that ‘he may
be considered as already asking for the merchandise which he proposes to buy with this money’ since if
he converts all his profit into consumables, he has failed to accumulate wealth – to be a capitalist.
As Marx puts it, capitalists are characterised not by an equality of their supplies and their demands, but
by an inequality. This inequality is possible because … production produces a physical surplus that the
capitalist hopes to turn into a monetary surplus:
The capitalist throws less value in the form of money into the circulation than he draws out
of it . . . Since he functions . . . as an industrial capitalist, his supply of commodity-value is
always greater than his demand for it. If his supply and demand in this respect covered each
other it would mean that his capital had not produced any surplus-value . . . His aim is not
to equalise his supply and demand, but to make the inequality between them . . . as great as
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possible. (Marx 1885: 120-121)
[I want to pause here to point out that the "net" portion of a term I use for savers—"net-producers"—
represents the "inequality" between what is produced by a saver and what he consumes.]
Thus as Marx emphasises in the immediate term and Veblen in the long term, a capitalist’s supply, if he
is successful, is greater than his demand.
[Also, a net-producer's production is greater than his consumption.]
There is an inherent inequality at the core of capitalist society, and the simple balance of Say’s Law
collapses.
[…]
Marx also realised that… money has an essentially new role in addition to those of medium of
exchange and measure of account: it is now also a measure of accumulation. Failure in accumulation
can now result in money being withdrawn from circulation, which in turn can lead to deficiencies in
aggregate demand:
money functions neither only as measure, nor only as medium of exchange, nor only as
both; but has yet a third quality… It is very true that money, in so far as it serves only as an
agent of circulation, constantly remains enclosed in its cycle. But it appears here, also, that
it is still something more than this instrument of circulation, that it also has an independent
existence outside circulation, and that in this new character it can be withdrawn from
circulation just as the commodity must definitely be withdrawn. We must therefore observe
money in its third quality. (Marx 1857: 202-03)
In this ‘third quality’, money is more than the mere lubricant for barter that Say perceived. It is also the
form in which wealth is accumulated:
The third attribute of money, in its complete development, presupposes the first two
[measure and medium of exchange] and constitutes their unity. Money, then, has an
independent existence outside circulation . . . as money, it can be accumulated to form a
treasure . . . This aspect already latently contains its quality as capital. (Marx 1857: 216)
[…]
Expanding debt also becomes an essential characteristic of a growing economy, as Minsky realised…
in the aggregate there had to be an inequality between income and spending if the economy was to
continue growing in the context of a constant or rising price level:
If income is to grow, the financial markets, where the various plans to save and invest are
reconciled, must generate an aggregate demand that, aside from brief intervals, is ever
rising. For real aggregate demand to be increasing, . . . it is necessary that current spending
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plans, summed over all sectors, be greater than current received income and that some
market technique exist by which aggregate spending in excess of aggregate anticipated
income can be financed. It follows that over a period during which economic growth takes
place, at least some sectors finance a part of their spending by emitting debt or selling
assets. (Minsky 1963 [1982]: 6)
[…]
All attempts to provide a formal expression of Say’s Law rest on the same fallacious proposition that
there is neither the desire nor the possibility to accumulate wealth for its own sake in a capitalist
economy.
[…]
Therefore Say’s Law – and Say’s Principle, and Walras’ Law, and all other concepts which portray the
sum of all excess demands as zero – is thus a ‘law’ applicable only to a market economy without
capitalists and the accumulation of wealth. We live in a market economy with capitalists and with the
accumulation of wealth, and we will continue to live in such a society for the foreseeable future. Say’s
Law is thus irrelevant to the world in which we live. Rather than discussing Say’s ‘Law’ any further, we
should consign it to the dustbin of the history of economic thought.
Some interesting thoughts in there, huh? I think it's clear from this article that there's not much
difference between money and wealth in his view. The "accumulation of wealth" which he says is
capitalism means the accumulation of more and more money. And this, he says, leads to a supply glut
and insufficient demand which leads to deflation and depression.
"if [a "capitalist"] converts all his profit into consumables, he has failed to accumulate wealth – to be
a capitalist."
"production produces a physical surplus that the capitalist hopes to turn into a monetary surplus"
"If [a "capitalist's"] supply and demand in this respect covered each other it would mean that his
capital had not produced any surplus-value"
Would a net-producer's demand equal supply if, in his "accumulation of wealth" he purchased Veblen
goods and physical gold? Someone has to supply those hard assets and gold, right? Mr. Market and his
price adjustments would, in this scenario, make "the sum of all excess demands equal zero" as all
wealth accumulation would have to be matched by either new wealth production or wealth dishoarding
by net-producers of the past.
"Therefore Say’s Law… is thus a ‘law’ applicable only to a market economy without capitalists and the
accumulation of wealth."
Using my definition of wealth, which I propose is a necessary element in understanding the reality of
money, this statement suddenly appears fallacious. I honestly wonder if Steve Keen would agree. Or
does his disdain for (his Marxian idea of) Capitalism run too deep? I don't know. But enough about the
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wealth concept. Let's see if Say understood money.
Say wrote that "a product is no sooner created than it, from that instant, affords a market for other
products to the full extent of its own value."
He’s talking about the creation of credit, aka credibility, aka purchasing power. Imagine you’ve got a
crazy inventor working for years on a contraption and everyone just laughs at him saying "that’ll never
work. It’ll never fly." Then one day he finishes his project and it flies! It's going to change the world,
and everyone applauds! He has instant credibility (purchasing power) that he didn’t have before. And
the world is also a richer place for it.
He may not yet have actual product units to sell, but he can certainly afford to immediately improve his
standard of living while also funding the production of units of his new invention for sale to the
marketplace. In fact, depending on how earthshattering his invention is, he may have more credit than
he needs for his standard of living and business overhead. This is surplus value, which he is unlikely to
spend until after he starts selling units.
At the point that he sells units which the public values higher than his cost of production plus the cost
of his standard of living, he will start to accumulate wealth from that surplus value. But, in fact, the
purchasing power used to accumulate wealth – the surplus value – was present long before he actually
exercised it. Sure, he could have bought gold on credit as soon as his invention's success revealed his
credibility, but that's not usually the way it's done.
It seems clear, at least to me, that the widespread misconception—and thereby the misuse—of the
money and wealth concepts goes back centuries at least. And that this simple misunderstanding has led
to some longstanding conflicts, major macroeconomic failures and entire schools of flawed economic
analysis, some of which are reflected in the above paper. (See also my post The Debtors and the
Savers)
I think it can be stated as simply as this: When a single medium is used as both money and wealth, it
leads to a conflict between those who choose to accumulate wealth and everyone else. This applies to
both hard and easy money systems. It's like FOA said, applying the money concept to gold coins was
"not the best way to use gold, considering our human nature."
The accumulation of wealth need not be a drain on anyone. When viewed properly, it is apparent that
the "wealth circuit", supplied and demanded only by those who accumulate and dishoard wealth, is
isolated from the "money circuit" through the magic of Mr. Market and his price adjustments. It's only
when we call money wealth, and wealth money, that we join the circuits creating conflict and crashes.
And my main message here is simple. No one needs to understand this for a change to take place.
Because, when the current system crashes, what will change is how we view money and wealth.
Everything else I talk about flows from that one change.
Hyperinflation
Credit requires some unit of reference. You could borrow an egg from your neighbor and you might
say, "thanks, I owe you." If you happen to take that debt seriously, your unit of reference might be one
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egg. Money is essentially our shared use of a common reference point which makes credit fungible and
allows it to circulate. This is what I wrote in Moneyness:
The pure concept of money is our shared use of some thing as a reference point for expressing the
relative value of all other things. Money is the referencing of the thing, not the thing itself. As FOA
said, money is "a value stored in your head!" Money is not something you save. "Money in its purest
form is a mental association of values in trade; a concept in memory not a real item… the value is in
your association abilities. This is the money concept, my friends."
Money is not something you save. Wealth is what you save. Yet money still needs something to
reference. When hyperinflation occurs, it occurs not in money itself, but in that reference unit. It is true
that, when ounces (or any other unit) of gold is used as the sole reference item, hyperinflation per se is
unlikely because gold has that property of a relatively stable supply. But again, that's not the best use of
gold because of its intrinsic salience as the tradable wealth item par excellence.
But hyperinflation is not just about the supply of the reference unit, it is more about its perceived value
relative to everything else. Hyperinflation begins when the perceived value of that common reference
point goes into free fall. This could hypothetically happen with something like gold if, say, aliens
arrived and explained to us that exposure to gold was somehow harmful, perhaps limiting our lifespans
to only one century. Then you might see something like hyperinflation as humans quickly devalued
their golden reference point against all else. But again, I'm only talking about the hypothetical here to
make the point that hyperinflation begins with the perceived devaluation (currency collapse) of the
monetary reference point.
Today we use the US dollar as the common monetary reference point unit. The US dollar gets its value
from price tags that list dollar amounts rather than from the cost of making a dollar. I realize that this
seems paradoxical, or some kind of circular logic, but it's actually quite sublime, and it works!
It is true, however, that we only get full-blown hyperinflation, like we saw in Weimar and Zimbabwe,
with government "fiat money". Circulating real money (bank credit!) all but disappears when fullblown hyperinflation takes hold. So you see, hyperinflation is not really about money. It is about the
loss of confidence in our shared reference point, which is usually because it has been abused by the
government, and which often leads to a vicious feedback loop of further abuse by the government.
It's a shame that the most efficient form of money ever devised by mankind has this downside, but I
think you'll find that the risk of abuse is worth the innumerable benefits, especially once there is a
systematic and foolproof way to protect yourself from the worst of it! And this is why Wim Duisenberg
so proudly stated that the euro "is the first currency that has not only severed its link to gold, but also
its link to the nation-state."
Tribal Life & Government "Fiat Money"
With the potential for abuse and the risk of hyperinflation, why do we keep returning to government
"fiat money"? Why do we, the productive economy, lend to our Tribal Chieftain and Tribal Council
enough of our credibility to allow them to print currency for the good of the tribe and then use that
currency as the reference point for money? Is it really forced upon us as some in the hard money camp
proclaim? The answer is no, we demand it.
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Since the beginning of time, man has been exploring and discovering the advantages of tribal life. Of
course we must give up some measure of individual freedom to be part of a tribe, but in most cases the
benefits have far outweighed the costs.
Given the current state of "tribal leadership" and "government money" in the US, I thought it quite
timely to include a few posts from FOA which can be found here. They might even help us understand
the outcome of this most recent election. Has the US really passed some disastrous tipping point of
human desire for free stuff, or was this election just business as usual?
Trail Guide [FOA] (2/12/2000; 9:52:36MDT - Msg ID:25137)
Reality
Hello ORO,
Well, I knew that if I only asked, we would all receive! Boy did you deliver in ORO (Msg ID:25113).
Good stuff for everyone to read, my friend. You mentioned; """ The comments below - particularly
those to Aristotle, are somewhat harsh. I hope this is taken in the spirit of friendly criticism."""
Sir, you can serve me (and probably everyone here) your "harsh" anytime. Waiter ,,,,,,,, I'll have a
double order of that please! (smile)
OK, brace yourself ORO ,,,,,, a big plate of my "Trail" harsh coming up!
=============================
You write:
-------There are consequences to the existence of a fiat currency and for the use of debt money for trade
settlement. FIAT HAS NEVER BEEN THE CHOICE OF THE PEOPLE ACTING IN COMMERCE
OF THEIR OWN ACCORD. Even when wildly popular, fiat money has not had a single instance when
it had not been established by force - by laws imposing its use.----------ORO,
On a larger scale there was always more to it than this. Human society has from the very beginnings
formed tribes and picked sides against each other. When we are not battling nation against nation, we
jockey for position within our own groups. Right down to "me and my neighbour against the three
houses down the street. As a tribe ,,, as a nation ,,,,,, as a group ,,,,,, our war is really a human problem
with each other and always has been. In better context; the problems are in the way we use our laws
and governments to gain advantage over the next in line.
Whether through force (war) or democratic means, we subject ourselves to the order of governments.
We rightly perceive that,,,,,, the order gained from this action ,,,,,,, the security of a group, overcomes
the rights and property lost on an individual level that living in a tribe requires. It's been this way
through the ages. It's a political process that has always had its in-house battles ,,,,, namely portions of
society try to circumvent their percentage of lost rights and property by maneuvering the rules (laws) in
their favor. Yes,,,,,if I can gain the advantages of tribe life and still keep my "lost portions",,,,, I'm
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gaining wealth to the disadvantage of the group. Truly, the most obvious action of not paying your
taxes,,,,, and that's only a small item when viewing the world battle as a whole.
So, how does this apply to money?
When you and others say """ FIAT HAS NEVER BEEN THE CHOICE OF THE PEOPLE ACTING
IN COMMERCE OF THEIR OWN ACCORD """ ,,,,, this is true.
This is true, but this was never the thrust of the argument. The use of money in any context, fiat, gold
or seashells, has always entailed the use of borrowing and lending... And as long as economies
function at a profit, debts are made and paid back without argument. However, when the eventual
downturn arrives, some portions (perhaps a large portion) of the owed wealth (debt) cannot be returned.
It's here,,,, at this point in tribal life,,,,,,, that all of the context from above comes into play. The
"reality" of life on this earth is this: ,,,,,,Some portion of society will use their influence or control of
the leaders to make their debts easier to pay. In fact,,,,, it's times 2 for that number of government
influencers ,,,, because even the ones that have debt owed to them will try to alleviate an
impossible pay back situation to save the ones that owe them face.
You see,,,,, tribal life and the human nature that comes with it ,,,,,,,, will not allow any money system to
"completely" destroy the wealth of a good portion of society. Even if everyone is plainly shown that
they are going to lose something ,,,,,,they would still opt for the good of the overall tribe. This is why
we return,,,, time and again to fiat monetary systems. In the few examples where a gold system
brings the harsh reality of loses to bear on a nation,,,,,, usually war is the result. Not a good outcome.
Yes, we can break gold into many small parts,,,,, 'stamp it into coins and circulate gold certificates as
money. We can borrow it, lend it and also circulate gold bonds as the economy grows. It is the perfect
"weights and measures" monetary system. Exactly representing our productive efforts in every facet of
human endeavour. But, when the losses mount, our tribal human tendencies will not allow us to
support a government or banking system that forces these real losses on only a portion of the
group. Never has,,,, and never will! Without this escape valve, we go to war ,,,,,, internally or on a
world scale,,, so we all can share the loss,,, one way or another. As a human society of thousands
of years,,, outside of war,,,,, we have learned to inflate our loses upon everyone as a whole,,,,, for
the good of the keeping the whole from each others throats. Even to the point of a total loss of the
current system,,,,, and all the destruction that entails for everyone.
Yes, indeed,,,,,,,we will transition to the next fiat system from the dollar, when the time comes. Believe
it!
Further:
For myself and other observers ,,,,, we know about "peace on earth" and live our life in this context
but,,,, as a member of the world tribe,,,,,, and following our best interest,,,,,, one must still arrange his
affairs to shield their family from the "I'm going to get yours" times we live in. Should we get our
leaders to help us? Well, the leaders of this world can only be but a reflection of us as a whole. Yes,
many things are not right, but they can only strive to do what can be done, not what must be done.
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Consider the dilemma:
If a small portion of society telegraphs thoughts that "if we cannot have our oil we will go to war",,,,,,,,
how would you force them to not elect officials that ease their pain from a gold money system? What's
right and what's wrong is not the issue,,,,,, it's what this present generation will live with that rules. If
they will break the gold yoke, no matter what,,,, then why place gold on them? Is it not better to at
least free the "knight" (gold) for the good of those that would stand with him?
During the period we are now entering,,,,,we can see all the ugly aspects of a fiat system that is
failing its tribe. Look far and wide and witness the various groups ,,,, all jockeying for position as
they use whatever influence they have to lessen their own private losses. If this had been a gold
system, the outcome would be the same,,,,, as players force their leaders to lessen the gold debts
that could not be paid. They would raise the price of gold and inflate their way out of it,,,,,, for
better or worse ,,,, come hell or high water.
So, my friend (smile),,,,,,, as you can see,,,,, I completely agree with all of your post. Only, my trail
is hiked with a different mind. "Another" mind set, if you will. We use the life experiences of man
to dictate the best path to follow. As such,,,,,, Gold must not be part of any money system,,,,,, it
must reside as a freely traded asset without debt or paper to resemble it. In this position ,,,,, its
value can fully represent the ebb and flow of the affairs of man. And in doing so retain the wealth
of man as a holding of things. Truly, the "Wealth of Nations" in the people's hands. We move
forward by starting at the beginning of time.
We'll talk much about this and all the affairs of the world,,, including gold,,,, on the gold trail.
"We walk this new gold trail together, yes?" I hope to see everyone there when I return.
Trail Guide
Trail Guide (2/14/2000; 8:08:19MDT - Msg ID:25302)
Gold
ALSO: The point I was trying to make in #25137 (and the question I was asking) was this;
A full gold money system works during level and rising economic dynamics. It also works "VERY"
well during a downturn. In fact it works "Perfectly" all the time! It's the lending of money that
creates debt, be it gold debt or fiat debt ,,,, and the failure of that debt during a downturn is what
causes the pain.
I ,,,,, we as gold bugs ,,,,,, most financial thinkers ,,,,, do not debate this point. The argument is
that: If the pain dynamic (losses) of a financial downturn is not "Somewhat" shared by society as
a whole ,,,,, the economic dislocation always intensifies until we go to conflict. (see my earlier
post)
It's during the downturns that society in general will not tolerate a full gold system because it
concentrates the losses upon their rightful owners. As such "these same" are usually "wiped
completely out" and the fallout effects on the social and economic structure can be widespread
and very destructive to tribal life.
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Again, history has proven, time and time again that humans will not allow the full (natural)
effects of gold money ,,,,, if it threatens to create factions. They accept gold during long periods
until conflict (internally political or externally war) forces a break in the gold bond.
We, as nations, will break the "gold bond" by calling for the shared pain of inflation. Whether we
(as countrymen) understand the reasoning behind it or not; currency inflation (not price
inflation) in the modern world is carried out until its debt destroys the current system ,,, thereby
sharing all the pain of the losses before it. We then move into the next fiat system.
The question:
Is it not better for all ,,,, if we remove gold from the official currency structure by forcing
derivatives failure and creating a free physical only marketplace,,,,, so as to keep "us" ,,,,,,
ourselves ,,,,,, from controlling it through our politicians?
Through "legal tender laws" currently in place ,,, let's force us (ourselves) to continue to create
debts only in paper. As such, "they" ,, "we" can manipulate the fiat as needed for society.
Does this not place gold in its rightful position of being a "real currency asset" as it was chosen to
be used from the beginning of time? A private money for trade and savings that's outside the
'contract / debt' system. Your thoughts?
Trail Guide
Robert Mundell:
--------I think that legal tender is a very old institution. It certainly goes back thousands of years and
legal tender is an institution, whether we like it or not is going to stay. ---------Robert Mundell :
------There's no institutional mechanism by which we could ever duplicate the kind of financial system
we have under a system that relied almost entirely upon gold. Of course you could always have a
system that used a lot of paper that was in some sense convertible into gold. You could always find a
price of gold that you could convert that paper theoretically into gold. But I don't think anyone has
thought in terms of the enormous price of gold that would be required in order to achieve
that.----------Larry Parks:
---------George Soros says in his book Soros on Soros that the gold standard had to be given up because
it did not make possible a lender of last resort. And says Soros, because financial markets are in his
words "inherently unstable" you have to have a lender of last resort.------Trail Guide (2/14/2000; 18:20:51MDT - Msg ID:25335)
Freegold
Thanks for your reply, ORO.
My comments presume that readers have read our full posts.
Your major point, logic and comments that I got from your post (25310), followed by my comments:
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ORO's POINT:
I pointed out that it is the existence of a "lender of last resort" that causes the debt boom
ORO's Logic:
It is obvious then, that had there not been a lender of last resort there would not have been a substantial
credit crunch, because the lenders would not have taken the same risks they allowed themselves once a
promise of bailout was given, and thus would have avoided the credit boom.
ORO's Comments:
The argument is false in that it is circular. (FOA note: I think he is referring to my logic?) The lender of
last resort was there in the first place, the inevitable credit boom followed, the credit crunch followed just as inevitable - and a further lender of last resort was needed. History shows that the credit policies
of the BOE led to its bankruptcy before WWI and before the Fed was created. This was among the
reasons for the argument for the Fed being pressed. All the previous lenders of last resort were tapped
out and a new one was necessary. In 1929-1930 the Fed was tapped out and the gold standard
obligation was abolished shortly after.
My (FOA's) Comments:
ORO, I cannot accept that a "lender of last resort" causes a debt boom. It presumes that a great portion
of lending is done for reckless, uneconomic reasons. Yet, at the end of great expansions many projects
that were considered "blue chip" in the beginning still go bad. Sometimes, the most necessary
economic activity is curtailed because people's needs change during the course of life ,,, not to mention
a recession. Thus changing business dynamics.
How many instances can we document where banks lent into real demand ,,,,,,, backed with the very
best demographic patterns ,,,,, only to find the loan blow up from changing demand. Oil in the late
seventies would be a convenient example for us (smile). People were breaking down the doors of the
old "Texas Commerce Bank" in Houston ,,,,,,, all in an effort to finance hugely profitable petroleum
projects. This was no flash in the pan, as the oil industry had a progressive expansion history of 15++
years before this. Truly, a lender of last resort was the very last thing on their minds. [FOFOA:
Reserves were the last thing on their minds.] Later, even paper based on $10 producing reserves was
trashed! Certainly there are many, many other examples,,,,,,,, most are of a more mundane,
unglamorous nature, but fine examples.
Further:
Was this really circular thinking on our part? Did the Lender of last resort exist during the 'South Sea
Bubble" or the "Tulip mania",,,,,, and did the "Black Plague" of Europe shut down a few sound
financial systems then? I think gold was the norm in that period?
ORO, this portion of your thinking needs to include the other side of the lending aspect,,,,,, people
want and demand loans for sound, economically justifiable, profitable projects,,,, and they get
them on sound lending principles. [FOFOA: Real credit exists and then banks facilitate it] Still, some
90% of them can become only "at the margin" when demand changes. And typical of our human
society, we all shift at once.
Truly, my friend, bank loans often fail because human events change the course of money
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dynamics ,,,,,, and it does so in a way that is beyond the vision of any lender. Be the lender you, me or a
group of people such as a bank, large portions of deals go bad just as much from human affairs as from
"over lending".
After all, the entire economic structure of the world is nothing more than a people dynamic ,,,,,,,,, in
the long run it's just too risky to bet one's physical gold on (huge smile)! [FOFOA: from above –
"Truly, it is supremely rational to lend (grant credit) only in terms of paper units. It is likewise
irrational to forsake the sublime paper unit avenue and opt instead to put your tangible reserves out on
loan where they will then be subject to both devaluation and risk of non-repayment." ]
Yes, our present financial system gives the impression of total insanity,,,, but we are looking at the
very "end of the timeline",,,, not how it began. It all starts with the very first loan and progresses
until everyone has borrowed "too much", but no one wants the music to stop. Last resort lenders then
become the norm because society will lose "across the board" if everything is "marked to the market".
It is not a circle (smile) as it starts and ends with the currency system (gold or fiat) everyone demands
to borrow into. It all ends in the shared pain of debt collapse as the debt is discounted to zero from price
inflation ,,,, even if it's based on gold ,,,,,, gold that cannot be returned. Not much different from our
present gold loan structure. We will move on to the next money system when this one ends.
If it were gold we started with? The banker would lend his gold only to find the same metal
returned to his bank as a new deposit. The "society at large" would remove his franchise if he did
not re-lend that same gold during "good times", "booming times" no less! Round and round the
gold goes.
Reserve lending hits its limit and society demands the limits be raised again ,,, and again ,,, and
again! Lender of last resort ,,,,,, or not.
In our modern world we must remove gold from the official money system, place it in a free
market and people will use it as wealth money, not borrowing money. Then the fiat can come and
go as the wind! Yes?
You agree now! I'm so very glad!
Trail Guide
Trail Guide (2/14/2000; 21:11:17MDT - Msg ID:25350)
Freegold
Elwood,
I have read much of Mises and even a few others. Actually, I completely agree with them that the Gold
money systems of the nineteenth century worked very well. As such we do not fall into any of the
groups that argue against that concept. Our problem is with people (smile).
In a Money and Freedom speech at a Mises meeting Mr. Joseph T. Salerno made this point:
-------Unfortunately, the monetary freedom represented by the gold standard, along with many other
freedoms of the classical liberal era, was brought to a calamitous end by World War One.---------Page 296

Further, he stated:
------Within weeks of the outbreak of World War One, all belligerent nations departed from the gold
standard. Needless to say by the wars end the paper fiat currencies of all these nations were in the
throes of inflation of varying degrees of severity, with the German hyperinflation that culminated in
1923 being the worst.-------My point (as an extension of earlier posts):
No country, however rich in gold or resources, can continue to fight a war once their money runs out!
Consider ,,,,,,, You and your family as a country, a nation ,,,,,, you are under attack and have spent the
last of your gold ,,,,,You will print money and continue the effort, no matter the inflationary costs,,,,
come what may!
Many nations utterly failed to return to the original gold standard simply because they were mostly
tapped out from the war. At the best, the richer, surviving countries would have taken a major economic
hit by going back into a full gold system. All the eventual gold deals and non-deals were little more
than a part of the progression of events that led us here today. All in an effort to keep from fully
marking to the market the cost of a shared loss in war, defence and other financial failures.
There is not one person among us that ,,,,,,,,, if their family was completely broken from the war
experience ,,,,,,,,,, would have asked for a return to gold. In full a honest context, millions would have
starved in the process. The world opted to share the loss and spread it out as far and as long as possible.
The war experience is but one example of why society has such a hard time with an official gold
system during times of stress. Over and over again we have seen where gold is the very best holding
and defence against private and public financial loss. Yet, when large scale national loss threatens
society as a whole ,,,,,, it's always the money system that receives the brunt of the demands for change.
Society demands that whatever money system is in place at the time of stress be shifted so as to spread
the burden amongst all. Is it right?,,,,,, is it just?,,,, I do not think so. But it is what we do and have done
for a long time!
Today, if gold can be forced out of the official money system, it will be to the benefit of everyone
during times of stress in the future. In times of war people spend the legal tender in commerce. Yet they
save the food, liquor and necessities. A common currency of the world would be just such a necessity to
hold as part of your wealth.
Trail Guide
____________
Money versus Wealth
The essence of money is credit, which is a reflection of the amount of credibility in the economy
currently being exercised and circulated. In reality, in fact, even if not in the textbooks, money is a
reflection of ongoing and planned future production. Wealth, on the other hand, which is everything
physical that is owned and possessed, is the embodiment of past production.
So here we have a very simple dichotomy. Money reflects present and future production while wealth
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is, in fact, production from the past. But there's more. Money is an extremely useful, vital, and very
powerful tool used by the Superorganism. But it is also used by those central plannerz. Price signals are
what the Superorganism gets from money, and price signals are also what central plannerz try to
control. Strangely, it is what we demand from them.
It is the very nature of our humanity that makes money a poor substitute for wealth when saving for an
unknown future. And it is the nature of money itself that makes not understanding this simple view so
widely destructive in the long run.
The fallacious premise that money and wealth are—or should be—one and the same (or at least
managed to attain parity) is the flaw I mentioned at the top of the post "which, in and of itself, has set
the two camps perpetually and unnecessarily at odds with each other."
The de facto abandonment of this premise in both camps is what I see coming. There is no need for
anyone to convince the camps that they will abandon this premise. As ANOTHER said, time will prove
all things. You cannot convince them of this. Only the unfolding of time can.
What you can do is consider – with a measure of intellectual integrity – the effects that will flow from a
more realistic widespread view of the concepts of money and wealth. And, most importantly, how that
view applies to you and how you use money and wealth/savings in your daily life.
Today, money is widely used as wealth, or at least as a measure of one's wealth. If you believe that the
current system is not sustainable, perhaps even at the end of its timeline, it would be incongruent not to
consider the implications of this simple change in widespread perception. Here are a few things
ANOTHER had to say about it. I present these now because I find them to have enhanced meaning in
the context of this post:
When an investment in stocks, bonds, bank accounts, CASH, businesses etc. is priced in US$ currency
you are really holding the "intentions of providing value" locked away in the thoughts of another mind.
_____
One day ( it has already started ) a type of nuclear chain reaction will occur in the currency markets as
people start "unvalueing" the thoughts of others. Little by little all debts owed will be marked down.
_____
The "wealth of nations" are held as "thoughts of value" not real value! And even these thoughts are "in
debt" as they are owed to other nations. As it has always been, time moves the minds of people to
change, and with this, the thoughts of value also change. In this day, as not in the past, the loss of paper
value as a concept will destroy the very foundation of wealth that this economic system is built on. This
drama has started and is well underway!
_____
How can one know value in currency, when paper does not lie still? It moves at night, where no one
can see, and this we hold to prove our worth? Real things know not this paper value, for they hold
tight in the earth. In this time, we do stand firm with value and watch as "thoughts of others
change in the wind"!
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Thinking ahead
There has been some debate recently in the comments about the functions of gold (and other lesssalient items of tradable wealth) and currency as it relates to savers after the transition. It has been
suggested that, because gold will finally be functioning properly, currencies (money) will become
relatively stable and will therefore function as savings for the masses.
Here's what I think.
What will change is how we view money and wealth. Everything else flows from that. But it is not our
change in view that is causing the transition. It is the other way around. The transition will cause a
widespread change in view. What is causing the transition is the de facto failure of the present system.
In the future, I think that if you are saving for something known, especially something with a known
currency price like a down payment or a car, you'll save currency or "money". But if you're saving for
the unknown future, you'll apply your newfound understanding of the difference between money and
wealth and you'll probably choose gold, the most salient and liquid of the tradable wealth items.
This view even scales up from the individual to the national or regional level. I think that short-term
trade imbalances—due to known factors that are expected to be short-lived—will be recorded in
currency or even debt terms. But structural or long-term imbalances will be settled in gold through the
open market, effectively eliminating structural or long-term imbalances.
Gold is real, tradable wealth. Money is not wealth, no matter how well it is managed. You will
understand this distinction in the future and you will act upon that understanding.
Today I hold gold for the expected revaluation, because the weight of gold that I find I can still buy
because the former system is still functioning is so vastly disproportionate to the relative shrimp I am.
But even after the transition, I expect that I'll still feel the amount of gold I possess is vastly
disproportionate to my "size". So I expect that I will, at that time, apply my new understanding of
wealth and trade some of my gold for other tradable wealth items that are better suited for display and
enjoyment in life than gold.
There's a reason I keep mentioning other "hard assets" like antiques, fine art, classic cars and high-end
real estate when talking about Giants today. That's because those items are the closest thing we have to
"Freegold-like savings" today. And yet they are only accessible to the Giants because of their nosebleed prices. But they are still quite inferior to Freegold. They are not as portable, durable or liquid as
gold, but most importantly, they are not divisible like gold which, as FOA said, puts us shrimps "on
equal footing" with the Giants!
Another recent debate in the comments was whether our central plannerz of the future will target
consumer price inflation, monetary inflation or the price of gold to achieve stability.
Here's what I think.
I think that this whole question is somewhat "old paradigm" thinking. In the "new paradigm" I think I'd
say that the real economy will manage the money supply since, as I proposed above, "money is a
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reflection of the amount of credibility in the economy currently being exercised and circulated."
Of course the monetary base will still be subject to abuse by governments in places where, unlike the
Eurozone, the government retains ultimate control of the central bank. But like I said above, I think
you'll find that the risk of fiat currency abuse is worth the innumerable benefits, especially once there is
a systematic and foolproof way to protect yourself from the worst of it!
And remember, this is why Wim Duisenberg so proudly stated that the euro "is the first currency that
has not only severed its link to gold, but also its link to the nation-state." I don't really think the euro
architects came up with this ground-breaking idea because they thought they were smarter central
plannerz than the Superorganism! ;)
In Conclusion
FOA: In this light we should know that our real things in life will not change all that much. Your tools,
chairs, clothes and cars will remain yours. Houses and land, TVs and boats, all will retain the exact
same "value" they always had. What will change is our ability to use our currency and paper assets as a
medium to measure the "real value" that's always so inherent in these items, yet so well hidden in our
perception of today. Yes, the currency price of things will greatly change, even as their "use value"
moves little. Such is the nature of dying paper money systems. Such is the ending of a currency
timeline!
Trail Guide
ARI: So you see, learning how the world works is all about each man coming to the understanding
about the real wealth we all require to best ensure our survival. Knowing that Gold is the master proxy
for our life's day-to-day and year-to-year shifting requirements for food, clothing, shelter, and energy, it
simply makes more sense to gather in Gold for later use than to gather in clothes (that we may
outgrow,) food (that may spoil,) houses which are more than our needs, or energy (that we can't store.)
You see, time bears witness to this undeniable fact: Gold can be called wealth because it is an enduring
wealth proxy in exchange for our life's needs. Currency, on the other hand, serves a specific modern
economic purpose--to be borrowed and inflated in placation of man's immediate desires. It is not
wealth, it fails as a proxy for the Gold it tries to immitate. Do not confuse the two.
Understanding how the world works is easy as soon as you understand the Wealth Hierarchy. Like this:
Earn money/currency, buy what you need, save Gold, enjoy what life has to offer.
Real wealth. Get you some. ---Aristotle
ANOTHER: Sir, Thank you for reading my thoughts, as I do read yours! As in all life, "events make
truths", not the words of Another. "time will prove all things" Thank You
Sincerely,
FOFOA
*If you buy gold because of my blog without really understanding my view, I think it is possible that
you will sell your gold "to lock in a profit" with the worst timing in the last 5,000 years. You don't want
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that on your headstone, now do you?
____________

We gold, we gold, we shine!
Rita Ora – Shine Ya Light (Video)
"Shine Your Light"
F-ff-f-fresshhhh music from Rita Ora (h/t DP!)
We gold, we gold, we shine
We gold, we gold, we shine
We gold, we gold, we shine
We gold, we gold, we shine
Hey there rock stars
Turn up your radio
I can hear you coming
Start up the video
You're still standing
They'll never knock you down
The beat never ending
Let me hear your heart pound
Eh, ah, eh, ah
Eh, oh, a shining star
Eh, ah, eh, ah
Don't matter where you are
Wo-oh, shine your light
Wo-oh, set the world on fire
Wo-oh, shine tonight
Wo-oh
(set the world on fire)
We gold, we gold, we shine
We gold, we gold, we shine
We going solar
Push up your lights out
Faster and faster
I see the sun rising higher
Eh, ah, eh, ah
Eh, oh, a shining star
Eh, ah, eh, ah
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Don't matter where you are
Wo-oh, shine your light
Wo-oh, set the world on fire
Wo-oh, shine tonight
Wo-oh
(set the world on fire)
Wo-oh, shine your light
Wo-oh, set the world on fire
Wo-oh, shine tonight
Wo-oh
(set the world on fire)
And we don't give up till we run out of desire
We see the finish and we never get tired
We are the winners cause we hold the world title
We started slow, but we beat you in the final
Eh, ah, eh, ah
Eh, oh, a shining star
Eh, ah, eh, ah
Don't matter where you are
Wo-oh, shine your light
Wo-oh, set the world on fire
Wo-oh, shine tonight
Wo-oh
(set the world on fire)
Wo-oh, shine your light
Wo-oh, set the world on fire
Wo-oh, shine tonight
Wo-oh
(set the world on fire)
We gold, we gold, we shine
We gold, we gold, we shine
We gold, we gold, we shine
We gold, we gold, we shine
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Wednesday, November 28, 2012
Regular Forum Archives 1998-2001

Two years ago, Martijn went through roughly 1,200 days-worth of the regular USAGOLD discussion
forum and compiled (most of *) the intermittent comments by ANOTHER and FOA, along with a few
others, into a 436 page pdf. That pdf is available for download on Scribd here.
But lately, the discussion forum archive on the USAGOLD website appears to be MIA. ANOTHER
(THOUGHTS!) and The Gold Trail are still there, but not the regular forum. All we have at the moment
is Martijn's pdf which is not covered when JR searches for applicable quotes on Google.
So I put those 436 pages of comments into two (search engine-friendly) pages linked in the side bar
right under FOA. Blogger couldn't handle 436 pages in one post, but it was fine with 218 (my new post
length limit ;). That's why I had to split it into A/FOA Discussion Forums 1 and 2.
There are some great posts in these archives. For example, my 2010 post FOA on Hyperinflation came
entirely from the discussion forum, as did FOA to Martin Armstrong. Here's another good teaser for
what you'll find in these archives. It's a post I happened across just the other day when Michael H
posted it somewhere else (thx Michael H!):
FOA (10/14/99; 9:20:06MDT - Msg ID:16318)
Comment
Strad Master (10/12/99; 23:48:43MDT - Msg ID:16216)
---- My first question, though, is this: If gold should rise to, say, $30,000 per oz as FOA predicts, how,
at that time could one's gold holdings be unwound? For what? $30,000 in paper money? Or would the
actual gold bullion become the only negotiable currency? If so, what good would a one oz. bullion coin
be? It can't be cut apart into small pieces with a pair of garden shears. Beyond that, Goldbugs are
notorious for holding onto their physical holdings long past the time of maximum return. ---(((NOTE: Strand: I find it interesting that goldbugs have become "notorious" for bad moves when their
present universe has only existed some 20 years? and the lady has not sang the song yet?)))
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You continue:
---In fact, I'm sure that some older people who post at this forum have held gold through several (albeit
relatively minor by comparison) upmoves in gold only to kick themselves for not having sold at or near
the top.---(((Note: I know people that have been buying through this entire span of time! True, they have timed
their buying on a cost averaging basis, but that concept has made them almost even today. In the
believe it or not department. Ask MK about "cost averaging" using a fixed dollar amount. Then I
suggest you see the show "Rollover" with Jane Fonda. You would not believe how true it is!)))
Hello Strad,
I'm going to ramble on a bit, so I hope this helps your perspective.
Back in the early oil days I was very close to some of the largest oil men in the country. When in Texas
we would visit at the country club and shared a lot of our perceptions. Usually over a poker table.
Looking back, I find their (and mine) viewpoints had much in common with the gold outlook today.
When oil went from around $3.00 to $5.00 everyone that had local reserves thought they had made a
fortune. You wouldn't believe how many sold off not only their storage barrels but their best (lowest
cost production) reserves for cash. The feeling was that oil had just zoomed in price and would quickly
go back down. The percentage gain on those leveraged assets was simply huge.
Then oil went up to around $8.00! Good god, we were so stupid to have sold. What a bunch of buying
fools out there. Those idiots buying $8 are going to get killed. Everybody knows the major producers
can pump for $1.00. Oh well, it just a political thing.
When oil hit $15, some of them knew they had missed out on a train to $20. But they still thought oil
would one day return to around $5.00. So as not to miss out completely many of the early sellers
jumped on the Natural Gas wagon, using everything they had gained from their first sale. At first this
new move made money, big time. Then something funny happened, oil soared and later returned to a
more normal $18 to $25 range, but gas plunged from the higher supplies. The "oil boys" turned "gas
boys" lost it all. Even into today, gas has never returned.
Truly, they used the silver vs gold concept, thinking the more leveraged natural gas would out run oil
and regain their fortunes. It made sense as gas (like silver) was more industrially useful and
"CHEAPER". You might even say it was the "poor man's oil" (smile)! Also: Just like silver, gas proved
to exist in much larger amounts that the "statistics" demonstrated. As its price "coat tailed" oil, it
brought out the massive increase in production that wasn't needed as long as oil was available.
Incredibly, this was the exact same story for silver. All the stories about people buying silver as gold
went up saw them sell the silver and keep the gold because people just didn't need both of them. The
same will happen when gold runs this time. People will keep the high unit cost gold in their vaults, use
the digital currencies for trade and sell the silver as it floods out of the woodwork.
Onward:
You see, oil in the early 70s is like seeing the prevalent gold concept today. The perception was that oil
could never go up from the $1.00 production range into the $20s (just an unimaginable increase to
those in the business) because such a price would flood the world with production. It was thought that
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there was so much unfound oil in the world that every home owner would have an oil drilling rig in
their back yard at $20+. Just as $10,000 gold will have people taking gold from sea water.
Here is where reality gets in the way of concept based on perceived conditions. Yes, the $20 and $30 oil
did bring out the rigs and production soared. But, even at the higher prices, the world found uses for
this great new gusher of oil. The same human traits that dictate that "you can never have enough money
in the bank" also said "we can never use too much oil"! If all the oil reserves in the world could
produce at $2.00 then the price would return to $2 plus a profit. But, we want and use all oil produced
from fields that pump from $2 cost on up to $30. Gold and oil are not like any other commodity,
because under the right circumstances, people find both of their qualities useful and can never get
enough of them at any price. It seems we accumulate assets until we die?!
The "paper boys" try and paint a picture of gold like "old oil men" looked at values "back then". They
were wrong and so are the "paper boys" today. The Smiths and Arnolds of the world try to convince us
that the supply of gold is never used up and creates a glut as it grows. They say that unlike oil that is
consumed, gold holdings have become a stockpile that refining cannot use up. I bet these guys would
have also sold their oil reserves in the mid 70s also.
Where they miss the boat is in their assumption that people will get enough gold. Not if it's money, they
won't! People do consume money just like oil, rather it's just in the form of "savings consumption".
Gold, just like money has an "unlimited demand". Again, have you ever seen anyone that said "I have
too much money and have no more use for it". "No, don't give me any more of that cash, I've got a glut
of it now, go away"! Yea, right!
Often, we read where people say, "oh what am I to do with all this gold if it hits, $30,000?".
Funny how Bill Gates never says "what am I to do with all these MS shares". Well, you too will act like
anyone with too much cash or assets, just stash it away until you need to spend it. The old "what will I
do with all this high priced gold I can't get change for" logic just doesn't compute when dealing in
reality? Ever see someone in a flea market rolling around a cart full of $100 bills,,,and frantically trying
to unload it because it buys so much and they can't get change? Help me out here, am I not seeing
something?
I'm afraid that even the very poorest of people have a better grasp of spending and saving value than
some of the "big time investors" present about gold. (I'm talking about the brokers, Strand)
Onward:
Anyway: The amounts of gold in vaults today is nowhere near enough to represent the only circulating
world money. It would have to be priced at $++++++ to do that. So, if mine production can continue,
the world will take any and all they can produce. Be it 3,000 ton a year or 10,000 a year because the
demand for money (even a parallel supplement money) is unlimited. Personally, I would take all of it
(smile) and let the rest of you keep the paper.
The reality of this is that people hold cash in banks as it is lent out and earns interest. If no one lent
their cash and just saved it (like gold) to spend in later years, it would take an enormous amount of
paper money. This is why the US goes to great lengths to identify gold to the public as a commodity,
not money. They want you to know that it must be sold as soon as it goes up. Trade it, don't save it.
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Most Western investors have bought into this and are going to pay dearly because of it. Again money
demand is "unlimited". The same will be true for gold. As people begin to buy gold as a currency
supplement, to be spent "as needed", the price could reach enormous levels.....and be seen just like
oil......a useful asset you just can't get enough of.
On the road... ...FOA
Enjoy the archive!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
* I will note that I think Martijn missed a few comments. One that stands out is FOA's Brown's Bottom
comment which I inserted into my copy. So I don't know how many others might be missing. Hopefully
USAGOLD will put the full archive back online soon…
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Monday, December 10, 2012
Arguments Against Freegold

Someone suggested a post on arguments against Freegold. I thought it was a great idea, but then I
couldn't think of any arguments that hadn't already failed. I've been at this task for four and a half years
now, and I've read almost all of the 12 years' worth of archived debates and arguments (now missing) at
USAGOLD as well as the random debates that pop up elsewhere and someone inevitably links them
here or brings them to my attention via email. And yes, I feel like I've seen it all, but maybe I haven't.
So here's your opportunity to present your best argument against Freegold.
A reader and supporter of mine, an American medical doctor and surgeon named Jeff Allen, once
commented on his view of what it is that I do here and why this blog is "so striking to so many people."
I wanted to mention this in the context of this post not only because I loved the way he explained my
logical approach to Freegold and its necessary conclusions, but also because I think this is the only way
you're likely to succeed at debunking Freegold if that's even possible—by presenting a competing
premise through principles, expressed in precisely defined, non-contradictory concepts that are
grounded in reality, which lead to inevitable conclusions that necessarily exclude those of Freegold
even when viewed from a variety of perspectives.
So good luck with that!
I'm combining a couple of different comments here, but what Jeff Allen said was that "the defining
attribute of an objective manner of thinking is the ability to--more deeply, the recognition of the
necessity to--think in principles. To see reality as it is, then to grasp reality in non-contradictory
conceptual form.
But thinking in principles will not succeed unless its elements--the conceptual terms in which the
principles are expressed--are solidly grounded in reality. This is where the term "objectivity" arises.
You best reveal your own appreciation for this fact by the manner in which you validate your
unwinding of the concept "money."
This is not the way most people think, and this is why your blog is so striking to so many people. But it
is only your fellow thinkers-in-principles who possess the capacity to respond in this way. Those who
don't get it, including those commentators to which you refer, lack that capacity. Ayn Rand called these
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the "anti-conceptual mentalities." The anti-conceptual mentality has been fostered and nourished by
Pragmatism, the philosophy which dominated U.S. academia the first half of the 20th century, and
dominates our educational and political systems still today. We swim in a sea of Pragmatism.
All new knowledge is inductive. Deduction is secondary, and depends on the validity of one's prior
inductions.
From whence comes your syllogism's major premise, "All fiat currencies are eventually worth no more
than toilet paper?" Was it deduced from a prior generalization, or was it induced?
The answer, of course, is that it was induced. Your deduction merely applies that general knowledge to
the specific case of the dollar. If your inductively generated major premise is not necessarily true, then
neither is your deductively generated conclusion.
From what prior principle did Newton deduce universal gravitation? Newton's theory is the product of
a grand induction, an integration of prior inductions made by Kepler and Galileo, based on
observations of planetary orbits, and of the behavior of physical bodies on earth.
Freegold, too, is a grand induction. Your method of approaching the issue from a variety of
perspectives, all leading to the same necessary conclusion, after precisely defining your concepts, is
essential to a proper inductive process (which, by the way, the mere enumeration of swans is not)."
It occurs to me that TA-based and GSR-based gold and silver trading is probably an example of
Pragmatism. I'm no expert on Pragmatism, but Wikipedia says it "describes a process where theory is
extracted from practice, and applied back to practice to form what is called intelligent practice."
The "grand induction" (Jeff's term) that we like to call Freegold was not my grand induction. Nor do I
think it was Another's. Another merely shared it with us along with some of its "necessary
conclusions". Why did he do that? I don't know, but I have a few ideas.
As for the "grand induction" itself, I think it was a European group effort that teased it out in the 1960s
and 70s leading up to and also following—and as a result of—the abrupt and predictable end to the
Bretton Woods monetary system in 1971. I won't go into the details here because I want to keep this
post under 100 pages, but the main point is that I didn't come up with it.
Freegold is just a name. I didn't come up with the name either. But if you don't understand what we're
discussing and extrapolating upon here at a conceptual level, ignoring the convenient name, you're
going to have a really hard time debunking it. In fact, I don't think you can, even if you do understand
it. That's one of the most remarkable things I've observed about Freegold—that those who make the
effort to really understand it on a conceptual level not only fall in love with its elegant simplicity and
obvious inevitability, but they also start buying physical gold hand over fist. And again, that's only
because of one of the "necessary conclusions" that are (IMO) irrefutably drawn from it.
I will temporarily and conditionally lift the ban on the five commenters that have been banished from
this blog over the last four years so that anyone is free to take their best shot. But only for this one
thread, and only if they behave. I will not put up with abuse, hate, spam or personal insults. In other
words, Art, AD and anyone else are all welcome in this thread only, unless and until they abuse it.
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But don't expect me to personally debate each and every argument. I'm not going to waste my time on
arguments that miss the mark like poor Skippy, our "'A' for effort" dog at the top, or on those arguments
that have already been dealt with. There is one argument, however, that I hope shows up to the party.
And if anything worthy comes out of this thread, I'll add it below in the space between the lines for the
permanent record.
Just beware that Freegold is much easier to dismiss on superficial grounds than to defeat on deep,
logically-consistent conceptual ground. So if you really want to avoid becoming another evil gold
hoarder, jerk, time misallocator and brainwashed cult member, you should consider simply dismissing
Freegold on the surface-level ridiculousness of its necessary conclusions rather than taking up the
challenge in this post. Forewarned is forearmed.
And finally, you can't judge the worthiness of your own argument. That judgment, like credibility, can
only be made by others. As for what ends up below in the space between the lines, that judgment is
reserved for me, but I will consider the opinions of others who I think understand what I think I
understand in making any decision. ;D
Sincerely,
FOFOA
__________________________________________________________
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Tuesday, December 18, 2012
What is Gold?

Let's take a poll. What is gold? Is it money, currency, an investment or wealth? For clarity, I'll give you
my definitions of each with links to some of the posts in which I've used these terms.
Money is credit (i.e., it is the way the economy uses credit balances to lubricate the flow of tradable
goods and services).
Currency is what denominates money. It is often issued or at least standardized by the sovereign or a
representative of the collective. The private economy trades using mostly credit (money) denominated
in these standardized currencies, credit that is issued and cleared by private institutions using the
currency itself for clearing. Currency itself also doubles as the "in your hand," "on the run," "money to
go" element of the money system, so that discrete (and discreet!) "amounts" of said money-system can
be transferred among individuals conveniently while operating temporarily outside of the institutional
monetary ledgers. And currency is also exchanged directly with other currencies through a network of
currency exchanges, often with the clearing function provided by private institutions, to facilitate
equitable trade between regions that use different currencies.
An investment is something that you buy expecting a gain or return. It is a way of putting your money
at risk in the hopes of obtaining more money. When an investment reaches an expected "top" or some
level of overvaluation based upon the calculations of the investor using common metrics like earnings,
interest or the sum value of its components, the rational investor is likely to sell that investment and
move the funds into something he deems undervalued at that time.
Wealth is simple. It is literally anything physical that you can possess or at least own unambiguously.
Tradable wealth is that which many people value similarly, therefore it is tradable. Durability makes
some forms of tradable wealth a better store of value than others which can decay and perish over time.
Common forms of durable tradable wealth include fine art, antiques, classic cars and many other
collectible hard assets.
My poll is over to the right in the sidebar, and it is open to anyone, even those who have no "gold". I
even made it possible to vote for more than one choice, in case you think that gold is two, three or all of
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the choices.

I cast the first vote on behalf of A/FOA. How did I know their vote? They made it crystal clear in one
of their earliest comments:
"Gold is not money, not currency, not an investment, it is wealth."
I think this is the essence of all of this, of Freegold, of (THOUGHTS!), of The Gold Trail, of my blog,
the key, if you will, to unlocking the view. But from the last thread of arguments against Freegold, it is
obvious that some of you still think gold is just another investment. That's fine, because that's all gold
is to almost everyone in the West, so you're certainly not alone in your opinion.
If we could get everyone in the West to vote in this poll, I think "gold is an investment" would win in a
landslide. If we could get everyone in the precious metals blogosphere to vote, then "gold is money"
would probably win. So, to most Westerners, gold is an investment. To the gold bugs and HMS crowd,
gold is money. And to the bullion banks, gold is a currency (ISO code XAU) upon which credit is
issued and traded. So what did A/FOA mean by the statement that gold is wealth, not any of these other
things? I mean, surely gold is whatever its users think it is, subjective use value and all, right?
Actually, that's exactly right! Gold is whatever its users think it is. And the point A/FOA was driving at
was that the vast majority of the above-ground gold, today somewhere around 165,000 tonnes, is held
by people who understand it as wealth. And, in fact, the only opinions about what gold actually is that
will matter on the day after the Freegold revaluation, the only "votes" that will count, are those who
carried (i.e., possessed or unambiguously owned) that gold through the transition.
The real vote for "what is gold", the only "poll" that will matter, will not be like a democratic election
with universal suffrage. You'll only get a vote if you have some, and your vote will be weighted by how
much you have. This concept is highly relevant to Freegold, especially in the context of the last thread.
Probably (to us) the most relevant conclusion drawn from the abstraction we call Freegold (which is
really just the end of the use of gold as a currency denominating credit) is a future gold price that is
more than an order of magnitude higher than today's price… in real terms/constant dollars. This is also
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the conclusion that sprouts most of the arguments against Freegold. And the main argument against
such a shocking revaluation is that it won't stick because of supply and demand.
There are two schools of thought on the organic emergence of Freegold. The one that I don't subscribe
to is that it will be demand-driven… from the ground up. This school of thought says that we will only
see Freegold once the average man on the street understands how precious physical gold really is. It
says that the demand for physical gold will someday undergo a phase transition thereby overwhelming
the supply flow and bringing us to a new, physical-only price range (in real terms).
The other school of thought, the one that I do subscribe to, is that it will be supply-driven… from the
top down. My school of thought says that the average man on the street will only understand how
precious physical gold really is after Freegold is revealed in stark relief. It says that the supply flow of
physical gold will someday undergo a phase transition whereby it goes into hiding due to the crashing
price of its paper proxies. It says that physical gold, during this phase-shift, will further consolidate in
the hands of only those who understand it as wealth and nothing else, bringing us to a new, physicalonly price range (in real terms).
In future hindsight, looking back on the transition, it may be commonly held as a chicken and egg
question as to which came first, the new price range for gold or the change in demand. Cause and effect
is sometimes tricky that way. At the top of Moneyness 2 I wrote:
What will change is how we view money and wealth
Everything else in Freegold flows from that!
This is a simple statement of demand-driven cause and effect, but it doesn't say what will cause the
change in demand—how we will view money and wealth. For this I think we need to look at the supply
side; who will have the gold, whose vote will count when gold is suddenly $55K/ounce (in constant
dollars) and the question is asked, what is gold?
Above-Ground Supply
It is actually quite a bit easier for me to describe the people whose view won't change because of
Freegold than to convince you of everyone else's view changing because of Freegold. You need only
understand the distinctions between the views, what sets them apart, to draw your own conclusions.
It is possible that some of you at this blog who still view gold as an investment may indeed make it to
the vote that counts, depending on how it all unfolds. But if you are lucky enough to get there while
still clinging to the idea that gold is an investment to be sold at the top, or that "asset allocations under
Freegold" should be rebalanced away from "toppy" gold, then your vote will be in the tiny losing
minority of those who reacted like lottery winners. But based on some of the comments in the last
thread, I bet that most who view gold as an investment will cash in that lottery ticket too soon. And
even if that's not you, most others will and will thereby surrender their vote altogether, diminishing that
tiny voting block even further.
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I want to tell you a story about one of my readers. We'll call him Jumbo Shrimp. Jumbo Shrimp started
reading my blog in 2009, and he was one of the very first people to send me a donation when I put up
the button that year. It was a sizeable donation, and it was repeated several times. Turns out that Jumbo
Shrimp is quite successful as a financial market analyst of sorts. He's about my age, maybe a few years
older, but his net worth is around $15 million.
Jumbo Shrimp first got interested in gold almost a decade ago, and he bought himself quite a bit of
physical with an average purchase price in the $500s. From what he told me earlier this year, he had
accumulated around 1,700 ounces of physical which he kept in his immediate possession. He even sent
me a picture of himself holding a 10kg (320 oz.) coin worth about a half million at the time.
We had many conversations over a couple of years. We even talked on the phone occasionally. And one
thing I could always tell about Jumbo Shrimp was that, even though he loved my writing, he never
quite understood my view. He still thought of gold as an investment, one of many, and he considered
the idea that paper and physical could ever diverge leading to a revaluation of physical to be a
conspiracy theory. His rationale for owning some physical was simply eliminating counterparty risk on
a portion of his "wealth".
As I said, Jumbo Shrimp is a financial market analyst, and his method of analyzing his personal gold
investments (which consist of more than just physical) centers on tracking the mining shares. His
fundamental operating principle is, in his own words, "Gold stocks ALWAYS lead gold."
Anyway, back in early May I received a flurry of emails from Jumbo Shrimp which also went out to a
lot of other people, making a very bold bottom call regarding the miners. I quote from the first email:
"As low risk/high return as I have ever seen." He was making a technical call, a buy recommendation,
and also putting his own money on the line. Unfortunately it moved decisively in the wrong direction
just a day or two later.
I don't know if it was because of his personal stake in it, or from the sting of having made such a bold
prediction to so many HNW people that went so wrong, but six days later he threw in the towel on
gold, emailing me, "It was a fun ride while it lasted. I sold 95% of my gold at $1,645."
He certainly did make a nice profit. If my math is right, he must have booked a gain of around $1.8M
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on a physical investment of less than a million. My apologies to Jumbo Shrimp for airing his story, but
I think it will be helpful to others and I actually hope that he reads this and reconsiders. He is much
luckier than others will be in that it's not too late for him to buy back in.
My point in sharing this story is that calling and then catching the top in gold is a fundamental part of
viewing gold as an investment. Jumbo Shrimp was early with his call, but whether the price of "gold"
keeps climbing from here or falls off a cliff tomorrow, everyone who views their physical gold as an
investment will eventually be put to the test at some point before "the only vote on what gold is that
counts", just like Jumbo Shrimp was.
I want you to forget for a moment whether or not you think the Freegold revaluation will actually
happen. The question I want to table is simple: If it happens, can it stick long enough for everyone's
perception about what gold is to change?
I'll give you a quick "what if" hypothetical scenario to help you visualize the question. It is not
important whether this scenario happens because there are many possible scenarios that I can imagine
leading to the physical gold revaluation, some quite different from this.
Here's the scenario: Imagine that we have another financial market collapse like September, 2008, only
this time the price of gold keeps falling even as there is no physical to be found. The market collapse
leads to an emergency print-fest by the USG in an attempt to "stimulate" or shock the economy and
markets back to life. Trading is stopped to interrupt the free fall atmosphere. "Gold's" free fall is
stopped at $500 per ounce and over the next few weeks, anyone holding a claim that was previously
exchangeable for physical gold is cash settled in the spirit of fairness. At the next quarter-end MTM
party we find out that the Eurosystem has marked its gold reserves at the equivalent of $55K per ounce
in constant dollars. We also find out that this price (in real terms) was derived by averaging actual
trades mediated by the BIS and ECB during the blackout after the paper markets crashed.
So we have a sudden step up in the (real) price of physical gold from $500 to $55,000 dollars. It is
basically an "overnight" revaluation, even though it wasn't literally overnight, because $500 was the
only known price in the interim. Any trades of physical gold that happened during the interim ("gold in
hiding" period) happened locally and did not affect the price of gold because it was technically frozen
at $500.
I'm happy to conclude that this news (the new MTM price) will be a shock to almost everybody,
especially to those who missed out on the revaluation, and that their initial reaction to the shock will
certainly not be to rush out and buy tiny gold bars at $55K per ounce. That particular change in demand
will take some time to manifest in any scenario I can imagine. So I think it is really more a question of
supply as to whether this new price range can stick in the immediate aftermath.
And this brings us to the vote for what gold is! The two main contenders will be 'investment' and
'wealth', because those choices represent the two competing schemes of action that will be faced by
those who actually did participate in the revaluation by carrying physical gold through the storm, and
who therefore get a vote. In fact, action is the voting method, which is precisely why only those with
gold will get a vote.
For example, those who somehow made it through the revaluation process while still thinking gold is
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an investment will, upon seeing it gap up from $500 to $55,000, either cash it in like a lottery ticket or
at least rebalance their investment portfolio away from gold. And if too many people do this all at once,
supply will flood the newborn physical-only market and the new price range could falter unless the
Giants and CBs step in with unlimited demand. It is possible that the Giants and CBs would do this, but
the point of this exercise is to explain why they won't have to.
Those who understand that gold is wealth, on the other hand, will react differently. People with durable,
tradable wealth generally have everything else that they need. Wealth is what you buy with your
excess. And if you need to tap into that wealth, for whatever reason, to support or improve your
lifestyle, then you sell it in drips and drabs as needed. Or, if your wealth preferences change, you can
also trade wealth for different wealth. So here we have three actions that the wealthy take with their
wealth. They accumulate it, they sell it in drips and drabs for consumption purposes, or they trade it for
other wealth.
I'm sure this seems like a ridiculous distinction to those of you who view everything as an investment.
That's really a Western shrimp perspective, and I think it's probably why you are struggling to
understand Freegold. So let's take a closer look at it from a couple different angles. Michael H pointed
us to this comment from FOA just the other day:
FOA (12/13/99; 19:15:01MDT - Msg ID:20954)
Comment
Mr Gresham (12/12/99; 14:04:52MDT - Msg ID:20807)
" " "Econ 675, Advanced Graduate Level Money and International Banking: Market Disequilibrium
Scenarios, otherwise known as USAGold Forum" " "
------------Hello Mr. G,
Ha! Ha! That is some class you are taking. One of the things Another wanted to accomplish is
happening. That being, getting Western citizens to reconsider exactly what gold was in the eyes of
other real people. In order for that to happen, people had to understand the evolving modern politics
of gold and how it has created a "New Gold Market". One far different from the one goldbugs of the
70s had grown to know and love.
In the beginning, many readers had no basis for comparison when reading most of Another's Thoughts.
Yet, we walk this evolutionary trail of gold today with eyes wide open and better able to grasp the
impossible road ahead.
Onward:
I have seen one sure sign that Westerners don't really know what has happened to their wealth. This is
demonstrated when one "bemoans the loss of good times" if gold goes very high. It comes across the
same every time; " " "if gold goes to $30,000 we won't have a dime and everything will fall apart" " ".
Well, Another made his point that the dollar said your wealth was worth more than it really was. Let
me demonstrate.
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Like this:
Ever been to a high priced auction. They bring out the "Strad" violin and start bidding at $500,000.
After a while it goes for $1 million flat and it's over. After that we listen to the perceptions around the
room.
One guy in the back, who has 10 million cash, thinks the Strad was cheap at one mill and will pick one
up next year. In fact he may get ten if they are offered. Some rich woman has 3 million and she figures
her wealth is equal to three "violins" if she ever wanted them.
All around the room the feelings are the same as perhaps 100 million in assets are represented. They
all equate their buying power to this one auction. Even though only one walked away with physical,
everyone knows they are "strad rich" in wealth. Each goes home for the evening cognac and relishes in
this knowledge. Their lifelong effort of hard work and shrewd investing has positioned them to own the
wealth of many rare violins. Life is good, very good.
The one problem with all of this is that they based their "wealth holdings" on the outcome of just one
auction. Truly, had they all bid, the violin would have gone for much more and their wealth would seem
"not so much".
In much the same way our world of dollar assets carries the same risk. All of us stand in the same
world auction room and watch the daily bidding for goods and services. We watch the prices of cars,
gas, houses, clothes, etc. and conclude our wealth balances based on what we could acquire at this
auction should we choose to bid. We see our economy in a light of infinite goods and services but fail
to balance this with the potential of others to bid, "in mass". In this light, few have a valid perception
of just how many dollar assets are out there. Indeed, without this grasp of "dollar inflation" we blindly
consider our wealth and position in life using the present price structure of "things". A system in which
we trade paper IOUs of infinite number for real things of finite number.
So, our belief that life is good, largely rest not on the confidence in the dollar. Nor is it in the
confidence that others will value and accept our dollars. Life is good, because all of us do not "bid" at
the same time! If we did, our life would not be as good as our dollar wealth says it is!
This is the deception in our Western grasp of what wealth is. Our life savings are valued at what they
can buy today, even though, in reality it is based on an unknown purchase price in the future. Just as
all of the wealth at the violin auction was a phantom in self delusion, so too is our present good life
and bank account numbers. The evolution of a people that once gripped gold for the real wealth money
it was, has proceeded to the hoarding of bookkeeping entries of account credits. History has proven
that once humans begin to question the value of this dollar "wealth owed them at a future unknown
price" they run a race to outspend their loved brothers. Buying goods now at the "known" price quickly
balances the books so no one is any longer fooled. The currency equivalents remain as a trading
medium, even as real things are held in the background for value proof.
No, a high price of gold will not rob us of our wealth. It will rob us of this perception of money value
that was but an illusion in the clouds. Wealth for tomorrow is found in this context for today; one
cannot lose something they never owned. Buying physical gold at today's prices ($200 to $500) will not
help you maintain this modern illusion of wealth we never had. But will allow us to later spend the true
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value of gold that presently exists today. A value few will accept or believe.
Thank you all,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,FOA
FOA made some great points in that comment, but I want to draw your attention to one that I think was
inadvertently made. The reaction of the millionaires observing the "Strad auction" illustrates the
paradoxical nature of Giffen or Veblen goods which seem to violate the economic law of demand.
These observers didn't have their own Strads, but as the price rose and the auction settled, they
instinctively imagined buying their own Stradivarius and they also considered their own wealth in Strad
terms—how many Strads they could buy.
These types of goods are sometimes called positional goods or status goods. It has been observed that
rather than people diversifying away from these goods or substituting other goods as the price rises, the
opposite tends to occur with world-class durable, tradable and collectible wealth items.
You've probably heard of the wealth effect as it was applied to the housing bubble. It says that people
tend to spend more when they actually are richer, objectively, or when they perceive themselves to be
richer. The point here is that the behavioral change effect comes from the perception of wealth, not the
liquidation of wealth.
Imagine a painting that was purchased for $10 million and sold a decade later for $100 million. We
have seen a rise in the price of fine art over the last few years, so why haven't we seen all fine art flood
the market like a bunch of lottery tickets trying to get cashed in? When a wealth item like that rises in
value and that new value is revealed at the margin (the auction house), the wealthy people holding
similar items simply feel a little more wealthy. But they understand that wealth is not a lottery ticket.
Perhaps some people view fine art as an investment, but not the majority, otherwise we'd observe
something different than what we've observed.
The point is that Giants, who hold a good portion of that 165,000 tonnes of above-ground gold, view
physical gold as wealth and not as an investment. No matter where the price goes, they will not sell it
en masse, or even in mass. They already have everything they need to live an exceptional life style and
they understand that the best way to dishoard wealth is in drips and drabs over time as needed or as
individual preferences change.
But we are not all Giants, are we? Some of us are likely to want to "upgrade" our lifestyle if our gold is
suddenly revalued, right? Will we do so in drips and drabs as needed, or will we decide to dump it all at
once to catch the top and lock in our profit? Well, let's look at this "upgradable lifestyle" portion of the
vote. In the West it will be an extremely tiny contingent. In Eastern countries like India, it is likely to be
a fairly large contingent.
First the West. When I say tiny, I'm talking about maybe one person in a million tiny. Someone who
has, say, 2% to 5% of his wealth/savings in physical gold—and is able to hold strong through the
transition without cashing in that lottery ticket or panicking out along the way—is really only going to
stay even or see a small gain (e.g., see Michael H's revaluation/rebalancing exercise here). So in this
Western group of "voters" who will be faced with the choice of drips and drabs versus all at once
lottery ticket are really only those who have a substantial enough portion of their wealth in physical
gold that they will see what could be considered a life-changing windfall profit.
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The bottom line is that this Western group is too tiny to even matter in the final vote for "what gold is"
after the transition. And the dynamics of the transition will likely shake out all but the strongest hands
which are more likely to consider gold to be wealth like the Giants do.
In the East they already view gold as wealth. So even though they will have the ability to improve their
standard of living, they will likely continue to accumulate, only choosing to dishoard as needed. This
would be a good question for Anand. How many of the gold holders in India do you think consider gold
to be wealth versus how many consider it an investment that you should dump at the top? And how will
the average Indian react to a gold revaluation? Will she sell it all at once and live large like a lottery
winner? Will she sell a little in drips and drabs as needed to improve her quality of life? Or will she
continue to accumulate while feeling (knowing she is truly) wealthy?
I suppose it will depend on each person's individual circumstances, but we generally aspire to that
which is already present in our vicinity. So I can imagine that a general improvement in the standard of
living in India would play out more gradually than it would for, say, an American lottery winner or an
NFL draft pick.
So who else is there on the supply side that will get a vote on what gold is? Oh, yeah, the central banks!
They use/view gold as a reserve asset, which is to the monetary system as wealth is to the individual.
So I don't think we have to worry about them dumping their gold like an investment "to catch the top".
I guess that about covers all those whose opinion will matter (except maybe governments, but we'll get
to them in a moment). The opinion of those who don't carry above-ground gold through the transition
won't matter, but it will be forced to change specifically because it won't matter! Think about that while
we move on to gold in the ground.
Gold in the Ground
While there are an estimated 165,000 tonnes of above-ground gold, each and every bit owned by
someone, a recent estimate revealed known and recoverable in-ground deposits to be another 67,500
tonnes spread out all over the world.

The distribution of these in-ground deposits is as follows:
North America 34%
South America 17%
Europe 2%
Africa 17%
Russia/Asia 17%
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Australia 12%

The average rate of extraction for the last five years, according to the WGC, has been 2,602.2 tonnes
per year.
One of the arguments against Freegold is that all of this mining supply, if it went to market at $55,000
per ounce (or thereabouts), would constitute a dump requiring an offsetting demand of $4.6 trillion per
year (in real terms—global net production) to maintain that price. This is a powerful argument that, in
my opinion, deserves some more discussion.
To understand the counterargument, there are a couple of things you need to know about the differences
between in-ground gold and above-ground gold. First of all, gold that is still in the ground is not worth
as much as gold that has already been mined. Gold in the ground is worth the market price of aboveground gold minus the cost of pulling it out of the ground and then refining it. The second thing is that,
while every bit of above-ground gold is owned by someone, the ownership of in-ground gold is not
what you think, especially in extremis. Let me explain.
It is a pure illusion today that the owners of mines also own the gold in the ground under their mines. It
is an anachronism, a relic of a bygone era and it can only last as long as the price of gold and the cost
of extraction are in relatively close proximity. Here's what ANOTHER had to say about it:
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 15:09
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
The governments will revalue gold and "demand" that the public carry it and use it! It will be the
source of all gold, the mines, that will be controlled! That's Controlled, with a capital "C", not
confiscated!
When confronted with the argument that governments are slow-moving leviathans and will therefore be
slow to tax the mines with some sort of windfall profits tax, FOA remarked:
FOA (6/7/99; 7:45:04MDT - Msg ID:7282)
Steve, on this issue, they will move no slower than with the speed of one who finds a gold coin upon a
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sidewalk!
FOA
Mining companies are sitting ducks. Hat tip to reader "B" for this recent quote from Doug Casey:
"All the governments in the Western world are really bankrupt and are, therefore, going to be looking
for more tax revenue. Mining companies are going to be in its sights because mining companies can't
move their assets; they are the easiest thing in the world to tax. The good news is that makes mining
stocks very volatile, and sometimes extremely cheap. Volatility can be your best friend."
Mmm, cheap and volatile thanks to being sitting ducks for the government! Here's some more FOA:
FOA (10/25/99; 19:57:57MDT - Msg ID:17447)
reply
elevator guy (10/23/99; 21:30:08MDT - Msg ID:17282)
@FOA
Why will gold stocks be a risky place to be?
Hello elevator guy,
We have covered this area many times before. Simply put, when this new gold market runs as never
before seen, shares will under perform bullion because they only represent the ownership of a business
not money reserves. As a mining business, they must overcome the negative effects of a banking crisis,
massive cost inflation and taxes old and new. Their dividends will never return the equivalent of the
increase in bullion nor will the equity. Most investors do not retain a good historical perspective
between government confiscation and government regulation. Production regulation and taxation are
a different control of mine reserves that greatly impacts stock values. Many stock promoters often try
to inject the "confiscation issue" as one for bullion holders while ignoring this other dynamic as it
pertains to mine shares. The race will be for bullion and large international players will discount the
leverage of mine reserves in terms of the crisis financial atmosphere they must invest in.
Even so, some mines will be sought after as they will be perceived as the best positioned of the lot and
the last to be interfered with.
Anyway, it's a long hard subject that many will pay dearly for as this transition proceeds.
We will talk again on this. FOA
Imagine if the mine owners actually had as strong of a claim on the minerals under their mines as most
people think they do today. With a market price of $55,000 and an extraction cost of only $1,500 or less
they could literally "spare no expense" on all the modern mining technology and equipment needed to
blast and dig those lottery tickets out of the ground and cash them in as fast as possible! They'd surely
run up the extraction rate a bit and put a strain, if not an outright crash, on that Freegold price range.
But they don't have that strong of a claim. The sovereign or the collective (i.e., the government) does.
The catch word here, a word you will learn more about, is "royalties". It's not unlike the oil in the
ground that the House of Saud allows American oil companies to extract and bring to market in
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exchange for… royalties.
Even at today's price of only about $1,700 per ounce, some in government already have their fast eye
on FOA's "gold coin upon a sidewalk"!
Levy on gold could be budget windfall, U.S. lawmakers say
WASHINGTON | Wed Dec 12, 2012 5:49pm EST
(Reuters) - Revising a 19th-century U.S. law that governs the mining of gold and other precious metals
could add billions of dollars to federal coffers at a time of tight budgets, according to some
Democratic lawmakers and a government study released on Wednesday.
Taxpayers receive no royalties on metals pulled from federal land, and officials drew a blank when they
tried to find out how much gold, silver, copper and other valuable metal is sold.
"Federal agencies generally do not collect data from hardrock mine operators," said the report from
the nonpartisan Government Accountability Office, which looked at the market in 2010 and 2011.
But applying a metals levy of 12.5 percent - the benchmark government share for other resources could deliver hundreds of millions of dollars a year to taxpayers, according to independent studies and
U.S. Representative Raul Grijalva, who sought the report and other data from the mining industry.
"As we face these fiscal challenges, these are the pennies that we should pinch," said Grijalva, the
leading Democrat on the panel that oversees public lands.
Grijalva, of Arizona, and Senator Tom Udall of New Mexico, who jointly called for the GAO report,
say taxpayers should also benefit from a gold price surge that has boosted the bottom line for miners.
Applying Grijalva's royalty formula on the 1.1 million ounces of yellow metal pulled last year from
Goldstrike mine in Nevada, the largest in North America, could have yielded $150 million to taxpayers,
according to a Reuters tally of industry data.
Barrick Gold Corp (ABX.TO), the mine operator, said only a fraction of Goldstrike is on federal land,
and the company's taxes have already quadrupled in the five years of climbing gold prices.
Taxpayers are entitled to a royalty from metal sales nevertheless, lawmakers said.
[…]
NO-ROYALTY RULE
The 1872 mining law that drove prospectors into western states such as California still governs much
of the industry.
But this no-royalty law is a costly anachronism when mining giants can stake a claim on federal land
for a few dollars an acre, Udall said. The coal, oil and gas industries, by comparison, have no such
exemption.
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"We are giving our gold and silver for free and don't even know how much we are giving," said Udall,
whose father, Stewart, was secretary of the Interior during the 1960s and called mining law reform his
great unfinished work.
Lawmakers who have occasionally tried to reform the mining rules have never cleared all the hurdles
to pass new laws, as the industry has strong political allies.
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, a Democrat, counts on mining support in his home state of
Nevada, and lawmakers say it will be difficult to persuade him to take a bite out of the industry.
But on Wednesday, the two top senators on the Energy and Natural Resources Committee said they
were open to considering reform.
"There's been agreement for a long time that the 1872 Mining Law should be updated to include a
royalty" and reduce paperwork, said Senator Lisa Murkowski, the panel's top Republican.
[…]
State and local governments often catch a windfall from mining revenue, and Udall said Republican
lawmakers from the West might be persuaded to increase the federal take.
"Everyone agrees we need a balanced package to find new revenue," he said, "and this seems like the
right time for reform."
So the "production regulation and taxation" of the mines as FOA put it, or "Control with a capital 'C'"
as Another said, will effectively transfer the vote for "what gold is after the revaluation" from the mine
owners to the sovereign or the collective (i.e., the governments of the world). Will the governments of
the world view gold as an investment or a lottery ticket? Or will they view it as a wealth
reserve/monetary reserve asset? This is the question that you need to answer for yourself. I know my
answer.
From FOA above:
"The currency equivalents remain as a trading medium, even as real things are held in the background
for value proof."
Currency issuing governments like the USG can simply spend money into existence. The credibility of
this common government system is generally maintained by three government abilities—the ability to
tax, the ability to borrow and the ability to sell off or rent out public assets. To such an entity, the
differences between windfall profits taxing gold miners and selling off public gold that is already in the
vault are minimal. So if you believe that they will let all that newly mined gold hit the market for just a
little extra revenue, you should also believe that they will simply sell their existing gold reserves
outright in exchange for the same cash that they can print.
You see, a functioning printing press is infinitely more valuable than gold. Gold, as FOA said, is simply
"held in the background for value proof." I can, however, imagine that a country like the US would
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want to keep its mining companies well-oiled and properly maintained. But that can be achieved by
simply transferring in-ground reserves to the vault at some regulated pace.
A country like Canada which has more than 13,000 tonnes of in-ground reserves (the most of any
country) and yet only has 3.4 tonnes in the vault would likely transfer at a higher pace than the USG
which has a better balance between above- and below-ground reserves. But this transfer of gold from
the ground to the vault would not pass through the gold market, even though the government would pay
the mine owner the market price and then tax back most of the profit.
Similar principles apply to governments that are not currency issuers, like those in the Eurosystem, in
that there is little difference between selling gold in the vault and selling gold in the ground via
windfall profits taxes on the miners. One difference could be that, because of their membership in the
Eurosystem, they cannot unilaterally choose to sell gold in the vault. But remember from the
illustration above that Europe only has 2% of those global in-ground deposits. So even if half of those
countries used their in-ground gold as a lottery ticket, that would only represent an additional flow of
about 26 tonnes per year hitting the market. An amount that small could, and most likely would, be
directly absorbed by the ECB.
I hope I've shown you that it doesn't matter what the rate of extraction will be in Freegold. It could be
the same, higher or lower than today. All that matters is how much of that newly-mined gold is dumped
onto the market like a winning lottery ticket, relative to the demand.
So let's take a poll. What is gold? Is it money, currency, an investment or wealth? What will your vote
be when the time comes? And will you even have a vote?
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Saturday, December 22, 2012
AFTER (THOUGHTS!)

My Christmas present to you this year is AFTER (THOUGHTS!). It is what I mentioned in these three
comments, and it is a complete chronological archive of all of ANOTHER's and FOA's comments that
came after (hence the name) ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!). It is more complete than what I previously
posted by at least 700 pages, and that's not counting the Gold Trail posts which are also intermixed with
concurrent A/FOA comments that remained separated from birth until now.
In total, these five pages, which are also linked in the sidebar, contain 1,428 pages (in Word) of A/FOA
comments in the same order and basic context as they were written, which is also the order that they
were read by those who were following the Trail in real time between 9/20/98 and 12/16/01. To read
them in this order was a challenge even when USAGOLD still had the Discussion Forum online, a
chore which I never attempted, and impossible now that the regular forum is missing. Yet here it is,
dropped in our lap like a present from Santa himself!
AFTER (THOUGHTS!) 9/20/98 – 8/18/99
AFTER (THOUGHTS!) 8/19/99 – 2/08/00
AFTER (THOUGHTS!) 2/09/00 – 9/03/00
AFTER (THOUGHTS!) 9/03/00 – 4/23/01
AFTER (THOUGHTS!) 4/23/01 – 12/16/01
It's not as pretty as USAGOLD or Ron M's Air-Friendly PDFs, but it's all there (possibly TWICE as
many A/FOA comments as we had available yesterday), and soon it will all be searchable on Google.
The links to my copy of Martijn's archive are no longer in the sidebar, but they still exist and can be
accessed at the bottom of that post because A) they are already searchable on Google, and B) they may
contain a few comments by ORO (and others) that are not in AFTER (THOUGHTS!).
But this is not meant to be your only Christmas present this year. There's one more surprise that I hope
to slip under the tree for you before Christmas! ;D
Sincerely,
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UPDATE:
I just added pdfs to the links in the sidebar. The archive is divided into two pdfs which are beautifully
formatted and even have live links just as they appeared on USAGOLD. The first one covers parts 1
and 2 and is 659 pages. That's basically all of the posts between the end of Thoughts and the beginning
of Gold Trail. And the second pdf is parts 3, 4 and 5, 769 pages which starts two weeks before the Gold
Trail.
Also, another reader just informed me that he has a copy of ALL of the USAGOLD comments from
1998-2006. He says it's such a large mass of files that it's difficult to reorganize, but that any individual
day of comments is easy enough to pull up. So I'll take a look at what he has and see if one of our
database or internet experts can figure out a way to make it all at least accessible to everyone.
UPDATE #2 (12/23/12):
I now have a copy of the entire discussion forum archive that is missing from USAGOLD! It is pretty
large, containing 3,145 folders each of which contains a day of comments from late 1998 through early
2007, about 8 ½ years' worth of comments. The folder names are the dates.
Here's a sample. I picked one random day in 1998 and threw it up as a sample page.
If anyone else would like to download this archive file, it will be available at this link for the next five
days, at which point the link will expire. The d/l is a zip file that is 92MB which expands to something
like 280MB. It looks like, since this is a free file sharing site, there are only 100 downloads available.
[Correction, only 20 free downloads! Check comments for new links if the limit has been reached.] So
first come first served! :D
Update #3 (12/24/12):
So far at least 46 people have downloaded the archives from the transferbigfiles website. And here are
two more links with unlimited downloads:
From Google docs -Thanks Aquilus!
From Amazon s3 (d/l will start immediately) -Thanks Winters!
Or, if you know how to use a torrent, here's the torrent link:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fofoa/archives.zip?torrent
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Wednesday, December 26, 2012
Countdown to 2013 Open Forum

The world didn't end in 2012 and it's not going to end in 2013, but that doesn't mean things won't
change. The one constant—the only constant—is change.
"There are 31,530,000 seconds in a year. A thousand milliseconds in a second. A million microseconds.
A billion nanoseconds. And the one constant, connecting nanoseconds to years, is change. The
universe, from atom to galaxy, is in a perpetual state of flux. But we humans don't like change. We fight
it; it scares us. So we create the illusion of stasis.
We want to believe in a world at rest—the world of right now. Yet our great paradox remains the same.
The moment we grasp the now, that now is gone. We cling to snapshots, but life is moving pictures,
each nanosecond different than the last. Time forces us to grow, to adapt, because every time we blink
our eyes, the world shifts beneath our feet.
Change isn't easy. More often, it's wrenching and difficult. But maybe that's a good thing. Because it's
change that makes us strong, keeps us resilient, and teaches us to evolve." –Tim Kring

Is 13 lucky or unlucky?
Unlucky 13
The number 13 is considered to be an unlucky number in some countries. The end of the Mayan
calendar's 13th Baktun is superstitiously feared as a harbinger of the apocalyptic 2012 phenomenon.
Fear of the number 13 has a specifically recognized phobia, Triskaidekaphobia, a word which was
coined in 1911. The superstitious sufferers of triskaidekaphobia try to avoid bad luck by keeping away
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from anything numbered or labeled thirteen. As a result, companies and manufacturers use another
way of numbering or labeling to avoid the number, with hotels and tall buildings being conspicuous
examples (Thirteenth floor). It's also considered to be unlucky to have thirteen guests at a table (Last
Supper). Friday the 13th has been considered the unluckiest day of the month.
Numerology
The Number 13 is a Karmic Number. Number 13 is the number of upheaval, so that new ground can be
broken. The number 13 has great power. If this power is used for selfish purposes, it will bring
destruction of the self, and in turn, this will bring dis-ease and illnesses. Adapting to change gracefully
will bring out the strength of the 13 vibration, and decrease any potential for the negative.
Tarot
In a tarot card deck, XIII is the card of Death, usually picturing the Pale horse with its rider.
Thirteenth floor
Based on an internal review of records, Dilip Rangnekar of Otis Elevators estimates that 85% of the
buildings with elevators did not have a floor named the 13th floor. Future building designers, fearing a
fire on the 13th floor, or fearing tenants' superstitions about the rumor, decided to omit having a 13th
floor listed on their elevator numbering. This practice became commonplace, and eventually found its
way into mainstream culture and building design.
Year 2013 vehicle license plates in Ireland
Vehicle License plates in the Republic of Ireland are such that the first two digits represent the year of
registration of the vehicle (i.e. 11 is a 2011 registered car, 12 is 2012 and so on). In late 2012 there
were concerns among members of SIMI (Society of the Irish Motor Industry) that the prospect of
having "13" registered vehicles may discourage motorists from buying new cars due to superstition
surrounding the number thirteen and that car sales and the motor industry, (which is already ailing)
would suffer as a result. This concern prompted SIMI to approach the Government of the State and
request that 2013 registered vehicles have their license plates age identifier string modified to read
"131" for vehicles registered in the first six months of 2013 and "132" for those registered in the latter
six months of the year. As of August 2012 the government, bearing in mind the potential loss in VRT
(Vehicle Registration Tax) revenue on new cars, are considering the proposal for implementation.
When the proposal was released to the media on 25 August, it was met with mixed reception.
American history
The American flag has 13 stripes in honor of the first 13 colonies.
Apollo 13 was a NASA Moon mission famous for being a "successful failure" in that while the crew
were unable to land on the Moon as planned due to a technical malfunction, they were returned safely
home.
Sports
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In Formula One, the number 13 is not used. As such, the numbering goes 11, 12, 14, 15 under the
current numbering system.
The number 13 is the most-commonly registered jersey number in modern roller derby.
Lucky 13
Several successful sports figures have worn the number 13.
In Italy, 13 is also considered to be a lucky number, although in Campania the expression 'tredici'
(meaning 13) is said when one considers their luck to have turned for the worse.
A repressed lunar cult
In ancient cultures, the number 13 represented femininity, because it corresponded to the number of
lunar (menstrual) cycles in a year (13 x 28 = 364 days). The theory is that, as the solar calendar
triumphed over the lunar, the number thirteen became anathema.
Coperos
The number 13 in the Coperos religion (small culture in Brazil) is like a God number. All coperos must
know that this number can save humankind.
I am not superstitious. But I do wonder what will be written about 2013 after the fact on these types of
pages. Will it be remembered as a lucky year, or an unlucky one?

Last year was:
2012
Year of the Surprise
I have an idea for what to call 2013, but I'd like to hear your suggestions in the comments!
2013
Year of the _______

And finally, there's one thing that I'm watching for the next week and a half. It could be a signal of
sorts, but I wouldn't put too much stock in it.
Last year this week, during the Asian trading hours the night before Snapshot day (Friday, Dec. 30,
2011), the euro price of gold mysteriously levitated a whopping €32.89 from the previous day's London
PM fix of €1,184.16, which would have been a disappointing decline since the October, 2011 MTM
Party which marked gold at €1,206.39. I made a comment about the timing of this unusual overnight
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levitation in this post. In it I noted that "evidence from Sept. '10 and April '11 seems to suggest that
year-end and mid-year might be more important [MTM parties] than the other two quarters."
Then, last May, I posted two cryptic tweets:
FOFOA @FOFOA999
Two new markers. Sorry no details. Freegold Puke Indicator & Goldhog day. If he sees his
shadow, it's game on. If not 6 mo. of kick the can.
16 May 12

FOFOA @FOFOA999
FPI already fired. Goldhog day is June 29. ;)
16 May 12

I will now explain those tweets. The following is almost verbatim from an email I sent Warren back in
May explaining my tweets:
Jumbo Shrimp selling 95% of his gold was my Freegold Puke Indicator (or FPI) which fired.
At the time of my tweets, the euro price of gold was €1,211, already below the April and January MTM
party numbers. And it was only about €5 above the October MTM party. So my Goldhog day
prediction on May 16th was that if we had a June 29 snapshot of around €1,216 or less, it was game on
for Freegold. The "window of opportunity" would be open! But if it would be €1,243 or higher it meant
another 6 months of kick the can. There’s more to it than just that, but with Jumbo Shrimp’s prediction
of the paper gold price collapsing, I thought this was a good opportunity to take the temperature of
official support for paper gold.
The thing is, paper gold is so relatively invaluable that it’s no wonder when the price falls. The real
wonder is when it rises. It’s almost as if someone is supporting paper gold. Remember my old Timing
is Everything post? The theory there is that the Eurosystem CBs are actually supporting the paper gold
price somehow. That theory came straight from Ari, and it has held true so far. On Dec. 29th 2011, the
euro POG magically levitated in the middle of the night from €1,184 to €1,216 so as to beat (in the
eleventh hour no less) the October MTM party which recorded €1,206. In the April MTM party it was
up again to €1,243.
I don’t necessarily think that there is some target rate of appreciation like 18% p.a. If the Eurosystem
CBs are supporting the paper gold price at key times like MTM parties and GLD pukes, I think it
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would naturally show up as some sort of an emergent pattern. But that doesn’t mean there’s a specific
target. It’s just the average of what whoever is doing it considers a reasonable amount: not too
high/obvious and not too low/meaningless. Over time, the average would emerge as a steady long-term
appreciation in the gold price.
So why would Eurosystem CBs be supporting the paper POG? I have some theories on that.
June 29, 2012 was mid-year Snapshot day and my Goldhog day. Gold was €1,211 on May 16th and I
predicted that if it was €1,243 or higher on June 29th it would mean six more months of kick the can. If
it was €1,216 or lower it would mean "the Freegold window of opportunity" was open. If it closed
anywhere between €1,216 and €1,243 on June 29th it would be too ambiguous to be predictive one way
or the other. Of course we got €1,246.62 on June 29th which meant six more months of kick the can.
Well, my FPI fired again last week and now we are a week and a half out from another Goldhog day
and, as of this writing, euro gold is languishing at €1,255.94. That's a full €121.48, or almost 9% below
October's MTM party, yet still €9.32 above July's. So I'll take another stab at the predictive powers of
Goldhog day. But first, here are the results from the last six MTM parties:
July 2011 - EUR 1,043.38
October 2011 - EUR 1,206.39
January 2012 - EUR 1,216.86
April 2012 - EUR 1,243.45
July 2012 - EUR 1,246.62
October 2012 - EUR 1,377.42
This year, because New Year's Day falls on a Tuesday, Snapshot day is actually Friday, January 4th (it's
usually in December) and the results will be released the following Wednesday, January 9th. So here's
my "prediction" (and remember that I hate doing this stuff):
If the recorded price on Friday, January 4th, 2013 is EUR 1,246 or lower, it's game on for Freegold
meaning that the window of opportunity is now open because official support for paper gold has
apparently ended. In other words, there may be no system support the next time something breaks. But
if the recorded price on January 4th is EUR 1,389 or higher, it's six more months of kick the can. And if
it's anywhere between EUR 1,246 and EUR 1,389 (which it is today) then the €PoG will be too
ambiguous to be predictive one way or the other.
This is not your typical TA-based prediction. I hope you can tell the difference. If I was interested in
TA I would be looking at the $PoG and not the €PoG. This is simply a moment in time when we can
apply a specific theory, one that Ari alerted me to two and a half years ago, and take a fresh reading.
Like I said, it's just something I'm watching that could be a signal of sorts, but I wouldn't put too much
stock in it. Here's a chart of euro gold that will update each time you reload the page:
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Sincerely,
FOFOA
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